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[n this dissertation, I examine the development of autonomy in the philosophical 
works of Kaî, Nietzsche, and Heidegger. Mer outlining the centrality of this 
development to what 1 c d ,  foliowing Robert Pippin, "philosophical modernity," 1 show 
that the figure of genius describeci in Kant's third Chtique becornes the mode1 for the 
"aesthetic" versions of autonomy articulateci by Nietzsche and Heidegger under the names 
of "sovereigiity" and "aufhenticity" respectively. Accordhg to these more recent 
formulations, autonomy is not understood as rational self-legislation, but as a quasi-artistic 
ccseKueation." Moreover, in each of these versions of asthetic autonomy, 1 clah that in 
spite of a disavowal of mimesis understood in a Platonic sense, an implicit r e b c e  is 
placed upon the operations of a ''highei' sense of mimesis, a mimesis of fieedom, that 
enables autonomy to be exempMed and, paradoxicaUy, ciimitateci." For Kant, this mimesis 
of fieedom accounts for both the continuîty and discontinuity of art-historical traditions. 
In and Heidegger, however, this covert deplopent of mimesis has implications 
for our understanding of histoncity more generally, and the relationship between history 
and modernity in particular. Mer showing what these implications are, 1 comment on the 
problems and M s  of %sthetic autonomy," especiaily when it is understood politically or 
colledvely, and utterly decoupled nom any moral constfaints. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Ine Birth of Tragedy, invokes Goethe's Faust as a final, dissatisfïed 

representative of the "Alexandrian" or theoretical culture in whose net the 'khole 

modem world is entangled."' Faust's insatiable thirst for knowledge, which has led him 

beyond the limits of science to devil-dealing and magical trickery, exposes, in 

Nietzsche's eyes, the ultimate delusions of Socratic optimism so deeply embedded in our 

modem preoccupations with rational seKmastery, control and inexorable cultural 

progress. What Faust signifies, then, is the exhaustion of the Enlightenrnent project 

precisely because it cannot satis* its very own desire for knowledge.* The strictly 

theoreticai life of scientific inquiry is no longer able to contribute to the self-realization of 

"modem cultured man," who, as Faust shows, must paradoxically demand the 

increasuigly empty satisfaction of his will in a world utterly devoid of intruisic ends or 

purposes. This growing awareness of Iirnits, understood by Nietzsche as a '%tory over 

the optimism.. .that is the bais of our cuiture," was made possible by the '%ourage and 

wisdom of Kmrt and Schopenhauer," who not~no~sly restricted scientific knowledge to 

the world of phenomena (BOT, p. 112). For Nietzsche, this restriction again rnakes 

possible the birth of a genuinely îragic culture, since h o n d  the theoreticaily illuminateci 



phenomenal world, tragic insight is no longer cornpelleci to wmpete unsuccessfully with 

science, and thus a t d y  aesthetic Iife can once again be restorecL3 

What this brief glimpse at Nietzsche's text reveals is a remarkably contemporary 

characterization and assessrnent of philosophical rnodeniity, not unlike those of many 

more recent commentaton. Without explicitly stating it, Nietzsche's interpretation is 

based on the suspicion that "autonomy" or self-legislation - in each of its early-modern 

foms, Uictuding commitments to individual and collective selfdeterrninatioa, the 

emancipation of science fkom tradition and mp4 exclusively mord and rational modes 

of jusmng activity, a belief in Enlightenment progress - has fiuled to make our lives 

better than they were before. Due to the absolute centrality of autonomy to both the 

origins and historical trajectory of the modern world, this perceived fkilure has placed the 

entire project of modemity, particularly the legitimacy of philosophy which first 

articulateci these unrealized expectations, into question. Nietzsche's response to this 

"problem" of autonomy, as exemplified by the powerfid yet aimless Faust, is itself, 

however, decisively modem. Consequently, his "dution" does not involve a rejection of 

autonomy per se, but merely a rejection of autonomy in its theoreticai and moral 

disguises, which are ultimateiy at odds with the existentid tasks of radical independence 

and self-creation that Nietzsche's own version of autonomy requires4 What Nietzsche 

offers, therefore, is a hansvaluation of philosophical modeniism by means of re- 

interpreting autonorny as now an ar&istic, ratha than an epistemological or mord ideal. 

This move is certainiy not singlahandedly accomplished by Nietzsche, and at 

least in The Birth of Tragedy as we have just seen, much of the credit goes to Kant and 



Schopenhauer. For contemporary scholars, this positive assessrnent of especiaily Kant's 

conaibution to Nietzsche's "aesthetic metaphysics" should be viewed with great interest. 

Kant is, after ail, dutifully cited as a great defider of the philosophical Enlightenrnent, 

even as his own most renowned worlg the Critique of Pure Reason, attempts to determine 

the legitimate application of reason fiom the standpoint of reason itseif This should make 

Kant at best Nietzsche's ambiguous ally, given that the restriction of reason which Kant 

endones is importantly a ~e~restriction, and thus in the end a confirmation of the 

rational autonorny intrinsic to modern Enlightenment cuiture that Nietzsche desires to 

overcome. Yet early enthusiasrn for Kant's epistemological (yet at no point 

his moral)' project resuhs from its skeptical effect on the modern sciences. The ' tn l l  to 

tnrth" underlying the dwelopment of the sciences was now turned against the very 

culture of theoretical optimism which denied any limits to scientific inquky and the 

progressive accumulation of knowledge. Nietzsche describes this elsewhere as "Kmt 's 

tragc problem!'" What is of interest to the thesis 1 am pursuing here, however, is that 

Kant's merely "negative7' contribution to his deeply Socratic world produces, tiom 

Nietzsche's perspective, at least one cnicidly positive result: the degradation of science 

means that a 'km dignityY" can once again be conferred to art. What defines us as 

humans, as now properly modem humans, is that our "salvation lies not in knowing, but 

in meafiing.'" It is again possible, as it was in pre-Socratic Greece, for the artist to play a 

decisive role in the shaping of our modem culture. 

At this point, my purpose is not to question either the wisdorn oc or the motives 

behind, Nietzsche's preference for tragic over theorerical culture. I will l ave  that 



discussion for later. Nor am I interested in Nietzsche's interpretations of Kant, per se. But 

what 1 do wmt to examine is one central aspect of what 1 want to cal1 Nietzsche's 

"rnodemity thesis;" namely, the role Kant played - both wittingly and unwittingiy - in the 

transformation of philosophical modernity from its early phase as a legitimation of 

theoretical and practical autonomy, to its later versions as an c'aestheti~ized" reaction to 

modern bourgeois Me, best exemplified by the quest for cuItural renewal through the 

artist's creative activity. In a recent study of philosophical modernism, Robert Pippin 

advances a reading of modeniity, at least as it has unfolded as a problem within Germa. 

philosophy, that resonates deeply with Nietzsche's po~ition.~ Pippin identifies Kant as the 

''first thoroughgoing 'philosophical modemist,"' and like Nietzsche, points out that our 

deepest 'dissatisfacti011~'~ with modern Life (recall Faust's unacceptable reactions) 

originate with the paradoxical results of Kant's critical project.10 On the one hand, the 

self-restriction of reason's legitimate application means that we must forego our naturd 

desire to seek the unconditioned - the in-itself world that is independent of human 

cognition - and unhappily settle for knowledge of phenornena - how the worid must 

spatio-tempordy appear to finite beings like ourselves. On the other hanci, Pippin also 

reminds us that although pure reason can be practical, it is WtuaUy impossible to achieve 

the pUnty of will necessary to consistently obey the moral law, since practical reason 

rnust in effect "wmpete" with our sensuous natures, our petty and egotisàcai drives, 

desires and self-satisfactions. 'We mu&" as a result, ''settle for 'legality,' not 

morality ."' l We are Uius constitutionally disadvantaged to live the moral life that our own 

reason commands. Consequently, from both a theoretical and a practicd point of view, 



these fomuiations of rationai autonomy thet Kant rquires to salvage philosophy fiom 

the blindness of empiricism and the emptiness of rationalism cannot ultimately fulfill the 

optimistic promises of especially early-modern philosophy. Lowered expectations, in 

effect, are the hidden costs of iegitimacy. Ifour critical self-reflection determines that we 

cannot, by our very nature, gain epistemological acceu to God, fieedom, and the 

imrnortairty of the soul, then pbilosophy's own sesunderstanding must hereafter be 

transforme& its iegitimate tasks reduced, regardas of our deep and codnuing interests 

in these w longer theoretically answerable questions. And herein lies the ironical 

predicament of philosophicai modemity: it is precisely this historical and intellechial 

epoch - an epoch essentially defineci by its opposition to antiquity, its optimistic belief 

that the modem world can solve the outstanding pre-modern problems - that has self- 

consciously "decided" that the radical self-determination of modern subjects is 

incompatible with the v e y  sorts of "assuances" that previous, aibeit dogrnatic, 

philosophies were enlisted to provide. In other words, the idea that this uncomprornising 

insistence on human autonomy and self-grounding, on a radically new expression of 

human fieedom, is intrinsically related to the limitation of al1 philosophical proposais to 

ground knowledge or morality on a metaphysical foundation "outsidey' of human 

subjectivity, is respomible for the initial dissatisfaction with, and reaction against, 

Kantian philosophy. 

Pip pin ' s elaborate reconstruction (and Hegelian re~ohition'~) of Nietzsche's less 

developed rnodemity thesis, however, focuses exclusively on the ra t iod  constraints or 

autonomous selfirestrictions which Kant places on both legitimate knowing and moral 



willing. He does not Specincally take up what Nietzsche identifies as Kant's contribution 

to the development of a aagic culture, in which the life-senhg artist replaces the ide 

scientific or theoretical man as the new, higher type of human being. l3 For Pippin, the 

aporiai of Kant's critical project initiate the widespread dissatisfaction with, and 

exclusively modeniist problematization of autonomy that preocaipies vimially al1 

nineteenth and twentieth ce- European philosophy, particularly in Germany, but the 

subsequent aestheticization of Iife and the newly championed autonomy of artistic 

creation are v i d  as merely distant consequences of Km's  Copemican revolution-l4 

Although Nietzsche, still under the ifluence of Schopenhauer, enthusiasticaily connects 

the restrictions of reason artidated in the fist Critique with his own attempted 

transvaluation of modernism, even he is blind to what 1 wili argue is the pivotal Kantian 

contribution to the centrality of aesthetic autonomy to modern life and culture. My own 

view is that in the third Critique, the conflict between the scientist and the artist is not 

ccsettied" in favor of the scientist as some recent Kant scholars have argued, but is rather 

ambiguously elaborated in a way that prepares the ground for the increasingly important 

role the h s t  is to play in the work of subsequem modern philosophers, pariicularly 

Schiller, Scheihg, Nietzsche, and even Heidegger. l5 Consequently, the conflict between 

the scientist and artist should not be viewed as a localized, Kantian affair, but as a debate 

that insistently repeats itself in other crucial texts of modem philosophy, despite the 

growing unanimity of responses that subordinate science to art. This reflects, 1 think, a 

broad philosophical consensus that the gap Kant opens up betweai the legitimate use of 

reason and the "satisfactionsy' this use provides cannot be bridged, and thus new ways of 



fomulating human autonomy must be sought. One crucial step in the philosophical 

history of the need to re-fornulate autonomy, however, does not belong to the post- 

Kantian tradition, for it is Kant himseif who first opens up this possibility, I wi.U argue? 

precisely in his theory of fine art and genius where the artist/scientist debate is first 

staged within the cntical framework itself. 

In chapter two, I will begin to develop a reading of this crucial section of the third 

Critique that shows how the rnetaphysical tasks assigned to genius cannot be legitimately 

c'disciplined" by extenial constraints, and thus a new possibility of autonomy is 

announceci that appears to be Vreducible to the operations of reason alone. While it is tme 

that Kant understood his theory of genius, as we shall see, in opposition to those of his 

rival, Sturm und Drang enthusiasts whose cultic celebrations of the artist offended his 

more traditionai Enlightenment sensibilities,16 he was philosophically unable to curtail 

the artist's newly expandeci metaphysical ~ c u l u r n  the way he successfully restncted 

the transcendent applications of reason, and as a result he both tacitly permitted and even 

advanced the centrai aesthetic dimension of philosophical modemism in nineteenth 

century Gennan thought. Additionally, following Demda, I want to introduce another 

major theme of this study: the problem of mimesis. 1 want to c h m  that the very 

"autonomy" of artistic production is made possible, paradoxically, by Kant's reliance on 

mimesis, understood here in a non-Platonic sense as the imitation of productivity or 

fieedom. This use of mimesis also sheds light on how Kant attempts to account for the 

logic of art-historical traditions without apparently compromising the autonomy of the 

artist. I will show, finally, how this mimetic logic structures the relationship between 



modemity and history in a way that bas become detenninative for subsequent 

"modernist" thinkers, especially Nietzsche and Heidegger. Generally speakuig, my thesis 

relies on, even as it attempts to extend, Pippin's reading of Kant, by decisively placing 

the thud Critique at the center of debates concerning the essential features of 

philosophical modemism. " 

In chapter three, 1 will attempt to show how Nietzsche takes up and radicaiizes 

some of these aesthetic themes either implicitly or explicitly contained within Kam's text. 

The focus here wiil be on three of Nietzsche's texts which, 1 believe, shed the most 

philosophical light on the aesthetic dimensions of philosophical modemity. First, 1 will 

examine The Bzrrh of Tragedy, whicb, as 1 will show, takes over Kant's metaphysical 

fiamework, and is for this reason ultimately unable to account philosophically for the re- 

birth of tragic culture that Nietzsche desires. The inabil* of the tragic artkt to 

communicate his higher tniths to his audience (on which the re-birth depends), 1 will 

argue, actually founders on Nietzsche's linkage of tragic insight to the mimetic 

identification between the tragic artist and the author of the world, the 'cartist-god." 

Second, 1 will turn to H m u n ,  Al1 T m  Humm for evidence of Nietzsche's abandonment 

of his earlier 'Xantiany' position and the difficulties that resulted therefiom. In this 

"middle period" tex& Nietzsche is highly critical of an expanded, metaphysical role for 

art or the creative genius, although 1 wiii attempt to show that his criticism is not of art or 

artists per se, but only a specific, Romantic conception of them which relies on deception 

and concealment to secure a sense of aesthetic autonomy. Third, 1 will undertake a 

lengthy examination of %s S '  Zarohtrstra in light of how the problem of imitation 



affects both its political dimensions and its mature teaching of selfkreation, which is how 

1 construe the "doctrine" of e t e d  recurrence. 

In chapter four, 1 d l  show how Heidegger's philosophical rnodemism is aiso tied 

in an essemial manner to what are basicdy aesthetic questions, particularly this 'Wgher" 

sense of mimesis that 1 am devetoping throughout this study. I will begin this chapter by 

proviàhg a bnef o v e ~ e w  of Heidegger's modeniism, which has recently ken  called 

into question by critics who believe that his disastrous politicai affiliation was the result 

of his nostalgia for pre-modem forms of life. 1 will then turn to a discussion of Being md 

Time wherein I argue that Heidegger's description of historicity provides a possible 

ccsolution'7 to the history-mode* problem upon which Nietzsche's texts foundered. 

Next, 1 will examine Heidegger's problernatic 'poIiticat" deplopent of mimesis upon 

which the "self-assertion" of the German university and the fate of the German people 

ostensibly depends. Finally, 1 will show how in ''The Origin of the Work of Arî," 

Heidegger's "overcoming" of aesthetics once again depends on the operations of 

mimesis, an ancient aesthetic category that problematizes not only Heidegger's break 

fiom the philosophical tradition but aiso the very "autonomy" of the work of art to which 

his thinking is here committed. This will exempli&, once again, how the promise of 

"aesthetic autonomy" can never be fully realized, and how the modemist break ftom the 

authority of tradition can never accomplish the decisive rupture of historicai time upon 

which the authority of modernity is tself founded. 

What 1 want to do in this Lifst chapter, however, through a Sequence of bnef; 

philosophical "vignettes~"is step back somewhat and examine some important 



comections between autonomy, reason, and subjectivity in the context of (especidy) 

modern philosophy and aesthetics (specifically in Descartes, L e i b e  and Rousseau), and 

then attempt to show how Kant's crucial re-orientation of these issues, particuiarly in the 

context of the Critique of Pure Reawn and the Critique of PracticaI Reason7 generated 

the philosophical "dissatisfactions~' to which subsequent formulations of "'aesthetic 

autonomy7' are both a reaction and a response. But 1 also want to address the "problem" 

of mimesis which will, in multiple yet discrete ways, both enable and destabilize these 

pretensions of aesthetic autonomy in the works of Kant, Nietzsche and Heidegger. 1 will 

thus prepare the ground for the argument in the subsequent chapters wherein I attempt to 

show that the texts of these three major philosophers are haunted by the ancient concept 

of mimesis, which operates in its dinerent modes as both a condition of the possibility 

and impossibility of aesthetic autonomy. 1 will try to demonstrate that even in texts that 

have officially broken with mimetic detenninations of art, this break itself is generally 

made possible by an implicit appeal to a more genuine mode of mimesis, which 

inevitably contests the overcoming of classical theories of art and poetry. In fàct, 1 will 

argue that once the ideal of autonorny gets translated, after Kant, into the basically 

aesthetic project of selfaeation, it will have to be defended againa the claims of history 

and tradition by at least an implicit reliance upon mimesis7 now understood as the 

mimesis of a prior fieedom upon which the task of sekreation is paradoxically founded. 

In what immediately follows, consequently, 1 want to historically situate the problem of 

imitation in the works of Plato and Aristotle, in order to show how it was first a threat 

(Plato) and then a confirmation (Aristotle) of the life of reason. 



CHAPTER 1 : Philosophical Background 

Plato, Aristotle, and the Problem of Mimesis 

For Plato and Aristotle, aesthetics in the modem sense as an inquiry into the 

relationship between beauty and the feelings of producers and spectators was 

urilhinkable. Tme, Aristotle did claim that our ability to use metaphor was a key index of 

natural genius, but this c lah is absolutely subordhate to the critical taxonomy of the 

P~etics.'~ For the Greeks, a work of art was not experientially determined by subjective 

criteria, but ratber through its rnimetic relationship to an objective order of being, be it 

Plato's imrnaterial fonns or simply hurnan activity. In either case, art is representational. 

A work of art is thus an imitation or reflection of some other, sometimes higher reaiity, 

but the way in which this order is possibly transfomed or refi-acted through the artist is 

the exclusive focus of aesthetics in its restricted modem sense. For the Greeks, then, 

neither the artwork nor what modem philosophers might refer to as the "aesthetic 

srperience" can be understood in and of &If. Instead, the artwork can ody be 

comprehended in relation to a critenon that is extruisic to the work. Notonously, Plato 

grounds this mim&ic relation in his interpretation of being as ideo - the etemd and 

uochanging essence of things on which al1 transitory worldly beïngs are modeled. The 



idea or ezdos makes beings possible with respect to visibility. We "see" the couch, for 

example, oniy insofb as it participates in "couchness;" the idea of ''couchness" makes 

possible the seeing of the partiailas couch. Again, it is precisely this independent, 

objective ground of being that coilapses in the modem epoch. For Descartes, to be is to 

be representdie. The 'kepresentedness" of the object, the perceptm of the perceptio, 

nipplants Plato's ezdos as that which makes the object pos~ible.'~ But what exady is at 

stake in this transformation of h d a m e d  metaphysical positions? Why is this 

important to the history of aesthetics in its widest, general sense? 

Plato's determination of the a priori nature of being, the ezdos, aot oniy means 

that beings can show up and be significant for us only subsequently, but atso that mimesis 

itself is inscribeci within the originary rnetaphysical artinilation of what Heidegger calls 

the rift between Being and beings intnnsic to Western metaphysics.20 The apparent 

equiprimordiality of such a rift and the mimetic logic which articuiates this relation 

testifies to the inescapable metaphysical fiarnework within which alone the opening of 

aesthetics, again understood in its most generd sense, can be philosophically 

comprehended. As is well known, for Plato there are three distinct ways in which beings 

can ''corne to presence," each of which presupposes a different order of productive 

activity. In addition to the distortioniess presencing of the idea cccouch," for example, 

over which the god presides, there are two subordinate means by which production can 

ocau, each one fixed by its relation to the tme, originary eidos. The carpenter similarly 

makes a couch, possibly many couches, aii of which presuppose the ezdos, but he does 

not bnng the real wuch into being. Even the manufactureci couch does not corne into 



being without the mediation of the idea. As a copy, it is a being rather than being itself, 

and thus the wuch of wood is ontologicaily distinct fi-om, and less real than, the 

immaterial one on which it was modeled. The painter is also a pruducer, but the p d e d  

wuch is even M e r  removed from the idea than the carpemer's couch: 

"And is the painter also a craftsman and maker of such a thing?" 
'Wot at ail." 
'But what of a couch will you say he is?" 
'In my opinion," he said, "he would moa sensibly be addresseci as an imitator of 
that of which these others are craftsmen." 
"Al1 right," 1 said, "do you, then, call the man at the third generation fiom nature 
an imiîator?" 
' ~ o s t  certainly," he said? 

The possibly colowed, merely two-dimensional painting of the couch can only show the 

wuch fiom one limited perspective. In addition to the obvious absence of utility, this 

mode of produaion cannot adequateiy reproduce the self-showing of the manufactured 

couch since the painting can only depict the couch ~ o m  the fiont or side, or nom some 

d e r  singular angle that does not allow the entire couch to corne into view. The aim of 

the painter, consequently, is not to imitate the way in which the manufactured couch 

redy  is, but rather to Unitate the couch as it appears. Uniilce the craftsman, the artist's 

production is no longer guided by reality and therefore it can grasp "a certain srnail part 

of each thin& and that part is itself only a phantom? M a t  is crucial to Plato's adysis, 

however, is the inability of either mode of subordinate production to exactly reproduce 

that which it is attempting to dupiicate. A hierarchy of production is thus established 

between god, carpenter and painter based on the degree to which each respective 

production is removed from the distortiodess presencing of the ezdm. Because art can 



only produce the dimmest semblance of beings, it is corlse~uentiy ' W d  fiom the king 

and the W" and thus constacrtly open to the epistemological charge of deception. 

In addition to distorthg the tnah, art similarly stimulates feelings that ought to be 

held in check by r e a s ~ n . ~ ~  From a modern perspective, this established rernoteness of art 

fkom truth has a fiimiliar ring, but what is vexing and paradoxical for us is the 

corresponding remoteness of art fiom both goodness and beauty. This is but one troubling 

c o q e n c e  of a metaphysical system in which the same criteria have both explanatory 

and moral force. For Plato, however, the absolute reference point of the eidos means that 

al1 modes of production must submit to the same independent cnterion such that art by its 

very nature cannot help but fail to perform, say, philosophicai or juridical tasks weli 

beyond its Limited scope and expertise. The ontologically enforceci cornpetition witbin the 

republic for the singular prizes of tmh, justice and beauty inexorably detennines in 

advance and legitimates the subordination of the artist to the philosopher. By fking art at 

this furthest remove fiom the ideas, Plato thus simultaneously secures the lowliest 

position possible for the d s t  within the political community. Not only is the artist as a 

member of the artisan class subordinate to the guardians and philosopher-kings, but as we 

have seen, the artist is aiso subordinate to the craftsman Wth whom he must compete 

within the artisan class itseK2' This seems to be the inevitable resuit of attempting to 

determine the nature of the artist fiom the perspective of politics. 

But the adst  is also antagonistic to the state for perhaps even more fundamental 

reasons. Jonathan Lear has recently presented an acwunt of Plato's need to repress the 

punomos in human nature in order to preserve our proper end as a political animaLZ6 



According to Lear, what threatens the weU-ordered state is the unchecked rule of desire 

which wili, in the absence of any higher, d o n a l  mode of organization and control, 

ultimately destroy the sou1 of the individuai. This is what characterizes the tyrant, 

although we are ail subject to paranomoi desires to at Ieast some extent. As a force of 

decomposition intriasic to our very nature, our umaastered desires ultimately prevent us 

fiom achieving what we want. The tyrant, who characteristically desires everything, is 

least of all capable of fiiIfilling his wishes. As Lear demonstrates, the paranornos is 

paraiogos. The rationally ordered polis, therefore, mua actively repress ail 

manifestations of prmomoi desires, since the principle of decomposition which the 

omnivorous appetite engenders is a threat to the vexy existence of political life. Because 

tragedy is a cultural practice which enables irratiorial desires to flow fiom the individual 

soul onto the stage of political life itself, Plato is compelled to banish tragedy from the 

well-ordered polis. What facilitates the translation of psychic paranomos into political 

panornos is the operation of mimeszs. Mimess accomplishes this translation by 

disailowing any emotional distance between the audience and the kational, destructive 

acts of the tragic heroes. Instead of helping us to discharge our unwaated appetites and 

ernotions, the mimetic relation only encourages us to re-enact the actions of the tragic 

drama in the "'real" world of the polis. For this reason, Lear observes, tragic mimesis 

contributes to the destruction of political life by promoting those paranomoi desires 

which govem the tytant. 'Tyranny thus emerges, for Plato," Lear concludes, "as the mie 

meaning of tragedy3" Ifmimesis fiuictions in this way, it is no surprise that the poets are 

given such a lowly rank in Plato's just state. 



In the Paerics, Aristotle's meditation on the particularly literary arts moves 

within, even as it aansforms, this mimetic modei inherited from Plato. Indeed, the 

Puetics has to be read most generally as Aristotle's attempt to rescue the fine arts - 
understood as a passive mirroring of appearance - fkom their otherwise eteruai 

subservience to speculative life." In opposition to this passive and "thrice removeci" 

copying of the antecedentiy disclosed eidos7 Aristotelian mirnesis is an imitation of 

human action. As such, it can make a ngorous distinction, unavailable to Plato, between 

the fine arts and all other forms of craft activity that were previously only locatable 

within a single continuum of production.fg This clarification thus opeos up a distinct 

region within which ad types of poetry, music and painting can be properly examineci, 

and furthemore impoitantiy exdpates the fine arts fkom the Platonic charges of 

distortion and corruption by emancipating them from al1 transcendent evaiuative cnteria. 

But the efficiency of Aristotelian mimesis goes beyond sirnply clarifying these 

extemal relations. Additionaily, Aristotle daims that the various genres of poetry 

(tragedy and comedy are the obvious examples) can be determineci principally through 

the w e  of activity that is imitated. These distinctions of poetic species are supposedly 

naturaliaically grounded in the human instinct to imitate, which is both a source of early 

leaniiag and pleasure. As Aristotle &es, ' ive enjoy looking at the moa exact portrayais 

of things we do not iike to see in real life" because, the argument continues, "al1 men 

enjoy getthg to understand something" and thus by looking at paintings and reading 

poeiry, we %an infer what each thing is, can say, for instance, 'This man in the picture is 

so-and-~o."~~ A representation, for example, of a "high" and "complete" action that is 



proper to tragedy will help us to grasp hitherto umioticed comectioos between, say, 

particular activities and undesirable moral consequences. What is uivolved here is a 

recognition - oflen sudden and particularly dramatic in the case of trageûy - that discloses 

something tme about ourselves in the world. But this re-cognition goes beyond simply 

rernernbering something familiar that has been in the mean-the forgottai. Rather, as 

Gadamer rightly ob~erves,~' recognition is in its deepest sense always cognitively 

excessive, meaning that our pleasure is aroused by the fact that we now ' k o w  more" 

than what was previously familiar. This means that imitation does not blindly reflect back 

an already known world, but is in fact revelatory in so far as the unexpected disuption of 

the recognition scene enables us to most perspicuously grasp the various sirnilarities and 

oppositions the poet is atternpting to disclose. This answas Plato in three ways. 

First, with respect to the distortion of euth that is invoked to legitimate the 

subordination of poetry to philosophy, Aiistotle ' s rehabilitated mimesis enables the fine 

arts to assume a philosophicai role since the poem, for example, enables us to pass 

beyond the particular actions it represents to a level of generality and understanding 

unavailable to the historiaa who carmot transcend the mere r w n g  of singular events 

that have already occumed. Sophocles, therefore, is more phifosophical than Herodotus 

because the latter "tells us what happeneci" while the former tells us '?he sort of thing that 

would happen.'d2 

Second, regarding the claim that the fine arts engender unwanted emotiow in the 

audience, Aristotie wunters Plato by claiming that the feelings of fear and pity aroused 

by mimesis in a tragedy are at once pleasing and can be cathartically discharged without 



compromising the moral integrity of the spectator. In tact, without intendhg to do so, the 

Cragic poet actually heightens our mord understanding by representing actions and 

situations that typically would aot be encountered within our own narrow horizon of 

experience. This would ironically carry a certain political utility in so fâr as the fine arts 

could now a W y  provide a largely autonomous region withui which emotions that are 

undesirable in other contexts d d  be successfill y discfiarged and expunged. 

Third, in a reiated point, we are now in a position to see how Aristotle wodd deal 

with the political problems aroused by tragedy and mimesis which Lear exposes in his 

discussion of Plato. To recail Lear's argument, because the imitation of tragic action is a 

threat to the political bond itself, Plato was compelied to banish it fiom his just state. For 

Aristotle, conversely, because tragedy reveals logos in its very attack on logos, it "plays a 

significant role in the self-validation of logos.'J3 As such, tragedy facilitates the 

communal reflection on human self~estniction, but unlike Plato, Aristotle believes that 

such reflection need not be a threat to political life. This poolicaliy "safey reflection is 

made possible by Aristotle's somewhat rationalistic definition of tragedy, wherein the 

logical unfolding of the plot organized around the protagonist's t r a c  mistake inoculates 

the audience from witnessing "a surd eruption of rneaningless deva~tation.'~~ Just as 

irnportantly, the inclusion of pity as tragic emotion further constrains the plot 

dwelopment and enables the audience to ide* with imaginatively, while maintainhg a 

cenain distance Eom, the tragic actions. This rational negotiation of a mean between 

emotional proximity and distance enables the sp-ator to experience tmor d o u t  king 

consumeci by it. In other words, pity enables us to ''master" &envise undesirable 



emotions, and because pity is ody evoked when we witness the prcstagonist's ratiodly 

ordered downfall there is no room within tragedy for those truîy unaccountable acts and 

deeds that wouid typically engender sheer terror in the spectator's hearts. As Lear argues, 

"even the most h o d c  reversais must have an inherent logos" if pity is to count as a 

definitive tragic emotion." With this important consbaim in mind, Lear is able to 

conclude that tragedy '"legitimates' the ability of logos to account for human destruction, 

because it ignores any destruction that does not M . ' ~ ~  Although this points to a weakuess 

in Aristotle's theory of tragedy, it perhaps more significantly points to a reversai of the 

consequences of mimesis. Plato argues that mmiaRs potentially faciiitates the introduction 

of irrationality and threatens the destruction of the polis; Aristotle, however, believes that 

mimesis contributes to the internai legitirnation of the rationally ordered polis, since its 

operations conntm, rather than disrupt, the inherent intelligibility of human reason and 

the capacity of human beings to provide a reflective account of their political life. With 

Aristotle, then, we fist see the surreptitious yet crucial relatiomhip between mimesis and 

the autonomy of reason. 

Descartes and the Autonomy of Reason 

1 want to cover some familiar temtory here, beginning with a bnef sketch of the 

metaphysical formulation of subjectivity in the seventeenth century- With this 

development, coupled with Aristotle's enorrnously influentid recovery and defense of 

mimess, the historical and conceptual stage is set for the specincally modern mode of 

mzmesis that becornes linked, as 1 will show, with the self-legislative f?eedom of the 

subject in Kanti8n and post-Kantim aesthetic diswune. 



What occurs in the seventeenth century is no less than a fùndamentai shifl in our 

philosophical understanding of the relationship between thought and being. The initiai 

Cartesian determination of this shift is by now long familiar; its classical locus and most 

systernatic articulation is Descartes' ~ e d ~ o n s . "  What is at once self-consciously 

modern about this text is Descartes' sense of his own revohitionary itineraryy most 

famously announceci in his 'Tirst Meditationy' by his refusai to accept as true all previous 

knowledge claims, regardless of their social or practicai utility, scientific status, or 

religious importance. From the perspective of metaphysics, what is unique about 

Descartes' refisai to accept extemal authorities or take anythmg for granted, is that even 

the most basic question, What is being? cannot be answered until a critenon for 

determiaiDg the certainty of a response can fist be given. This entails the radical 

displacement of 'Yirst philosophy" - meta ta physikrr - as the immediate concem of 

philosophical inquiry, and replacing it with a concem for method. Descartes' willingness 

to suspend his tnist both in his senses (the bal1 of wax example) and his deductive reason 

(the evil genius thought experimerrt) enables him to pursue a secure ground that cannot be 

doubted upon which he, as res cogztmtr, can eveetually reconstnict an indubitable 

wmection to the worid of extended substances around hm, including his OWR body. The 

termination of his methodologicai doubt at the certainty of his own existence, his selj- 

certainty' means that a new ground of tmth has been identified. To be m e y  for Descartes, 

means that any scientific conclusion or idea in generai must be as indubitable, as self- 

certain, as his own existence. What is characteristic of ail such ideas and the steps 

involved in their deduction is that they be "clearly" and "distinctly" perceived. This 



ensues that nothing can be passed off as me without the authorkation of the 

representing subject . 

The rnetaphysid view of this wholly autonornous subject that emerges fiom 

Descartes' methodological skepticism is that of a thinking ego irreconcilably disengaged 

&om the world around it. Such a separation of "subject" and "abject," however, resuits in 

two intrinsically connecteci and absolutely crucial themes of modem philosophy. First, 

the absolute jurisdiction of the '7 I' turns human reason into what Charles Taylor 

calls the internai "directing agency3' of al1 mental eairs, which thereby secures the 

"imerworldly ~iberation'"'~ of the sod. As a result, reason need no longer attempt to 

bbdiscover" the rational design of the universe or receive its directives h m  an extenial 

cosmic order, since it itself legislates according to its own intemal ordering procedures. 

To get at "realitf' properly, to represent the world cccorrectly," we need ody aart 

thinking in the nght way, but this is only possible on the basis of the most radical self- 

inspection conducted by the methodological operations of reason itself? The nature of 

reason has thus been transformed fiom its ancient and medieval role of "perceiving" a 

reaiity beyond itself to its modern task of iristnirnentally controlling the very order to 

which it was previously subordhate. This means that by securing the self-reflexive ego as 

the self-certain basis of al1 knowledge, Descartes is able to place cognition, and by 

extension morality and beauty (supposuig we pursue the Cartesian legacy of modem 

philosophy) under the Wiquely modem puMew of disengaged ~ubjectivity.~' This marks, 

to cite Taylor again, the "inward" him of modern philosophy - a wonderfbily suggestive 

way of describing the inaugural movement and animating dilemma of modem 



philosophy; namely, the disjunctive relatiomhip between res cogihms and res exitem 

that produced the (c '~dalous ,"  according to Kant) problern of the extemal world. 

Of course, the legacy and apparent paradox of Cartesian, and thus modern, 

epistemoiogy is the inextricable link estabfished between the daims of "subjectivity" on 

the one han& and the ccobjectivity'7 of the scientific and technological developments on 

which dl our Lives now depend on the other. But there is a l e s  obvious consequence as 

weli - and this brings us to the second related theme of modem philosophy. What 1 have 

in mind here is the metaphysical c~rejudice7' that results from Descartes' restriction of 

truth to ideas that can be cleady and distinctly represented. This means, in effect, that 

beyond a small set of theologically necessary cbconcessions," only the world of extended 

substances amenable to mathematical description can count as the type of "object" that is 

knowable in this restricted sense. In other words, the metaphysical task of delimiting the 

nature of the 'creai" has been handed over to the physical sciences which can formulate 

the ideas that best satisfi the criteria of cl* and distinctness required by Descartes* 

epistemological stance. What this means, in effect, is that the richness of our 

phenornenological lives, our world of colours and tastes and feelings - minimaily Locke's 

secondary quaidies - mua be declared illusory. This points to a .  unbridgeable rift 

between the scientifically knowable world of extended bodies in motion, and our 

existentially significant world of epiphenomenal excrescencies - the merely subjective 

residue of the physicist's atoms in the void. And yet despite this highly reductive version 

of ' s e  myth of the giver~," iî is precisely this objectnvely real, mecharristic cosmos over 

which we ghostlike, yet autonomous human beings are supposed to exercise control. This 



guiding paradox of Cartesian metaphysics and epistemology is the inaugural 

prefïguration of Kant's explicit attempt to teconcile the detenninism of Newtonian 

mechanics with the tieedom of the moral d l .  

For aesthetics, the coilapse of the knowable into the stnctly scientifidly 

knowable has profound consquences. Specificaily, the co~isolidation of scientific 

method based on the subject's intemal ordering procedures effectively disquaiifies art as 

a possible "th-disclosingyy activity. On the SUTfàce, this appears to repeat in a more 

systematic way the subordination of art to tnrth fhst aticulated in Plato's Repblic. Once 

again, it seems that knowledge has been advantageously defined nich that only rational 

inquiry can gnim access to the tndh, which again leaves the artist d e r a b l e  to charges of 

deception, if not the more onerous charge of moral comption. Paradoxically, however, 

the philosophical consequences have been quite clifTerem. Because Descartes' method so 

drastically restncts the pursuit of mith to scientific inqujr, art is implicitly emancipated 

fiom its Platonic cornpetition with philosophy and science, and is hereafter more able to 

pursue its own distinct ends. This, of course, does not follow irnmediately or 

automatically as any survey of the hisîory of modern aesthetics will attest. However, a 

fundamental rdentat ion of the way in which we understand works of art has been 

made possible by the ccinward," subjectivist tuni that Descartes takes, according to which 

artworks are no longer refmed to any c'external" metaphysical criteria, but rather to 

either a judging or creating subject." This change is worth exploring in some detail, since 

it is the crucial e s t  step toward the sort of aesthetic autonomy which, 1 am arguhg, is a 

distinctive, unimg category of philosophical modemity. 



Modem Lcgacies of Descartes and ArUtotle 

From the perspective of the history of cnticism, Aristotle's ccsdvage" project was 

a huge success. In fkct, the retention of mirnesis as perhaps the dominant cntical concept 

up into the eighteenth cenhiry clearly attests to the lasting hegemony of the Aristotelian 

paradigm The graduai breakdown of this mode1 did not really begin to occur until the 

Renaissance, when, as M.H..Abrams has detailed, Si. Philip Sidney relegated imitation to 

a strictly instnimental role by placing it in the service of pleasing and insenicting the 

audience." This shift to the pragmatic ConCern for transfofming au audience is but the 

firsî stage of the gradual ccsubjectivization'7 of aesthetic theory, and shouid be placed in 

the context of the far-reaching metaphysical re-orientation, the movement c'in~ard," that 

has aiready been outlined above. Such a tuni, rnoreover, removes critical attention fiom 

the relationship between the work of art and the cosmos or rational order it is attempting 

to represent and focuses instead on what mght to be represented in order to inculcate 

certain moral and social feelings in the audience. The genres of poetry are thus no longer 

fixed and evaiuated by the type of action that is imitated but rather by the particular 

eflects each genre is best able to realue. By the eighteenth century, the aesthetic demand 

to inspire noble feelings, particularly sympathy, had becorne a theoretical and practicd 

cornmonplace. The gwù life was no longer understood almg Anstotelian lines as a life 

of praxis, but rather as the capacity to respond in certain ways and display appropriate 

feelings to partidar situations. Historically speaking, mimesis becurnes increasingly 

irrelevant to these ends, as the theoretical work of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson perhaps 

most clearly attests. But this is no innocuous move. The displacement of mimesis, ththen, as 



the critical concept which organizes our access to "nature" or 'keaiity," implicitly 

undermines the previous ontological role that art was able to play by operating as, to 

borrow fiom Abrarns, a "mirror of nature." 

But this is stili only one side of the story. There are in fact two relatai concerns 

here that need to be soned out. First, as mentioned, the gradual subordination of imitation 

to various pragmatic reqwements effectively replaces the broad ontological ends of art 

with more narrowly circumscribed moral concem. It is, however, only possible to 

transcend the mimetic operations of art according to which the artist is attuned to a 

metaphysical order governeci by God or the Good while simultaneously expanding the 

morally instructive role that art is required to play if the "inward" turn most radicdly 

effected by Descartes has been accomplished. Only if these moral sources are locatable 

within the subject can the abandonment of mirnesis as the organizing principle of artistic 

production not have profound moral consequences. But why does this abandonment of 

mimesis occur? 

This leads to my second point. As Earl Wassennan has shown, the mimetic task 

of art has been historicaliy fiactured and subverted by the gradual dissolution and loss of 

authority of shared "cosmic syntaxes" in and through which the work of art wuld 

represent a widely recognized order of redity." Since it is this shared sense of cosmic 

design that makes imitation meaningfbl, the gradual fhgmentation of previously widely 

held metaphysical assumptiom - fiom the Great Chain of Being to the Christian 

interpretation of history - that began to ocau at the dawn of the modem era rendered 

mimesis untenable as a critical concept understood in this sense. In the absence of an 



already recognized prototype existhg independently of the creative act, the mimetic 

relation must almoa by default be replaced by a difFerenî concern, be it the moral 

formation of the audience or the artist's creative act itseif. Consequently, the metaphor of 

the &or so widely invoked to descnbe the proper activity of the ariwork must 

ultimately be replaced by the metaphor of the lamp, which, as Abnims argues, captures 

the conceni with in especially Romantic theories of art. 

Of ail the possible philosophical entrantes into the larger metaphysico-aesthetic 

matrk out of which the philosophical project of Kant's third Critique ernerges, it is 

perhaps the philosophy of Leibniz which most cleariy explains how "expression," and the 

vehicle of expression, the artist, became the key figures of aesthetic theory by the late 

eîghteenth century." Leibniz's determination of the rational sou1 as analogous to the 

mind of God facilitateci the change in the metaphonc description of the artwork ffom 

"mirror of nature7' to 'heteroco~m,'~ an altemate, micrological resemblance of the divine 

creation. AIthough the possibility of this "second naturey' found its initial philosophicai 

articulation in Aristotle's ~hysics:' it is Leibniz who fht metaphysically secureci the 

analogy between these higher and lower modes of production. Unlike, for example, 

Maiebranchian occasionalîsrn which requires the continuous intrusion of divine grace in 

order to account for the deceptively "causai" ordering of the universe, the Leibninan 

monad unfolds by virtue of its own intemal nature in accordance with (for conternporary 

philosophy, a problematic) 'bre-established harmony." This means that the uitimate 

arrangement of these rnetaphysicai atoms has been prefigured fiom the moment of 

creation, since extemal causation has been explicitly d e d  out. A remarkable wroiiary of 



this is the daim that each monad "knows" the infinite universe, dbeit in a codùsed, 

imperceptible way at any one moment. Such an economy of the infinie within the finite 

means that the rational mind, the most dominant type of monad, '5s not ody a mirroc of 

the universe of created things, but also an image of the divinity.'* Consequently, in 

addition to the monad's conftsed perception of divine works, the mind is "even capable 

of producing something that resembles them, although on a small scale;" it is therefore 

"lke an architect in its voluntary actions; and in discoverhg the sciences according to 

which God has regulated things.. .it imitates in its realm and in the small world in which it 

is allowed to work, what God does in the large world.'" What is crucial to note here is 

that the mimais which conditions the production of the heterocosm is not a passive 

mirroring of the creation but an activity resembling divine creativity itself A parallelism 

is thus forged between God and His universe on the one hand, and the artist and his work 

on the other. But since the analogy is one of production, the content of the heterocosrn 

will not be bound in any way to  Wasserman's larger cosmic syntaxes that were heretofore 

woven into the fabric of the work of art. The history of the fine arts certainly confirms 

this trajectory; works of art, music and literahire of this penod exempli@ a progressive 

deracination fiom specifiable religious contexts that is irreducible to the m e n t ,  

stereotypical accounts of a natural move toward secdarism. In fa&, as Leibniz's text 

implies, this transition fiom the mirror to the heterocosm is not marked by a loss of our 

relationship to Gd, but rather inscribes this relation within the higher analogy of 

production which paradoxicaily brings man closer to the divine. Human productMty or 

creativity need not attempt to repiicate the cosmos by irnitating an independent 



metaphysical order that mut  first be discovered; rather, the specifically human 

modalities of technè are governeci by an imitation of God's autonomous uct of creation - 
not the creation itseif The critical concept of mimesis hm thus been reuist to specifjr the 

andogous creaîivity of divine and human authors such that a relation between two 

autonomous subjects - God and man - can be metaphysically secured. 

Rousseau and the Problem of Freedom 

We can thus see fiom this brief sketch of a few selected moments of Western 

aesthetics how the problematic of autonomy emerges in tandem with the recovery of a 

second sense of mimesis in the history of modern philosophy. From the perspective of 

m o d  philosophy, however' we can examine with more precision and detail just how the 

concept of fieedom similarly unfolds within the epoch of philosophical modernity, 

affêcting as it does our relationship with nature and our understanding of human 

autonomy. We have already seen how Descartes' philosophical revolution and the 

reductive criteria of Enlightenment science compelled the theoretical man to abandon his 

everyday phenomenological perspectives and disengage his reason fiom that illusory 

world in order to master and control the objective, naturai world over which he now, as  

res cogitan~~ stands. This is but one of the two dominant f m  of inwardness, according 

to Taylor, which characterize our confiicted modern identity? The second manifestation, 

a generally Romantic antidote to Enlightenment instnimentalism, involves the 

identification of a nature wzthin us as the crucial new source of moral value and, 

ult imately, human autonomy . 



Rousseau, of course, is the thinker most closely associateci with this view. As 

Charles Taylor notes, Rousseau '3s the starting point of a transformation in modem 

culture towards a deeper inwardness and a radical autonomy.'"' Although he offers one 

of the earliest and moa infamous expressions of a growing dissatisfaction with the 

selfsame Alexandrian-Somtic culture that Nietzsche will later condemrs5' his own 

reaction is itself deeply wedded to - and indeed conditioned by - the very Ianguage of 

'chside" and "outside" that made possible the dam of reductive Enlightenment science in 

the first place. For Rousseau, there are two mutually exclusive conceptions of fieedom, 

neither of which can be realized in a modem culture govemed by institutions that have 

defomed and dehumanized the individual. There is, first, the sûictly naturd fieedom of 

the "savage" who, in a pre-political state, depends on no one but the imer voice of nature 

to satisfy his inclinations and appetites." Guided by his sense of self-preservatioo and 

basic compassion for others, the human being in the suite of nature 'lives in himselS" he 

neither fears for his life nor is he dependent upon others. But this naturd freedorn is to be 

replaced, second, by a higher cchuman'' fkedom in which the chance isolation and 

ignorance of the natural condition must be radically extinguished for the sake of a higher, 

properly human dignity that is of ow  own making. Consequently, a choice must be made 

between our 'hature"> and our ''hurnamty" when we contractuaüy enter civil society. We 

becorne internally divided and fiagmented, however, when we are suspended between 

these two incompatible modes of fieedorn - clearly beyond the state of nature yet unable 

to realize our uniquely human fieedom and individual barmony in the face of corrupt 

institutions. This is the worid in which Rousseau thought he Lived. In different places, 



Rousseau speaks in favour of each type of fkeedom. In EmiIe' for example, Rousseau 

examines how our residual ~iatural sentiments can still be cukivated and remain 

independent of deforming external influences. Here, it is the task of pnvate education to 

get us back in touch with our innate goodness, our deepest naturai impulses, that have 

otherwise been concealed by the wrrupting influences of instrumental reason and its 

culturai manifestations. From this perspective, Rousseau is able to condemn our growing 

estrangement fiom nature at the hands of rational domination, and correspondingly praise 

our inner independence fiom the wrrupting forms of modem life. Although Rousseau's 

position has Augustinian overtones, Rousseau's understanding of independence wouid 

have been unthinkable for Augustine, since for Augustine the illumination required to 

circuitously turn toward God via the inwardness of the will dernands the intervention of 

gace. 

Rousseau's task, howwer, especially in 7he Social Con~act, does not involve 

retuniing "civilized" man to a state of nature in which Wtue did not exist, but d e r  in 

creating citizens who have perrnanently lefi this naturd state behinds4 The natural 

egoism and independence that is abandon& in this move is necessary for our tnie human 

fieedom to be reaiized, which it is ody through our self-imposed conforrnity to the 

general will. In order to be fiee as autonomous, self-legislating citizens, it is not sufficient 

merely to follow our passions as it was in pre-political life, since our sentiments have 

largely become wmipted through sociaiization and exposure to the opinions of others. 

What is recpired, theq is a political solution to the problem of autonomy. By fieely 

subjecting ourselves to the general will, Rousseau believes that we do not actudly 



entrench our miserable dependence upoa others, but rather secure our own autonomy by 

identifjing ourseIves with this ostemibly objective, common, collective good. Although 1 

cannot go into the details and difficulties of Rousseau's social contract theory, 1 should at 

least mention that it is precisely this aspect of Rousseau's thought that became so 

decisive for Kant, as we will soon see. There is no room for nature in Kant's moral 

philosophy, yet the idea that the source of human Beedom and self-direction was 

locatable within each one of us became the centrd background for Kant's ideas about 

autonomy and the categorical imperative. This means that we need not, and in fact, 

uuznot point to any metaphysical reality that could possibly resolve disputes between the 

wmpeting moral claims (supposing we admit this Kantian impossibihty) of autonomous 

wills. What is respected, therefore, is not so much the content of our moral choices, but 

merely our capacity as fiee subjects to rnake such choices. If this is the case, then our 

own "right" reasoriiag alone can thereby determine the morality of the voice, for 

example, enjoining Abraham to kiîi Isaac as Kant's formulation of the categorical 

imperative attests, but this very move to "privatize" reason - despite its universalizing 

aspirations - is already a step toward underminhg the possible "public" agreement that 

can be legitimately expected fiom any such moral claim. Yet Kant also retums moral 

philosophy to the Cartesian mastery of nature by ultimately identifying nature as the 

source of heteronomy, the antithesis of human fieedom. Whereas for Rousseauy there 

were a number of important concessions and advantages embedded in the transition fkom 

nature to humanity, in Kant this sense of loss and arnbiguity is abandoned, and nothing of 

moral value remains on the side of nature (at least pior to the third Critique). 



But despite these differences, there is also a larger picme which develops out of 

the inward tum that ought to be mentioned. This involves the idea that our interior mental 

life has becorne a vast resemoir of ideas, emotions, and drives, and it is these imer 

potentiaiities which help define us as unique, radicalIy individuated, self-directed and 

creative beings. Moreover, our capacity to master and control this inner life through 

reasons5 or the imaginations is the source of our distinctively modern preoccupation with 

di-, respect and, in the philosophical wake of Rousseau, authenticity. Kant's practicai 

philosophy offers compelling evidence of this trend, linking as it does the dignity of 

human beings to their fiee and rational natures. In essence, this inward turn that is 

implicitly so crucial to the self-understanding of the modern subject means that we no 

longer locate '%due" (since, as Nietzsche will argue, the highest values have ccdevalued" 

themselves) in an ccexternal" metaphysid order to which our own "natureyy must 

conform, but within the newly configureci depths of human subjectivity. Taylor argues, 

however, that "if our access to nature is through an imer voice or impulse, then we can 

ody  iùlly know this nature through articulating what we find within us."" This means 

that in order to understand the nature 'bnthin us," or to express what or who 1 am, or to 

make manifest what was hitherto obscured, 1 cannot simply turn inside myseff and gaze 

clearly at the pre-fomed contents of my sou1 in order to deterrnine what this inward life 

is. mead, the task of expression involves not ody the task of chmaking manifest but also 

a rnaking, a bringing of something to be."* Because the d a  moa paradigmatically 

exemplifies this inner self-mastery through the outwardly expressed artwork, the art& 

becomes the privileged representative of human nature and thus in the post-Kantian 



epoch of later-modemism has been increasingly assigned the rnetaphysical task of uniting 

for everyone the otherwise incommensurable domains of %mer" and "outer" Me. We can 

see fiom this how the philosophical ground is prepared for the eniption of aesthetic 

autonomy - simultaneously prohibiteci and permitted in the third Critique - that occurs in 

the affermath of Kant's criticai project.59 

What we see emerging in tbis ail-too-brief survey of but a few centrai themes of 

philosophical modemity are two distinct modes of constniing autonomy that originate in 

Descartes' modern version of "Cin~ardness," whereby exclusively subjective criteria are 

cailed upon to determine what for Aquinas are transcendentai features (being, unity, 

a h ,  beauty and goodness) that still '%elong" to, or characterize in some degree, al1 

entities themselves. This led, as we have seen, to the subjective mastery of nature 

(continuous, 1 might add, with the developrnent of the market economy and the 

uicreashgly bureaucratized state - important "effects" of philosophical modemity that 1 

cannot disniss here) on the one hand, but also, as a wrollary of Descartes' reductionism, 

the inauguration of aesthetics in its modern sense of referring artworks to judging and/or 

creating subjects. This development cm be registered in the transformation of mimesis as 

an imitation of what is, to an identification between two types of producing subjects, as 

Leibniz's monadic metaphysics entails. The subject of aesthetics (double genitive) is thus 

graduaily emancipated nom classicaily prescribed rnetaphysical tasks, although it is still 

in the eighteenth century (and beyond) deployed to serve exclusively moral and political 

ends. With Rousseau and the Shrnn undDrang and Romantic generations, the moral and 

aesthetic keys required to unlock the inward and (by Enlightenment culture) repressed 



dimensions of our '%me" and cchigha" selves was the ability to make manifest the 

hitherto UnlCLlown dimensions of tbis imer We. The need to overcome our own divided 

natures - the metaphysicai rift between inside and outside, the innnite and the finite - was 

certainly a moral one, yet this unifying task €el1 increasiogly to the artist who was moa 

able to articulate and translate these imer depths into coherent, outward expressions. 

Without moving too fàr beyond Kanf we cm clearly understand how this problematic 

unfolds in Schiller's Letrers on the Aesthetic Eaucation of Mm, in which there is an 

attempt to reconcile aesthetically our otherwise divided selves.60 

My task now is to return to Pippin7s mode* thesis and examine the 

contribution of Kant's first two critiques to the philosophical trajectory 1 have been 

outlining above. R e d  that for both Nietzsche and Pippin, Kant's critical project is what 

fist called into question the scope of scientific inqujr as an attempt to know the world as 

it is in itself, and thus radically undermined the hdow optirnism of the rationdist 

Enlightenment. This in tm produced the ofien referred to ccmisis" of reason in nineteenth 

century thought, and prompted philosophers (and artists) to recoosider the entire 

modernist project of self-grounding and self-legitimation based on the hitherto 

unchallengeci assumptions of human ratiodity. Nietzsche, of course, recognized and 

self-consciously contributeci to this "spiritual" crisis developing out of the Kantian 

critiques of reason, and his own devastating attacks on the pretensions of the rational 

Enlightenment - its values and institutions - were central to his own and other late- 

modern atternpts to transpose the question of autonomy (those very aspirations of self- 

grounding and self-legitimation) to an aesthetic context. hdeed, it is at this crucial 



histoncal and philosophical junction that the rwolutionary hopes of the modem world, 

particularly the longing for that ongoing promise of independence, have been entnisted to 

the creatve e s t ,  who is now understd as the figure best able to articulate, affinn and 

s<empliQ those exc1usively modern values. 

Kant is so important here because his own project, although occupyhg an 

interstitial region between the Entightenrnent and Romanticism, is paradigmat ically and 

seIf-consciously modern: like Descartes, his language and philosophicai internions are 

rwolutionary fiom the start. What he attempted to effect was a rupture within the history 

of modem philosophy such that philosophy itself as a form of knowledge c d d  assert its 

independence fiom science, religion, and hiaory without, in tum, losing its influence 

upon those very disciplines. So in addition to the claims Kant &es with respect to the 

autonomy of al1 rationai beings, he is only able to make those claims by vimie of the self- 

restrictions of reason itself, which in tum marks the independence of philosophical 

knowledge. 1 want now to tum to Kant's texts and examine in some detai1 just how the 

limitation of reason is accomplished, and how this produces the dissatisfactions which 

both Nietzsche and Pippin address in their own similar readings of philosophical 

modernity. 

Autonomy in Kant's First and Second Critiqua 

In a most general and farniliar sense, Kam's project in the Critique of Pure 

Reason involves fllndarnental1y reconfiguring the relationship between the knowing 

subjea and the known object. Mead of submitting to what is "given," or claiming that 

certain mental States are 'Y0~11dationd," or circuifously demonstrating that a benevolent 



God vouchsafes our access to an external world, Kant argueci that the thinking subject, as 

a ccspontaneity," is able to detemine for itself the mles under which alone any experience 

of, or objective claim about, the world is even possible. Kant's project thus stands as the 

fîrst thorough-going defense of reason as a radically seff-determinhg activity capable of 

independently evaluating evidence and actions in the absence, supposedly, of any 

extemai or metaphysical  condition^.^' The implications of Kant's claims for the 

autonomy of reason were nothing short of revolutiooary. 1 will try to summarize briefiy 

bis central arguments in what foilows. 

Kant's distinctly "modern7' grounding of philosophy is perhaps best understood 

in contrast to that of his philosophical predecessors, in both the 'Yationalist" and 

"empiricist" traditions. For Leibniz, the aim of philosophy was to provide an adequate 

foundation for human knowledge. For Hume it was to question the objectivity of this 

cognition. But their combined inability to overcome satisfactorily the rift first engendered 

by Descartes between what is going on "in the min& and what is happening "out there" 

in the world led ultimately to the same skeptical position with respect to the possibility of 

empiricai knowledge. The problem for both Leibniz and Hume was their cornmitment to 

transcendentaf realisrn, the metaphysical doctrine that "terprets outer appearances (their 

reality taken as granted) as things-in-themselves, which exist independently of us and our 

,762 sensibility, and which are therefore outside us.. . This confiision of appearances and 

things-in-themselves means that we are inexorably led to an empiricai ideaiism such that 

the kaowing subject is continually attemptiag to demonstrate or prove that our i n t e d  

mental representations are actudy a veridical account of what is in the world. This 



produces the exclusively modern problern of the extemai world that attends all available 

formulations of traoscendental realism in both its rationalist and empiricist guises. 

Kam's sofution to the impasse of skepticism without resorting to dogmatim is 

most famously captureci in his ccCopernican" hypothesis. This hypothesis inaugurates a 

transformation of the way in which the question of knowledge is even posed: 'We 

mu a... make trial whether we may not have more success in the tasks of metaphysics, if 

we suppose that objects must conform to our k ~ o w l e d ~ e . ~  This revasal of the 

transcendental realist ' s position thus Leads to Kant's equall y remarkable conclusion, 

namely, that 'the conditions of the mbility of eqxrience in general are likewise 

conditions of the possibility of the objectr of eqpetVen~e.'~ Although 1 must skip over the 

extended argument that produces this revolutionary daim, 1 shouid at least briefly review 

the central features of this position. Kant's project must be understood, as the quotation 

indiates as an attempt to detemine the structure of objectivity, and the conditions for 

the possibility of objective experience, within the a prion structures of the transeendental 

subject. What this entaiis is that the way the objective worid appears to us is inextricably 

connecteci to the way in which it is knowable. The demand of transcendemal realism for 

our cognition to conform with its object is thus repiaced by a radicalized in- into 

what must be presupposed a priori in order for laiowledge to be possible for us in the 

e s t  place. What Kant has to demonstrate in this inquiry, of course, is the objective 

vdidity of these subjective conditions. If he cannot do this, then his entire project 

founders. But it is perhaps the zmplican'oi of this demon~bation, even if successfil, 

which ultimately produce the dissatisfactions with Kant's transcendental turn, for the 



only objectivity Kant is able to defend is not the objectivity of a world that exists 

independently of the conditions of human cognition, but only the objectivity of 

phenornena. 

In addition, however, to the empirical knowledge we c m  have of the spatio- 

temporal world and the a priori knowledge we can have of mathematics, Kant claims that 

the knowledge which "critical" philosophy appropriately and uniquely seeks is of the a 

priori, "subjectïvey~ conditions - specifically the sensory forms of intuition and the 

categones of the understanding - that make experience, in the broadest sense, wen 

possible. Furthemore, instead of appealing to Humean association or some other 

psychological pnnciple to account for the coherence and regularities of our experience, 

Kant argues that the unity of experience, the unity which alone makes it possible for an 

experience to be taken as "'mine," must be fond in a principle that is not itself derived 

f?om experience. Kant calls this unity the transcendental unity of apperceptioq the "7 

think" - a purely Iogical ground that must accompany dl our representations if they are 

to be the representations of the m e  subject over time.65 Taken together, these subjective 

conditions limit our possible experience to the domain of phenomenality. Kant thus 

effectively cuts off our cognitive access to the world as it is in-itselc but he certainiy does 

not doubt (and in fact requires) the existence of things-in-themselvesY of God, fieedom 

and the immortality of the soul. His guiding ConCern, however, has now becorne the way 

in which experience is even possible for finite, rational subjects like ourselves. If the 

sensible and intellectuai conditions are not met, then the "object" will be unrepresentable; 

it will not confom to the very conditions of objectivity as such, since, for Kant, an object 



by definition must be sornething represented. Conseqyently, 

phenomena is objective in this Kantiao sense, and intersubjective 

the knowledge of 

:ly accessible as the 

result of its traoscendentai grounding. 

Kant's reflection on the nature of the subject-object relation has thus led to the 

conclusion bat human lcnowledge is inextricably built d o  the objective structure of the 

world as it must appear, which means that the Cartesian impasse in modern philosophy 

bas at least been transposeci tu a new set of difliculties. Mead of having to justify 

continually how our mental representations mesh with an extenial, in-itself wortd or be 

constn~ed as indubitable in a foundational sense, the problem of "harmony7' is now a 

strictly "intemal" one rwted in the wrrespondences between the various cognitive 

faculties, since for each of the mind's possible powers a different legislative authority and 

harmonious configuration of the fàcukies is r e q ~ i r e d . ~ ~  Yet despite this new dificulty, 

what remallis revolutionary in Kant's transcendental project is the independence fiom 

experience, fiom the supposedly ernpirically "given," that the Kantian subject is 

constituted to achieve. This does not mean that the receptivity of the rnind plays no role, 

but the ways in which the sensory manifold is synthesized and stnictured as a system of 

scientifc knowledge is the result of the spontaneous, englobing capacities of reason 

"occupied with nothing but itself*' - its own independent operations. Yet there is a 

philosophical ''price to pay" for conceiving of reason as a spontaneous, self-legislating 

agency that need no longer "obey" or w d o m  to the in-themselves rational structures of 

an independent metaphysical order. To be radically ~e~determuling in this Kantian 

sense, reason need m longer atternpt to find or c o d h  its own reflection in an 



antecedentiy given cosmos underwritten by the rationafity of a Greek or Christian 

divinity. However, this onginary independence of reason that commands but does nat 

submit to nature means that knowledge must cooform to OUT subjective conditions, and 

this means that the solution to the dilemmas of transcendental realism and the newly won 

autonomy of Kaotian reason corne at the cost of denying ourselves howledge in 

principle of thuigs-in-themselves, things considered independently of the subjective 

conditions which alone guarantee the objective validity of expience. 

Kant's transcendental idedism thus enables him to overcome a number of 

philosophicai 'bseudo-problems" that are utterly insoluble fiom the rivai perspective of 

transcendental realism, as the Antinomies of pure reason are designated to prove. The 

Antinomies, however, also have a more positive role to play. On the one han& they 

demonstrate that wheo the understanding steps beyond its empirical mooring and seeks to 

provide determinate judgments of the supersensible, the result is the paradox and 

confùsion that attends al1 dogmatic metaphysics. On the other, the finitude of human 

knowing means that the supersensible is left theoretically undetermineci and thus 

available for reason to give it a practicaf determination. This is a crucial move since it 

attempts to legitimate as a philosophical possibility our own deepest self-interpretations 

as both knowing and willing subjects, beings who are inextncably ofnatureyet fiee." 

In the third Antinomy, the perspective of transcendentai idealisrn enables Kant to 

resolve the apparent conflict between two independent modes of causaiity. Alregdy in the 

first Critique Kant has attempted to account for the sort of mechanistic causality that we 

discover in the world of phenornena. The entire focus of the second Analogy is to show 



that every event in time must be caused by some preceding event. In tact, Kant daims 

that this "every event must have some cause" structure is known a priori as a condition of 

possible expalence, although, like Hume, Kant leaves the empirical question of how 

successive events are determineci ~matmvered.~' Nevertheless, this daim has profound 

cosmological implications. If ail events r m u t  have some caw, then there can be no nrst 

cause that is responsible for the chab of cosmic events since this original prime mover 

must &self be causally detamined if the conclusions of the second Analogy are to be 

~ ~ O ~ O U S ~ Y  pursueci. As a result, "[tlhere is no fieedom; everythmg in the world takes 

place solely in accordance with laws of nature."70 This is the antithesis of the third 

Antinomy, but in the thesis Kant argues that a different order of causality, a causdity of 

freedom, is required to account for the existence of the series of empiricaiiy contingent 

appearances in the first place. What this bans~endental freedom presupposes, 

consequently, is the existence of an empincally unconditioned being that is responsible 

for, yet outside of, the otherwise infinite regress of the mechanistic causality defended in 

the antithesis. Clearly there is a confiict between this postulation of a necessary cause and 

the absolute denial of fieedorn which concomitantiy rules out the very possibility of this 

type of claim. 

Yet Kant resolves both this (and the other Dynamic) Antinomy by arguing that 

both the thesis and the antithesis ccm be true without violating the law of non- 

contradiction. This does not involve, at least in the Critique of Pure R e m ,  any daim 

about the r e a h y  of transcendemal f?'eedom, but only the more modest task of establishing 

the possible compatibility of these two types of causality. The key to the ccsoIution" 



wouid not, however, be possible if we remauleci within the puMew of transcendentd 

realism and thus could not distinguis h between appearances and thhg s-in-themselves. 

The third Antinorny is only exhaustively disjunctive if it is understood nom this already 

confiised perspective. Mer ali, it is certainly true that fieedom is impossible in the world 

of appearances, since this renders nature unpredictable and chaotic and absolutely 

recalcitrant to the type of objective determination that Kant's transcendental stance 

rquires. But this does not d e  out the possibility of a transcendental fieedom that is still 

in the first Critipe uncornmineci to, and independeut of, any positive moral ontology. By 

making a distinction between a first beginnuig in time and one in c a d i t y ,  Kant does not 

have to commit hirnself to the existence of an unconditioned first cause of the series of 

temporally ordered appearances, but only to the fiee "power of ~pontaneotls& beginning 

a series of successive things or states'"' that is itself consistent with the constraints of the 

second Andogy. The example of Kam nsing fiom his chair illustrates the compatibilist 

thesis that the philosopher's new state is fiee1y chosen, for although this new series 

cannot be explaineci with reference to some extemai, antecedenî cause, its appearance is 

similarly not a beginning in time and thus acts of spontaneous agency can be thought to 

CO-exist with the naturd mechanisms of the phenomenai world. The force of the third 

Antinomy is thus precisefy this negative proof of the possibility of the Idea of 

transcendental fieedom, yet from the perspective of speculative reason, the capacity to 

consistently ihink this £ieedom without contradiction is not tantamount to demonstrating 

practically its objective reality. Kant leaves this considerable effort to the Critique of 

Practicai Remon. 



In the preface to the second Critique3 Kant situates the possible employment of 

practical reason within the theoretical opening of keedom prese~ed by the third 

Antinomy. One of the initial and central philosophical tasks of this text is to show that the 

Idea of fieedom which the moral law must presuppose is itself only knowable by Wtue 

of our capacity to tbink the moral law in the first place. This capacity is grounded in our 

very nature as rationai agents. Because reason intrinsically requires the universality of its 

application, to be rationai thereby demands that we conform only to maxims that can 

withstand the test of universal applicability, and this is preciseiy what Kant means by the 

fom of the moral law. Indeed, to be reasonable is to unconditiodly will the moral law. 

but this very task must presuppose that the rationai agent is at least potentially free to do 

so, in spite of the pathological impulses that wouid otherwise contaminate the purity of 

the will. The binding nature of the moral law on ail rationai agents consequently 

translates into an affinnation of the will's independence fiom d l  contingent, empincal 

sources of motivation. This mord fieedom, understood as the radical selfdetermination 

or autonomy of the will, is the ground of human dignity. As rational beings, we must not 

only act nghtly, but do so for the sake of the moral law; the mere legality of action is not 

enough. Any other motivating source, such as the fear of extemal authority or the desire 

to maximite happiness, would undermine the autonomy of the will and effectively violate 

our nature as rational beings. Kant, ia fact, a d 1 y  clarifies his position through 

reference to the utditarian daim that morality is reducible to the pursuit of happiness by 

asSemng to the contrary that mrality instead only shows us "how we are to be worrhy of 

happiness. "n 





between virtue and happiness cannot be resolved by attempting to inculaite a virtuous 

disposition through the pursuit of heppiness, and yet the exigencies of empirïcal M e  do 

not guarantee the reabtion of happiness through observance of the moral law alone. 

The solution, therefore, requires that we consider ourselves as noumenal beings, and as 

such, etemd inhabitants of a strictly intelligible world. Hence the fiilfiilment of this 

commandment to realize the highest good must in him presuppose the existence of God 

and the immortality of the sod, which, in accordaace with the epistemic constraints of 

the Tranxendental Dialectic, can be constnred as objects of faith but not matters of fact. 

It is precisely here that the ccdissatisfactions7' identifieci by Pippin - yet perbaps 

most originally articulated by Hegel - corne to the surface of Kant's moral philosophy. 

Very briefly, the opposition between moraiity and nature, which for Kant is a necessary 

separation if the will is to be fiilly autonomous, calis into question the very possibility of 

moraiity realiMg itself (even though it somehow mua) in the phenornena1 world. There 

are two reasons for this - one weak and one strong. The weak reason is that because of 

our own sensuous natures by vimie of which we are intnnsicaily "evil," there is %île 

chance," according to Pippin, that our actions will ever ascend beyond mere legaliîy and 

be determined by the p d y  of the will itself The strong reason offers an even more 

telhg assessrnent of the metaphysical dilemmas engendered here. Since nature is always 

alien to moraiity7 the moral can never fiilly achialue &self in the world. This double-bind, 

whereby to have morality means that moraiity carniut be actualized, suggests that nature 

is both morality's condition of possibility and impossibility - a paradox both invoked and 

exploited by Hegel in his criticisms of Kantian ethics.'* The very possibility of autonomy 



- the separation of fieedorn and nature - is precisely what prevents the moral agent fiom 

actualizing his or her own moral will in the phenomenal domain. Moreover, aithough the 

highest good - the union of vimie and happiness - is an ideal that moral agents seek, its 

realization, paradoxically, would not likewise be the realization of morality, since 

morality itself would at this momeut be abolished. Much like in the first Critique, then. 

the means for securing the autonomy of reason have simultaneously entailed a reduction 

in the power of reason to perform its traditional tasks, however dogmatic they may now 

seem. The general and unsettling consequeme of Kant's criticai system is thus a 

profound and apparentiy inescapable bind for subsequent philosophy. In a nutshell it is 

this. The independence of reason, and with it the possibility of radical selfdetermination 

and fi-eedom - central features of philosophical modeniity, of what is definitively 

authoritative in the modem world - can only be reaiked at the necessary expense of 

discomecthg reason f?om the very world within which it is supposed to have, and 

ult imately required to have significance. '' 
For Nietzsche and others, this self-limitation of reason contnbuted to the 

dissolution of philosophical Enlightenment and opened up the possibility for an alternate 

mode of autonomy and self-definition. From this perspective, Kant's real contribution to 

the development of philosophical m o d e m  was strictly negative. But this Nietzschean 

interpretation, Iike F5ppin7s, largely ignores the v a y  real positive contribution Kant 

makes to pst-Enlightenment culture in his Critique of Judgment. It is here, as 1 will 

argue in the following chapter, that we can begin to detect a still deeply ambiguous 

response within the critical system tself to the types of "dissatisfactions" that emerged 



from the first two critiques. What I have in minci, specincally, is Kant's doctrines of the 

fine arts and genius in which Kant begins to articuiate a different sense of connection 

between nature and freedom, and moreover fais - for important reasons - to offer good 

reasons for the subordination of art to science, and for restricting the artonons, of genius 

by the disciplinary constraints of taste. As a resuit, what emerges embrionically f?om the 

third Critique is an altexnate configuration of autonomy and selMefinition that is not 

reducible to the law-governed, formal operations of reason itselç which in the nrst two 

critiques was both a necessary and sufticient condition for transforrning the nature of 

philosophical modemity. 



CHAPTER 2: Kant 

Toward an Aesthetic Satisfaction: Kant's Critique of Judgment 

Karit's C'n'tique of ~ud~ment'~ stands as a monumental, if not the inaugural, text 

of modern aesthetics and has exerted a massive and sustained influence on both 

philosophy and the arts over the past two centuries. Yet it is not merely a book about 

aesthetics. Its more immediate task is to bring the "entire criticai enterprise" to a close, 

which means that it must additionally play a mediational role between the laws of nature 

and the laws of fieedom. As such, the third Critique is fiequently described as an 

exemplary piece of ccphilosophical diplomacy,"n a correct but somewhat reductive 

observation which Kant himself encourages, suggesting as it does that the philosophical 

revolution accomplished in the fkst two critiques now stands in need of no more than a 

formal recognition and adjudication of the differences and abstract tensions that remain 

outstanding." It is for this reason, 1 think, that the significance of the third Critique has 

not been registered in recent debates about the ongins of philosophical modernity, since 

the central "dissatisfactions" which contributeci to the emergence of modemity as a 

philosophical problem are typically seen as the resuit of the first two d q u e s  done. 



Certninly much of the philosophical argument m the third Critique is intended to address 

the dualistic legacy of the critical enterprise, which, even in Kant's tirne, was identined 

as the central and most perplexing source of dissatisfaction with the Copernican 

revolution. However, the important features of philosophical modernity that 1 want to 

locate in Km's naal critical installment are not the ones typically invoked to support the 

standard ccphilosophical diplomacy" thesis? 

In the foilowing reading, then, 1 want to focus not so much on how the Cririque of 

Judgment continues the wide imellectual arch of Kant's earlia work, but more on how 

Kant engages a munber of themes fiom important theoretical debates in Germany at that 

time and develops them in clearly novel and unexpected directions. Indeed, it is Kant's 

proposeci "solutions" to many of these philosophical difficulties that have had a profound 

effect, 1 will argue, on the subsequent seKunderstanding of modeni life. My focus, 

accordingly, will be on those final, seemingly discontinuous sections of the 'I>eduction 

of Pure Aesthetic Judgments" in which Kant begins to reflect on art no longer so much in 

tenns of its reception, fiom the perspective of aesthetic judgments of taste, but rather 

fkom the perspective of artistic production. A close reading of these sections will reveai 

that despite his official opposition to the S~trnn und Drcmg and other Romantic 

precursors, Kant is unable to restrict legitimately the fkedom of aesthetic production, 

and, in fact, offers a description of the metaphysical activities of genius that contributes 

to the definitively modem preoccupation with the artkt as a figure around whom our 

dtural hopes of overwming the dissatisfàctions of modern life moa dramaticdy 

coalesce. It is not the scientist, but the artist who is best able to realize his fieedom in the 



world, yet the ''aesthetic autonomy" that is evident here is both enabled and cded into 

question by Kant's reiiance on the operatioas of a higher, l es  "slavish" mode of mimesis. 

In this chapter, co~l~eqtlently, I want to trace the opposition between genius and 

taste in the third C?itique7 and detemine to what extent Kant succeeds or fails in 

''dkciplining" the creative activity of the artist. This wiil open up, 1 hope, a larger debate 

about the centrality of the third Critique in our understanding of philosophical 

modernism, partidarly with respect to how the relationship between modemity and 

histoncity must be construed, wbich, as Nietzsche fist explicitiy showed in his second 

Untmiefy Meditution, is the crucial opposition governing our modern ~e~understanding. 

Consequemly, aiter discussiog how Paul Guyer and Gianni Vattimo conceive of the 

historicity of tradition in Kant's theory of the fine arts 1 wiii examine Paul de Man's 

reading of the modernity-history relation in his important essay, '2iteiary History and 

Lterary Modernity." In this final section, I will attempt to show that Kant implicitly 

understood the paradoxical articulation of the 'logic" of modernity that de Man attributes 

to Nietzsche and Baudelaire, men as he rhetoncally "shrank back" f%om a full 

endorsement of aesthetic autonomy in the third Critique. Before this can be shown, 

however, 1 want to rehearse briefly some of the key movements of the third Critique 

leading up to those crucial sections on art and genius, at which point 1 will attempt to 

unpack Kant's reliance on mimesis through a reading of Derrida's important essay on 

precisely this topic. 



R&ec:We Jndgmeat and the Foundations of Modern Aesthetics 

The organic or holistic nature of the d c a l  project is perhaps most fmously 

announcd in Kant's 'Tirst Introduction" to the Critique ofJudgment. This text is needed, 

Kant claims, not merely to prepare the reader for the forthcoming doctrine. but also to 

establish a Iink between the system which this doctrine completes and the unity of reason 

that such systematicity presupposes. As such, it fbctioas as both a propriedetic and an 

e n ~ c i o ~ d k  introduction. To be genuinely encyclopedic, the introduction must show 

how the diverse doctrines within a system are cornecteci, for it is only in this way that the 

whole becorne a system in the first place. What is meant by "system" here is the 

totdity of a priori knowledge for which reason in its broadest sense seeks unity and 

logical completion. AU the other faculties, including reason itself, must submit to this 

regulatory force without which the critical project &self, articulable as a system of types 

of judgmm. would not cohere. 

& the nrst two critiques demonstrate, the faculties of the understanding and 

reason provide those objective a priori principles that imrnanently ground the possibility 

of bath theoretical and practical knowledge respectively. Kant calis the type of judgment 

govemed by the understanding or reason a "detenninant" judgment. The type of 

judgment under consideration in the Critique of Judgment, however, is govemed by the 

fadty  of judgment itsell; and is referred to as a "reflective7' judgment. Reflective 

judpent fùrther divides into two main headings, depending on whether the judgment is 

logical, as in the case of teleology, or aesthetic. as in the case of taste. The anaiytics of 

beauty and sublimity fd under this latter division by virtue of the intrinsic or relative 



purposiveness of the judgment respectively. The types of reflective judgments under 

consideration in the third Critique, however, do not matribute to philosophy qua 

doctrine, since they lack an objective principle of their own. Yet rdective judgment 

itself still belongs to the critical system because, like the understanding and reason, it 

possesses its own a prion principle, even if this principie merely subjective& determines 

our non-cognitive experience. The confusion of the heuristicdy designated subjective 

principle uiat conditions rejlcifve judgments with the objective principles supplied by 

the understanding or reason that govern deteminant judgments has been the traditional 

source of the transcendental illusions to which unaitical reason is so notonously prone? 

This distinction, therefore, has the dual role of granting reflective judgment its 

own autonomous operation while simultaneousIy preventing it fiom competing with the 

understanding in the acquisition of knowledge. Reflective judgments thus give Kaat a 

special way of thinking about a "superse11~ible" ground of nature that could unite 

morality and nature in a way that is illegitimate for the determinant judgments of the 

understanding or reason. Kant believes he has found a way to unite bis system without 

violating the epistemic constraints of the first Critique. This does not mean, however, that 

reflective judgments have no cognitive role to play. In fact, the synthetic capacity of 

reflective judgment to fumish a general category for a partidar intuition enables the 

sciences to become a unified system *out resorting to the daims of dogmatic 

metaphysics in a way that is unavailable to deteminant judgment, which can produce 

merely contingent unities based on the subsumption of partidadies into increasingIy 

more general classes. So, for example, the purposiveness that aesthetic judgments impute 



to natuml beauty utnwt be confiised with the understanding's scientific claims, which 

cannot make determinant claims without an objective concept under which to subsume 

the pahailar representation. Yet, in accordance with the demands of reflective judgment 

itself, the representation of natural beauty remaios subjectively valid for us. 

Generally speaking, this subjective vaiidity that accrues to o u  reflective 

judgments makes it possible to refer our heterogeneous empincal laws to what Kant 

refers to in his 'Tirst Introduction" as the "concept of the technie ofnatweYa' which itself 

has no objective application yet must be presupposed as the guiding idea of al1 empirical 

inquiry. In other words, any scientific understanding of the sensible m u t  be guided in 

advance by an idea of the supersensible that cannot itself be known. Kant argues that 

aithough our knowledge is determinesi a priori by transcendental lawq the actual 

ernpirical laws of nature rnay be id idefy  diverse and utterly recalcitrant to the 'lawful 

wherence" that scientific investigation must presuppose, but which cannot be guaranteed 

by the application of the second Anaiogy alone. As a result, the possibility of accouming 

for the coherence of empirical laws within a system demands that we ascribe a 

purposiveneess to nature that transcends the principles of objective knowledge. The 

systematicity that such a purposive o r d e ~ g  of nature produces is thus ody for the 

subjective bene& of judgment, and, as Kant makes clear, in no way contributes to our 

theoreticai cognition of nature. But this subjective determination of nature as "art" - the 

work of an intelligent author - importady shows how we must assume that the world of 

phenornena is dependent on a different, supasensible order of causality. Such a daim is 

of a stnctly analogical order. It is merely incumbent on us, by vùhie of our a priori 



conceptions of nature as pirposive, to 'bresent nature us if [my italics] an understanding 

containeci the basis of the unity of what is diverse ÙI nature's empirical laws7' (CI N7 p. 

20). There are, accordingly, two parts to Kant's central claim here. First, judgment has 

been shown to facilitate the transition between nature and eeedom by means of the 

concept of a technic of nature which arises fiom its own a prion principle. Second, this 

concept has merely regdative force and thus belongs to the critique of our a priori 

knowledge, but not to the doctrine of philosophy per se. in other words, it unifies without 

contributhg to doCainal philosophy. 

To fil1 in judgmem's task of mediation and unincation somewhat, the reiationship 

between the tbree powers of the mind must be expounded. This rehearses, from a slightly 

different perspective, the relationship between the facuities touched on above. As has 

aiready been shown, the understanding and reason have two difFerent legislative 

responsibil ities. It is though the legislation of the understanding that our cognitive v e r  

is referred to nature7 and it is through the legislation of reason that our power of desire, 

govemed by the concept of fkedom, is refmed to morality. On the basis of these two 

legislations, we can make both theoretical and practical judgments. Yet it is not clear 

from the perspective of these two mental powers how they can possibly be related. To 

effect this transition, Kant needs a third, rnediating power that can facilitate a oomection 

between these two parts of philosophy. He finds this power in the h i t y  of judgment. As 

noted above, reflective judgment is able to provide a subjective ground for the 

purposiveness of nature that exceeds the grasp of the understanding, and it is on this basis 

that Kant is able to a.ttribute the feeling of pleasure to aesthetic judgments. 



Now between the cognitive power and the power of desire lies the feeling of 
pleasure, pst as judgment lies between understanding and reason Hence we must 
suppose, rd least provisionally, that judgment dso wntains an a priori principle of 
its OM, and also suppose that since the power of desire is necessady connecteci 
with pleasure or displeasure (whether this precedes the p ~ c i p l e  of tbis power, as 
in the case of the lower power of desire, or, in the case of the higher one, only 
follows fkom the detennination of this jmwer by the moral law), judgment will 
bring about a transition nom the pure cognitive power, i.e., from the domain of 
the concepts of nature, to the domain of the concept of fieedom, just as in its 
logical use it makes the transition from understanding to reasoe (Cl III, p. 18) 

Al1 pleasure, Kant notes, must in some way be wnnected with the achievement of an aim. 

When a feeling of pieasure is connecteci to our renedion upon the form of an object, this 

is not the r d t  of r e f d g  the presentation to either our cognitive power or the power of 

desire? This pleasure is rather an entirely subjective fature of the presentation, based on 

the a priori judgment of the object's purposiveness for us. In fact, we remain utterly 

"disînterested" with respect to the type or existence of the object which elicits within us 

these subjective feelings of pleasure. Aesthetic judgments, consequently, are not derived 

from our cognition of, or our desire for, a particular object, but result instead from the 

pleasure that arises f?om the fiee play of our facuties, temporarily uninhibiteci by the 

constraints that normally accompany our determinant foms of judgmentg3 This does not 

mean, however, that aesthetic judgments are reducible to judgments of the "agreeable" - 
those associated with sensuous pleasures in which we are deeply interested. Like 

aesthetic judgments, judgments of the agreeable affect us as rndjvjduals rather than as  

neutral observers; however, in this latter case the agreeable object cannot be considered 

without reference to the perspective of ow own contingent satisfactions, regardless of 

how idiosyncratic they may be. The aesthetic judgment, conversely, both engages the 

intellect in a strictly non-logical play und involves me personaîly as the singularly 



affecteci spectator of the beautifid thing, which must be judged irrespective of its interest 

or perceived utility. The beautifid object lacks an objective purpose, although it must be 

purposive for us. 

Furthemore, because we ali possess the same fad tks ,  this pleasurable relation 

of fiee play is available to ali, and thus aesthetic judgments despite expressing a merely 

subjective fonaal purposiveness, are nevertheless universdy valid. Kam calls our ability 

to make aesthetic judgments "taste," a "shared sense" which enables a man to abstract 

fkom "charm and emotion" and the "private subjective conditions of his judgment" and 

refiect "on his judgment fiom a universal s&m@oint (which he can determine only by 

t rans feg  himself to the standpoint of others)" (CI $40, pp. 160 and 161). This 

"enlightened" divestment of perspective which idealizes, to borro w Metzsc he ' s phrase, 

"an eye tunieci in no particular direction,"&< enables the o b m e r  to transcend the private 

subjective conditions responsible for prejudicial and illusory judgments. This is 

accomplished through a suspension of rnaterial presentations in order to contemplate the 

merely formal aspects of the aesthetic object. The '8roadened" perspective is not 

achieved, however7 through arguments fiom authority of uncritical invocations of 

tradition. Kant's theory attempts to presewe both the autonomy of the subjective 

judgment d a non-logically determineci universal validity without relying on the 

empincal contingencies of mere public opinion. This transition fkom the singularity of 

aesthetic judgment to the ideal of universal assent "'does not say that everyone will agree 

with my judgment, but that he mght to" (CI 522, p. 89). Kant attempts to make sense of 

these empincal disagreements by opposing the merely "common human understanding" - 



the minimal degree of conceptually communicated sense shared by ail humans - with his 

notion of the CCsensus cornmunis," the s h e d  sense by d e  of which the feelings we 

experience in the mere judging of something are rendered CCUnjyerd3 ,  communicable 

without mediation by a concept" (CI $40, pp. 160 and 162). This communicability, 

moreover, is of deeq importance to our collective hterests in social whesion, hence any 

activity - such as the production of works of art - that M e r s  our actual communication 

of feelings with others will be of great value to the community. Now, if this is the case 

then certainiy our achial agreement on questions of taste wili be desirable, but there is no 

guarantee that this will empirically be the case. Our differing abilities to make aesthetic 

judgments do not, therefore, undermine the universal validity of such judgments; rather, 

they merely reflect the degree to which any one individual's sense of taste has been 

cultivated to that point. Consequently, the sensus communis is not an empirical actuality, 

but rather a regdative ideal based on the moral force of judgment's universalizing claims. 

The cultivation of taste can only ever be for everyone a matter of duty. 

There is a strong sense, then, in which Kant's formulation of aesthetic judgment 

in the third Critique conforrns to the Copemican logic of his entire transcendental project. 

In the first Critique' Kant reverses the traditional coafonnity of knowledge to objects and 

argues instead that expenence is only possible if objects conform to the sensible and 

intelligible conditions of human cognition. In the third Critique, Kam again challenges 

the assumptions of traditional criticism and the philosophy of art going back to Plato by 

denying any ontological role to artworks fiom which "objective" niles for detamining 

beauty could be derived. Kant's Copemican revolution in aesthetics means that aesthetic 



judgments must be exclusively comtmed as reflections of the wnformity of an object's 

Yom" to the universal and subjective feelings of pleasure and displeasure that arise Eom 

the f?ee play of our cognitive fkculties. Far nom the PIatonic location of beauty amongst 

the higher forms, Kantian beauty resists any type of conceptual determination, and thus is 

recdcitrant to any type of objective judgment. Although Kant is still deeply tied to the 

metaphysical tradition here (as his language of 'Yorrn'' and 'matter" clearly attests), the 

Critique of Judjpent does break with this tradition in a significant way by attempthg to 

fumish transcendental grounds for aesthetic judgments that utterly exclude the validity of 

empirical criteria residing in the work of art or nature itself The rose is beautiful or the 

rnountain sublime not by virtue of some in-itself feahire of roses or rno~ntains,~~ but 

rather because of the subjective feelings aroused in us - the subjects having the particuiar 

experience. 

Kant's transcendentai stance thus ensures that aesthetic judgments, as show 

above, are irreducible to other types of judgment. What this means, in effect, is that 

Kant's analysis manages to senire the purity of aesthetic judgment by rigorously 

distinguishing it fkom cognitive and moral judgments, judgments of the agreeable? and 

judgments of objective purposiveness by means of its own a priori principle. We can 

clearly see how, beginning with Kant, an autonomous sphere of aesthetic activity is 

established alongside equally autonomous spheres of cognition and morality. Although 

Kant is perhaps chiefly concemeci with the underlying unity of these spheres, it is 

arguably his grounds for sepration that persists as a decisive issue for modem 

phi~osophy.86 



According to Habermas, it is precisely the separation of these various spheres of 

activity that differentiates the pre-modem wodd h m  the modern world in which we live. 

The tramcendentai Merentiation that occurs in Kant's three critiques thus becomes, for 

Habermas, the very grounds for his own theory of modenllty." For Gadamer, however, 

these differentiated spheres of reason, particularly the demarcation and development of a 

purely aesthetic sphere, rnay well be a uniquely modern phenornenon, but it is not a 

positive development since it depends on the abstraction of artworks from their original 

embeddedness in specific historical and institutional contexts. The artwork thus 'loses its 

place and the world to which it b e ~ o n ~ s ' ~ *  and only becomes visible as the 'pure work of 

art."" Gadamer calls this illusory "purity" of the work of art "aesthetic differentiation" 

and refers it to its subjective correlate ccaesthetic consciousness," the inward 

contemplative posture which perfoms this task of abstraction. As a result, our inner 

"aesthetic experience" (Erlebnis) requires what for Kant was the prerequisite bracketing 

of cognitive and practical interests, but Gadamer shows how this ultimately Ieads to the 

replacement of mily historical experience with the short-lived, epiphantic, timeless 

present of abstract contemplation - the fdse disengagement of the modem museum 

visitor or concert hall audience. Instead of enabling us to "sublate the discontinuity and 

atomisrn of isolateci experiences in the continuity of our own experience," we rather 

experience the artwork a s  ccsorne alien universe into which we are magically trsinsported 

for a time.''m Aithough in TNth a d  Method Gadamer reserves his strongest cnticism for 

Schiller (whose appropriation and extension of this Kantian h e w o r k  is reducible to the 

injunction to "live aestheticaily") and the pst-Kantian tradition, it is clear that the 



Critique of Judgment' io its traascendental effort to preserve the aesthetic sphere nom 

external encroachments, a h  contributes, however unwittingiy, to the decouplhg of this 

sphere fiom larger worlds of meanhg wherein the mediation of past and present is 

accomplished. 

Gadamer's d y s i s  convincingly reveais what is philosophicaily at stake in the 

subjectivistic turn in aesthetics which Kant decisively initiates. There is clearly a fine line 

between submerging the aesthetic in, to use Habermasian language, the cognitive- 

instrumental or the mord-practical spheres on the one hand, and unduly abstracting the 

work of art fiom its cultural and histoficaI conte* on the othet. What 1 want to do, 

however, is complicate this pichire somewhat by focushg now on the prorliction of the 

work of art, which Gadamer's analysis does not M y  appreciate, rather than on its 

correspondhg mode of reception. This focus on the artkt will reveal a new coofiguration 

of human self-understanding emerging in Kant's text that suggests a different fate for 

aesthetic autonomy than Gadamer's reading indicates. What 1 have in mind owes much to 

Charles Taylor's recent work in which he attempts to locate sources of meaning "outside" 

the subject ''through languages which resonate within him or ber? This means that the 

modern artist is not faced with the choice of either repeating pre-modem attempts to 

represent pubiicly accessible orders of reaiity or regressing to a strictly private or 

subjective mode of expression that fails to transcend the interests of self-therapy or 

persona1 liberation. For Taylor, what is positive about modemity is precisely the 

development of a new alternative for artistic creation whereby a world of public meaning 

can be disclosed without abandoning our needs for expression and selMefinition. The 



"subject mattef of great modernist poems (Rilke's angeis and Yeat's Byzantium are 

Taylor's favounte representatives) thus exemplify the sorts of rnodemia "aesthetic 

ideaCg2 that resist Gadamer's charge of subjectivism because they open up their own 

worlds of meaning and provide their own historical contexts while simultaneously 

expressing the unique, inward vision of the poa. In Taylor's language, both "out& and 

%mer" sources are creatively articulateci, and the dinicult task of this articulation falis to 

the mia. Taylor's understanding of modemity is thus different f?om both Habennasian 

and Gadamerian versions. Whereas Habermas cannot account for the articulation of outer 

and inner sources of meaning within his designated spheres of validity, Gadamer does not 

seem philosophicdly equipped to attmd to the differences between Taylor's positive 

"inwardness" and the extreme modes of subjectivism both he and Taylor rightly decry. 

What 1 want to help show is that Kant contributeci to this positive side of modeniisrn not 

primarily through his determination of judgements of taste, but through his theory of 

genius and the fure arts wherein he is at pains to negotiate a middle course between 

traditionally mimetic theories of d s t i c  creation and cornpethg "subjectivist" accounts 

of genius that were hailed at that time. 

Modemity and Geiiius 

My own reading will first involve contesthg the prevailing understanding of 

Kant's theory of genius, perhaps most systematicdiy articulateci in John Zammito's 

recent study of the Critique of ~udgment." Zammito's reading attempts to undermine the 

"stahis" of genius in Kant's t a ,  particularly in relation to the scientist, and thereby 

subverts any strong c lah  to identify a source of aesthetic autonomy in the third 



  ri tique.^* Second, by interpolating some of the remarkable conclusions Demda draws in 

his essay 'Zconomimesis" back into the debate, 1 think it is possible to ground positively 

the "metaphysicai" signincance of genius for modem philosophy without having 

necessarily to acquiesce to Gadamerian charges of subje~tivisrn.~~ What we fhd 

developing in Kant's text is a not yet conscious "response" to the dissatisfactions 

resulting fiom the limitations of the first two critiques, but there is much here, 1 believe, 

that incontrovertibly - even if unintentionally - sets the agenda for the subsequent 

dwelopments of philosophical rnodemity . 

Unlike many Angio-Arnerican Kant scholars who focus prharily on the 

episternological issues deriving fiom the "Analytic of the Beautifid" or the on the first 

thirteen sections of the 'Deduction of Rire Aesthetic Judgment" (which still curiously 

figures under the heading of the "Analytic of the Sublime"), Zammito's reading 

successfully transcends these narrower, less architectooic concerns by locating ''the mie 

heart of the third Critique" in 'Xant's effort to extend his theory of aesthetics into the 

'metaphysica17 domains of the sublime and the symbolic, culminating in the bold da im 

that 'beauty is the symbol of morality. "'% Because of this concern to excavate those sites 

in which the transition between nature and fieedom are problematicaiiy negotiated, it is 

no surprise fhat Kant's theories of art and genius receive much desemeci notice in 

Zarnmito's study. Yet there are historicai reasons for this hermeneutical re-focusing too. 

For Zammito, although virhiatly the entire third Critique reflects or responds to the 

intellectual debates of the 17809, it is primarily k t ' s  theories of art and genius through 

which the personal philosophical antagonism between Kant and Herder, and the larger 



oppositions between the German Aujk..iZmng and the Shnm und h g ,  are moa cieady 

articulateci. Although I carmot begin to delve into the sources and stages of this historical 

quafiel, 1 wili argue that Zammito's reading of Kant is at times d a i r l y  overdetermined 

by "wntextual" issues at the expense of c'textual" sensitivity, which leads, 1 beiieve, to 

the moneous conclusion that Kant's figure of genius must be understood entirely in 

opposition to the undisciplineci mythico-poecic powers amibeci to artias by his 

schwürmer rivals." It is for this reason that I d l  use Derrida's work on Kant as a 

"textualist" foi1 to Zarnmito 's historically orienteci approach. 

At the outset 1 should acknowledge that Zammito is not aime in his attempt to 

read ccepochal" divisions into Kant's theory of genius. Several commentators - not to 

mention Kant's own philosophical contemporaries - have noted how the figure of genius 

emerges as an undeveloped, y a  in many ways a cornpeting mode1 of subjectivity that 

responds to the inherent divisions between nature and fkeedom, cognition and morality7 

the finite and the infinite, instituted by the first two critiques. The figure of genius thus 

points toward an explicitly 'Xornantic7' sohaion to the Enlightenment problem of how the 

mind's apparently heterogeneous facuities wuld be unifed by some other power within 

the subject itself. It is precisely this CCmeta-aesthetic" function of genius, for Gilles 

Deleuze, 'khich bears witness to a Kantian romanti~ism."~~ Surprisingly, Ernst Cassirer 

goes even M e r .  As he suggests but does not fuliy develop, Kant's doctrine of genius 

"signifies the achievement of a reconciliation between two diverse spirituai worlds, for it 

shares a crucial motive with the hchmenta.1 outlook of the Enlightenment, while on the 

other hand it shatters the conceptuai schema of the philosophy of the Edightenment fiom 



~ i t h i n . " ~ ~  It is this latter. immanently subversive daim that I want to develop here 

without hwhg to resort to Zammito's conclusion that Kant is developing, side by side 

and umeconciled, two distinct theories of genius - the nrSt neo-Classical and the second 

Romantic. However, as 1 have already indicated, 1 wotiid a h  want to contest the 

'?ocaliratioa" of the tensions in the third Critique to a codict between Enlightenment 

and Romantic sensibilities as for example, the role of the d a  was not a conceni of 

the post-Romantic, modern world. 

According to Zammito, the history of Kant's engagement with questions of 

artistic genius r d s  much about his deepest intellectual ~ ~ m p a t h i e s . ' ~  Beginning in the 

1770s. twenty ytars before Wnting the third Critique, Kant was alreaciy issuing wamings 

of the potential "~nniliness" of genius, which he deemed imrnodest and opposed to the 

centrai interests of A@idmng. Kant's principal opponents in this debate were Hamann, 

Herder and other l e m  Slünner und Drdnger, who disapproved of Western rationafism 

and sou& altemate modes of truth-disclosing actMties, including religious revelation, 

intellectual intuition, and p o d c  insight, which flowed f?om a new sense of language as 

an expressive-constitutive active as opposed to a mere instrument of communication. 'O' 

Kant was notonously unsympathetic to this proto-romantic program, which appeared to 

be claiming that the laborious work of science s u p e ~ s e d  by the understanding couid be 

circumvented by the undisciplined epiphanies of mystagogues asSemng their qua1 rights 

to the tnith. Given the nature of this '"debate" - if that is the nght term - it is not difficult 

to see why the figure of genius became the focus of philosophicai attention: the genius 

was the vehicle for the promulgation of mystical insight par excellence. This is the 



context, then, of Kant's early association of gaius with Skhwdnnerei and his own 

sarcastic alignment with cbdryness and laboriousness and cold-bloodedness of 

j~d~rnent ." '~  According to Zammito, Kant's ongoing co&ontation with the Sturm und 

h g  decisiveiy shaped his own theory of genius, which now seemed to require a dual 

purpose. Fust, Kant was obliged to recopize those f m e s  of genius that legitimately 

capture the difrences between great h s t s  and the rest of us; and second, Kant needed 

to curtail the perceiveci ccexcesses" of genius in the name of which the generd validity of 

Enlightenment science was king challenged. Kant's attempt to satisS, both of these 

conditions resulted in a theury of genius fiom which science was excluded, a necessary 

epistemic constraint resembling Kant's more famous attempt to "deny knowledge in order 

to make room for fmth" (CPR, B xxx, p. 29). In each of these cases, Kant is certainly 

restricting and circumsaibing the legitimate dornain of science and laiowledge, but he is 

perhaps more importantiy imm-g knowledge frorn theological intderence on the 

one hand, and science nom the epiaernic claims of genius on the other. In other words, 

the exclusion of science Erom genius is simultaneously, and rnost importantly, an 

exclusion of genius fiorn science. According to Zammito, this was 'hot a disparagement 

of science but rather of genius and was grounded in Kant's disdain for the Sturm und 

hmg. "'O3 

The i n t e l i e d  aliments and the c?oney' of the debate smounding not just the 

issue of genius were thus set weil before the critical project was undertaken. Although 

Kant generally excludes specific references to current philosophicai debates and his 

inteilectual antagonists in his first two critiques (leaving that duty to smaller essays and 



popuiar pieces), Zammito argues that the "origins of the third Critique lie in Kant's 

rivalry with ~ e r d e r . " ' ~  In fact, the '"third Critique was almost a continuous attack on 

Herder. ..Herder and the Shmn Md Drang were the main targets of Kant's theory of art 

and genius."'05 Even though the names of Herder and Hamann are nowhere to be found 

in the pages of the third Critique, much of Zammito7s textual exposition is governed by 

this larger contextual claim. The consistent reference of Kant's theoretical daims back to 

this explanatory context, however, meaos that Zammito is cornmitted to reading much of 

Kant's text as if it must be unambiguousiy opposed to the entire counter-Enlightenment 

Stream of German thought, beginning with the Shnm Md Drang and cuiminating in 

Romanticism. But as I will now atternpt to show, these coutextuai issues should not be 

the last word; the story is much more wmplicated than this intelleaual history suggests. 

In paragraph 43, Kant initiates his discussion "On Art in General" by attempting 

to distinguish art nom both nature and other human practices. The first distinction 

between art ( K . )  and nature is an attempt to delineate al1 modes of human making 

fkom strictly natural processes. Despite the Latin to which Kant appeals to secure this 

distinction, the separation he is after is best capturai by the Greek opposition between 

techné and physs. The sense of art he is invoking here is thus far broader tban our own 

contemporary definitions, which for Kant are capaired by two m e r  discriminations 

from the generd category hoduceci here. ' M ~ z  is disthguished fiom n d w e  as doing 

[ T m ]  Uacere) is fkom acting [Handein] or opaating in generd [Wirkn Ilberhpt] 

(ogere); and the product or result of art is distinguished fkom that of nature, the first king 

a work [ Werke] (opus), the second an effect [ Wirkung] (@echrs~ (CI 543, p. 1 70). What 



Kant wants to juxtapose is the fiee and purposive activity of art with the blhd 

rnechanisms of the naturai order. If the cause of the work has not first thought about its 

production, but has brought about the &ect by instinct (like the bee's wmtruction of 

honeycombs) or by mechanid necessity, then we know that it cannot be of human 

dohg and therefore m o t  be considered "'art" in this most basic sense. 

Kant then &es a second distinction between this sense of art as a human skill 

and science as a stnctiy theoretical ability. This M e r  division is thus articulated by 

means of a rather traditional theory/practice dichotomy: because art irnplies a technical 

ability, a mere knowledge of desired eEects in itself falls short of pradcally 

accomplishing or realizing such effects. The art of surveying, to bomw Kant's example, 

is not redutible to the science of geometry. A second version of this distinction will play 

an important role in Kant's determination of genius. 

Next, Kam &es an important, but somewhat more problematic, distinction 

between art and craft [HCMCfWerke]. Kant calls craf3 "mercenary art" insofar as it is 

produceci through "disagreeable" labor, much like the productivity of the bee. Unlike 

'"fi-eey7 art which cannot enter the circle of economic exchange, crafl is motivated entirely 

by exainsic reward, and thus the pleasure its activity produces is dways defmed until its 

reward (pay) is received. The pragmatic profile of mercenary art effectively sets up a 

hierarchy betweeri fiee art and craft, given that art in general is characterimi by a 

fieedom of production, a play strïctly absent fiom wercive exchange relations.'06 

Mercenafy art is like f?ee art since both are productive, yet only fkee art conformsy 

without analogy, to the essence of artistic production, as Kant's distinction between art 





excessively ~ o ~ n i t i v e ~ ' ~ '  it is also possibfe that what Kant has in his sights here are 

passages fkom any number of Herder's works, including the following daim f?om the 

fist version ofHerder7s Fragmente, published in 1767. In this work Herder d e s :  

If [language] is best suited to poetry, then it cannot be a highly philosophical 
language. Just as beauty and perfection are not the same thing, so too is the most 
beautifid and most perfect language not possible at the same time; the middle 
orda, betmtiful prose, is incontestably the best place because one can rnove in 
both directions fiom there" [my emphasis]. 'O8 

Herder's ' W W  prose" seems to sofien the distinction tbat Kant is after here between 

the beauty of the fine arts and the objective determinacy of scientific discourse. As 

Robert Norton points out, this phrase ''beautifid prose" is omitted in the second, 1768 

version of Herder's text, suggesting that its use actuaiiy nins counter to Herder's more 

mature philosophical intentions. log Whether Kant is indirectly invoking Herder in these 

opening lines or not is a matter for historians to debate, yet the two daims he is making 

h a e  are not reducible to aay one of these possible references. The fira claim, of course, 

oniy recapitulates and supports what has been argued at length in the analytic of the 

beautifid; namely, that unlike scientifk judgments, reflective judgments of beauty are not 

generated by subsuming particular intuitions under miversal concepts. The second claim, 

regarding shonen Wissemhafren, although strange, goes to the hart of the critical project, 

and as Zammito notes, is yet another rhetorical sahro in Kant's ongoing campaign against 

Herder. Kant's argument here transcends personai wdkontation and more poignantly 

addresses the legitimate scope and boundaries of the humanities and the sciences. 

Whereas scientific disciplines are engaged in methodical, theoretical inqujr, the so- 

called hurnan sciences must be restricted to the mere cukivation of taste and thus cannot 



be granted ofncial scientifïc standing. This positions Kant directly against those nascent 

Romantic voices who would otherwise subordinate theoretical understanding to the more 

penetrating cosmic vision of the truth-seeing artîst. On behalf of the Enlightenment, 

Zammito's Kant here attacks these mystagogues and enemies of science by severely 

curiailing the irnagined cognitive powers of genius - a defa ive  strategy, I will argue, 

that unwittingly complicates the allegiance of W ' s  partisan struggle. 

In $44, theq after having dispenseci with the possibility of 'Hne science," Kant 

attempts to define the '%ne arts." Art in general divides uito mechanical and aesthetic art, 

which are differentiated with respect to their purpose. Al1 aesthetic art directly intends 'to 

arouse the feeling of plezwre'' either through presentations that are ''mere" sensations (as 

in agreeable art) or +hou& presentations tbat do not fiimish determinate concepts yet are 

nevertheless 'îvays of cognizing" (as in the fine arts) (CJ 544, p. 172). Whereas the 

agreeable arts aim at mere enjoyment - the jest and laughta that lubricates g o d  dinner 

conversations - the fine arts, which alone are the arts of genius as we shall see, arouse a 

reflective pleasure through 'Wie culture of our mental powers to [fâcilitate] social 

communication." Science, on the other hand, must always do without pleasure, although, 

to recall Kant's 'Tntroductioq" this may not have always been the case. Il0 The 

dflerentiae of the fine arts, then, is the nonconcephial pleasure without enjoyment 

'krhose standard is the refiective power of judgment, rather than sensation propef' (CI 

$44, p. 173). 

Kant's discussion of the fine arts however, must also be situated within the 

context of his daim that "adherent" [mihmgeende] or "conditioned" [bedrngfe] artistic 



beauty must be subordhate to '%ee" naturai beauty. This refas back to the qualitative 

moment of aesthetic judgment according to which our judgrnents of beauty must be 

disinteresteci - completely disengaged from objective purposes or the concept of 

perfection. In the absence of any conceptual detemination, "our judgment of taste is 

pure" (CI 5 16, p. 77) because the play of our cognitive powers is not inhibited, and we 

are thus able to contemplate freely the mere form of the object. Since artistic production 

is calculateci to instili feelings of pleasure in the audience, "' and because, as noted above, 

its presentations are 'kays of cognizing," it does not conform to the criterion of purity 

that judgmems of aatural beauty exempw. By Wtue of this criterion, theq Kant is able 

to c lah  here what his later reflections on genius and the fine arts will arguably dl into 

question; namely, that naturai is superior to artistic beauty. This official poiicy of 

subordination helps explain, 1 think, why Kant's theory of the fine arts has traditionally 

received less critical attention t)isui it deserves. 

There is a second reason, however, why natural beauty is to be preferred, but this 

reason contradicts the requirement of punty that justified the subordination of artistic to 

naturd beauty in the fïrst place. In $42, "On htellectual Merest in the Beautifid," Kant 

argues that although "an interest in the bemtziful in mf...pr ovides no prwf whatever that 

[someone's] way of thinking is attacheci to the morally goo ci... 1 do maintain that to take a 

direct interest in the beauty of m e  is always a mark of a good soul" (CI 542, p. 165). 

The claim here is that despite the separation of aesthetic and moral feeling, our 

"intellectual ùaerest" in naturd beauty points toward and favors a mental disposition that 

aligns itself with our moral vocation. Unforninately, this aügnment of nahiral beauty and 



moraiity violates the constraints of free aesthetic judgment outlined above. Because 

moralhy is determined by the concept of fieedom, the play constitutive of fiee aesthetic 

judgment would be restncted by its introduction. C m q u e d y ,  whereas judgments of 

natural beauty appeared to be purely disinteresteci compared to judgments of artistic 

beauty considered in the context of an objectys purposiveness, they now appear to be 

mre  interested than judgments of artistic beauty considered under the purview of 

morality.'" There do not seem to be consistent gounds to detemine the supenority of 

naturd beauty over artistic beauty fkom the perspective of judgments of taste alone. The 

very criterion Kant employs to secure this hierarchical relation a d l y  undennines the 

legitimacy of this subordination and c a s  the desired connedon between naturai beauty 

and moraiity into question. If taste is not sutncient to forge this important relation, then 

we must look elsewhere in the Critique o f J u d g m ~  to see how the comection between 

beauty and morality is adequately established. 

I now want to tum and examine the fine arts from the perspective of their 

production; that is, £iom the perspective of genius. According to Kant, there are four 

distinct characteristics of genius. In a most generai sense, "genius is the talent (naturd 

endoment) (Nktwganbe) that gives the rule to art" (CJ 546, p. 174); or, similady, 

"genius is the innate mental predisposition through which nature gives the rule to artyy (CI 

$46, p. 174). Given Kant's distinction between natural or independent beauty on the one 

hmd, and artistic or adherent beauty on the other, it seems odd that Kant now appears to 

be eliding that distinction by placing the operations of genius under the aegis of 'haturai" 

production. Kant's apparent motive is to nd the fine arts of any conceptuai detedation 



that would betray the sort of cognitive interest coasmutive of dependent beauty. Yet, in 

his more specific, four-fold dennition, Kant States &st that "genius is a talent for 

producing something for which no deteminate [my italics] d e  can be given" (CI $46, p. 

175). Since h e  art cannot produce the d e s  required for its own production, these rules 

must be supplieci to art through the mediation of genius. That is why Kant claims that 

'%ne art is possible oniy as the product of genius" (CJ $46, p. 175). But there appear to 

be two separate, contraâictoiy statements king made here. In his opening remarks on 

genius, Kant writes that g&s must provide the fine arts with a d e ,  yet now he appears 

to be claiming that there are no given rules for artistic production. How can these two 

positions be reconciled? 

The answer lies in what we understand to be the meaning of these d e s .  Because 

fine art is a species of artistic production in its general sense, it too must be govemed by 

mies, yet in this case not d e s  that are extrinsic to the particular work itself, conceptuaily 

specifying in advance an objective goal that guides, as it were, the hand of genius itself 

Kant's solution to the production of the fine arts, accordiagly, is to engender genius with 

the capacity to formulate the indeterminate rule for each work of art, without having to 

lem or copy this mle fkom some other source. This is why Kant claims that '%he 

foremost property of genius must be origznaiiiry" (CI 546, p. 175), since only genius is 

capable of "originating" the rules reqUed to accompany such purposive activities. 

Genius, therefore, is a naturd talent incapable of being learned, which means that it is not 

a talent for merely imitating antecedently championed models of taste, but for creating 

new d e s  exemplified only in the artistic work itself This leads to Kant's second 



criterion of genius. In order to prevent the possible identification of original "nonsense" 

[ U m h ]  as a product of genius, Kant stipulates that ''the products of genius must also be 

models, i.e., they must be exempIaiy" (CJ $46, p. 175). This does no5 mean, as the first 

criterion makes clear, that genius will be imitating previous exemplary models of fine art 

by re-employing the niles that others have onginated. What Kant means, rather, is that 

the exemplary work will be iateiligible and worthwhile for others such that it cm arouse 

and guide subse~uent artistic responses. Tbis ensures, moreover, that the exemplary work 

wil1 induce within the spectator the same cognitive harmony betwem the imagination and 

the understanding structuraIiy homologous wah the mental attunernent of genius required 

for the production of al1 fine art. 

The final two criteria rehim us to the very heart of Zammito's rendering of Kant's 

initially "deflationary" theory of genius. It is here that genius and science are first 

opposed, thus preparing the ground for Kant's ccironic" treatment of genius, intrinsic to 

his quarrel with the Stunn tcnd Drmg, developed in the following se~tion.' '~ The third 

criterion specifies tbat genius is unable to "describe or indicate scientifically how it 

brings about its products" and must rather give the d e  to its products "as ndrrre" (CI 

$46, p. 175). This is both a clarification and expansion of the fist criterion, which 

secured the originality of genius by removing ail determinate des fiom i ts production. 

Here, the focus shifts slightly fiom the process of production to the product itsekf Since 

there can be no prescriptive d e s  goveming the production of the work, the d e  must be 

embedded in the partimlar woriq and thus there can be nothhg over and above the work 

tself to explain its production. There are two epistemologicd consapemes that foliow 



&om this cl*: nrst, because the genius is not following a prescriptive d e  to produce 

the work, ''he himself does not know how he came by the ideas for it" (0 546, p. 175) 

which means he cannot at his own wiil methodicaily create works of fine art; and second, 

if there is nothing determinate guiding the production, then genius cannot explain or 

account for its own productions to others. Unlike the scientist who inhabits a world of 

universal understanding and must be capable of communicâting determinate concepts to 

others, the artist "inspired" by genius is epistemologically blind to his creative ojmations, 

which means that genius can neither be tau@ nor leamed. This is why, for Kant, the 

genius is born and not made. 

The f o u .  and final criterion is required to isolate more specificaily the 

relationship between nature and genius in order M e r  to differentiate genius fiom 

science. Kant writes that tbrough genius nature "prescribes the nile not to science but to 

art, and this also oniy insofàr as the art is to be fine art" (CI 546, p. 175-76). This again 

speaks to the fact that genius is a stnctly natural talent, the fùnction of 'hature in the 

subject," which implies that the creation of works of art is a uniquely human activity. 

Again, there are two important, paradoxicai consequences which flow fiom this position. 

On the one hand, Kant appears to be relegating genius to the stahis of nature's medium, 

which, if mie, would seemingly undennine the very autonomy and fkeedom of artistic 

production that, as we saw in 9543 and 44, distinguishes aesthetic fiom mechanical art. 

Yet, on the other han4 the requirement that nature prescribes the d e  to ait importantfy 

excludes the intervention of grace fkom the production of the fine arts. 1 will presently 

revisit this issue fiom the perspective of Derrida's reading of Kant, but for now it is oniy 



important to note that Kant is niling out an officidy mystical or theological grounding of 

genius whereby the artist couid be constnied as a mouthpiece for the word of God. This 

speaks against any crass, metaphysical role that Kant's rivais would want to ascribe to 

genius while simultaneously preserving the properiy human capacity for artistic 

production. 

The explication of genius in opposition to science ailminates in the next Section. 

It is here that Kant moa radically separates the worlds of science and genius through his 

crucial, yet seemingly unwarrauted denial of scientific gennis.L14 The criterion invoked to 

sustain this separation is "teachability" [Gelehghit]. Since "genius must be considered 

the very opposite of a quirit of imitdoon" [Nactaahmtmpgeiste] ((CI 947, p. 176) - 
understood in the 'Wen," servile sense of passively reflecting what is - and since 

"leamhg is nothing but imitation" (CI $47, p. 176), it follows that even the greatest mind 

is no genius if such greatness is merely leamed. '15 Zammito is sureIy correct to read the 

irony of Kant's position, although he certainiy fiils to notice the arnbiguity of its 

consequences. If genius cannot be leanid, then a fortiori it cannot be taught, and thus 

Hamann, Herder and their fellow Stümer are caught in a double-bind, uoable to 

reconcile their pedagogical intentions with their declared stanis as geniuses, as elite 

defenders of intellectual intuition utterly exempt fiom (uncreative, scientSc) lab~r. ' '~  

But the denial of pedagogical possibilities should not be reductively constnied as a sign 

of "impotence," as Zammito suggests, for the circumscription of genius to the artîst and 

the inaccessibility of genius to wouid-be disciples simuitaneously elevates the status of 

genius qua free producer vis-à-vis the scieatist."' Moreover, by removing any mystical 



sources from creativity* Kant secures the ground of a stnctly humcm creation, and thus, 

contra Plato, who argueci that the "madness" of artistic creation is God-given, opens up 

an opposition between divine inspiration and an ail-too-humaq urtranslatable, human 

activity. That genius cannot be taught thus contributes more to the elitism and cult of 

genius than the public dissemination of ideas which science requires. Even if Kant's 

discussion of the artist is 'patronking" and 'cironic" and conducteci fkom the disengaged 

stance of science (thus prdguring the Nietzschean reversai in Ihe Birth of Tragedy)), 

Kant has not only not managed to deflate the exclusivity and mystery of the Stum und 

Bang genius, but he has also tmwithgly sewed this statu by sharpeaing the 

distinction between genius and scientist and, at bis most rigorous, grounding this 

distinction traascendentally by ref-g it to our subjective mental powers. The denial of 

any epistemic role to genius should not be read as a reduction of the a~tist's power or 

autonomy since this is precisely what is required to ensure that genius is not learned by 

al1 tbrough the mechanisms of imitation. Having howledge to teach implies that it can 

be learned, yet the imitation and following of determinate rules lacks the fieedom 

intinsic to the production of ideas uncoostrained by the regularities of nature and the 

play of the mental faculties that results therefkom. 

The scientist, while lacking the inspiration and fiee productivity of genius, 

differiag from "the most arduous imitator md apprentice oniy by degree*" can make the 

d e s  of scientific inquiry available to everyone '%y meaos of imitation" (CI $47, p. 176). 

Kant's assessrnent of mimesis, in this case, appears to be much closer to Anstotle's view, 

who similarly claimed that learning is imitative, than Plato's. In Kant's case, because 



science can give a rational accom of its discoveries, its work can be imitated and 

mastered by the student. If the fine arts were imitative in this sense, then genius would be 

teachable and available to ail. According to this distinction, theq Newton would be able 

to show both himself and oîhers how he came to bis discoveries, whereas Homer, 

ignorant of the "indeteminate des"  by v h e  of which his epics were elabonteci, would 

be unable to communkate his inspiration to his audience. Kant's denial of scientinc 

genius cm thus be read, according to Zammito, as a defernive gesture safeguarding the 

now threatened distinction between public knowledge and private inspiration, between 

ration& effable, prosaic deliberation and the immediate, ineffable, poetic leap of 

intuition. l l8 Politically, this translates into Kant's preference for the cooperative 

democratic ethic of the scientist over the disengaged Mstocratic *es of genius, 

although again the contrast is not as decisive as Zammito wouid have it. Il9 Indeed, for 

Kant the advantages of teachbility over exemplanty uitimately secure the "superiontf' 

of scientists over geniuses in this respect (despite perhaps lacking their superior '?oney'), 

and ground the m e r  claim, as I will expiain later, that whereas the sciences are 

progressive, the canons of fine art are determineci by the finite, discontinuous talents of 

exceptional individuals who long ago reached the presently unsurpassable limits of 

artistic achievement . 

Although Zammito does not conchde that Kant's theory of fine art and genius 

serves "a merely polemical fiinction" in the thûd Critique, his entire exposition of the 

relationship between scientist and artist found in $543 and 47 in particular seems to be 

govemed by the historical battle lines he sees between the Az@larUng and the S m  irnd 



Bang. I do not dispute the chim that this larger cdhnal and philosophical quarrel is 

deeply inscribed in Kant's text, but I do take issue with Zammito's thesis tbat the tems 

of opposition in the Critique of Judgment are so clear and dechive. The reasons for this, 

howwa, may not themselves be entirely clear. Although it may be ternpting to read this 

debate as yet another version of the ancient quarrel between philosophy and poetry, the 

originary grounding of this opposition in the question of truth, in the comparative abilities 

of philosophy and poetry acwatefy to represent %aIity," has been supplanted by a 

definitively modem philosophical issue: the problem of autonomy. Whatever reasons 

Kant gives to declare officiaily the superiority of the scientist to the genius he does not 

base this 'preference" on the incapacity of the artist to make truth daims. By making 

genius non-mimeâic in the (Platonic) sense CE imitation or representation, the ancient 

criterion of tnrth can no longer be invoked to authorhe the subordination of creative to 

speculative iife. The grounds of the ancient guanel have therefore changed. My argument 

is that tnah has been supplanted by autonomy as the ground upon which the opposition 

between scientist and genius, the modem representatives of philosopher and pet, can be 

best re-described and understood. What is surprising, howwer, is the role that mimesis 

plays in Kant's own redescription of the opposition. Although the traditional mode of 

mimeszs still accrues to the scientist and guides his truth-seeking inquiries, Kant also 

covertly employs a second mode of mimess to cl- the relationship between genius 

and nature, which, as we shall see, paradoxically secures a greater degree of autonomy 

for artistic production. Since Kant almost certainly was not M y  aware of what this re- 

introduction of mimesis either presupposed or impfieâ, he was philosophically blind to 



how this move could be enlisted to contest his own intended resolution of this now 

modern philosophical quarrel. As 1 will now mempt to show, Kant cannot be strictly 

read as an Enlightenment partisan &,@te his ciaims to the wntmy, for he in fact 

unwittingiy prepares the ground for an aesthetic overcoming of the dissatisfactions of 

philosophical modernity that transcends, as both Deleuze and Cassirer suggest, his own 

Enlightenment fiamework. 1 will thus cal1 Zammito's intellectual histoncal reading of 

Kant imo question by c o d n g  a much less orthodox readhg of the third Critique7 

Jacques Derrida's essay c~conomimesis."'20 Although 1 cannot here attend to the full 

breadth of philosophical themes that Demda quite astonishingly manages to implicate in 

this reading, I would like to examine Demda's recovery of mimesÏs from the Kantian text 

and suggest how this project might subvert in advance those discussions, like Zammito's, 

which too often uncntically accept or refuse to examine the deeper metaphysicai 

distinctions organizing the Critique of Judpent in general, and Kant's theories of the 

fine arts and genius in particular. 

Situating the 'Artist-God': Denida's Reading of Kant 

Demda's essay, which should be read as an extension of, albeit a prequei to, his 

Tmh in Pamtmg (a deconstructive reading of the third Cn'tique through to the c'Analytic 

of the Sublime"), retums us to the beginning of Kant's initial interrogation of art in 

g e n d .  Derrida first focuses on Kant's recapmilation of the classical opposition between 

art and nature in $43. Art produces a work; nature an effect. Kant asserts that ' k e  should 

not c d  anytbing art except a production through fieedom, i.e., through a power of choice 

that bases its acts on reason" (CI 543, p. 1 70). The point of this classical and scholastic 



opposition is to place al1 purposive, human productivity unda the p h e w  of the logos, 

thereby immunking art fkom the often art-like effects of blind nature. For example, Kant 

juxtaposes the pure, uncontmhated & d o m  of artistic production with the bee's 

instinctual construction of honeycornbs. The bee is no artist. But this exclusion, 

masqueradhg as a rigorous philosophical distinction, more i r n p o d y  coafirms the 

status of the fiee, rational subject at the expense of a generalized category of "animality" 

by strictly delimiting the radius of artistic production Kant's ostensibiy nahiral hiefarchy 

is implicitly designateci to engender a rift suspending even the anaiogicai suggestion that 

free, artistic production is comparable with a specifiable instinctual cornefate. Derrida 

invokes this opposition between nature and fieedom, physs and technè, however, only to 

show how a whole series of analogically related "secondary determinations" within 

Kant's text - particularly the interstitially located figure of genius - actually conaibute to 

the undennining of this very opposition. 

The logic of this opposition compeis Kant to juxtapose M e r  fiee art and 

mercenary art or craft. What is important for Derrida in this distinction is to show that the 

opposition articulated here is not between two stnic~irally independent totalities, but 

between two intimately related modes of productioq analogous to the mindhody relation 

itself Just as the mind ccdepends" on the body to execute its directives, so too does liberal 

art require the mechanical wnstraints characteristic of the mercenary arts. Given the 

structurai dependence on that which is subordimted, the apparently "naturai" hierarchy 

that Kant wanted to secure is tbrown into question, thus revealing the paradoxid 

conclusion that fieedom requires its opposite, the non-free, natural mechanism, in order 



to sustain and replicate itself. R e d  that Zarnmito's readùig of this opposition is solely 

concerned with recuperating Kant's insistene on, for atample, metrical rules in poetry, 

into a moment within a larger inteilechiat debate, whereas Derrida is atternpting to tell us 

something much more radical and unsettiing about Kam's (but notjust Kant's) inability 

to make the pure cuts and distinctions he needs to delimit properly, speakmg more 

generally now, the very subject matter of his critique. 

Again, in Kant's deteminaiion of the fhe arts, this ambiguous logic of 

independence and dependence can also be discerneci: 'In dealing with a product of fine 

art we mst becorne coascious that it is art d e r  than nature, and yet the pcrrposiveness 

of its fom must seem free from al1 constraint of chosen mies as if it were a product of 

naturey' (CJ w5, p. 173). Derrida summarizes the paradox, asserthg of fke productivity 

that 'Vie Iess it depends on nature, the more it resembles nature."1z1 The production does 

not depend on following a pre-given set of rules used to replicate nature, but it does 

depend on the reception of d e s  fiom nature such that the very production of nature is 

itself imitated. Kant's d y s i s  is fùrther complicated, however, by the role which 

deception must play in his discussion. Kant has already provided the example of the 

''jovial innkeeper" who conspires with the "roguish youngster" to copy deceptively the 

nightingde's joyful Song in order to show that our direct interest in the beautifid vanishes 

when what we thought was nature is subsequently rwealed as rnerely art.'" This already 

shows, in a preliminary way, the requirement to mobilize simultaneously and suppress 

deception in Kant's th- of art and genius. Kant first projects a quasi-human speech 

upon the nightingale's son& and then appropriates that speech - attributable solely to 



nature - as a naturd standard against which the now "deceptive" human imitation is to be 

negatively evaluated. It seems that when the illusion offered by imitation is wrnplete, the 

rwelation of such deception destroys the feelings of pleasure that would otherwise attend 

the aesthetic experience. But it is clear from Kant's example that what is targeted here is 

the mode of mimesis governed by the reproductive imagination and its mechanical laws 

of association which can only in a servile fishion reproduce the "‘abjects" of nature. 

Conversely, the productive imaginaiion - spontaneous, fiee7 playfil - is capable of 

replicating the pure productivity of nature in the fine arts, yet it too is Unplicated in the 

operations of mimesis. The productive imagination thus eschews mimesis understood 

dong Platonic models but still mirnetidy relates to nature in its very production. Its 

fieedom is not manifested by aping what is present, but is rather achieved by replicating 

the presencing of what is present - according to Demda, the "fiee unfolding-refolding of 

the physi~.."'~ In this case, howwer, deception is not avoided but carefùlly employed to 

preserve the distinction between art and mture. In order to seem like nature, the work of 

art must 'iise" labor and mechanical wnstraints like poetic meter, but must ais0 suppress 

the "academic form" in order to maintain the illusion of freedom nom painstakingly 

foilowed des. Art must seem non-intentionai, but this can only be accomplished by 

intentionally imitating the non-intentionality of nature. Without stating it, Kant appears to 

be invoking a purely psychological sense of fI-eedom nom coIlStraint that is distinct &om 

the Eieedom of the productive imagination from determinate concepts in order to presewe 

the independence of art. But as Derrida reaiizes, the reliance of art on nature to preserve 



its £teedom without seemuig to do so is a deeply paradoXical way of gromding this 

independence. As Kant States, 

a produa of art appears like nature iÇ though we find it to agree quite 
punctiIziouly with the rules that have to be followed for the product to becorne 
what it is intended to be, t does not do so parparttStQRjngfy. in other words the 
academic fom must wt show; there must be no him that the d e  was hovering 
before the artist's eyes and putting f w s  on his mental powers. (CI §45, p. 174) 

Kant is thus circumscribing a middle grouad between the extreme positions of those 

Sturm undDrmg enthusiasts who eschew the intrinsic constraims of academic form and 

the mercenary artists whose work is conditioned by the extrinsic constraints of exchange 

relations precisely by retaining yet concealllig the 'pUnctil'011s" yet not '3ainstaking7' 

Wbat DaTida attempts to show, then, is that the productivity of the fine arts in 

general - independent of natural laws - resernbles nature net as a product but as a fiee 

production. n i e  analogy that Derrida identifies here is thus between two modes of 

production, between what he calls the "artist-god" or author of nature and the human 

artist. This does not s e w e  a resemblance of the work of art and nature qua 

representation, but an analogical identification of two fiee subjects - God and man - 
which niles out the type of imitation that Kant elsewhere reférs to as mere "copying" or 

"aping" - an activity appropriate only to the non-hurnan or slavish. Paradoxically, the 

d a  is closest to God precisely because he is least dependent upon Him. The fieedom of 

man resembles the fieedorn of God 'precisely by aot imitating if the only way one 

fieedom can resemble amther. "Iz4 In other words what is most divine is the autonomy of 

the artist. Artistic production, wrisequently, is a task for which grace would be 



inappropriately enlisted since divine intervention would only subvert the capacity of 

genius to synthesize autonomously aesthetic ideas. God's help would thereby make 

genius less god-like - closer yet simultaneously fbrther ftom the radical ffdorn of divine 

produai~ity. '~~ The fieedorn of genius is made possible because genius is itself 

"produced" by nature, yet it is nature (undersfood as the Greek physis, the Spinozistic 

ncdura nafinuns) that paradoxicaily serves as  the mode1 for fieedom. Nature certainly 

funllshes the material creatively assembleci by genius but the '~eedomfiom the law of 

association" [my ernphasis] fàciiitates the creaîion of ''something quite 

differeat ... sornethhg that surpasses nature" for which no examples can be found (CI $49, 

p. 182). Hence the LCn~al ized" fieedom of the genius, conditioned by the pristine 

exchange and '%ruey' mimesis binding God/nature and artist, M e r  positions genius not 

just as the exemplary Kantian subject straddling the opposing legislative domains of 

nature and fieedom, but as the figure in whom this opposition is problematicaliy 

annulled. Derrida identifies what remains in the wake of the nature/fieedom opposition as 

an elaborate, naturalîzed hienirchy of production, analogically linking bees to God and ail 

the interim stages of the divine teleology, including the mechanid, mercenary, fkee and 

aesthetic arts, which are stabilized through Kant's overt and covert deployments of 

mimesis, thereby massively determining the position of genius in both its omological and 

political dimensions. lZ6 

The force of Derrida's reading cannot be underestimateci for two related reasons. 

First, because it manages to excavate a suppressed yet structurally crucial role for 

mimesis within Kant's text, the hierarchical subordination of genius to scientist as 



described above is radically thrown uito question. The very criterion invoked to o5cidy 

secure this hierarchy openites at a much deeper level to re-iascrîbe genius beneath God 

alone in the continuum of fiee productive powers which now emerges. Second, as a result 

of this the tenns of opposition between Kant and his Slunier rivais so meticulously 

detded by Zammito are no longer clear. Kant's refusal to gant epistemologicd powers 

to genius, the (ideally invisible) academic constraints he places on otherwise capricious, 

non-sensical productions, and his WincWeman-like daim that the creations of the 

classical world can alone serve as models due to the finitude of artistic talent are all 

readable as deflationary restrictions on a particular conception of genius and artistic 

power emerging at the time. These contextuai issues are not contesteci by Derrida's 

aoalysis. The rehabilitation of mimesis, however, unwittingly betrays Kant's apparent 

intentions by analogicaily securing the mystical authority of genius despite, and because 

OS those very restrictions. Indeed, because these dual roies of mimesis render Kant's 

figure of genius intractably fiaught with ambiguity, any failure to recognize this problern 

in aU its complexity will prematurely assign Kant partisan roles - pace Zammito - which 

he can never fidfill. 

But what precisely are the implications of this reading for the modemity thesis 

under wnsideration here? Certaidy the sense of artistic ccautonomy" latent in the Kantian 

genius should not be constnied as the rational self-legislatioo exemplified by Kant's 

episternic-moral subject. But this does not mean that the capacity to originate aesthetic 

ideas, the dennite task of genius, is an irrational act. What Karit is striving for is a middle 

path wherein genius brings reason and feeling into a productive relationship without 



being able to give an account of how this ocatrs, or what d e s  are to be folhwed. The 

fkeedom is rather a fieedom of production, an absence of the servile replication of 

products, and this has nothing to do with the ability of geaius to understand the natural 

prescriptions that it transmits. Udike the constraints of the first two critiques, this latter 

epistemic constraint is thus not a restriction of the power of genius, and coosequently 

should not be viewed as one of the hidden costs of artistic autonomy understood in this 

Kantian sense. As such, there is no immediate source of "dissatisfaction" to be discerned 

here. Kant has constnied genius in such a way that it is immunized in advance fiom the 

sorts of 'extemal" restrictions he attempts to impose as the result of the intellechial 

quarrels in which he was engaged. What is arguably lasting and philosophically 

influentid about Kant's theory of genius, therefore, is not the su@cial attempt to 

curtail the powers of dstic creativity, but the deeper fieedom and autonomy that we see 

the artist beginning to enjoy at the very heart of the third Critique. Kant has not detracted 

nom, but contributed to our philosophical and hiaoncal understanding of modernity 

wherein the grounds of autonomy7 selfdefinition, and authenticity are intimately and 

paradigmatidly linked to the creative capacities of the artist. If it is difficult to see how 

Kant winingly contributed to this rnodernist impulse, it is perhaps easier to see how Kant 

unwittingly became its ally, perhaps unintentionally secuing the foundations of a 

tradition that he could never endorse. 

Genius, Tute and the Probem of History 

Ln this section, 1 want to backtrack somewhat and consider the figure of genius 

not so much in itself, but in its cornplex relationship with taste. This discussion d l ,  in 



tuni, help d e  sense of Kant's often deeply cryptic remarks about the development of 

art-historical traditions in the thkd Critique. 12' 

B a d  upon what has been described so far, there are no grounds for ident-g 

an opposition or codict between the originaiity of genius and the social demands of 

taste. In fact, as Paul Guyer notes, for Kant taste - the shared sense which enables 

aesthetic judgments to be made ffrom a universal standpoint - appears to be a 'hecessary 

condition" of genius - a condition that would not hinder what Guyer perceives to be the 

dialecticai movement of art-historical traditions whereby each unique? original work of 

art becornes the "cause" of ts own subsequent re$xti~n.l*~ Yet Kant himself, as Guyer 

rightly notes, recoils fiom the implications of his theory of genius and the determination 

of dst ic  canon-formation it entds. According to Guyeq Kant's "classicist ideai of 

stability is undermineci by his own demand for individuai artiaic autonomy" which sets 

in motion a series of attempts to recuperate this ideal in spite of his already noted 

description of the &dom and originalay of geni~s ."~ 

First, Guyer notes that Kant merely asserts without any argument the finitude of 

artistic talent - the claim that genius is in principle limiteci - which means that we have 

already reached this fixed boundary and cannot progress beyond it. 130 Kant obviously has 

the classical worid in mind here, but this is not to suggest that modem works of art must 

somehow resemble the art of ancient Greece and Rome. Kant's c lah  does imply, 

however, that by v h e  of this finitude of talent the arts and culture camiot ccprogress" in 

the way science does, since genius carmot be 'leamed" through the communication of 

determinate mies. The talent or SU dies with the artist, so the genius cau only serve as 



an example to fimire artists. Ironically, the fieedom and originality of genius, coupled 

with this dubious claim about nxed limits of talent, is now invoked by Kant to subvert 

any sense of a progressive history of art on which a theory of d twa i  development could 

be based. 

Second, Guyer observes that Kant's classicd biases again appear in his equally 

unjustifhi c lah  that "only those models can become classical of which the ancient, dead 

langusges preserved as ieamed, are the medium" (CJ g47, p. 178). Ahhough Guyer 

finaily concludes (after formulating and then passing over a more reasonable 

interpretation of the passage) that we can make most sense of this reniark if we 

understand Kant to be thiakuig of the classics as "models for the taste rather than the 

originahy of geniusesy7 such that 'they do not excessively constrain the originality of 

budding geniuses," 1 fear Kant's intention is much more reactionary than Guyer's "spin 

control" suggests. 13' Kant's unargued clairn does, in hct, reduce to the bald assertion that 

there is a closed canon of works that have been conferrd with classicd status, and this 

number m o t  be expanded without simultaneously composing in ancient languages and 

exempli@ng the originality of the genius. Since these cornpethg demands cannot be 

met, Kant's claim must be seen as an attanpt to circurnscribe a timeless set of canonical 

works, no matter how iliegitirnate his "'argument" may appear. 

Finally, and most dramaticafly, Guyer turns bis attention to Kant's final 

confkontation between genius and taste, between %e interest of individual autonomy in 

the creation of art and the interest of societal inte& in its re~eption."'~~ According to 



Kant, the relation between genius and taste is equivalent to the relation between 

imagination and judgment, in which we can discern the apparent need for wustraint. 

In order [for a work] to be beautiful, it is not stnctly necessary that [it] be rich and 
original in ideas, but it is necessary that the imagination in its fkeedom be 
commensurate with the lawfulness of the understanding. For if the imagination is 
left in lawless fieedom, all its riches [in ideas] produce nothing but nonsense, and 
it is judgment that adapts the imagination to the understanding. (CI 550, p. 188) 

Taste, analogously, must no longer be thought of as simply a necessary condition of 

genius, a component of works of fine art that render their aesthetic ideas communicable 

to others (and thus socially important). As Guyer effectively points out, in $50 taste now 

becornes a "discipline" of genius, an almost e x t e d  power that is now invoked to "clip 

the wings" of the autonomous creativity of the arti~t.'~~ Kant's rationale for this hitherto 

unprecedented radicalization of the opposition is the greater good that is achieved 

through an "ever advancing culture7' (a possibility he hm already called into question by 

his own daims regarchg the finitude of talent) at the expense of the potentially 'lawless" 

fieedom of genius. Again, this is the resuit of Kant's maservative and somewhat typical 

privileging of a stabilized cultural history, yet "to satisfy this inclination by fiat," as 

Guyer suggests, cannot be justifid, for this daim is simply unwarrantesi within the 

contact of Kant's own theoreticai articulation of genius and taste in previous se~tions."~ 

In fact, Guyer argues that Kant has achially provideci a philosophical fiamework wherein 

we couid legitimately expect to find justification for "a dialectical pattern in the history of 

art and culture" such that neither genius nor taste would ever be unilaterally "sacrificed" 

in principle for the sake of the other in order to pursue extrinsically related goals. 13* But 

Kant shrinks back fiom the radical possibilities of this ctaim, forecloses the didectic, and 



rehtnis stability to cultural Life for extra-adetic considerations. Instead of eliminating 

these outstanding tensions by subordhting genius to taste, Kant in fact had better 

grounds for preservïng the dynamics of this relation, and uniike Hegelian, Manast or 

neo-Freudian theorists of the arts, he would not have even needed to appeal to extra- 

aesthetic grounds - like Hegel's "SpW for example - in order to do ~ 0 . " ~  

Uofomuiately, Guyer says h l e  more than this about what such a dialectical 

theory of art bistory would look fie in a Kantian context."' Wrthout atternpting to 

engage in a merely terminological dispute, however, I thllik that this suggestion itself 

appears to impose a degree of order upon art-historical development that does oot seem to 

be required by Kant's text, if we ignore. as Guyer rightly does, the bad arguments Kant 

raises to counter the unpalatable implications of his own theory. In other words, 1 am not 

sure if the attribution of a dialecticai pattern of development does not aiso iilegitimately 

constrain the fiee productivity of genius by tying the work of art too closely to its 

predecessor in a way that goes beyond Kant's injunction to limit imitation to the imitation 

of the productivity, but not the achial production of genius. A diaiectical account would 

be compelled to tie the content of predecessor's and successor's work together, which 

may well appear to be the dominating feature of artistic traditions, but it does not seem in 

any way to be required by Kant's arguments. 1 will now turn to a more cYevolutionary" 

reading of Kant's conception of art history that does not unnecessarily cramp the fieedom 

and autonomy of genius in a way that 1 believe Guyer's own (admittedly undeveloped) 

dialectical reading perhaps uuwitthgly does. 



La bis book, The E d  cf Mdrnity' Gisuini Vattimo offers a brief, yet highly 

provocative suggestion for how we might read the sections of the third Critique in which 

Kant's 'theory" of art history is located. By applying Thomas Kuhn's distinction b-een 

"normal" and '~evolutionary" science to the fine arts, Vaairno productively complicates 

our understanding of the relationship between genius and historicity in Kant's text. Kuhn, 

of course, is famous for his daim that we do not simply and neutrafly observe commonly 

available data, but instead only experience this ostensibly raw data through a conceptuai 

fiamework that Kuhn calls a "paradigm."138 Science generally progresses in incremental, 

cumulative steps as facts are gathered and integrated within such a paradigm, but when 

anornalous data are discovered that cannot be accommodated within this larger 

conceptual framework, then the paradigm itself is prone to "shift" in order better or more 

simply to explain the previously inexplicable anomalies. Kuhn descnbes these 

monumental paradigm shifts as 'tevolutionary'' moments, since the moa basic 

conceptual fiamework through which we comprehend the world has undergone a crisis 

and emerged in an entirely new form. 

For Kant, of course, science progresses gradually and cumulatively as scientists 

discover the laws governing the natural world, and this mechanical development of extant 

paradigms accordingly provides a model for ccnormal" histoncity in the Kuhnian sense. 

From this perspective, the epistemically blind and unteachable genius - the genius who 

serves exclusively as an exemplary model to d e r  geniuses - appears to be utterly non- 

historical by wmparison. Normal historicity is based on cominiity, but "discontinuity" is 

dl that Kant's anistic genius is able to provide. Vattirno suggests, however, that the non- 



historical genius should actuaily be considered the "?mis of historicity in the strong sense 

of the tam" precisely because the onginality and exemplarity of genius makes the 

c'revoluti~nary'' artist îruly epoch-making, the sole figure capable of introducing the 

radically "new" into the continuas strearn of nomal h i s t~ ry . '~~  Whereas "scientific 

discoveries give articulation to already existing paradigms," the Kantian genius is 

responsible for openhg "new paths and horizoasf that is, for the real historical labor of 

produchg différent paradigms and thus establishg a mode of historicity that displays 

"an authentically processual nature."'" This is clearly a departwe from Guyer's 

suggested reading of Kant wherein precisely this strong determination of aesthetic 

autonomy as the basis for a revolutionary historicity is denied by a dialectical pattern of 

historicai development that more closely resembles the normal historicity of Kant's 

natural sciences. 

This is not to say that Vatho's 'Xuhnian" reading of Kant is not without its own 

difficulties, as he rightly ackn~wledges.~~' Most importantly, the distinction between 

"science" and "art" is difficult to maintain within Kuhn's hmework (since the criteria 

involved in the choice of paradigms are often aesthetic considerations that are irreducible 

to claims about correct correspondence or the tnith of the matter) and even within Kant's 

text, this opposition has become deeply suspect. Moa explicitly, in Kant's definition of 

the '%ee arts'' (to which the fine arts - the arts of genius - belong), he is not prepared to 

concede that mechanical constraints @ke the metrical rules of poetry) are entirely absent 

from this determination, as this would aiiow the anirnating spirit to "evaporate 

completely" as we have seen (CI 543, p. 17 1). Against those "more recent educators" 



who reclciessly consmie fieedom as the absence of all niles, Kant îs, as I have already 

suggested, negotiating an alternative definition of fh play accordhg to which the spint 

of genius must obey rigorous formal considerations in order to be k. ParadoXrdly 

stated, the artia must simultaneously mobilize and suppress work in order to keep fiee art 

fiee and pleasurable. This7 however. d s  into question any clear distinction between the 

fiee operations of genius and the mechanical labor of science in the tbird Critique, and 

thus any absolute distinction between normal and revolutionary histoncity fails to map 

smoothly onto the terms of Kant's own taxonomy. It means, moreover, that the 

"revolutiomry" fkedorn of the artist m o t ,  on Kantian terrns, be understood as 

unlimited. Still, 1 think Vattimo rightly identifies the possible grounds for a non- 

cumulative, epoch-making mode of histoncity in the operations of Kant's figure of 

genius that points toward, 1 wouid ad& the sort of ''critical history" that Nietzsche fàvors 

in his second Untirne& Medimon. Kuhn's categories, however, are not adequately suited 

to a proper assessrnent of Kant's text. Consequently, I believe we must look toward 

Nietzsche in order, perhaps retrospectively, to appreciate the proper tenns of Kant's 

"q~asi~criticai" history, and thus accurately characterize the "modernism" of his art- 

hiaorical theory. 

1 will now tum to Paul de Man's article, ''Literary History md Literary 

Modemity" in order to help untangle the definitively modem preoccupation with the 

c'conf?ontation" between modemity and history. 14' Mer examining how this encounter is 

discussed in Nietzsche's work, 1 will conclude by suggesting how Kant himself seemed 



almost aware in advance of its paradoxical implicatioas, thus suggesting the strikingly 

modemkt purview of the third Critique. 

In this essay, de Man's point of departure is the paradoxical formulation of 

m o d e m  as the discovery of the impossibility of being modem. The most striking 

version of this paradox is found in Nietzsche's second Untimely Me-on wherein the 

apparent opposition between rnodernity and history - the condition f?om which modern 

wnsciousness tries to escape - ultimately collapses and gives way to a much more 

cornplex and revealing relation. it is in this text, de Man clairns, that we can perhaps most 

perspicuously discern '%he complications that ensue when a genuine impulse toward 

modernity wllides with the demands of a historical consciousness or a culture based on 

the disciplines of history" even if the status of history is not explicitly challenged "in the 

name of modemity."'" Nietzsche's ostensible concern, of course, is the value of history 

for Ifle, but according to de Man, this is just "a more dynamic concept of m o d e m .  ,3144 

Life, for Nietzsche, is articulateci as a temporal concept which denotes our abiiity to 

forget, and is therefore the mie antonym of "history." In order to flourish in a genuinely 

creative culture, we cannot become unduly encumbered by the demands of the past, and 

thus a radical forgetting is required to serve and enhance Me. This cal1 for a 'hithless 

forgetting," for a Me-serving repression of d l  pastness, exemplifies for de Man "the 

authentic spirit of modemity."'" Nietzsche, like Rimbaud and Artaud, articulates a 

modernity that defines itself by its desire to rupture the historical continuum and 

determine for itself a '%me present, a point of origin that marks a new depamire. "'46 This 

new depamire requires action, and the action itself is conditioned by forgetting. It is now 



clear that despite Nietzsche's rhetorical swipes at his supposedly 'cmodernist" 

contemporaries, he is in fact oniy critiquing a iifedenying state of mind that is only 

modern in name, and is thus opposing his own cCmodanity" thesis - here advanced under 

the aegis of 'life" - to these improper versions which themselves are mddy constituted 

by an historicai consciousness. The antagonism between Nietzsche's modernism and 

history is thereby rendered explicit. 

But de Man now asks whether Nietzsche's own text '%an approach the condition 

rd47 of rnodernity it advocates. This question arises in vimie of Nietzsche's own 

reaiization that the present is itself embedded in an hiaoncal rnovement irrevocably 

roated in the past. The pure present of modeniity, therefore, cannot ex&, and there is 

nothing we can do to change this circumstance. Taken together - Nietzsche's modernity 

thesis and this cornpethg claim about the intractable regession of history wherein the 

present is experienced as apcrssing experience - lads  us to a much clearer version of the 

paradox that de Man articulates at the outset of his discussion: 'c[m]odernity invests its 

trust in the power of the present moment as an origin, but discovers that, in severing itself 

from the past, it has at the sarne time severed itself Born the present."'" If the present is 

inexûicably bound up with the past, and modem is dehed by its radically new 

determination of the present, then clearly the opposition between modernity and history 

must be called into question. This implies, on the one han& tbat mod- cannot in 

principle resist its own inevitable reintegration into the narrative of history, yet, on the 

other hand, despite its own historicality, modemity simultaneously becomes, as de Man 

suggests, a "generative power" which inaugurates the very historical process that it can 



no longer seIf-consciously oppose.149 Modernity is a point of originatioa, but is itself 

historical and thus cannot overcome what it itself aiready is. For de Man, it is Nietzsche's 

awareness of this paradox (rather than his bogus attempts to think his way out of it)'" 

that attests to his own modem consciousness, yet perhaps the most remarkable lesson de 

Man retrieves f?om his reading of Nietzsche is that this paradox is constmitive of dl 

literary history. in other words if this ostensible opposition between the generative power 

of modernity and the recuperative power of history is what dehitively characterizes 

modemity itself, "then üterme bas dways been essentially modern.""' 

Kaving reached this tentative conclusion, de Man now tums his attention to 

Iiterary texts, particularly to the work of Baudelaire. Like Nietzsche, Baudelaire 

understands modemity as a pure present uncontaminateci by the regressive forces of 

history, yet his own literary and critical works once again exempli@ the paradoxical logic 

of modemity on which Nietzsche's second Untirne& Medrtatiun founders. De Man 

focuses in particular on a passage fiom Baudelaire's ' t e  peinture de la vie moderne" in 

which the temporal contradiction of aesthetic experience can be explicitly discmed: 

'The pleasure we derive fkom the represenmon of the present is not merely due to the 

beauty it might display, but also to the essential 'present-ness" of the present. ~ I I Z Z  

However, since the affirmation of immediacy requires the negation of this very 

immediacy tbrough the temporalizing movement of representation - the re-presentation of 

the present - the attempt to capture this pure moment of presentness is inevitably 

undennined. In other words, any one pure moment must be constituted by a temporal 

distance which modemity must officially deny. Like Nietzsche's modernity? Baudelaire's 



modemity is wnditioned by "a forgetting or a suppression of antt~iority,~~ yet as both 

Nietzsche and de Man realize, this desired moment of spontaneity depends upon an act of 

repetition that inexorably re-asserts the continuity between the present and the past.'" 

The dispersion of the singular instant into the ecstases of an articdated time thus prevents 

77154 "any present from ever coming into being. Al1 modemist mias, accordingly, are 

facd  with the following paradox: 

When they assert their own m o d e ,  they are bound to discover their 
dependence on similar assertions made by their literary predecessors; their claim 
to being a new beginning tums out to be the repetitioo of a c l ah  that has always 
already been made. "' 

What appears to be paradoxical here, however, may not be so troubling if' it is described 

in a different way. Consequently, in my concluding section 1 will attempt to transpose 

this paradox into the philosophical firamework of Kant's theory of fine art and genius, 

which, 1 believe, can help us think through the conditions of modernity as describeci by 

de Man and Nietzsche. This, morwver, will attest to the unacknowledged modernism of 

the Critique of Judgment. 

Perhaps we cm now determine to what extent Kant is able to help us think 

through the paradoxical formulation of rnodemity as described by de Man, and 

exemplified in the texts of Nietzsche and Baudelaire. R e d  that what is so troubling for 

these modemists is reconciling the absolute demand for new beginnings with the 

historical consciousness that such a dernand characterizes the very tradition that is to be 

overcome. In other words, the unhappy modernist consciousness realizes that its own 

status as "C~righai" inexorably undermines &self with the simultaneous acknowledgment 

of its own belatedness. My daim here is not that Kant was directly responding to such an 



explicitly formulateci paradox, but I do beiieve that his attempt actuaiiy to g r d  

originality or what will later tum ioto "artistic autonomy" upon the imitation of a 

regressive series of such claims demonstrates a profound sensitivity to both the integrity 

of the artist and the inevitable claims of tradition. It is for this reason that Kant never 

experienced the definitively modemist anxiety displayed by Nietzsche especially in his 

second Untimefy Medtazion. For Kant, there simply was no paradox once this higher 

mode of mimesis wuid be enlisted to secure the continuity of art-histoncal traditions 

d o u t  needing to subordnate the fieedom and autonomy of genius to the interests of a 

progressive culture. Kant, accordingly, does not oppose modetnjty to history, but rather 

demonstrates in advance why this opposition c m o t  be maintaineâ, and shows, 

fùrtherrnore, weli before de Man, that "[m]odemity tums out to be indeed one of the 

concepts by means of which the distinctive nature of literature [and al1 the other fine-arts 

for that matter - mine] can be revealed in d l  its intricacy."'" 

1 began this study, following Robert Pippin, by rnentioning the "dissatisfactions" 

tint arise from the rational coastraints or autonomous self-restrictions which Kant places 

on both legitimate knowing and moral wiiling. I have attempted to show in this final 

section, foliowing Paul Guyer, that in the third Critique Kant is unable to provide 

legitimate grounds to jus@ the imposition of similar "disciplinaqr" constraints on the 

creative powers of genius. Artistic creation, consequently, appears to be at least one 

important human activity that is not accompanied by the sorts of dissatisfactions to which 

knowing and willing are prone. The emergence of an argument for artistic or aesthetic 

autonomy does nct seem to produce, in Kant, the sort of explicit and conscious 



opposition between oripinality and history that haunts the work of Nietzsche (as we SM 

see in much more detail), Beaudetaire and other modemists as Paul de Man's essay so 

rigorously exposes. By covertly deploying a second mode of mimesis7 as we have seen, 

Kant attempts to account both for the possibility of artistic tradition and the relationship 

between artist and apprentice, while maintainhg (often despite himseif) the integrity and 

autonomy of artistic creation. It is this mimetic relationship, moreover, which 1 think 

becomes virtually constitutive of both Nietzsche's and Heidegger's atiempts to determine 

the nature of ccselfaeation," understood either as a doctrine of individual sovereignty in 

Nietzsche, or of authenticity and authentic historicity in Heidegger. In this light, Kam's 

Critique of Judgment should be seen as a crucial text of philosophical modernism, 

instituting perhaps the paradoxical, mirnetic c'~lution" to the problem of history and 

modeniity that has become a much imitated, self-conscious feature of modemity dself. 



CHAPTER 3: Nietzsche 

The type of radical self-grounding that Kant sought for knowing, willing, judging, 

and as 1 have been arguing, for actistically creating, is perhaps the defining moment of 

philosophical modeniity. But despite Kant's aspirations. his philosophical successon 

argueci that he did not go far enough, that bis Copemican revolution was itself still too 

deeply wedded to the metaphysics fkom which it attempted to escape, still too grounded 

in c'positivity7" and thus unable to defend undogrnaticaily the self-legislative activities of 

the human subject. Kant's revolution fàils, then, because it is not suniciently 

revolutionary, and ends up betraying the very modemity thw it purportedly establishes. 

Historically speaking, Kant's victory over the tradition was an ambiguous one - a victory 

in "spirit" but not, his opponents claimeci, in fact. 

This ambiguity is discemed, as 1 have tried to show, in Kant's figure of genius 

who, on the one hand, is still aligneci wdh a withh that makes possible the 

production of aesthetic ideas. but on the d e r  band. is capable of eee, original creations 

that are completely undetermineci by preceding artistic traditions. Moreover, even though 

aesthetic ideas are irreducible to any conceptual determination, they are ultimately 



designateci to serve an end outside of a strictly aesthetic domain, which ultimately 

compromises any strong claim of aesthetic autonomy in the third Critique. 

Wih Nietzsche, many of these motifis recur in a variety of different ways, but 

Nietzsche's self-consciously modernist attempt to emancipate aesthetics frorn moral, 

political and epistemic ends, particularly afta The Birrh of Tragedj' coupled with his 

ultimate rejection of Romanticism, leaves him immune, in certain respects, from the 

dficulties which beset Kant's cntical philosophy. Aithough Nietzsche is deepiy 

concernai with individual sovereignty, he wants nothing to do with Kantian faculties, or 

seIf-cTitical reason, or the moral law abrding to which our practical maxims ought to be 

constrained. While Nietzsche's philosophical preoccupations vary throughout his 

"career," 1 hope to show that he grows into a defense of a radical, individudistic, "'seif- 

creative" autonomy, and by extension, a defense of modernity, despite the many passages 

and asides wherein more tradxtional, or Kantian-style defenses of autonomy and 

m o d e m  are subjected to withering attacks. As with Kant's figure of genius, I will show 

that Nietzsche's sekreative individual sirnilady requires a mode1 or exempla- of self- 

creation in order to choose 6eely to becorne who he is. Consequently, what is otherwise 

an affirmation of aesthetic autonomy, of an increasingly radicalized philosophical 

modernity, is at least partially betrayed and undemineci by its inevitable reliance on the 

past, namely past exemplars of the very fkedom that can never be simply asserted or 

estab tished ex nihilo. 

Just as importantly, however, I want to defend the claim that much of Nietzsche's 

writings on art and aesthetics can be best understood as respoases to Hegel's notorious 



daim that art is dead. In this chapter, consequently, 1 I i  examine tbree of Nietzsche's 

most important books: Ine Binh of Trageciy, Human, AI .  Too Human, and, especiafiy, 

%s SpRe ~arathustra.~" I will attempt to show that despite his early flirtations with 

Romanticisrn and Kantian aesthetics in an attempt to overcome Socratic/Alexandrian 

culture, Nietzsche rwersed his course in bis "midde pend '  work and utteriy rejected 

this earlia position for the sake of rather 'tn-Nietzschean" philosophical allegiances, 

before finally adopting, in Thur ZarathtcstraJ a strikingly modeniist &mation of 

autonomous self-creation - a thoroughly aesthetic determination of the self - that marks a 

final break nom the Hegelian problematic of the "death of art." In the Bir& of Tragedy, 

Nietzsche interprets the limits Kant places on legitimate knowing as the terminai point 

beyond which even Hegel's rationai, self-correcting movement of claims about our 

deepest values and beliefs cannot proceed. Just as Socrates "exposed" the mord and 

epistemic limitations of art in ancient Greece and helped inaugurate a radicaliy new type 

of reflective practice, so too did Kant and Schopenhauer reveal the limitations of 

Socratidphilosophical reflection and open the way, as Nietzsche inaially hoped, for the 

retum of art - specifically Wagner's mythico-poetic operatic works - as the medium 

through which the spiritual content of German culture could once again be expressed. In 

Human, AI1 Too Humm>, given the c o n t a  of Nietzsche's broader argument against 

rnetaphysics and the possibility of knowing thiogs as they are in themselves, this truth- 

disclosing capacity of art is flatly rejected. Modem science is now championed as  the 

only legitimate truth-disclosing practice, once the metaphysid pretensions of religion 

and art (to reverse the Hegelian order) have been debunked. Consequentiy, in the wake of 



these two almost costradictory texts, the ceneal philosophical task of Thus S'Re 

Z a r & h u  is diflictilt to daennine. On the one hand, Nietzsche again seems to accept 

the negative evaiuation of Socratidtheoretical culture developed in 23e Birih of Trugedy 

(although the terms of his critique have changed), y& on the other hand he has similarly 

retained his anti-metaphysical stance nom Humun, AI1 T m  Human, and thus he cannot be 

chargeci with simply reintroducing his "artist's metaphysics" or his aesthetic theodicy 

fiom that early work. By moving beyond the philosophical positions of each of these 

previous books, 1 believe that with Zarahstra Nietzsche is undertaking an even more 

radical critique of metaphysics in the name of what 1 have been calling philosophical 

modernity. But Nietzsche realizes here that such a projecî can only be accomplished by 

re-thinking the meaning of the aesthetic itself, particularly in contradistinction to its 

Hegelian inscription, which 1 shall now briefiy examine. 

According to Hegel, the self-reflective practices of human communities fiom the 

tragic age of the Greeks to modem European life have revealed the '%@est values," the 

deepest interests or "essence" in each successive shape of absolute spirit.'s8 These highest 

values, of course, have themselves changed radically over t h e  and history as intemally 

generated sceptical doubts about their authority have &sen for which no rassurances 

could be provided from within the particular reflective practices of these communities. 

Consequently, as these highest values successively lost their authority within the 

particular forms of life with which they were identifid, new reflective practices were 

generated out of which a community could detennine a m i r e n t  essence for itself, one 

that was at least immune fiom the scepticd doubts that undermined the authority of 



previously held beliefs and values. As tbis social and epistemologicai process unfoldeci 

historically, teleologically, different institutional contexts for the practices of communal 

self-reflection were inevitably required. 

For Hegel, the three historically and logically successive institutional settings for 

the reflection of absolute spirit are art, religion and philosophy. Although art and religion 

are treated together in the PhenomenoIogy of Spirit, it is clear in the final chapter that 

philosophy alone can be the appropriate type of fùlly conceptuai, reflective practice 

capable of providing the sons of reassurances that our modern life demands. Art, 

conversely, is relegated to a mere stage, an initial step, in the processual development of 

spirit, since its sensuous apprehension of the absoiute - the statue of a divinity, for 

example, in which the "'tnith'' of Greek identity is uniquely reveded - is unable to break 

fully with the contingency of its sensible expression and satisfactorily articulate i ts 

spirihial content. Thus, even though the production of artworks continues after the fdl of 

the ancieut Greek world, art no longer remains this privileged site of metaphysical 

knowledge. Art, in fact, becomes inessential during the Christian era wherein the 

symbolic practices and rites of the religious service are better suiteci to express this 

universal, spintual content of social life. In tum, the mental images through which the 

Christian religion conveys knowledge of the divine are Iikewise supplanted by a purely 

philosophical, conceptuai reflection that is now entirely removed from the contingencies 

of the sensible world. This dialectical movement inevitabiy betrays the latent Platonism 

of Hegel's aesthetics in which the progression fiom belief to knowledge, sensibility to 

concephiaiity, is realized historically by the passage from art to philosophy as the setting 



adequate for the reflection upon our most fimdamentd beliefs and values.'5g The 

comection of art to a devalued sensibility, and the philosophical need to traoscend what 

is sensible, are perhaps the two central organizing motifs of '%gocentric" Western 

philosophy. From th is  perspective, then, it appears that in the very act of comprehending 

this tradition, Hegel in fact reproduces its moa prominent "liaiases." This, of course, is not 

to say that Hegel is unable to defend his project, biases or not. Indeed, by the end of the 

PhenomenoZogy, we are supposed to appreciate, retrospectively, exactly why art (and 

religion) can no longer be taken as the sorts of reflective practices capable of m s h i n g  

the type of fully-mediated, authoritative account of our modern identity that philosophy, 

as absolute knowing, is able to provide. 

For Hegel, then, what characterizes our modernity is the historical overcoming of 

these intuitive or representational accounts of our highest beliefs and values by the 

acwunt-giving practices of reason. it was Kant who nrst enlisteci reason to give an 

account of itself in response to the sfiU dogmatic attempts of self-grounding articulateci 

by his rationalist and empiricist predecessors. However, as Hegel was at pains to show, 

even this latest, critical attempt to reassure modem science and philosophy that its mord 

and epistemic commitments could be authoritatively justified is still too rooted in 

positivity and dogmatism. As such, it is still unable to provide a thorough-going account 

of how thought determines itself without recourse to any rnetaphysical principle or some 

other external fotmdation required ultimately to vouchsafe the cCaut~nomy" of reason. 

Because Hegel argued that such an appeal wuld not be made without reproducing the 

dogmatism of metaphysics he sou& to justify our modern practices by giving an 



account of how previous discourses of legitimation have successively tàiled. What 

distioguishes modernity, then, is our ability to provide an ccacc~unt of the accounts," a 

phenomenological story of how these 'Yailed" accounts have finally produced the 

philosophical-historicai circumstances wherein we are ultimately able to reassure 

ourseIves that our current critical standards can be assessed without appealing to 

ahistorical standards that exia independently of the ways in which we have corne to 

know them. '" 
Hegel's phenomenological project thus presents a monumental obstacle to 

Nietzsche's early atternpt, in The Bi& of Tragedy, to reassert the centrality of the 

aesthetic in modem life. It logically accounts for, generally speaking, the very transition 

fiom tragic to Socratic culture - the death of art - that Nietzsche is at this early stage of 

his career attempting to rwerse.I6' Moreover, the tenns of Nietzsche's revaluation of the 

aesdietic are still not sufficiently radical at this point to resist an Hegelian critique. Since 

tragedy, 1 would argue, is undemood as a an essentidly "spiritual" practice which can 

furnish metaphysical knowledge of the way the world is behind its deceptive 

appearances, Nietzsche is at least partially abolishing the Kantian separation of the 

aesthetic f?om cognitive and practical spheres and endorsing Hegel's cognitivist account 

of art according to which art must once again cccompete7' with other reflective 

practices.lg If insight or tnith-dixlosure is the purpose of art, then Nietzsche must be 

able to respond to Hegel by showing exactly how art as a social practice can provide a 

more satisfying determination of our modem identity than either religion or philosophy. 

He must be able to show why art can provide us with the most comprehensive and most 



transparent account of %ho we are," if it is to "serve life7' in a way that 

SocratidAlexandrian cultural practices cannot. in this next section, accordingiy, 1 will 

atternpt to show quite briefly and schernatically how Nietzsche might respond to such 

Hegelian challenges. This will involve showing how Nietzsche both takes over and 

sixnultaneously repudiates Hegel's accuunt of art, focusing primarily on the pivotai, yet 

largely undiscussed relationship between the tragic artist and the supersensible reaim - a 

relationship that irnportantly situates Nietzsche's disaission within the horizon of Kant's 

theory of genius and calls into question the "'modernity" of The Birih of Tragdy. 

Tmgedy, Mimesis, and the Artist-God 

Although puzziuig and often obscure in places, the generd theses of The Birth of 

Tragedj are quite straightforward and generdly uncontroversial. At its heart, the text 

seeks to re-assert the authority of the tragic, yet life-afirming, insight of the ancient, pre- 

Socratic Greeks over against the ho1 low rationalism of optimistic, Socratic culture, whic h 

has inexorably run its course. Nietzsche argues that despite the cultural attunement of the 

Greeks to the finitude and suffering of human life, they were still able to coni?ont the 

abyss of existence and say 'Yes'' to life nevertheless. This psychological achievement 

was made possible by the uniqueness of Greek cultural life, specifically the development 

of Attic tragedy wherein a comprehensive view of existence was discloseci through the 

interplay of the two art deities, Dionysus and Apollo. Dionysus, of course, symbolizes 

darkness, excess, m e ,  becoming, and the destruction of individudity; Apollo, 

conversely, represents light, measure, constraint, being and the principle of individuation. 

III early (that is, pre-Euripidean) tragedy, the Greeks gained insight into the contmdictory' 



imoxicating world of primordial unity and pain, but were redemptively rehimed nom this 

Dionysian experience by the calm and repose, the illusion and order, fùmished by its 

Apollonian correlate. The Greeks thus manageci to achieve both terrifying insight and 

"metaphysical cornfort" £kom tragic drama, a sense that, despite the endless suffêring 

d e n  imo the order of things, Life was dtimately ail1 pleasurable and justifiable nom 

this "aesthetic" perspective. It is precisely this lifeaffirming, aesthetic perspective, 

however, that has been lost to the West, Nietzsche claims, partidarly in modern 

Enlightenment culture, thanks to the massive histoncal influence of Socrates' theoretid 

optimism and its relateci suite of life-denying Christian values. Modem European 

philosophy and science have, like Goethe's Faust, reached the limas of our finite human 

knowledge, but Dionysian insight can transport us beyond appearances to the very world 

- the ' h e  world" - subtending the illusory structures of empiricai ccreality." Art, 

therefore, derives its metaphysical significance fiom precisely this ability to disclose 

what is in principle inaccessible to Socratic/theor&cai cognition. Nietzsche thus agrees 

with Kant by assigning limits to scientific knowledge, but he M e r  exploits the critical 

framework in a radically un-Kantian fashion by attributhg a superior mode of 

metaphysical insight to the tragic artist, who, in tum, translates this insight back into the 

(Apollonian) language of phenomenality for the spectator. The subordination of scientist 

to artist and the Kantian %NO world" theory that it presupposes thus become the bases for 

the possible re-birth of tragic culture - a hope which the young Nietzsche hangs on the 

o p e d c  works of Richard Wagner. 



The thematic links which bind Zhe Birih of Tragedy to Kant and Hegel are 

multiple, and my examination of them here does not suggest that the more proximal 

influences of Schopenhauer and Wagner are any less important. These latter relations are 

well known and have received a great deal of scholarly attention, so 1 do not intend to 

contribute fiirther to that discussion, except in passing.lb< As a ciraitous introduction to 

the text itself, howwer, it is instructive to examine Nietzsche's own retrospective look at 

7ne Birîh which he wrote almost ten years after his own personal break with Wagner and 

his intellectual break with Schopenhauer. In section four of his "Attempt at a Self- 

Criticism," a section itself divided into four parts by the repetition the question, Wow 

now?," Nietzsche implicitly compares the dissolution and decline of the ancient Greeks 

to the dissolution and decline of modern European culture: 

Could it be possible that, in spite of al1 "modern ideas" and the prejudices of a 
dernocratic taste, the triumph of optimism, and the graduai prevalence of 
rdomiity7 practical and theoretical ut i I z~dmzm,  no less than democracy itself 
which developed at the same t h e ,  might ail have been symptoms of a decline of 
strength, of impending old age, and of physiological weariness? (BOT, p. 22) 

Nietzsche's suggestion here is that the rnodeniity we take to be unique and decisive for 

our self-understanding is in fact yet another repetition of an ancient conflict between 

tragic and Socratic cultural orientations. This description itself, however, already betray s 

Nietzsche's sympathy with the tragic world-view, which denies the progress and 

teleology of "'so-called world history" (BOT' p. 59), and instead understands existence as 

the cyclicaf agon between opposing cdturd-histoncai forces. On the one hancl, therefore, 

we see how Nietzsche is atternpting to deny the radical break of modernity with pre- 

modem epochs, while on the other hand atternpting to show that the 'hiodem ideas" 



which we presently cherish are in fact responsible for the death of tragic ailture, and, by 

extension, the denial of life itself 16' 

From this perspective, it is difficult to see how the basic orientation of The Binh 

of Trogedy is even remotely comected to the problem of philosophical modemism in 

Kant and Hegel. This wmection is manifest, however, in the modernist impulses latent 

within Nietzsche's overcoming of what he takes modernism to be. In Nietzsche's own 

words, he ''trieci to express by means of Schopenhauerian and Kantian formulas strange 

and new valuations which were basicaiiy at odds with Kant's and Schopenhauer's spint 

and taste" (BoT, p. 24). This, however, is not a pdcularly helpful way of looking at nie 

Binh of Tragedy. in fact, 1 believe that a Wtually opposite view is correct. 1 think that 

Nietzsche's valuatioos were mt "strange and new" in a significant way, but only seemed 

radically unique, largely due to the striking vocabulary of Dionysus and Apollo which 

provided the rhetorical cover for claims about modemis, that are generally continuous 

with the philosophical purview of Kantian and post-Kantian thought. As I suggested in 

the introduction of this study, Nietzsche's project in The Birth of Trageedy ought to be 

read as a response to the philosophical dissatisfactions originating in the wake of Kant's 

critical philosophy. However, whereas other pst-Kamian thinkers argued that the Limit 

Kant de tednes  for al1 legitimate cognition (and the duaiism that follows therefiom) is in 

fact the central source of philosophical ccdissatisfaction" with the d i c a l  project, 

Nietzsche actually hails Kant for his courageous clairn that knowledge is restricted to the 

finite wodd of phenornena, which means, of course, that the scientific/theor&cal man of 

Socratic culture is unable to know the world as it is in itself Because Nietzsche's 



response to Kant's criticai philosophy involves hding a way of circumventing the 

Kautian Ihits without simultaneously rehirning philosophy to its dogmatic, pre-critical 

slumbers, it should be seen as broady wntinuous in spint with the philosophical projects 

of Schopenhauer and the poa-Kamian German idealists. The Birih of Trugeày, in fact, 

attempts to secure metaphysicai insight by essentially bypassiog the epistemologicai 

issues rai& in the fkst Critique and exploiting instead the highly suggestive relationship 

between the dst ic  genius and nature describeci in the Critique of Judgmnt. In d e r  

words, it is precisely by remaining CXantian" that Nietzsche hopes to overcome the 

restrictions of critical philosophy and fllrnish a legitimate response to Hegel's "'death of 

art" thesis. In what follows, then, I witl attempt to show how Nietzsche remains Kantian 

in the very moment at which he attempts to exceed Kant7 and thus how he remains 

philosophically "modern" even as he attempts to break with the very modernity to which 

Il>e Birth of Trcrgdy is so ambiguously related. 

In this text, Nietzsche is not primari& concerneci with articulating an historical 

account of the birth and death of Greek tragedy. When he tums  in section two to the 

question of how the Dionysian and Apollonian art impulses or drives [KuTLFmieb] 

developed specificaily within the ancient Greek world, he does not do so as a philologia, 

but as a diagnostician of modem German culture. More specincally, for Nietzsche the 

focus is not the nature of the Dionysian and Apolionian ""artistic energies" considered 

unto themselves, but ody as they manifest themselves through the mediation of the 

culturally and histoncally situated human artist. Nietzsche tuins to the Greeks because 

their collective cultural effort to synthesize and hamess these naturai "energies" was 



exemplary, and even if the Greek world is forever lost, this paradigm of cultural renewal 

and social "health" stands as a model for the modem world to imitate.'" Greek tragedy 

represents the highest, but not necessarily the last attempt to confiont existence in a 

comprehensive fashion without recoiling in horror and denid fiom what we have 

exprienced. As a permanently possible "solution" to the very practical question of how 

our lives ou@ to be lived, me Birth of Tragec& is an attempt to open up a new future for 

modern culture through a creative traomaluation of the past. Paradoxicaily, then, 

Nietzsche is implicitly hinging the possibility of a uniquely German "re-birth" of tragedy, 

of a definitive break f?om Socratic/Alexandrian d t w ,  on the active imitation of the 

originary Greek birth itseif He is attempting, that is, to found the re-birth upon the birth, 

to model the creativity of the present upon the creativity of the past. 

It is crucial, therefore, to separate the Dionysian and Apollonian artistic energies 

understood independently of their cultural inscriptions fiom the ways in which these 

energies can be transformed through various artistic media: 

Apollo overcomes the suffering of the individual by the radiant glorification of 
the eternity of the phenornenon; here beauty mumphs over the suffering inherent 
in life; pain is obliterated by lies from the features of nature. in Dionysian art and 
its tragic symbolism the same nature cries to us in its true, undissembled voice: 
"Be as 1 am! Amid the ceaseless flux of phenomena, the etenally creative 
primordial mother, etemafly impelling t O existence, et mal1 y finding satisfaction 
in this change of phenomena." (BOT, p. 104) 

The Dionysian "in itself' offers a description of reality as fundamentally non- 

individuated, as a primal unity unlimiteci by the constraints of space, time and causality, 

moral and legal convention, or divisions between man and man, man and nature. The 

feelings induced by this sense of prima1 oneness include intoxication and temor, 



seasuality and rapture. Because this experience is produced by the coilapse of a sense of 

individuation, it has hiaorically found expression in collective rituals, dances, festivals, 

mystical cuits, musical dances, and s e 4  practices - practices which successfulfy allow 

for the sublimation of the cchomble.. . 'witches brew"' (BOT, p. 39) of the Dionysian 

without threatening the very destruction of social life &self. The Dionysian thus offers 

redemption through the possible identification with that which is non-individual, with the 

primal ground of ail being wherein the illusory divisions of phenomenality are no longer 

operative. Conversely, the Apollonian, metaphysically speaking, offers a description of 

reality as governed by the principium mdi'vicfu~onis, which means that r d t y  must 

appear as delimitecl, formeci, separated, and multiple. This is the world of 

Schopenbsuerian "representation," the world of illusion whic h the Apollonian impulse 

seeks to render beautiful in its various aesthetic expressions. Redemption is accomplished 

precisely ibrough the beautifcation of phenornena in which individuals are aestheticdly 

transformeci into "archetypes," such that life itself is enhanced and glorified - justifie& in 

fact - wen if ody  in this illusory way. 

In the ancient Greek world, Nietzsche attempts to delineate a series of historical 

phases during which one or the 0 t h  of these "metaphysical" outlooks was do~ninant.'~' 

For example, afler the original dominance of the Dionysian in a lengthy pre-Hellenic 

period, the Apollonian spirit of the Homeric world developed, followed again by the 

reasserfion of Dionysian impulses in the seventh century B a ,  a rehim to the hegemony 

of the Apollonian in Donc art and architecture, and finally a synthesis of the Dionysian 

and the Apollonian in the tragic age of the Greeks, which lasted only from the sixth to the 



fifih century BCE. But how did these codicting artistic energies corne together to 

produce mgic drama? Again, for Nietzsche this is not merely a question of philological 

importance7 since the m e r  to this question d l  provide the key to the fimire cultural 

heakh of Germany. 

Following Schopenhauer, Nietzsche argues that different modes of artistic 

expression are either essemially Apoilonian or Diony sian. Al1 the non-musical arts, 

which to a greater or lesser degree are mere copies of the spatio-temporal world of 

phenornena, are aligned with the Apollonian. Schopenhauer argued that the aesthetic 

experience offered by the non-musical arts afFordeà the intellect the oppomuij. to 

dissociate itself fiom the will and contemplate the Platonic forrns residing within the 

work of art. Since music, on the other band, is a direct copy of the f o d e s s  striving wil1 

itself, it is neither "about" empincal reality - for it simply cannot "represent" particular 

entities - nor the Platonic forms. Music, as a copy of the will, the thing-in-itself, is thus 

alone aligned with the Dionysian. Nietzsche qualifies this claim somewhat by arguing, 

now following Schiller, that the 'Lmusical mood' [Sfmtmung] preceding the creation of, 

say, the lyric poetry out of which tragedy developed, suffices for this Dionysian 

identification. Music, accordingly, has the capacity to bnng forth and communicate 

Dionysian ecstasy; the other arts bnng forth and communicate Apollonian meanire and 

restraint. Together, Apollonian and Dionysian art combine nich that tragedy is able to 

express the content of Dionysian insight in such a way that the audience finds 

metaphysical cornfort. More specifically, it means that the music of the tragic chorus, 

combineci with the beautifblly mea~u~ed speech of individual characters and tragic plot, 



are able to produce, in tandem, the uniguely redemptive features of early Greek tragedy, 

and, by extension, the great operatic works of Richard Wagner. 

As John Sallis has recemly shown, these sorts of daims complicate the sort of 

break Nietzsche is attempting to effect with the history of theoretical detenninations of 

art developing out of the mimetic theones of Plato and Anstotie. Even if Nietzsche's goal 

here is to break with the conceptual determination of art as an imitation of nature, his 

reliance upon the Apolionian and the Dionysian as naturai artistic energies (K-ebe 

der Ndur) means that the artist must imitate these basic h s t i c  States. On the surface, it 

appears that ody the Apollonian artist's dream-world of images is unwittingiy implicated 

in the reproduction of mimetic operations, but even the Dionysian artist's non-irnagistic 

work seems unable to exceed the horizon of mimesis insofkr as it too is mimetidly tied 

to the proto-arîistic energies that burst forth fkom nature.'" Art, then, is aiIl related to 

nature in the very moment at which it is supposeci to surpass it.'" In tragedy, the mimetic 

relation is the mechanism through which the abysmal structure of existence, preceding d l  

phenomenal division, is disclosed. Yet because this Dionysian insight finds 

representation in the beauty of Apollonian dream-images - the delimitations of action and 

speech - our very relation to the abyss is transfomeci. The tragic audience, therefore, no 

longer recoils before the homors of Dionysian depth, but senses instead these ostensibly 

supeficial Apdonian features which simultsineously wnceal and rweal the conceptuaUy 

irreducible "enigmatic depth" of Dionysian wisdom: 

We are to reîognize that al1 that cornes into being must be ready for a sorrowfùi 
end; we are for& to look into the terron of the individual existence - yet we are 
not to becorne rigid with fear: a metaphysical cornfort tears us momentarily nom 
the bustle of the changing figures. We are really for a bief moment primordial 



being itse& fe1ing its raging desire for existence and joy in existence; the 
stniggie, the pain, the destruction of phenornena, now appea. necessary to us, in 
view of the excess of countless forms of existence which force and push one 
mother into Me, in view of the exuberant fertility of the universal will. (BOT, p. 
104) 

If Nietzsche is to counter Hegel's death of art thesis, it is precisely this insisteme that 

Dionysian insight offers something inaccessible to theoretical knowledge upon which his 

argument will either stand or falf. Nietzsche claims of Aeschylean tragedy that even "the 

clearest figure always had a cornet's tail attached to it which seemed to suggest the 

uncertain, that which could never be iliuminated" (BOT, p. 80). The analogue of 

Nietzsche's "cornet's tail" is Kant's aesthetic ideas. Both prompt "much thought," to use 

Kant's terms, but in each case, there is no concept that is adequate to convey the content 

of the thought. What is revealed, therefore, is a "deeper wisdorn than the poet himself can 

put into words and concepts" (BOT, p. 105). Tragic or Dionysian art presents existence as 

it is in itself; science, however, can only describe a phenomenal world detemiined by the 

illusory structures of space, time and causality. The theoretical man can thus fumish only 

the empirical tniths of our finite, phenomenal world, whereas art can disclose the 

transcendent auth underlying the illusory appearances. Morwver, since this wisdorn does 

not seek to 'ccorrect" existence through theoretical illumination, it is ultimately even more 

"honest" than the truth-dnven straiegies of Socratidtheoretical man, who implicitly seeks 

redemption nom existence by negating and repudiating its abysmal nature. Not only, 

then, is it possible for art to disclose more than science, but it can do so without resorting 

to the illusory practices of theoretical optirnism, as exposed by Kant and Schopenhauer, 

which combats pessimism by simply refushg to ackaowledge its abysmal sources. 



The preference for art over science stems nom its ability to atfirm existence 

without resorting to the seducthe illusions of theoretical man. Nietzsche, accordingly, 

seems at least to have a plausible answer to Hegel's charge that art is of the past, given 

that it can be shown to surpass science at its own game - the disclosure of tnrth. To 

conclude this discussion of the Birth of Tmgedy, howwer, I want to show how this claim 

unravels in two related ways. First, Nietzsche undermines the distinction between the 

non-illusory redemption or metaphysical cornfort offered by tragedy and the illusory 

redemptions of both strictly Apollonian beautification and of sciencdphilosophy by 

asserting, in section eighteeq that tragic redemption is likewise implicated in the 

production of illusion: 

These t h e  stages of illusion are actually designed only for the more nobly 
formed natures, who actuaily feel profoundy the weight and burden of existence, 
and must be deluded by exquisite stimulants into forgedùiness of their 
displeasure. Al1 that we cal1 culture is made up of these stimulants; and, according 
to the proportion of these ingredients, we have either a dominantly Sucratic or 
artistic or îrugzc cuiture.. ." (BOT, p. 1 10) 

This claim appears to undermine the grouads upon which Nietzsche's preference for the 

aesthetic values of tragedy could be sustained. If Dionysian insight is an "exquisite 

stimulant" as much as Socratism, then its purported access to the world-in-itself behind 

illusory appearances must be called into question. Either it can give us this access but its 

claims are inexorably distorted by language, or it cannot, in which case its claims of 

greater truthfùlness than wmpeting modes of redemption should be rejected. ln any case, 

the metaphysical consolation supplied by the Dionysian L'solution" to the suffering of 

human life is on par with the ApolIonian, Socratic, or even the Christian "solutionyy which 

Nietzsche notoriously vilifies and rejects."' Each of these ccsolutions" is a response to the 



intolerability of existence, and each seeks a remedy for human suffering through the 

production of illusions. Given these structural similarities, there is nothing Nietzsche cm 

ultimately offer to jus* the acceptame of aesthetic values, or convince either the 

Christian or the scientist that the m a t i o n  of existence afforded by tragic wisdom is 

preferable to religious or theoretical modes of coping with a life that, without salutary 

illusions, is not worth living. In the end, Nietzsche cannot explain why "it is only [my 

italics] as an aesthetic phenornenon that existence and the world are aernally justr~ecf' 

[dan nur ais aesthetischs Phiinonten ia das Dasein und die Welt ewig g e r e ~ h t f ~ g t ]  

(BOT, p. 52). Furthamore, Nietzsche's admission îikewise compromises his case against 

Hegel, which rested on the epistemological and psychological advantages of the aesthetic 

over religion and philosophy. In the absence of c'logical" grounds for the re-establishment 

of aesthetic values (which at best is a deeply paradoxical project), Nietzsche can only 

offer a descriptive account of différent cultural epochs govemed as they are by either 

Alexandrian, Hellenic, or Buddhistic principles, which leaves him at least discursively 

unable to recommend a re-birth of tragedy. 

Second, I want to suggest how Nietzsche's affirmation and justification of 

aesthetic values founders in another way. In section five, Nietzsche demarcates his own 

position from Schopenhauer's by claiming that the subject-object opposition 3 s  

altogether helevant" in aesthetics, fiom which he then derives an essentially 

KantiadRomantic determination of the artkt as "the medium through which the one truly 

existent subject celebrates his release in appearance" ((BoT, p. 52). Instead of re- 

articuiating a relationship b w e e n  the artist and nature, however, Nietzsche here invokes 



the "?me author" of the world - a supranatural cbarti~-g~d," perhaps - for whom both we 

humans and our works of art are but mere "artistic projections."'71 This means that in 

addition to the claim that human existence is itself illusory, Nietzsche is also asserting 

that human creativity has no foundational role in the production of works of art. Because 

the human arria is but the medium through which supranaturai artistic energies are 

conducted, we humans - Sophocles, Aeschylus, and Shakespeare included - are not "the 

true authors of this art world" (BOT, p. 52). In fàct, it is not clear fiom Nietzsche's 

argument at this point just what the human contibutes to the work of art, if anything at 

all. There is certainly no discussion of why some people are ccchosen" to act as artistic 

conduits, whereas others are not. A corollary of this is Nietzsche's passing daim that the 

work of art is not produced for the sake of human bettement or education: works of art 

are not human works which cm offer insight into how life ought to be lived. In the 

absence of any such moral or pedagogical end, Nietzsche is able to conclude, as 1 cited 

above, that "it is only a s  an aesfhetic phenomenon that existence and the world are 

eternally justrfeap' (BOT, p. 52). Restored to t s  context, this oftenquoted line now 

revds the typically overlooked anti-humanism of The Bzrfh of Trageàj. Life may well 

be justifiable only as an aesthetic phenomenon, but as the preceding passages suggest, 

this justification is oniy available to the world creator - not his created beings. Our 

"dignity" as humans resides solely in the fact that our existence as works of art justifies 

existence for the artist-god. The human attist, conversely, is not redeemed by his own 

(illusory) artistic creations, because Wre the figures painted on an artist's canvas, we are 



unaware that our ody significance derives i?om our unwitting participation in a work of 

art of which we have no knowledge. 

This, however, raises important epistemological problems for Nietzsche. If we are 

unaware of our participation in this cosmic work of art, then on what basis is Nietzsche 

even permitteci to make this claim? Nietzsche's "solution" to this problem is to argue that 

'the etemal essence of art" is disclosed to the genius who 'ccoalesces with f i s  primordial 

artist of the world" WrkUnstler der Welt] in acts of artistic creation (BOT, p. 52). In 

addition to the implication that Nietzsche himseif must be a genius in order to understand 

this eternal essence and write about it in me Bi& of Tragedy, tthis alw entails that while 

the genius is afforded metaphysicai insight through the act of creation, the receptive 

audience, which ody has access to the created work, is denied the artist's epistemic 

pnvileges. If the true content of tragic wisdom is only available to some, and there is no 

human mechanism in place to disseminate this knowledge (as Nietzsche implies here, at 

least), then it becornes unclear just how tragic czihres or ages are to be characterized, let 

alone founded. Nietzsche's extended argument in this text is on behalf of tragedy as a 

social phenornenon, as a spiritual practice, but in this important passage it appears that 

Nietzsche's characterization of the creative process as the identification of the artist with 

an artist-god or world-creator calls into question the possibility of translating the private 

insight of the artist into the shared world of public meaning wherein cultural redemption 

would again be possible. From this perspective, Nietzsche's later claim that we (the 

audience) "are really for a brief moment primordial being itself' (BOT, p. 104) cannot be 

accepted, for it is precisely this identification that is explicitly denied here. The inability 



of the artist to negotiate this rift between the artist-god and the audience would thus 

accomt for Nietzsche's almost belated concession, as described above, that even the 

Dionysian, and hence tragic, response to the claim that life is not worth living is itself 

illusory. Since the artist cannot communicate the world-creator's secrets to a larger 

audience, then the content of the work of art, the tragedy that is presented to the audience, 

must be a distortion or a disguiseci version of that insight. Nietzsche's retrospective 

claims from his "Attempt at a Self Criticisrn" aside, it is clear that he is meptitiously 

reproducing in his philosophy of art the very PlatonidChristian clairn of a metaphysical 

"'bue" world that gets distorted in its artistic, historical articulation which he is 

simultaneousl y at pains to overcome. 

The confùsions, however, do not end there. Nietzsche concludes this remarkable 

passage with a highly suggestive description of how the artist's identification with the 

artist-god occurs: "for in this state he is, in a marvelous manner, iike the weird image of 

the fiiiry tale which can turn its eyes at will and behold itself; he is at once subject and 

object, at once poet, actor and spectatof (Bor p. 52). It is important to keep in mind that 

this radical self-reflection is only possible in that moment of creation wherein the 

metaphysical identification between the two artistic ccproducers" - the human and the 

divine - is secured. Nietzsche's human artist thus resembles an aestheticized version of 

the Fichtean subject. It is only through the spontaneous, active 'T' that the world, in tbis 

case the metaphysical world, is rendered intelligible. Unlike the Fichtean subj ect, 

howwer, Nietzsche's genius is not an unconditioned, self-positing '?," since the 

ostensible self-presence described above is conditioned by the metaphysical ground 



which both precedes and exceeds the nnite subjectivity of the artist. This also 

differentiates Nietzsche fiom Jacobi, for example, who argued some seventy years earlier 

that the ~e~transparency of the 'T' was undermined by the existence of God, since God 

is both the ground of, yet inaccessible to, human reason.'" For Nietzsche, the sarne 

essentially theological structure remaias in place, but Nietzsche's artist-god vouchsafes, 

rather than undermines, the self-presence of the (artistic) subject. This reliance on what is 

other, therdore, does not radically compromise the autoaomy of the artistic subject, but 

in fact serves as the condition of this very possibility . 

How does this occur? The answer lies, 1 believe, in the mimetic relationship 

tacitl y established between the artist and the natural artistic energies described above. 

Read in the context of this typically concedeci mimetic relationship, the passage in 

question begins to make more sense. The human artist is able to become "at once poet, 

actor and spectator" (BOT, p. 52) precisely because he is able, apparently, to reproduce 

the k d o m  of production amibuted to the artist-god. Although Nietzsche has earlier 

stated that the artkt is actually released fkom his individual wilb he has been granted a 

difFerent will, a different sort of &dom through which he is able to replicate the artist- 

god's almost blind, reckless, amoral fieedom. This is what Nietzsche means by the 

"eternal essence of art." It shouid be noted that this relationship does not imply that the 

human amla will bemr understand that which has been created, since the changing, 

historically contingent works refiacted through the artia do not seem to belong to the 

"etemal essence," the artistic energies f?om which al1 great works of art originate. The 

mode of mimesis operative here, therdore, is, WEe it was in Kant's articulation of genius, 



a mimesis of nature understand as physs, as the eternally creative and fieely productive 

ground of al1 that is, rather than a mimesis of nature in t s  passive, created aate. This 

implicit distinction enables Nietzsche to maintain a creative autonomy for the artist, even 

if this autonomy has been paradoxically conditioned by a higher artistic/metaphysicai 

ground, while simultaneously preserving the Kantian "twtwoorld" structure which 

provides the basis for Nietzsche's questionable claim that the artist's tragic insight 

exceeds the epistemic iimits of al1 theoretical inquiry. However, since this mode of 

mimesis can only account for the relationship between two artistic p'odkcers and not two 

artistic p r d c t s ,  there is no mechanism in place for the dissemination of metaphysical 

knowleàge - at least in a non-distorted fashion - to those non-producers, the audience, 

who are officially supposed to be the beneficiaries of the disdosure of tragic wisdom. In 

order to break with the mimetic theories of Plato and Ariaotle, Nietzsche has perhaps 

unwittingly enlisted a second mode of mimesis, but this move ultimately prevents him 

h m  asserting the priority of aesthetic values in a new tragic age, since the "'tnith'' on 

which those aesthetic values paradoxically depend is only available without illusion to 

the creative artist. This definitively shows, 1 believe, that a Nietzschean response to 

Hegel's death of art  thesis cannot be sustained, since the epochal transformation upon 

which this response depends cannot be executed by a smail group of (tragic) artists who 

are unable to convey the rnetaphysical knowledge which they alone can know. 

"Un-Nietzschean* Nietzsche? The Egaîitarianism of Huma,  Ail T m  Humon 

Of the many books Nietzsche wrote in his rather brief philosophical life, Human, 

All Too H' is one of the longest and most wmplex, yet it is one that has received 



compmtively little scholarly attention. ûne reason for its marginal status has k e n  the 

almosî clichéd periodization of Nietzsche's work according to which Hllltlan. Ali Too 

Human (1 878) dong with The Dawn (1 88 1)' and the first four books of ïk Guy Sczence 

(1882) are consigneci to Nietzsche's "middle7' period. These texts are ofkn viewed as 

transitional works, connecting the much discussed e d y  writings on tragedy and the 

Greeks with the "mature" and deservedly notonous books of the mid to late 1880s. As a 

result, the centrai philosophical ternis within the vocabulary for which the proper name 

'Wiet~sche'~ typically stands - the ccü&ennemch," the 'b i l l  to power," the "etemal 

recurrence," the figure of Dionysus - are nowhere to be found in these 'hiiddlaperîod" 

w o r k ~ . ' ~  In the case of Human, Ali Too H m m ,  this apparent identity crisis is 

compounded since one of the explicit missions of this text is to "put a nidden end" as 

Nietzsche retrospectively daims in Ecce Homo, '30 dl  my infections with 'higher 

swindle,' 'idealism,' 'beautifid feelings,' and other effeminacies" that characterized his 

general philosophical orientation in The B z h  of ~ra~edy.~'~ This suggests that 

Nietzsche's task here is generdly negative, destructive, and yet he has not, by 1878, 

developed his own distinct philosophical "'doctrines," which means there is little to say 

 es" to or positively afEm in this book, and even les, apparently, that is of intrinsic 

philosophical interest. But I believe this is unfair. In what follows, comequently, 1 will 

take a second look at Human. Ali T m  Human, focusing in part idar  on the ostensibly 

"Un-Nietzschean," egalitarian spirit that pervades the text. More specifically, 1 want to 

show that critique of Romantic genius - irreducible, 1 believe, to  the 

biographies of Nietzsche and Wagner - has important moral and politicai consequences. 



By connecting Nietzsche's philosophy of art and politics in this way, 1 think it is possible 

to detect not oniy the seeds of Nietzsche's later conception of art, explicated under the 

aegis of the will to power, but a h  a distinct and coherent 'Laesth&cs'7 in Hmrm, AA 7'' 

Human that has remaineci largely unnoticed by contemporary Nietzsche scholarship. 17' 

What is perhaps most shiking about Humun, AIL T m  Humrm is not so much the 

massive repudiation of Nietszshe's earlier philosophy, but the very manner in which this 

repudiation is conducted. Whereas The Birth of Trugedy had the auciacity "io looR ut 

science in the perspective of the mtst" (BOT, p. 19), Hzirnan, ALI Tm Human oveminis 

this interpretive stance ffom the outset and attempts instead to hterrogate its subject 

matter from the suspicious, yet dispassionate eye of the scientist. In only the third 

aphorism of the book, entitled LL13imation of unpretentims tmtIts7" Nietzsche 

programmatically endorses the very Alexandrian/Socratic cu1ture whose dernise he 

prernaturely celebrated in The Birth of Tragedy He now writes: 

It is the mark of a higher culture to value the little unpretentious tnrths which have 
been discovered by means of ngorous rnethod more highiy than the mors handed 
down by metaphysical and artistic ages and men, which blind us and make us 
happy. ( M L  3, p. 13) 

The ternis of the reversal could not be more clear: the "artist's metaphysics" of the Birth 

of Tragedy have been consignecl to the epoch of metaphysics and superstition from which 

only the methodical, incremental progress of Edightenment science can save us, men if 

the cost of this awakening is the abandonment of those very illusions that provide 

cornfort and happiness. This problematic notion of metaphysical cornfort is perhaps the 

organizing c l a h  of Nietzsche's first book but it is one which relies upon the "hm- 

world" metaphysics of Kant and Schopenhauer. 



Within six years, however' Nietzsche cornes to rqect utterly the explicit duaiisms 

of his earlier philosophy, which means that those aspects of his work that rely on his 

rnodified Kantian fhmework - his aesthetics and niltural politics in partidar - must 

likewise be abandoneci or re-fashioned in a "non-metaphysical" way. in fàct, Nietzsche's 

aesthetics in Human, AI1 T m  H m a n  is both wnsistent with, and a fùnction oc his newly 

embraced epistemic agnosticism. This new position entails that even if we had 

knowledge of a world behind appearances it would be utterly useless and unable to serve 

human life.'" Moreover, and more radically, it means that we are not in a position 

epistemically even to make a distinction between the world as it is in-itself and a world of 

appearances. What we mua forego, indeed, is just this sort of idle metaphysical 

speculation, including the back-door metaphysics of Kantian practical reason. At least 

two important consequences follow from this claim. First, if the in-itself world, 

supposing it exists, is inaccessible not only to priests but aiso to scientists and h s t s  

aiike, then whatever prestige aad authority that is hereafter conferred to these figures will 

have to be based on something other than their claims of metaphysical insight. Second, 

because the highest values of European culture were supposedly located in this higher, in- 

itself world, Nietzsche must W s h  an alternate explanation of how our higher values 

(whatever they may be) cari be vouchsafed in the absence of any underlying metaphysicd 

curriculum. It is not so much the values themseives, but the authorkation or evaIuation of 

values that is (and will continue to be) Nietzsche's overriding philosophicai concem. 

Such a tnmsvaZwtion, aacordingly, is precisely what Netzsche is dohg in his discussion, 

'Trom the Souls of Artias and Wnters," which, like so many of Nietzsche's texts, has 



both a destructive and constructive agenda. Nietzsche must bath expose the illusion of 

previous metaphysical philosophies, including his own earlier claim that art is ''the truiy 

metaphysical activity of man" (BOT, p. 22), and replace it with his own newly christeneci, 

ostensibly scientSc "historical philosophizing," which denies the "'etenial facrs' of the 

metaphysicians and practices instead "a chemi~ny of the moral, religious, and a d e t k  

conceptions and sensations" (ttQH I, 1 and 2, pp. 12 and 13). 

Applied specifically to art, the centrai task of this '%istorical philosophizing" is to 

undermine the cuit of Romantic genius by piercing the illusion of the 'cmiraculous 

suddemess" (HAH I, 145, p. 80) of the artist's creation. Nietzsche in fact begins his 

discussion by contrasting the perfection of the work of art with its temporal developrnent, 

its process of becoming. Given our mythological and metaphysical heritage, we are 

accustomed to assume that whatever achieves perfection must be either etemal or 

instantanewsly created by some divinity. We have corne to see the pet, Nietzsche writes 

later, as the ccmouthpiece of the gods" (HAH lI, 176, p. 256) because we have been 

seduced by, or willingly accepted, the artist-assisted illusion of creation ex nihilo. 

Nietzsche's "science of art," however, sets out to unmask the artist's deceptive and self- 

dei%ng practice of concealing both the time and labour of production - a practice 

employed to sustain the illusion of rniraculous, effortless creativity. Although artists have 

an interest in passing off their labour as a %y of divine grace," in actuality, Nietzsche 

argues, the finished and perfected work which c'tyra&es" (HRH 1, 162, p. 86) the 

audience is really the product of a continual process of "rejecting, sifhg, transforming, 

ordering" and 'bot[ting] togethei' al1 the diverse elements, the "good, mediocre and bad 



things," the "many beginnhgs" out of which the work emerged in its final form (HAH I, 

155, p. 83). As evidence of his demythologizing clairns, Nietzsche directs us to 

Beethoven's notebwks which attest to the grdial completion of the 'host glorious 

melodies," not the effortless vision of a mystic, unwnstrained by the rigorousness, 

discipline, and work involveci in fashioning original artistic ideas. 

Even those cases in which the artist's productive powers have been blocked and 

then finally released, resulting in "efhion so sudden" (HAH I, 156, p. 83) that any 

laborious development appears to be absent, are merely analogous to the accumulation of 

capital in modem economic Life. Even if this capital is spent at once, it "did not fatl fiom 

the sky" ( H M  1, 156, p. 83) Nietzsche observes, but is rather the result of much 

preliminary labour, preserved in anticipation of a single dramatic expendmire. There is, 

moreover, a political analogue to h e  of argument here, one which conneas 

his aesthetic concerns to more overtly political issues. Ln 'The Wanderer and his 

Shadow," Nietzsche writes: 

If property is henceforth to inspire more confidence and becorne more mord, we 
must keep open al i  the paths to the accumulation of mocl;erate wealth through 
work, but prevent the sudden or unearned acquisition of riches; we must remove 
fkorn the hands of private individuals and companies al1 those branches of trade 
and transportation favorable to the accumulation of greut wealth, especiaily the 
trade of money - and regard those who possess too much as being as great a 
danger to society as those who possess nothing" (M Ii, 285, p. 3 8 1). 

Against both modem sociaiism, which repeats 'Tlato's utopian basic tune" ( H M  II, 285, 

p. 3811, and aristocratism, Nietzsche's position here seerns most a b  to the welface 

statism he elsewhere so tamously criticizes. In Himum, AU T m  Human, the target is not 

the '%linking" last men of 7h.s SpoRe Ziuuthtrstru but rather the false idols who 



determine their own superiority by subordinating the masses to an undesenedly lowly 

position. Historically speakïng, the political "'reverence for gods and princesy7 is 

recapitulated in modeniity as the "'cult of genius" which '5s an echo" of eariier forrns of 

domination (HAH I, 461, p. 168). Both political and aesthetic "class divisions" thus fall 

within Nietzsche's more general critique: 'Wherever there is a striving to d t  individuai 

men into the suprahuman, there aiso appears the tendency to imagine whole classes of the 

people as being coarser and lower than they reaily are" (HRH I., 46 1, p. 168). 

Nietzsche's ironic, yet more 'mithful" characterization of the "genius" as an 

'"efficient workman" (HAH l, 163, p. 86) not only challenges the salutary myth of the 

"4 superior," supematuraily attuned creator perpetuated by the artist, but also the existence 

of an unbridgeable rift between the art& and the audience perpetuated by  ou^ own 

'tanity'' and ccself-lovey~ ( H M  I, 162, p. 86). Here, Nietzsche's focus shifts fiom the 

artist to the spectator. It is efficacious for us, the public spectators, Nietzsche argues, to 

likewise atnrm the remoteness and miraculous creativity of the genius: if we c m  

convince ourseives that we are radically distinct in kirid from the great d a ,  then we cm 

avoid making those psychologically damaging cornparisons in which o u  own inferiority 

is mercilessly exposed. As Nietzsche h e s ,  'To cail someone 'divine' means: 'here 

there is no need for us to compete"' (HAH 1, 162, p. 86). Thus by exempting genius 

from leamhg and hard work (as Kant did)lnY an ostensibly natura17 hierarchical relation 

is deceptively established between the non-laboring and laboring classes in the interests, 

paradoxicaUy, of rnaintaining a general sense of equality and containing public envy. 

Now, on the one hand, by wmparing genius to brick-laying and '"exposing' the conceaied 



labour of creativity, Nietzsche is apparently seeking to collapse the distinction betwees 

the artist and audience that he willingly concedes is democratically enjoyed. But on the 

other hanci, Nietzsche shortiy thereafter champions the real, non-illusory equality of artist 

and audience, arguing that if a guif exists between a remote adst and his public, and if 

the public is "no longer able to main to that height," then it "at length disconsolately 

climbs back d o m  again deeper than before'" (HAH 1, 168, p. 89). The audience, 

therefore, bas an interest in not recognizing any natudked difference between itself and 

the artist, since this may well result in a loss of self-esteem and confidence and 

exacerbate "class consciousness" - consequences the illusory sense of difference was 

introduced to prevent. Nietzsche's waniing here is not against the 'hew" or the cbmodem77 

per se, but only against those avant-gardist leaps which abandon art-historical traditions 

and disconnect the world of art fiom its audience. This suggests that Nietzsche's concem 

lies not in presewing the vain illusions of an insecure public, but in the public's deeper, 

yet unacknowledged interest in elevating itself through (to alrnost quote Schiller) an 

"artistic education" (HAH 1, 167, p. 89) - an education that proceeds slowly and 

deliberately as al1 education must. "' 
Although Nietzsche indicates throughout this section that the amiption of genius 

to artists and the concomitant subordination of scientists 4 s  only a piece of childishness 

in the realm of reasony' (HAH I, 162, p. 86), he has not lefi a .  without a fiinction in this 

text, as Julian Young has recently clairnecl. 17' In fact, there is good reason to believe that 

Nietzsche's final polemical ctaim about the evolutionary replacement of the artistic by 

the scientific man - surely a dig at Wagner's music of the fimire - is directed against a 



certain &pe of art ody, oamely, the supernaturaily endowed creations of Romanticism. 

N i m h e  is not engaged in a wholesale critique of art fiom the perspective of science as 

bis rhetonc at times suggests7 but he is chailenging - as Kant ostensibly did before him - 

the propagandistic elevation of the artist above his actually iess childlike and more 

mahtiil audience. In Kantian terms, he is merely constraining the activity of genius with 

the claims of taste. Charging Nietzsche with "aesthetic Pfatonzsm," therefore, is 

hyperbolic at best.'" Tme, it is hard to miss the Socratic zed of Nietzsche's deflationary 

critique, yet the grounds of his critique are, despite superficial resemblances, wmpletely 

un-Platonic. In fact, whereas Plato explicitly employs a myth-based acwunt of ostensibly 

natural difference to justiQ the division of labour in his RepubIic, the very force of 

Nietzsche's reading is to undennine precisely this type of deceptive explanation. n i e  

continuai cornparison and systematic conflation of manual, scientific and artistic "labod' 

and the refusa1 to confer an inainsic fieedom or nobility to either one of these "modes of 

production" indicates, I believe, the strialy anti-Platonic nature of bcth Nietzsche's 

"kesthetics" and '@liticsy' not only in this chapter, but throughout the entire book. 

The '%ee spirits" for whom Humun, Al2 Too Humun is written are not 'ôorn 

tiee;" rather, like the novelist who must spend ten years of "many-sided exercise" in the 

'5workshop7' before the created work is ''fit to go out into the world," they must ''acquzre" 

their greatness over time regardless, and often in spite, of natural giftedness (M I, 163, 

p. 87). Nietzsche is not, of course, claiming that talent is equally distributed amongst 

people and that hard work alone can tum the tone-deaf h to  a Mozart, but he is arguing 

that nobility and genius are not conferreci by nature, and cannot be ascribed to any of us 



at birth. There is no evidence that Nietzsche even covertiy endorses a metaphysicaily 

vouchsafed division of labour, which speaks against the type of social "rank ordering" 

that Nietzsche infamously champions in his later works.lS1 

Furihemore, Nietzsche's de-naturalization of genius is consistent with his 

important denial of epistemic access to a metaphysical world behind appearances. 

Nietzsche is not so much reproducing the Platonic charge that art is "thrice removed" 

h m  tnith and reality' but he is s e p a r a ~ g  the tasks of scientist and artist in a Kant-like 

fashion such that art need no longer "compete" with science for tmth - either successfuily 

or unsuccessfully. The denial of insight into a metaphysical world does not, thedore, 

unduly crarnp the artist's vision, but in fact rescues the artist - no longer in quest of 

unknowable and useless ' M t ' '  - eom a prkst-like obsolescence in the wake of 

scientific progress. From t h i s  more "sober," anti-Romantic perspective, then, Nietzsche is 

able to divorce the artist and artwork fiom d l  extramundane sources of insight and 

inspiration, which means that the artist alone must take full responsibility for the entire 

creative process. The metaphysical defiation of the artist thus opens up the possibility of 

a much more radical artistic autonomy - an autonomy that is ail1 different from, yet 

importantly anticipates. Nietzsche's later, Zarathustreao ideals of self-creation and self- 

overcoming which sirnilarly demand nothing beyond the self for their movement and 

actualization. In Human, AII Tm Human, howeveq the restriction of the artist's 

metaphysical activity is even more reledessly pursued, especially if the subsequently 

conceived will to power is read as a metaphysical principle in the service of which artistic 

creativity is crucially enlisteci. Even if the will to power is determined as an unconscious, 



driving impulse which underlies or conditions artistic creation, this too entails a certain 

distancing of the creative process from the intentional, laborious, incremental activity that 

Nietzsche associates with the artist in Himan, Ai. Tm H m a n .  

We can see, consequently, that the "egaiitarianism" of this text serves not as some 

exotexîc claim or rhetoricai pioy to undermine the escalateci claims of Wagner and the 

Romantics but as a principle which ultimately serves to establish a tnie meritocracy 

wherein greatness and distinction must without exception be lemed and eamed. In 

Human, A I .  T m  H m m ,  this thesis applies to aesthetics and politics aiike; what is 

consiaentiy criticized in this text, accordingly, is not art or politics per se, but only those 

versions which claim certain privileges, distinctions, powers, and insights without any 

genuine authonty or legitimacy. Science generally escapes criticism here because for 

Nietzsche it is the one "discourse of modernity" that has gone the M e s t  to combat and 

overcome superstition and mythology by importantly narrowing the scupe of its own 

insight.'" At times, this almost singular praise of science runs the risk of sounding like 

positivism, but once the context of Nietzsche's critique is understood, as 1 have trieci to 

show, the force of such a charge is considerably reduced. Let me conclude by suggesting 

that what is most deeply shed in Human, Al[ T m  Human is arguably neither science 

nor a& nor any other possible discipline or vocation, but a somewhat traditional cluster 

of Whies including modesty, tenacity, responsibility, patience, courage, wit and 

moderation that can be embodied in any number of  theoretical pursuits or practices. To 

the extent that modem artists can display these human, dl too human virtues, they can 

expect to be treated - qua artists - no better, yet no worse, than anyone else. 



Zarathustra and the Problem of Imitation 

My intention in this section is not to offer yet another comprehensive 

interpretation of Thus Spke Zarohstru, but 1 do want to pursue a question which sheds 

considerable tight on the overail sense of this notoriously elusive tea. 1 will argue that 

Zarathustra's political-philosophical failures in the first two books can be explained by 

his lingering commitmems to a Platonic pedagogy which is completely unsuitable for the 

c%eaching" of self-~~eation that Zarathustra is atîempting to offer. More specifically, 1 wiil 

show that what Zarathustra cornes to prohibit and mock by the end of the text, despite an 

initial complicity, is the sort of master-disciple relationship forged according to the 

operations of a traditional, Platonic understanding of mimesis wherein pupils are taught to 

believe, act, and evaluate the way the master believes acts and evaluates. indeed, this is 

the same imitative relationship that Kant explicitly rules out between the artist and 

apprentice in the third Critique. To insist that the apprentice should slavishly copy what 

the master has created only guarantees that the apprentice can never approach the 

condition of fieedom which is constitutive of mastery itself That is why Kant, and 

Zarathustra here, both require a second, implicit sense of mimesis to both account for the 

mastedpupil relation ond the possibility of the pupil's fkeed~rn.'~ What is required, 

therefore, is a mzmeric relation between two distinct self-legislations, two fiedoms that 

are unconstrained by the opedons of the other. Although this sort of relationship is not 

explicitly referred to in the text of ZCaathstra itself, I believe that both its plot and its 

philosophical sense can be most completely understood if we begin to appreciate the 



degree to which Zarathustra's pedagogy and his ' C d ~ e ~ i  of self'aeation are informed 

by this second sense of mzmesisS In what foliows, 1 will attempt to defiend this thesis by 

carefùily examining a number of episodes fkom the text, particularly those in which 

Zarathustra is confionteci with distorted imitations of his own teaching and inferior 

versions of himself, in order to show how he both irnplicates and fiees himself fiom the 

pedagogical horizons of Platonic political philosophy. 

1 shouid state at the outset that the interpretation of Zarathustra that 1 am offoffering 

here confiicts decisively with the most recent, book-length study of the text, Stanley 

Rosen's me M d  of ~n~i~hrenmnt. '" According to Rosen, Nietache is first and 

foremost a politicai thinker: ' H i s  most comprehensive intention is to transform the 

collective circumstances of human existence in order to breed a new race of mankind."'8s 

Given this assumption, the paraüels between Nietzsche and Plato are obvious. Just as 

Plato inaugwated Western history and civilization on the basis of the philosophical ideas 

defended in the Repubfic, so too does Nietzsche seek to destroy that very tradition, now 

exhausteci, through an equally cornprehensive - yet concealed, esoteric - philosophicai 

pedagogy. What other commentators and philosophers have b e n  predictably attracted to, 

however, Rosen argues, is Nietzsche's own version of the noble lie, in this case a 

"positive" doctrine of creativity and the hope that decadent European values can be 

replaced by the "active" values of the coming Cibennensch. But this merely "e~otenc'~ 

doctrine of creativity is vitiated by Nietzsche's esoteric articulation of Being as chaos, 

which in effect denies that any cal1 to activism can overcome the fatalistic structure of 



existence. Zorafhustru thus presents itself as a "handbook for revolution," yet in its 

deepest sense it is a daim that all philosophicd revolutions mua fail. 

Although I agree with this final c lah  (but for different reasons), my own reading 

of Zmathstra rejects both Rosen's '%talistic" interpretation of Nietzsche d the claims 

of revolutionary activism to which Rosen himself objects. 1 contend that Zaraih&a 

does aâdress, at its most basic level, the Platonic political question of how the 

philosopher m u t  relate to his less-wise and often base audience, but 1 think that 

Nietzsche's philosophical m e r  to this question, as the drarna of Z a r a b a  reveals, is 

that this politicd question cannot be resolved pfiticafliy. In faa, I believe that the 

ostensibly exoteric ""doctrine" of self-creation that Rosen essentially dismisses is the 

axiological bridge between the philosopher and politics which Zarathustra must 

ultimately leam to afirm. This does not mean that the perhaps eternal tension between 

philosophy and politics is resolved in book N, but it does indicate, 1 believe, that 

~ a t h s t r u  suggests an altemative to both the fatalism and the revolutionary politics that 

we also encounter in the text. 

A more promising interpretation of Zarathustra has been recently offered by 

Daniel conway.'" Like Rosen, Conway also situates the question of Zarathustra's 

politics and pedagogy within the context of Nietzsche's philosophical relatiooship with 

Plato. According to Conway, "Yhe ironic structure of the book is thus generated by the 

gap that obtains between Zarathustra's intentionai parody of Socnites and his 

unintentional ~ e l f - ~ a r o d ~ . " ' ~ ~  In other words, Zarathustra's teaching fails in the first half 

of the text because of the schism between Zarathustra's anti-Socratic rhetoric, the content 



of his new teaching, and the still highly Socratic pnictice of atternpting to improve his 

audience. Both Socrates and Zarathustra 'Yiiil," Nietzsche is suggesting, by virtue of their 

shared ptesupposition of their audience's deficiency and implied need of "redemption." 

This indicates that Zarathustra's pedagogical experiment with his own version of the 

Socratic b b c r s r s  - his Unteqpng - ends in failure because it is stiil too closely tied to a 

model of Platonic political agency. 

While I agree with much of Conway's interpretation of ~athustru, 1 believe that 

what is equally crucial here is the link between the Untergmg theme and t s  

presuppositions of authority and deficiency, and the problem of imitation in a text which 

seeks to offer a teaching of authenticity and self-creation. In other words, 1 believe that 

given the content of Nietzsche's teaching, his deeper point is that al1 modes of 

untergelzen must fâil as pedagogical models since they assume a nature which is 

incapable of responding to that very teaching. Zarathustra is coatinuaily disappointed thai 

his teaching only seems to generate bad imitations of his teachings and himself, and his 

response to this in the fint two books especially is to blame his audience instead of 

modifying his own still-tao-Socratic teaching practices. ui order to get others to become 

who they are, Zarathustra mua £irst overcome the problem of mimesis and the 

pedagogical practices to which it is tied. He cannot, that is, "teach" self-creation while 

simultaneously promoting and demanding allegiance to his own values and beliefs 

withou? falling into the most blatant performative contradiction. Zarathustra's Eiilure, 

then, to convey his teaching of self-creation through this classical model thus senes as an 



important prelude and contrast to Zarathustra7dNietzsche's bbsolution" to this seemingly 

intractable paradox in book four. 

The doctrine of self-creation that 1 have been re fehg  to here is the key to 

understanding both the failures and successes of Zarathustra as a pedagogical- 

philosophical text. But it is also the key to understanding both Zarathus~a and N~etzsche 

as 'literary" characters. As Alexander Nehemas has written, Nietzsche is a creation of his 

own tacts, and has attempted to create an artwork out of himself by oEering himself (and 

Zarathustra, 1 should add) as a mode1 of the very self-creation that he consistently 

ad~ocates.'~ In other words, Nietzsche's own attempt to become who he is involves 

teaching othen to becorne who they are. This, 1 believe, is the insight that Nietzsche 

atternpts to eonvey dramaticaily through the complex peûagogy of Zarathustra, yet as. 1 

have been suggesting, it is the impossibility of teachng seif-creation (in the marner that 

we teach, Say, classical mzchanics or Latin grammar) which accounts for the frülure of 

Zarathustra as a revolutionary figure. This plitical failure, however, to which Nietzsche 

both implicitly and explicitly draws our attention, opens up the possibility of self-c~eation 

undersfood as a radically individuating practice that is utterly divorced &om extemal 

claims about history, morality, or any other mode of social reassurance, including 

Zarathustra's initial political cal1 to prepare the Earth for the coming fibermensch. This 

gradua1 withdrawai of personal identity fiom al1 the usual metanarratives marks the 

ccaestheticization'' of Zarathustra's teaching to the point that he is left with no positive 

"content" or 'doctrine" in any traditionai sense (or determinate concepts, to speak 

Kantian) to communicate by the end of the book. Zarathustra fails as a revolutionary, as a 



harbinger of new social practices and beliefs, in order to show that what is of ultimate 

philosophical and existentid concern - one's highest values and beliefs - cannot be taught 

in any conventional way. What remaias, accordingiy, is merely the eraonple of 

Zarathustra, who, increasingly unable and unwilling to tell others what to believe or how 

to live, is lefi with offering himself as a mode1 of the type of life that he thinks is possible 

for those truiy "gher men." It is as if Zarathustra realues that genuine fieedom, 

independence, and the capacity to create one's own values cannot be collectively 

achieved, given that the socially incdcated "herd" values of the masses cannot be 

transformed through political means, as the earlier episodes of Zarathustra in Motley 

Cow demonstrate. Zarathustra thus finally repudiates any "spiritual" solution to the 

problem of modern European nihilisrn, and turns away in book four fiom the city, f?om 

public life, in favor of the Company of the dissatisfied higher men who wouid otherwise 

be subject to those same herd values which they too have come to @artially) reject. 

Consequently, Zarathustra's movement Eom an attempt politically or spintually to 

overcome European nihilisrn to a non-spiritual, aesthetic practice of self-creation not only 

opposes the Platonic subordination of art to tmth, but also the Hegelian characterization 

of art as a communal, reflective practice wherein the highest tniths of a community could 

be sensuously expressed. 

The Problem of Philosophicd Legislition: Zarathostra's 'Prologue" 

Zarathustra's decision to l ave  his cave, ''go d r , "  and retuni to man is 

apparently devoid of any Platonic consideration of justice or the calculation of costs and 

benefits. Zarathustra does not need to be convinced that his descent is needed, that the 



city requires philosophical legislation, but rehims simply because, like a "cup that wants 

to overfiow" (2, p. 122)- he has much to give mankind and does not seem even to doubt 

that his gifts wiU be accepted and appreciated. At this initiai point of departme, 

Zarathustra does aot anficipate the problems of reception that will insistently recur in his 

subsequent encounters with man, but his happiness and optimism turn quickly to 

incredulity following his bnef conversation with the old saint. Wi his ''singin& crying, 

laughhg and humming," (2, p. 124) the saint is at once a comic figure, yet he too has 

attempted to teach man and been rebuffed. This has led to his present psychological state 

of ressentiment, a hatred of man characteristic of &et repressed by) Chnstianity that is at 

least honestly stated here. What Zarathustra can hardiy believe, however, is that despite 

the present irrelevancy of Christianity as a world-historicai movement, the saint continues 

to have fiuth in God: he has "not yet heard anything of this that God zs d e d "  (2, p. 

124). In addition, therefore, to drawing self-consciously cornparisons between 

Zarathustra and Plato's philosopher-king, Nietzsche is also setting up an even more 

explicit rivalry wit h Chnstianity . Zarathustra's atheistic incredulity indicates, in Hegelian 

terms, that religion has long since lost its stimis as an authontative spiritual practice in 

late-modem Europe. It can no longer provide the institutional Wace wherein our highest 

values can be reflectively determineci. In fact, by having the saint "confess" that he 

actudy "hates" man, Nietzsche is in effect suggesting that Christianity has utterly lost its 

message of love, and is now reduced to a cartoonish existence at the margins of public 

life. Despite the tact that Zarathustra "loves" man, he evasively qualifies this remark 



since he does not want his own "'overfirllness" to be conflated with the Use  love of 

Christianity, which has now been exposed as hate. 

Although Zarathustra has apparently Left the old saint and Christianity behind, 

various representatives of Christianity - both religious figures and their ideas, the 

fragments of European culture - will reemerge throughout the course of the text. When 

Zarathustra likewise encounters replicas and distorted imitations of his own teaching later 

on in the work, we should consider the implicit cornparison Nietzsche is drawing between 

Zarathustra's early teachuig and the teachiag of Christianity. Both attempts to teach 

mankind "the way" end in failure, which motivates Zarathustra, at least, radically to 

rnodiSr his pedagogical strategies. At this point, however, Zarathustra believes that he is 

strictly the rival of a Christian teaching; in fact, so rnuch of what preoccupies Zarathustra 

in his speeches is the moral-view of Christianity which persists beyond the death of Go4 

its metaphysical support. The saint rnay seem irrelevant; the churches may well have 

become ''the tombs and sepulchers of ~ o d , " ' ~ '  but the values of Christianity continue to 

live on unquestioned in this late-modern epoch. What Zarathustra overestimates, 

accordingly, is the degree to which the public is able or willing to reflect on the 

connection between the transcendent guarantor of Christian values and the values 

themselves. Part of this overestimation, 1 would argue, motivates Zarathustra at first to 

replace "God" with the worldly ideal of the aennensch. He thinks that once the people 

have a new ideal, a new purpose or telos in human history, then their values will change 

accordhgly. He thinks that the way to effect great historical change, to overcome a 

tradition, involves simply convincing people to substitute one ideal for another. But this 



is merely a phiiosopher 's revolution, and Zarathustra quickly leanis that radical change 

cannot be inaugurated at this abstract level, the level of metaphysics. Great events take 

the,  and the inertia of history and tradition will always impede the revolutionary change 

that Zarathustra a .  first desires. Thus, Iike the madman fkom ïhe Guy Science, 

Zarathustra cannot get his various audiences to realize the implication of their existentid 

predicament, and consequently they do not understand the urgency, or even the point, of 

Zarathustra's teachings. 

This point is strikingly evident in Zarathustni's fist public speech. Upon arriva1 

in the t o m  of Motley Cow, Zarathustra imrnediately begins to addreçs a crowd gathered 

in the market place. That Nietzsche has Zarathustra appear in the midst of a crowded 

market without any knowiedge of his audience's philosophical understanding is not 

without philosophical significance. Zarathustra seems to think that the late-modern public 

of Europe is ready for his words and believes that his speech about the crucial historical 

circumstances of the present will be recognjzed for its universal importance. What 

Zarathustra offers, without argument, are philosophical claims, yet he is articulating those 

claims to an audience of non-philosophers. This will not produce genuine understanding, 

but only, at best, the echolalic reiteration of Zarathustra's words. Moreover, given 

Nietzsche's ostensibl y anti-metaphy sical stance, it appears that his philosophical teaching 

is itself already compromiseci. As an ideal, as a telos, the coming of the Obememch 

appears to be inconsistent with the implications of the just-artinilated daim that God is 

dead. If all metaphysical horizons have collapsed, then any suggestion of a higher being 



to corne or a new "meaning" for humanity is tantamount to a r m e c t i o n  of metaphysical 

thinking. 

That Nietzsche has Zarathstra offer this doctrine in the city directly &ter saying 

to hïmself in the forest that God is dead, suggests that Nietzsche wants to draw o u  

attention to the appareatly contradictory nature of Zarathustra's teaching. Like other 

readers of Zirathustra7 1 believe the dnunatic setihg of the speech indicates that the 

public teaching of the Übennenscfi should not be masbueci es the center-piece of 

Nieasche 's philosophical pedagogy.'" It is rather a doctrine that is designated for public 

corwmptioq for initiating wholesale political change, as Zarathustra's preacher-Iike 

rhetoric attests but even this "noble lie" f d h  on deaf ears. It is for this reason that the 

speech about the coming iibennensch is misconstnied as a preamble to the subsequent 

tightrope-wahg performance. Fro m the public 's perspective, philosophy is easily 

mistaken for groundless, verbal acrobatics, and is merely one of many 

distractions/attractions in the market square. What is interesting, however, is how 

Zaraîhustra attempts to re-teach the Ubennemch doctrine in light of the public's 

response. Now Zarathustra claims that man "is a rope, tied between beast and overman - 
a rope over an abyss," (2, p. 126) an image which aiggests that Zarathustra is aiready 

having to accommodate his (aiready compromised) philosophical teachings to the 

immediacy of his situation. In order to make the general public pay attention, he employs 

a rhetoric that appeals to them and is understandable, yet he quickly slips back into a 

speech resembling the first one, and his teaching once again falls on deaf ears. 



Zarathustra now realizes that his teachings have not been understood; he realizes 

he is "not the mouth for these ears," and tums from the doctrine of the Übemensch to a 

description of the 'Yast man" But again, Zarathusfra has not adecpately considered the 

nature of his audience: instead of recoiling in horror fiom what they have become, the 

people uowittingiy celebrate the last man, who, having 'Tnvented happiness," represents 

the ideal type to the unreflectively utilitanan market mwd.  The problem is not that 

Zarathustra c m o t  get the crowd's attention, since the people clearly respond to his 

rhetoric, but Zarathustra is unable to get his audience to respond to the content of his 

teaching - a cornent that Zarathustra himself will later implicitly repudiate. For this 

reason, Zarathustra decides to abandon his indiscriminate public teaching. From this 

point on, Zarathustra mst be selective about his audience, although he has still not 

abandoned his desire for a revolutionary transformation or transvaluation of European 

culture. What Zarathustra leams in the 'Prologue," consequently, is that his new ideal 

cannot be realized in the traditional political sense, given the inherent Limitations 

involved in the communication of philosophical doctrines to a mass audience. 

The "Prologue" is aiso important because it implicitly introduces the theme of 

imitation, which, I believe, enables us properly to articulate the central relationship 

between the philosopher and politics in Zmahustra. After Zarathustra's pervenely 

received speech, our attention retums to the tightrope walker's performance. While on his 

way across the rope, a jester suddenly appears and starts mocking the tightrope wallcer, 

suggesthg that his methodical crossing is merely irnpeding the progress of those who are 

more able. The jester then causes the tightrope walker to Ml to his death beside a 



motionless Zarathustra. This scene is signincant because it presents us with a crass 

imitation of Zarathustra's teaching, one which seerns to be the result of how his teaching 

was received by the crowd. From the public's perspective, the jester is just another 

version of the laughable Zarathustra, yet he is also ccdevilish" [wie ein TkujeTJ, out to 

destroy the highest achievements of their cdture.lg3 ùi the cl?rologue," Zarathustra is also 

seeking to overcorne the vulgar BiIchmg of late-modemity, but as his compassionate 

response to the dying tightmpe waker indicates, he is imprtantly respectfirl of 

uniqueness, daring, and courage, men in their dl-too-human guises. This episode is thus 

representative of many similar episodes in the book wherein different versions or 

imitations of Zarathustra's teachings are wrongly identified or wnflated with his own. 

The deployment of these caricatures once again attests to the dificulties of Zarathustra's 

pedagogical task; namely, to teach others to becorne who they are, a project that should 

not be confused with becoming a poor replication of Zarathustra himseif 

In virtue of how his initial teaching was received, Zarathustra resolves to seek 

disciples, wmpanions, %ho follow me because they want to follow themseives - 
wherever 1 want" (2, p. 135). He no longer will play the role of "shepherd and dog of a 

herd" (2, p. 135)' for his newly self-assigneci task involves shepherding of a dflerent 

sort. Now Zarathustra will attempt to lure the few away from the many; he declares that 

he wili leap over "those who hesitate and lag behuid" and seek instead Yellow hantesters 

and fellow celebrants" (2, p. 136). There is, however, something deeply paradoxical 

about Zarathustra's resolution here: on the one han4 he claims to be no longer preaching 

to the many, yet on the other hand he must still seek audiences in order to draw those 



higher men, his proper cornpanions, away fkom the herd and the state.'" Zarathustra is 

thus stiil acting in a highly political marner insofar as many of his subsequent speeches 

are directeci at the moral, politicai, educational and religious practices of Iate-modernity. 

The comment, then, that his cornpanions will follow him "wherever 1 want7' announces 

the central pedagogical tension in Zarahstru. Much of what follows in the plot of 

Zàrafhu~aa involves Zarathustra's graduai disengagement f h m  "political" life and his 

concomitant realization that this "'wherever 1 want" condition ultimately confiicts with 

the pedagogical task of teaching others to '0ewme who they are." In the first two books, 

Zarathustra is still the tacher of the Übennensch, which, if not a literal ideal of a new 

type of man, is at least a figurative projection of Zarathustni's desire for a '%higr 

humanity," a political goal that betrays the son of revolutionary itinerary only abandoned 

in the second half of the book. Because Zarathustra believes that the immediate task of 

modern Europe is to "prepare" for the subsequent overcoming of man, many of his 

speeches in the first two parts advocate the destruction of extant cultural practices and 

social institutions. in light of this revolutionary context, it is clear that Zarathustra's 

seemingly imocuous 'kherever 1 want" daim takes on a whole new meaning. In addition 

to pulling the few away fiom the many and fiagmenting the herd, Zarathustra's role as a 

sort of existentid savior must be appreciated fiom this macropolitical perspective 

organized around the Chbermenschhideal. Zarathustra has declared war on man in the 

name of a "higher type," and his new cornpanions are but the first foot-soldiers of the 

coming rev~lut ion . '~~ As we shall see, when Zarathustra begins to understand his own 

historicai mission as determined by hi. own principle of revenge, his own hostility to 



time and the "it was," then only does he abandon the dochine of the Bermensch and the 

political agenda that follows therefiom, but a b ,  gradually, the leaderdisciple 

relationship with his companiow. 

Zlnthusîra's Pedagogid Fiilun: Parts One and Two 

Much of Zarathustra's attempted philosophical seduction in parts one and two 

involves challenghg the highest values or Whres of late-modernity and the instmmonai 

practices within which they have becorne authoritative. For example, in his speech, "On 

the New Idoi," Zarathustra expiicitly links the herd-values and the "‘tangues of good and 

evil" (Z, p. 16 1) with their political correlate, the modern state. Unlike both Zarathustra's 

new concern for the few and their relationship to the state, the state itself is exclusively 

concerned with the masses and only flaners the higher man for the sake of his allegiance 

and affection. The purpose of Zarathustra's speech here is to expose this fdse flattery and 

draw attention to the rift between the interests of the higher men and the interests of the 

state. It is, after dl, 'Tor the supduous [Überfl&sigen] the state was invented" (Z, p. 

16 1). Unlike the philosophical legislation describeci in the previous speech ''On War and 

Waniors," the new id01 mles by policing the uneducated appetitu of the many with the 

sword, the fear of death. Much of its false authority, moreover, derives fiom its 

appropriation and imitation of "the language of customs and ri@s7' fiom different 

peoples. Each people has its own "good and evil," its own set of authontative values and 

beliefs, but the modern state lacks the unity of styie which characterizes genuine c u b e s  

and seeks only its own survival through whatever mixeci-bag of goods and evils it can 

assemble in order to extend its authority to as many different peoples as possible. As 



such, the modern state's existence is antagonistic to the developmeat and education of 

those who are capable of living apart f?om the nomahci, routuiued herd existence 

actively dtivated by modern, democratic politics. Like Rousseau, Nietzsche clearly 

understands the irony of a modemity which explicitly champions both independence and 

fkeedom, but in actuaiity produces codorming masses who are not capable of realizing 

precisely those d e s  which they ostensibly affm. The opposition between the state 

and the individual could not be more clear: 

Ody where the state ends, there begios the human being who is not superfiuous ... 
Where the state e h  - look there, my brothers! Do you not see it, the rainbow and 
the bridges of the overman? (2, p. 163) 

What is striking about Zarathustra's utopian rhetoric is the dramatic severance of this 

fiiture possibility from the traditional site of politics, the state. Unlike both Rousseau and 

Kant, for Nietzsche the sovereign individual is not produced through the alignment of his 

will with a general will or a universal law. As Nietzsche suggests here through 

Zarathustra's speech, the sovereign individual mua be able to mate  his own table of 

values, and thus he cannot blindly submit to the previously fomulated values of others, 

especially the inwherent, leveled-dom values of the modem state. Because the demands 

of autonomy exceed any social or political setting, it is only as an aesthetic practice, the 

practice of selfueatioq Zarathustra negatively implies, through which autonomy can be 

achieved. 

Zarathustra's practice of destroying old values in order to facilitate the creation of 

new ones is thematized in many similar sections in the first two books. The relatioaship 

between the individual and the state in "On the New Idol" is reproduced at the economic 



level as an antagonism between the individuai and the values of the market place. In '01 

the Tarantulas," Zarathustra targets the spirit of rwenge latent in al1 preachers of 

equdïty, and again alerts us to the false imitations of bis teachings by the revolutionary 

'2eft.'' In "On the Land of Education" [Bz&ng], Zarathusaa aiticizes the way in which 

the Yappled and motley" leaming of today sterilizes the cultural development of modem 

Europe and inhibits the sort of revolution that Zarathustra is demanding in preparation for 

the coming Ubemenscch. Even modem science is taken to task for its daim of 

'Tmmaculate perception," t s  hypocriticd renunciation of the will in favour of a 

supposedly "pure" contemplative stance. The scientist, however, loves the earth the way 

the moon does: disengageci and from a distance. in an aside we can interpret as 

Nietzsche's voice, Zarathustra confesses that he too once attributed godliness to pure 

perception but has now discovered the sickliness and life-denying fatures of modem 

scientific work. Thus in contrast to the moon's love, Zarathustra again & m s  the sun 

whose ''sollar love is innocence and creative longing" (2, p. 236). It would be diff idt  to 

find a more explicit repudiaion of the pro-science stance of Humm. AII T m  Human than 

the passages f?om this important section. 

Nietzsche's rejection of his earlier philosophical position does not, however, 

imply tbat his criticisms of Romantic po- from Hurnwz, AIl T m  Humm have likewise 

been abandoneci. Evidence of this can be found in "On Poets," wherein Zarathustra's 

speech begins with his evasive refisal to give a philosophical account of his earlier, 

Platonic position that "the poets lie too much." By explicitly refiaining f?om speaking as 

a philosopher, yet still accepting this philosophical conclusion, Zarathustra is forcing his 



disciple/reader to confiont the implications of his blatant performative contradiction: ''we 

do lie too much" [wir Zügen -efl - a flippant but significant response to his disciple's 

declaration of faith in Zarathustra's teachings. in what foliows, Zarathusfra's self- 

identification as a poet is especially significant since he p r o d s  to recapituiate the 

essence of Nietzsche's previous cnticisms of Romantic poets and poehy fkom Humrm, 

Ail Too Human. Zarathustra now d e s  that poetry is M e n  specifically to lift us "to the 

reah of the clouds;" however, he then surprisingly claims that "upon these [clouds] we 

place our motley bastards and cal1 them gods and overmen" [cnrfdiese setzen wir umre 

bunien Bdge tnad heisîen Sie cliw> Gstter und Üûemenschen]. What is striking about 

this passage is that Zarathustra does not withdraw his sarcastic portrayal of poetry's 

metaphysical agenda and delusions, but in fkct implicates his teaching of the Libermensch 

in that very critique. 1s Zarathustra thus revealing here that his pedagogical mission is on 

par with the worst metaphysical excesses of Romanticism? 1 would hesitate to make this 

strong daim given Zarathustra's preceding remark that as a p e t  he lies too much, but I 

think this is yet another due left by Nietzsche that the doctrine of the Bermensch c a ~ o t  

be taken at face value, and a fortiori cannot be construed as Nietzsche's own 

philosophical position. As for Zarathustra's ambiguous assessrnent of poets, 1 think it is 

significant that this section occurs Mer speeches on scientists and scholars, which 

suggests that the creative poet is the higher of the three types, but is ultimately still an 

active, even if unwitting, participant in the revenge agaùist time that Zarathustra himself 

still needs to overcome. Zarathustra af'kms the creativity of the poet, but not that which 

poets, including Zarathustra, have so fàr created. '% 



These speeches fiom part two aii belong to Zarafhustra7s second descent to 

mankind. Mer his nrst joumey, Zarathustra returned to his solitary mountain life for 

several more years, but went ''under" again afker learning that his teachings were in 

danger. This is not to say that his teachuigs were being ignoreci or replaced; rather, they 

were "in danger" because they were being badly imitated. ZZaraustra learns of this in a 

dream during which a child hoids up a &or to Zarathustni's fàce: ''when 1 looked into 

the mirror 1 cned out, and my heart was shaken: for it was not myself 1 saw, but a devil's 

grimace and scomfùi laughter" (2, p. 195). The imagery of the mirror is deployed by 

Nietzsche to draw our attention to the problem of mimesis operative here, and the 

constitutive role it plays in the drama of Zkathustra. What motivates Zarathustra to 

return to man is the distortion of his teachings; the ''weeds pose as wheatY7 and his 

disciples are now ashamed of Zarathustra's gifts. As a result, Zarathustra needs to 

develop a new way of speaking, a new pedagogy, so that he too does not simply become 

another version of his earlier teaching. This realization leads to the somewhat more direct 

and philosophically sophisticated teaching of part two in which Zarathustra and an 

apparently new, more receptive band of disciples journey to a series of distant islands, 

importantly removed frorn the concerns and demands of public opinion.'" The paradox 

f?om which Zarathustra still cannot escape, however, is the need to teach and be 

understwd on the one han& and his desire to immunize his teachings from the imitations 

and distortions of his words that will inexorably occur on the other. Zarathustra has not 

yet realized that insofar as he remains an authority figure - st3l very much the Platonic 

tacher of virtue in parts one and two - he is preventing his disciples fiom discovering 



their own Wtues, thek own "good and evil," and thus nom becoming who they are. 

Moreover, as a gift-giving authority figure- Zarathustra cannot help but see his disciples 

as deficient, as lacking his own ability of self-creation Thus, nom his perspective, the 

reception of his teachings enacteci by his disciples will inevitably be disappointing, as al1 

inferor replications are in wntrast to the 'Lreal thing." Nietzsche's intention here, 1 

believe, is to expose the Mat ions  of a Platonic W o g y  as practiced/imitated by 

Zarathustra. Zarathustra's Platonic pedagogy assumes that once his audience b m s  what 

is tnie, namely, that God is dead, they will then fiedy will the coming of the 

Übermemch, but tirne and again we see Zarathustra's disappointeci reactions to how his 

teachings are interpreted and put into practice. This suggeas that Nietzsche is having 

Zarathustra initially use the very sort of mimesis that Plato cnficizes in order to reveal the 

inherent limitations of p hilosophical legislation a s  depicteci in the Repblic. 

At the end of part two, a crisis occurs which provokes Zarathustni gradually, yet 

fbndamentally, to re-examine the nature of his own teaching. The nature and cause of this 

cnsis cannot be easily sumrnarized, for Zaraîhustra's words are panicularly indirect and 

ambiguous in these pmticularly important sections. In "The Soothsayer," Zarathustra is 

introduced to what will becorne his own "doctrine," the etemal retum of the same: ccAII is 

empty, al1 is the same, al1 has been!" (2, p. 245). The mere mention of this doctrine has 

an adverse affect on Zarathustra. He imrnediately becornes sad and weary; his hart is 

grieved and he gives up food and drink for three days. Mer  a deep sleep, Zarathustra's 

first speech ' M e  tu his disciples as if fiom a great distance7" (Z, p. 246) suggesting that 

Zarathustra has either leamed s o r n b g  about himself or his disciples that has changed 



their relationship. The dream he r d s  suggests that his Untergang has tunieci him into a 

"night watchman and a guardian of tombs upon the lonely mouotain c a d e  of death" (2, 

p. 246). In other words, the Soothsayer's mention of the eternai retum "doctrine" has 

forced Zarathustra to realize that his teachings cannot change man. He aumot simply 

proclaim a new ideal for man - the over-man - and expect to inaugurate a new and higher 

human history. Zarathustra's dream, as 1 interpret it, is a dream revealing the impotence 

of his curent pedagogy. This is poignantly exhibited by Zariithustra's hvourite disciple's 

misinterpretation of the dream: presumably, if Zarathustra were a successful tacher, then 

his best disciple would not be such a poor interpreter of Zarathustra's inner life. 

Significantly, the misinterpretation sounds like something Zarathustra might have said 

earlier or might have wanted to hear, but the shake of his head indicates that producing 

well-intentioned, ingratiating mimicry is not what Zarathustra wants f h r n  his disciples. 

This point is sharpened somewhat in the chapter 'Dn Redemption" wherein we 

get a glimpse of how Zarathustra's teaching is understwd by man through the words of a 

hunchback. He tells Zarathustra that his teaching will ody succeed when he is able to 

"persuade us cnpples," and in order to be persuasive, Zarathustra must first "hd the 

blind and make the lame walk" (2, p. 249). It is in this section that Zarathustra first gains 

a sense of the inadequacy of his own teachings when he realizes that his own Untergang 

is implicated in the production of the very cYragments and limbs of men" (2, p. 250) he 

has sought to redeem. Zarathustra has produced cccripples" precisely through the 

assumption that his teaching is needed in order to overcuxne man. The relationship of 

dependency this creates is just what it means to be a "'cripple" (or an 'Snverse cripple" 



who is ody self-sufficient and capable in one respect) in need of redemption. What 

Zarathustni finds "moa unendurable" is the present and past condition of man as 

%agments and Limbs and cireadfil accidents" and he confesses tbat without his 

redemptive projection of a fuhlre Ühememh, he "should not know how to live7' (2, p. 

250). Zarathustra thus r a z e s  that he, tw, is a cripple because he too believes in 

redemption from a distant, tramformative ideai - a fûtural being who will jus te  the 

manifold deficiencies of ali past and present existence. But again, t is clear that even 

Zarathustra's doctrine of redemption through creative willing is d l  a doctrine of 

redemption and must, therefore, presuppose the deficiency of the natures t seeks to 

transfom. This means, in effect, that what is lowest (the cripples) and what is highea 

(the ~bennemcch) are dependent upon one another and canot be unproblematically 

~ e ~ a r a t e d . ' ~ ~  Zarathustra begins to reaiize, however, that he is responsible for this 

condition, that his teaching has produced both the deficiency and the redemptive 

possibility of its overcoming. From this point on, 1 believe the importance of the 

trbemzemch is diminished as the sort of redemptive, post-historical ideal against which 

the present condition of man will inexorably seem lacking. 

Zarathustra's realization that he has been deceiving himself prompts hirn to rehini 

'kithout joy" to his mountain. In the final chapter of part two, Zarathustra's 'cstillest 

hour" (his conscience? his most private speech?) specifies explicitly the comection 

between nobility and baseness that Zarathustra has just learned: '%e who has to move 

mountains also rnoves vdleys and hollows" (2, p. 258). But as Zarathustra responds he 

has been unable to move mountains because his teaching is yet to reach men; his 



Untergmg has ken  a failme not because of his aucSénce, but because of the assumptions 

and strategies of his own teaching. In the fïrst two parts, Zarathustra's teaching has only 

mana@:ed to produce imitations of hirnser, mere fragments of a wmplete human being, 

since, paradoxically, in order to recognize Zarathustra's authority his audience had to 

understand itseff as needing such an authority, as deficient kinds or types of human 

beings. The illumination of this contraclictory pedagogy reveds, of course, the Limitations 

of Plat 0's philosophical legislation while affording Zarathustra a .  ~ r - l i k e ' ~ ~  chance to 

"redeem" hirnself through the adoption of a new teaching in the second hdf of the text. 

Unlike Zarathustra, Christ wouid not encounter this dilemma since the moral deficiencies 

of his audience and their collective need of redemption is consistent with both the content 

and practice of his teaching. The task of becoming a Christian is to be as Christ-like as 

possible. For Nietzsche, however, no possible mode of Untergag is appropriate for the 

promotion of autonomous self-creation that belongs at the center of Zarathustra's £inai 

"eachings. " 

The Imitation of Freedom: Zarathwtra's Aesthetic Poiitics 

In part three, Zarathustra leaves his disciples and begins his joumey home fiom 

the Blessed Isles. It is this intensely poetic, refi ective third part in which Zarathustm 

spends much of his time alone questioning his own authority and attempting to reconcile 

himself to the fact that mankind cannot be overwme through any mode of political 

discourse. He too must overcorne his own resentment of time and the 'Si tas," the fact 

that his own historical circumstances and identity seem to be so intimately bound up with 

what he most despises - unredeemed humanity. Zmthustra's concern here thus shifts 



fiom a wncern for 0th human beings to a concem for himself What he mua formulate 

is a way of affimiing who he is without simultaneously willing to transcend or negate that 

which he wishes to overcome. The section entitled 'Qn Passing By" is important because 

it clearly shows that Zarathusha's entire political and pedagogical orientation has 

unquestionabiy changed. While wandering nom town to town, Zarathustra is codronted 

by a 'Yoaming fooP7 at the gates of a great city. Significantly, in light of the theme of 

mimesis that 1 have been articulating here, the foaming fool is known by the people as 

"Zarathustra's ape." Not only has the fool borrowed fkom Zarathustra's teachings, but 

also h m  his "phrasing and cadences," his entire manner of speech. He thus represents 

the product of Zarathustra's teaching fiom the first two parts of the text, and is 

consequently another reminder of the fàilure of the Untergmg which Zarathustra is 

presently in the process of reversing. The fool launches into an embittered, yet 

Zarathustra-Iike denunciation of the great city in which he repeatedly implores 

Zarathustra to spit on the city and tum back. Counseling revenge of this sort quickly 

angers Zarathustra because he recognizes the psychology of revenge that was latent in his 

own earlier teachings. Like the fool, Zarathustra is nauseated by the great city, but the 

ethos of Zarathustra's teaching has changed fiom its previous nomothetic orientation. His 

"new" doctrine specifies that '%vhere one can no longer love, there one should pass bf  

(2, p. 290). The crucial suggestion here is that Zarathustra has extricated himself, if not 

h m  the desire, then at least fkom the practice of seeking a collective transformation of 

mankind. This section, therefore, ought to be read as a repudiation of his earlier teaching 



- when Zarathwtra refbsed to "pass by" - and a preparation for part four in which those 

who seek his Company must go up to him. 

The continuai reduction of strictly politicai concems in part three is countered by 

what is arguably the most famous and important doctrine of the text - the doctrine of the 

eternal recurrence. As Alexander Nehamas has persuasively argued - and 1 fully endorse 

his interpretation - the etemal recurrence 'is not a theory of the world but a view of the 

This teaching, therefore, signals a pivotal turn in Zaraihusfra fkom a concem 

with a ccpolitical" solution to the sickness of modem European "spirit" to an "aesthetic" 

solution to the private task of becoming who one is. This is not to say thst this "private" 

task does not have political implications; in fact, 1 am arguing that the on& satisfactory 

practice of politics offered in Zarahstra is possible solely on the basis of this aesthetic 

task of self-creation. 

Although this is not the place for a detailed reading of the e t d  reairrence as it 

is presented in Zizraihusîrcz and elsewhere, 1 do want to highlight one dramatic feature of 

the teaching which attests to both Nehamas' insight and its link with the motif of 

imitation that I have been examining here. The passage in question is nchfy poetic and 

notoriously difficult to interpret; however, 1 think that the dramatic setting of the 

presentation of the doctrine fiiniishes much of the needed context to read this teaching 

correctiy. In the second section of 'Th the Vision and the Riddle," Zarathustra and a 

dwarf - his spirit of gravity - stand before a gateway named 'Uoment" from which two 

etemal paths depart in aitemate directions. Before Zarathustra can offer his interpretation 

of the gateway and the significance of the two Uifinite paths, the dwarf murmurs his own 



trivial teaching of the etemal recurrence: "Ali that is straight lies ... AI1 truth is crooked; 

time itself is a circle" (2, p. 270). The dwarfs teachhg is trivializing because he deflates 

the existentid force of the doctrine by reducing it to a series of categorical judgments 

without attempting to work through the implications of these ''tnrtiis" for bis own life. 

What is fimished, then, is the mere simulacmm, the bare husk of Zarathustra's teaching 

that is not strictly 'tvrong," but merely a weak imitation of what Zarathustra will 

subsequently illuminate. The fàct that the dwarf speaks as a philosopher issuing claims 

about the nature of existence indicates, f iermore,  that this is not what Zarathustra's 

teaching offers. As an imitation, the dw&s reading still conceals the deeper, existentid 

'bth" of Zarathustra's teachiog precisely by refushg to acknowledge that the etemal 

recurrence offers above al1 a 'Mew of the self" By drawing our attention to the 

inadquate imitation of Zarathustra's teaching, Nietzsche is attempting to immunize his 

readers in advance fiom misinterpreting the doctrine of etemal recurrence. 

According to Nehamas (and others), the teaching of etemal recurrence should not 

be interpreted as a cosmological theory, nor as a metaphysid daim seeking to offer an a 

priori determination of the truth of beings as a whole. The eternai recurrence does not, on 

this (correct) reading, theoreticaily vouchsafe the infinite repetition of one's own 

empirical life exactly as it has been, as that would not lead to a joyous affumation of 

one's existence but only to a sense of resignation and indifference. Since what is crucial 

for Nietzsche is the self-understaadhg we must have in order to affirm our Lives in this 

ultimate way, Nehamas suggests that we read the eternal recurrence in a strictly 

conditional manner: '?f my Me were to recur, then it could reatr only in identicai 



fashi~n?"'~' This means that everything that is ostensibly accidentai, trivial, evanescent, 

or momentary about one's existence can no longer be opposed to, or jwtaposed with, a 

substantial understanding of the self. Lf Zarathustra's identity is the result of all his 

''properties," as the conditional reading of the eternal remmence implies, then he cannot 

artificially separate a series of contingent features fiom a stable essence that he identifies 

with his '?rue7y self, as metaphysicians have traditionaily taught. If Zarathustra (or anyone 

else) must afErm dl of his propdes in order to be who he is, then to hope for one thhg 

to be different is tantamount to hoping for all tbings to be different. In other words, the 

desire to change one thing is the quivalent of the desire to be a cornpletely different 

person. What nauseates Zarathustra (as the episode with the shepherd and the snake 

attests) is that his own existence and destiny is inseparable f?om that of %e small man," 

which means that in order to submit fùlly to the demands of the etemal recurrence 

doctrine, Zarathustra must lem to overcome his disgust with the herd (and subsequently, 

his pity for the higher man.)202 

It is this existentid sense that Zarathustra captures in his own interpretation of the 

doctrine, which he "presents" through a series of questions to the dwarf. Of particular 

importance is Zarathustra's suggestion that di things are C?ui~tted together so fïrrnIy" (2, 

p. 270) that it is ody possible to affirm one moment by affirming all  moments. This rules 

out any selective "reading" of one's life in which certain intolerable or ostensibly 

insignificant episodes are repudiated or dis-owned while others are celebrated for their 

contiming meaning and importance. Most importantly, however, the doctrine means that 

each Life is radically unique and, as a consequeme, inimitable. If the sum-total of al1 



experience, including that of ''this slow spider" and 'Ws moonlight itseIc7 is inextricably 

a part of who Zarathustra is, then Zarathustra, and weryone else for that matter, has 

experienced life fkom vastly distinct, nonexchangeable points of view. The uniqueness 

of the self is wmpromised or s a d c e d  only when one lacks the will or self- 

understanding to consider existence in this way. If, for dance ,  one se& an identity by 

engaging in stereotypical activities or by self-consciously aligning one's values and 

beliefs with those of others, then this is tantamount to disavowing the very contingencies 

of experience out of which alone each seif is constituted. To substmite even one part of 

another's life for one's own, the teaching of eternal recurrence implies is to abandon 

one's self in its entirety. The deeply individualizing import of the docaine is drarnatically 

exemplified by the disappearance of the d w e  the gateway, etc. after Zarathustra has 

fully articulated his teaching. This helps emphasize the fàct that each life is radidly 

unique and non-exchangeable, and that there are no metaphysical forrnulas (like the 

dwarf's) to which we can appeal in order to become who we are. The teaching of eternal 

recurrence is thus anathema to the spirit of imitation, which explains why this doctrine 

replaces the teaching of the Cibermensch in the second half of the text. Zarathustra may 

still mention the Zibemensch, for this teaching still belongs to Zarathustra, but he 

redites that he can no longer insist on the public's recognition or acceptame of the 

Ubennemch since this would entai1 that other people take over or imitate Zarahstra's 

teaching - a possibility that is nileci out by the doctrine of etemal remmence. The 

teaching of the Übennensch may well have been Zarathustra's pnority, but to insist that it 

become a priority for others is to violate the etemal recurrence's prohibition against any 



universalking daim about what the seff should do, believe, value, or hop, as this cornes 

dangerously close to reproduculg the substancdaccidents division that Nietzsche is 

attempting to undermine. 

In the cbapter entitled 'On the Spirit of Gravity," Zarathusü-a's change of both 

tone and pedagogy as the resuit of the fidl realization of the doctrine of the eternal 

recurrence becornes evident. Picking up bis polemic against the dwarf and the categoncai 

spirit of the d w d s  teaching, Zarathustra juxtaposes the dwarfs ''Good for dl, evil for 

ail" maxim with his own teaching: This is my gwd and evil" (2, p. 306). More 

farnously, Zarathustra concludes the chapter with yet another implicit critique of his own 

earlier position, the teaching of the Ubermensch: '"This is my way; where is youn?' - 
thus 1 answered those who asked me 'the way.' For the way - that does not exist" (2, p. 

307). In addition to cailing into question the authority of al1 transcendent values - be they 

Platonic or Christian - this new teaching also rules out the sort of collective mobilization 

required for the imminent amival of the Ubemensch that Zarathustra was advocating in 

parts one and two especially. 'The way" of the Cibermensch can thus no longer be 

recognized as an authontative appeal to the modem European wmmunity, since by 

implication it is now cori~tnied as Zarathustra's pnvate ideal, one which he can no longer 

irnperialistically present before his audiences without simuItaneous1y underminhg the 

possibility of others discovering or creating their own 'kays" too. This new teaching, 

however, should not be misconstnied as Zarathustra's resignation in the face of his 

inability to transfigure collectively modern European culture7 or, for that matter, as an 

endorsement of relativism in response to the absence of metaphysically guaranteed 



values. Although the teaching of etemal recurrence does not entail the atFirmation of any 

partidar actions, values, or beliefs, it does entai1 a self7inderstanding opposed to that of 

traditional metaphysicai (especially pre-Kantian) views of selfhood and human 

subjectivity, which tend to posit an unchanging, substantiai ego or monad that is 

disengaged fiom the (memal) worid. In this sense, then, it would be impossible to 

reconcile Nietzsche's view of a radically contingent sense of self with a Christian belief 

in a created, e t d  soul. The Christian, moreover, would not be able to aftinn "sin" in 

order to conform with the demands of eternd recurrence to say 'ies" to ail of life's 

moments, no matter how iotolerable they may seem.'03 The doctrine of etenid 

recurrence, therefore, while it does not set out a new table of values or offer a 

straightforward guide to a higher mode of human existence, does d e  out any life- 

denying interpretations of the self much like Kant's categorical imperative rules out any 

maxims that m o t  meet the forma1 requirements of univer~alizabil i t~.~~~ Consequently, 

the doctrine of etemal recurrence enables Nietzsche to deny absolute, metaphysical 

values while simultaneously maintainhg a standard by virtue of which the distinction 

between high and low, noble and base, can be sustained. 

It is the fourth and final part of Zmahustra in which the most radical and final 

tum in the entire text is enacted. Zarathustni's Bildirngsung has now corne to ûuition, 

and it is here alone, I believe, that any positive identification between Nietzsche's 

philosophical position (at this t h e )  and Zarathustra's can be defended. Part four begins 

many months and years later with Zarathustra again on his mountain. The chapter is 

entitled 'The Honey Sacrifice" even though Zarathustra confesses that the mention of 



s a d c e  to his animals %as mere cunning and, verily, a usefùl folly" (2, p. 350). ut 

mnformity with the etanal recuTence doctrine, we leam almost immediately that - noble 

lies aside - Zarathustra is no longer interested in the promulgation of ideals that require 

the sacrifice or negation of some aspect of existence in order to be realized. Who we 

encorner here is hdeed a "ned' Zarathusaa, a "squanderef' rather than a sacrificer, one 

who is more concemed with his 'tvork" than his happiness, yet one who is 'heither 

patient nor Unpatient"(2, p.35 1) for the sort of political revolution he was cultivating 

durhg the first cycles of iiis failed Unfergmg. From the solitary heights of his moumain, 

Zmthustra is fiee to h l g e  the central features of his new relationship with mankind. 

Instead of descending to man and haranguing the masses to tmnsform themselves for the 

sake of a corning new and higher being, Zarathustra now wants to play fisherman, casting 

his golden rod d o m  to the human world in order to catch those higher beings who are 

attracted to the sweet honey bait - the honey that Zmthustra has already declared rus in 

his veins. 

With my best bait I shall today bait the queerest human fish. My happiness itseifI 
cast out far and wide, between s u ~ s e ,  noon, and sunset, to see if many human 
fish might not leam to wriggle and wiggle fiom my happiness, until, biting at my 
sharp hidden hooks, they must come up to my height - the most colorfùl abysmai 
groundhgs [AbgMid-Gründlmge], to the most sarcastic of all who fish for men. 
For thril is what I am through and through: reeling, reeling in, raising up, raising, 
a miser, a cultivator, and disciplinarian [ d e 4  her-ehen, himujhehend 
mfirehend, ein Zieher, Züchter imd Zuchtmeis~er , who once counseled himself, J not for nothing: Becorne who you are! (2, p. 3 5 1 ) ~  

A new strategy is thus adopted for teaching others to become who they are, which is not 

based on the content of any new, deteminate doctrine, but on the example of 

Zarathustra's own We. Zarathustra now self-consciously understands himself to be the 



very bait to which the higher men, those queer fish, will be attracted. Instead of 

descendhg to man and conamhg himself with the spiritual life of mankind as a whole, 

Zarathustra is now oniy concerneci with individuals to whom he exemplifies the 

transfomative capacity of self-overcoming . 

What Nietzsche is appealing to, yet simultaneously parodying, is the erotic ascent 

articulateci in Plato's Symposium. Zarathustra's exemplary self-creation that we have 

been witness to throughout the text is now implicitiy invoked as the highea moment of a 

reversed erotic ascent. Unlike the Platonic ascent which begins fiom an erotic attachment 

to particular beautifid objects and moves toward the world of f o m ,  the inverted 

Zarathustrean ascent begins by drawing people away fiom an attachment to a 

metaphysicd b e  world" and the various ascetic ideals derived therefiom, to the 

woddly yet still ascetic ideal of the C/bermensch, and finally to the full and unconditional 

endorsement of the self in al1 its connecteci, contingent moments. Because the eternal 

recurrence stipulates that one cannot afnm one moment without also affirming al1 

moments, it is impossible to will to become who we are if we d l  cannot affirm the 

entirety of our existence.206 The last stage of the ascent thus means, in effect, submitting 

to the "test" of the eternai rewrence; Zarathustra is thus such an "attractive" figure 

because he too has had to leam that in order to be who he is, he must say 'yes" to Iife in 

ali its questionableness and suffering, including the great nausea of the srnail man's 

recurrence. Whereas Plato sought to channel eros away fiom the tangled and imperfect 

world of particulanty and becomiog, Nietzsche now terminates Zarathustra's Untergrmg 

and explicitly connects the erotic ascent of the higher men to Zarathustra's own aesthetic 



project of self-~~eation which is detemineci by a wiil that is capable of affirming al1 the 

imperfections and sensuality of the flux. Zarathustra h s  represents a new and inimitable 

ideal of human beinghecoming, and unlike Socrates, he actively acknowledges his 

solicitation of erotic attachments. 

Zarathu~fra's "'retreat" to his mountain may well be a retreat fkom the political 

macrosphere and an abandonment of an attempt legislatively to impose a new "table of 

values7' on a disinteresteci and hgmented Euopean culture, but as he scpticitly states 

fiom the outset of part four, he has not abandoneci either his concern with mankind or 

politics, despite this radical reassessment of his pedagogy. What has changed is the scope 

of Zarathustra's immediate goal and its mode of execution. Having reconciled himseif to 

his inability to reach mankind as a whole, Zarathustra now confines hirnself to 

exempiifjring the teaching of the eternai recurrence. As a squanderer, a terni Nietzsche 

often associates with artistic genius, Zarathustra's over-fullness mimics the over-fullness 

of the sun, which means that Zarathustra's creative expendmires always reach beyond the 

self toward others for whom this excess becomes an erotic attachrnent. The true 

squanderer, however, is not primarily concemeci with how his offerings are taken up by 

others, since this is not the telos but only one important effect of Zarathustra7s self- 

creative practices. Zarathustra is not an art& in the conventional sense of creating 

distinct, original objects with aesthetic quaiities, but insofar as he has created himself as a 

unique, original and complete being - qualities vouchsafèd by the test of eternai 

recurrence - it is legitimate to say that his self is first and foremost an artistic 



ln the first parts of 2 à r a f . a ,  the emphasis is placed on whol Zarathustra 

tau*; here in part four the focus shifts to who Zarathustra is. If Zarathustra is reducible 

to a series of doctrines or ideas about mankind and its fiihire? then such a teaching is 

prone to imitation (as Kant claimeci Ui his discussion of how science is leamed in the 

third Critique). Learning xs imitation if what is to be learned is nothing more than a set of 

determinate claims. This implies, as Kant observes, that ''the greatest discoverer difEers 

f?om the most arduous imitator and apprentice only in degree."208 The fist parts of 

2'Ùrdhtrstra dramatically confirm Kant's claim, since we are witness to the production of 

multiple mob-iike hybrids and versions of Zarathustra throughout the text. Moreover, as a 

tacher of the Ubememch and by Wtue of his own complicity in the ascetic ideal and 

the poiitics of ressentiment, there is still much of the mob in Zarathustra too. The 

continuum which Kant dexnbes and Zarathustra despises is precisely the result of 

Zarathustra's early pedagogical strategies. This changes in part four wherein Zarathustra 

is now apparently unconcemed with his public reception in order, paradoxicaily, to be 

received in any way at d l .  He has distanced himseif 60om man precisely in order to have 

an influence upon him. He offers himself as the mode1 of an exemplary being, one who 

can anirm ail aspects of who he is, in order to seduce others to do the same. Although 

this too may engender a desire to imitate Zarathustra, a full understanding of the 

implications of the e t d  recucrence, as 1 have indicated above, wouid reveal the 

incompatibility of this teaching with the self-denying will to Unitate. Zarathustra thus 

overcomes the problem of imitation by offering himself as an stemplary figure to be 

imitated a a self-creating behg, not as a finished product to be copied by others. This 



"solution," of course, recails Kant's attempt to account both for the originafity of the fine 

arts and the relationship between the fine-artist and his apprentice (and thus for art- 

historicai traditions) by specifjing that while the mimesis of artistic products is contrary 

to the spirit of genius, the mimesis of production is not. It is the splt  between these two 

modes of mimesis7 I believe, which rnust be taken into account in order to understand 

Zarathustra's final transformation in part four. Zarathustra thus Ml waots to be imitated 

or followed, but now in a way that is compatible with his denial in part three that there is 

a single "way" of becoming who one is. 

It should be noted that in part four Zarathustra also encounters a rival 

"fisherman," the modern scientist who is at lest ostensibl y fiee fiom the dogrnatic ideals 

of metaphysics and is likewise at home in nature. There is a cornic suggestion here that 

the scientist is in fact too close to the Earth and consequently unable to make important 

distinctions (between, for instance, the high and the low), for Zarathustra inadvertently 

steps on him while on a solitary walk. The scientist is a crank whose expertise is the brain 

of the leech - a field of inquiry which conStXtutes bis entire world. Zarathustra Ends him 

lying down with bis arm in a wamp "like a fisherman" attempting to attract leeches. 

Because only leeches and Zarathustra matter to the sciemis, Nietzsche is indicating that 

the higher man of modem Europe is stili too imperfect, still too ensnared by the ascetic 

ideal, even though he has a conflicteci sense of what his Life might be lacking. That he has 

been bitten and his arm is bloody, however, indicates that he still finds meaning and 

satisfaction io srnaIl life-denying pursuits. He ackwwledges that science cannot 

distinguish between the great and the srnali, which 1 think should be read as a 



misunderstanding of the eternal recurrence doctrine's affirmation of totality - the great 

and the small - &ch imporiamly does not imply the reduction of the one to the other. 

The scientist's misunderstanding thus manifests itself in the distinction between 

Zarathustra's attempt to lure the higher man back to his cave and his own efforts to catch 

leeches with his bare am. Both Zarathustra and the scientist are thus the '%ait," but the 

Merence between what they are attempting to catch points to the depth of the rift 

between Zarathustra's ideals and those of modern science. Nevertheless, Zarathustra 

invites the scientist back to his cave, which indicates that the scientkt - Iike ail those 

other curïous figures Zarathustra attracts in part four - is at least recognized as distinct 

fiom the mob, even if he has not yet begun to dissociate himself fiom the mob's highest 

ideals. 

The sort of autonorny Zarathustra is attempting to dtivate is an aesthetic 

autonomy, a radical will to seIfkreation utterly unencumbered by extenial constraints, 

including science, politics, religion, universaliring reason, or submission to the 

memensch. The higher men Zarathustra attracts are the dissatisfied modem 

representatives of these previously authoritative practices, who, like Zarathustra, cannot 

overcome themselves while living amongst men. Their speeches suggest that they are 

familiar with Zarathustra's teachings from his previous ifntergange, and as could be 

expected, they have pamally and incompletely lemed to imitate both the style and 

content of Zarathustra's earlier speeches. This indicates once again the fiiilure of 

Zarathustra's first encounters with man, for he only managed to change the higher men 

into fkagments of himself Their coilective cry of distress thus demonstrates that 



Zarathustra is still needed, but now Zarathustra r e h  nom elaborating a set of 

teachings or fiiniishiog a single ''way" of self-overcoming. The comection between this 

new pedagogical stance and Zarathustra7s overcoming of pity for the higher man shodd 

not go unnoticed. Clearly, the implication of this comection is that Zarathustra's prwious 

descents to mankind were motivatexi by pity, for he has stiil not overcome his pity until 

the last pa<t of the t e ~ t . ~ ~ ~  Xnstead of atternpting to impress his own doctrine of Wtue 

upon a recalcitrant, impoverished audience, Zarathustra's response now is simply to 

mode1 the virtues that he would otherwise attempt to teach. In one conversation with the 

ugliest man, Zarathustra says: Y o u  seIfexileci exile, would you not iive among men and 

men's pity? WeU then! Do as I do. Thus you also leam fiom me; ody the doer leam" (2, 

p. 379). Zarathustra is not, therefore, cultivating a passive imitation of his own beliefs 

and values; rather, he is o f f e ~ g  his own self-creation as an alternative to the confonnity 

and self-denial which the ugliest man has already chosen to reject. 

It is important to emphasize, puce Rorty, that Zarathustra is not atîempting 

radicaily to divorce the pnvate ideal of self-c~eation tiom a public concern with justice.210 

Furthemore, unlike Diogenes, Zarathustra does not endorse artarkeia at the expense of 

mete. In fact, it is the uoity of these ideals which motivates Zarathustra to formulate an 

ethic of exemplarity in book four wherein the vimie of self-suficiency is offered as an 

example of a more perfect life than other alternative ways of being. If there is a trace of 

Hegel in Zarathustra's teachings, it lies in the fact that Zarathustra inhabits a world of 

"absolme knowing;" he cannot offer any independent reassurances to the higher men that 

his way of life is a legitimate response to the crisis of nihilism of modem Europe. What 



he can at least suggest @ut not logically demonstrate) is that the various institutional 

practices of modern Europe - science, religion, and democratidnationaliaic politics in 

particular - are a l l  committed in various ways to the ascetic ideal, and thus cannot provide 

the context in which the individual's life can be unwnditionally affirmeci. These 

practices, Zarathustra circuitously argues, have tiiiled Ise, and we can oniy expect 

nihilism to be perpetuated if we keep blindly adhering to the same old suite of 

rationdly/metaphysically/demo~fatically vouchsafed beliefs and values. To be 

persuasive, however, Zarathustra has leamed that he cannot sirnply offer new ideais that 

are external to what and who he himself is. That is why the ideal of the mermensch loses 

its political force in the second haif of the book, at the hands of the eternal recurrence 

doctrine. 

The obvious objection to the reading of Zarathustra's pedagogical transformation 

that 1 have developed here is that this new teaching of self-overcorning by exempll&zng 

çelf-overcorning fails to change the higher men fiom weak imitations of Zarathustra to 

their own unique selves. Zarathustra, in fàct, leaves the higher men while they are still 

asleep: "these are not my proper wmpanions. It is not for them that 1 wait here in my 

mountains" (2, p. 437). The implication of this abandonment is that even Zarathustra's 

un-Socratic pedagogy was unable to produce cornpanions worthy of Zarathustra's 

Company. He is unable, therefore, to teach others to become who they are. Conway 

responds to this problem by arguing that Zarathustra's failure shodd not be read as a 

rejection of Zarathustra's new brand of political education. On the wntrary, because 

Zarathustra is no longer cornmitteci to viewing human nature as deficient, he dues not, 



like the still-to01utl-ironic Socrates, choose death in the wake of his pedagogical and 

politicai failures. "As a seKkonscious fool" Conway States, ''he [Zarathustra] readily 

squanders his teaching on a potentiaily umeceptive audience.""' Because he no longer 

believes in '%he way," Zarathustra cannot take himself seriously enough to "go under" 

once again and initiate another fùtile atfempt to change mankind through bis teaching of 

virtue. 

1 think, however, that there is a different way to read Zarathustra's abandonment 

of the higher men in part four that does not acknowledge these events as a 'Yailure" of 

Zaratfiustra's teaching, and does not, therefore, leave Zarathustra with the choice of either 

Socratic demise or ironic detachment. 1 resist Conway's conclusion, therefore, because t 

is not clear to me that Zarathustra's teaching has fkiled. Zarathustra rnay well have 

succeeded as a teacher here, but iearning is time-consuming aod the expectation of 

witnessing an immediate transformation of the higher men would in fact violate what 

Nietzsche d e s  elsewhere of the temporality of revolutionary events, such as the death 

of God. What I am suggeaing, then, is that Zarathustra can finally l ave  the higher men 

because his departure is precisely what needs to occur before his c?teaching" can be 

'ccomplete." Zarathustra's absence indicates that the project of self-overcoming involves 

no d e  resting places dong the way; Zarathustra's disciples, consequently, d l  realize 

that they too are capable of setting off in their own unique directions, and need no longer 

look to Zarathustra to exemplify the self-overcoming of which they too wiil perhaps be 

capable. The departwe thus represents precisely the sort of individuated fieedom that 

Zarathustra has been attempting to incuicate in his various audiences throughout the text 



This act of radical abandonment, perhaps, is the nnal moment of a pedagogical 

engagement that has atternpted to coni?ont individuals with the most profound 

implications of their autonomy and seIfkreative possibilities. As readers, we too rnay 

have become (erotically) attached to Zarathustra, and because Zarathustra has corne to 

fully grasp the complexities of the master/disciple relationship, he understands that it is 

his overwhelming self-presence, above dl else, that will preserve this relationship and 

prwent his disciples fkom fiilly becoming who they are. In other words, it is overcoming 

the problem of imitation, once again, that lies in the background of Zarathustra's 

departute. Although the text ends before we know what becornes of the higher men, of 

modem European culture, it is not obvious that they will not at some fiiture tirne benefit 

fiom the example of Zarathustra, and, ultimately, fiom his absence, even if at this point 

they are still speaking ' M h  a single mouth" (2, p. 438). 

What rnight expiain Zarathustra's final impatience with the higher men and a 

resurned search for his "children" at the end of the text is the recurring Nietzschean 

problem of reconciling revolution, the quest for the radically new, with the inexorable 

demands of history, our inability to ever fully leave the past behind. The higher men have 

grown up with a knowledge of Zarathustni's teachings, including the early teaching of the 

aememch that is later rejected, which means that they have not received an education 

that is fkee nom the distortions of Zarauiustra's crass, public pedagogy of the initial 

Unfergang. Even as higher men, they have been "spoiled" by their eariy affiliations with 

Zarathustm's teachhgs, which may explain the persistence of buffoonish and imitative 

behavior even after Zarathustra has transfonned his relationship to them, and no longer 



soiicits disciples or adherents to specific philosophical doctrines. The children 

Zarathustra seeks at the conclusion of the book thus represent the next "generation" of 

possible "'disciples," a fiinire audience who will be supposedly uncontaminateci by 

exposure to Mse, exoteric teachings, and wiIl accordingiy be more able to a f k n  theu 

own autonomy in the absence of any distorthg mernorial influences. As in the RepubIic, 

Zarathustra has doubts about the success of his teachings in the '%st generations," but 

sees in his children - the "second and later generations" - the possibility of overcoming 

ail history prior to his articulation of the eternal recurrence. The text ends, therefore, with 

an echo of critical historical optimism, the belief that children or youth - always the next 

generation - can get us beyond Our present historical impasse, because they may be 

unburdened of mernories tying them to the past. It is the teaching of autonomy and self- 

creation through the c'docthey' of eternal recurrence, therefore, that appears to be the 

remedy for the opposition between history and mode* that Nieuxhe describes in his 

second Untirne& Medilaton. Because self-creation cannot be modeled on a&rming or 

accepting specific beliefs, values or practices, it does not have to depend on the imitation 

of the past in this slavish sense. A teacher like Zarathustra, however, who ultirnately 

eschews this sort of mimetic relatimship and instead offers his own autonomy and self- 

creation as the appropriate ccmodel" for becoming who one is, can serve, for Nietzsche, as 

the harbinger of a philosophical modernity in which ail reassurances of authonty and 

legitimacy rnust lie within itself The death of God, Zarafhusstu tells us means that 

tradition is no longer relevant, and this, in tum, opens up the possibility of a new 

understanding of selfhood. As a result, Nietzsche's preoccupation in the second Clntmeiy 



Medifation with the opposition between history and modernity has been subordinated, in 

~ ~ ~ a ,  to the question of what type of self is required to live in a world in which 

there is nothing authoritative to imitate except for the very fieedom that d e s  becoming 

who one is possible. 



CHAPTER 4: Heidegger 

In the rnovement fiom Kant to Nietzsche, we have seen how the reflective efforts 

of reason to determine its own limits have given way to various projects of selfdefinition 

and selfneation that are best understood as philosophical assertions of what 1 am calling 

"aesthetic autonomy." 1 have been arguing, foilowing Robert Pippin, that it was Kant's 

inability to defend adequately the spontaneous self-legislation of reason in the wake of 

his destruction of traditional and early-modern formulations of self-grounding which best 

accoums for both the foundering, and the "aesthetic tum," of philosophical modemism. 

In Pippin's words, the "link between spontaneity and law was too fiagile to preserve, and, 

in effect, spontaneity 'won out.'"212 Although Pippin does not himself pursue the details 

of this aesthetic tum, he does offer a somewhat pessimistic assessrnent of any atternpt to 

actualize the modernist ideals of autonomy in specifically artistic projects. He claims, in 

fa@ that once modem art is deracinated from any context of dependence - be it a moral 

or philosophical frame of reference - then we are fàced with the fotlowing unhappy 

dilemma: art must be construed as "either a purely fonnal game, self-enclosed, 

reductionist, stede ... or as an eventually exhausted, coopted, everywhere displayed and 

ma13 commercialized 'culture of rupture. In the last chapter, Ï t  is possible to see how these 



alternatives are likewise determinate for the possibility of "self-c~eation." W1th 

Zarathustra, for instance, his own attempts to turn his life into a unique work of art, a 

radicaliy inimitable sovereign being, meant continuaiiy feeling the tension between these 

two extrerne possibilities. Mer fearing that bis own private values and beliefs were being 

"co-opted" by the herd, Zarathustra retreated to his mountain in order to live his life on 

his own terms, but he couid never find a way of relating to others that afEorded him a 

satisfying release fkom an otherwise "'self-enclosed" existence. 

So far, then, 1 have attempted to focus on both the modemist %opes" that 

Nietzsche especiaiiy has placed on the aesthetic, and the problems which have continueci 

to attend this philosop hical project, particulad y the ambiguous operations of mimesis 

which in its various, ofien unwitting, deployments has both enabled and destabilized the 

defense of a purely aesthetic autonomy. Turning to the exceedingly cornplex and 

wntroversial work of Martin Heidegger - arguably the greatest cntic and beneficiary of 

this paradoxical, modemist tradition - 1 will attempt to show how his meditations on 

human existence, history and poetry offer a way out of Pippin's eithedor by uniting again 

the work of art with the disclonire of tr~th.*'~ Against the modanist determination of the 

work of art fkom the "subjective" perspective of aesthetics, Heidegger attempts to re- 

think art as an origin (Urspnmg), an unfolding power that can quite iiterally save us fiom 

the dangers of the d-encompsssing, c'ttechnological" mode of reveaiing constitutive of 

modem metaphysics. Although the details of this position will be clarified later, it is 

already evident that Heidegger's relationship with "modemity," parricularly in its 

philosophical determination that is under consideration here, is h g h t  with tension and 



ambiguity. On the one han& Heidegger's pivotai daim that metaphysics itseif is 

determined by the history (more precisely, the 'Yorgetting") of being means that the 

trajectory of post-Kantian aedetics (up to and including Ninzs~he) represents the 

culmination of the very "history" that Heidegger is at pains to overcome with an 

ostensibly 'hew" mode of thinking.' '' For Heidegger, the essence of modern teçhnology 

carmot be disent angled fiom the movement s of modem aesthetics; consequently, the 

impetus to find in art a saving power with the resources to resist technotogicai revealing 

means that art must somehow be 'thought" independently of the categories of post- 

Kantian aesthetics. On the other hand, just as modemity is a metaphysical problem for 

Heidegger, his own philosophicd work is continuous with the spirit of philosophicai 

modernism in a number of crucial respects, from his early concerns with authenticity and 

histoncity, to his guiding claim that the West bas exhausteci its metaphysical possibilities, 

to the philosophical significance he invests in art (rather than science), to his abiding 

interest in poetry and the nature of language. As Robert Bemasmni has recently argued2I6 

(and 1 will be touching on this theme later in the chapter), Heidegger's task of 

overcorning aesthetics is put in jeopardy by his inability to question philosophically the 

concept of art without implicitly relying on the inherited categories of the aesthetic 

tradition. In many other respects, 1 will attempt to show, Heidegger's philosophical c'use'7 

of art both reproduces, and even radicalizes, some of Nietzsche's aesthetic motifs, despite 

the fact that Heidegger ultimately consigns Nietzsche's thought to the history of 

metaphysics, to the consummation of Western aihilism.*" 



In this chapter, specincally, after generally outlining the continuity of Heidegger's 

philosophical undertaking with the problematic of modernity, 1 will attempt to track his 

gradual attempts to dissociate his thinkllig tiom the categories of modern aesthetics, 

although 1 will also show how this task is never M y  accomplished. This will include an 

outline of Heidegger's attempts to oppose the Greek techné to the essence of modem 

technology, which is increasingly accomplished through his meditations on art and 

poetry' from "The Ongin of the Work of Art" onward, and his voluminous lectures on 

Nietzsche. I will then undertake a reading of Being rmd Time wherein Heidegger 

articulates the relationship between Dasein and history in terms of the process of 

"repetition" [Wiedehoiung], which 1 argue reinscribes the mimetic relationship 

developed (ontically) in Zmahustra into the project of ftndamental ontology. For 

Heidegger, to repeat or claim a tradition anew involves the choice of "heroes," but this 

choice does not involve the inauthentic emulation of one's favourite predecessors, but 

engenders instead a response to, and a struggie with, the hero who opens up the unique 

possibilities of Dasein. 1 will show that Heidegger's reinscription of mimesis in the 

existentid operations of repetition is itself repeated at the communal level, the level of 

the Volk, in Heidegger's controversial and politicdly charged texts of the early and 

middle 1930s. Here, Heidegger's cal1 for a specifically German renewal of the Greek 

beginning - a beginning in which a philosophical questioning and a unique cornportment 

to beings as a whole in tenns of technè was first opened up - became disastrously 

contaminated by his balefidly naive belief that the gutter nationdisrn of National 

Sociaiism was the modem r d v a t i o n  of that ancient metaphysical stance. Finally, 



following the recent work of John  all lis^'^ and others, 1 d l  attempt to show how even 

Heidegger's tum away f?om Nietzsche and the history of aesthetics (through his concem 

for the ontology of "art" itself, rather than the creating or judging subject) is itself 

determineci by a M e r  implicit appropriation of mimesis which decisively cails into 

question the very possibility of c'overwming" the tradition. 

The Question of Heidegger's Modernism 

The claim that Heidegger's thought belongs within the trajectory of philosophical 

modernism is not universally, or men widely accepteci. This question has become 

especially crucial in the last decade or so, when the depths of Heidegger's involvements 

in National Socialism h a l l y  became the focus of sustained scholarly (and not-so- 

scholarly) attention. At stake, of course' is whether Heidegger's idiosyncratic or 

"'spiritualized" Nazism, his attempt to give National Socialism p hilosophical content7' lg 

was either permitted or authorized by his philosophical t h o ~ ~ h t , ~ ~ ~  and if so, whether 

"cmodemity'~ itself is likewise implicated in this horrendous episode of world history. 

Much has been written about this, and I cannot engage in an extended discussion of 

Heidegger's 'cpolitics'7 or wen his philosophical displacement of the political here, but 1 

do want to tum briefly to one recent wmmentator who alleges that Heidegger's political 

comrnitments were informeci by "an anti-modernist world-view to an extreme. ""' If this 

is tme, then my own thesis that Heidegger's thought, particularly his remarkabie essays 

on art and poetry, belongs within the cycle of (German) philosophers who have 

contributed to our refîection on the nature of modemity fiom within the horizons of 

philosophical modemity it self, cannot be right . 



Central to the 'canti-modemist'' reading of Heidegger, as expressed by Richard 

Wolin and others, is the daim that Heidegger's disastrous pofitical engagement was the 

result of his abiding cntique of modem philosophy, politics and art. Moreover, Wolin 

daims that this pre-modem orientation should be construed as a continuation of the 

Gennan tradition of ~ u f f i ~ r ~ n ' t i p  originating in the nineteenth centwy and most 

articulately expressed in the fervent revolutionary pitch of Nietzsche's work: 

There, a fàr-reaching critique of modem philosophy, politics, and culhire - which 
are viewed essentiaily as manifestations of decline - is cornbined with a nostaigic 
idealkation of the pre-philosophical (i-e., pre-Socratic) Greek polis and the quasi- 
apocaiyptic expectation tbat a nihilistic Western modemity will soon be 
supplanteci by a new k o i c  ethos, in which the much vaunted ccseK~vercoming of 
nihilism" reaches a point of ~r~stal l izat ion.~ 

What Nietzsche and Heidegger sbare in cornmon, accordingly, is the of the 

pre-Platonic polis," and the conviction that it is art rather than science that indicates the 

essential path dong which an authentic 'overcoming' (Yherwinrhma") of modem 

nihilism must pm~eed.'a24 These commonalities, Wolin argues, supercede Heidegger's 

extrerne reservations about Nietzsche's work that he developed in his 'Wietzsche'' 

lectures f?om 1 936 to the rnid- 1 940s. It is this ideological context, therefore, in which we 

must situate Heidegger's meditations on poeûy that are so cruciai to his later thinking. 

Wolin then goes on to compare Nietzsche's initial enthusiasm for Greek tragedy and its 

modem musical analogue, Wagnerian opera, with Heidegger's enduring enthusiasm for 

Holderlin, who is s e n  as the German equivaient of Sophocles. Heidegger's nostalgia for 

the Greeks and his reverence for Holderin in particular thus codesce and culminate in the 

claim, to borrow Wolin's citation, that '?he essential disposition [Grumktirnmung], that 

is, the truth of the Dasein of a nation [Vofk], is original1y founded by the poet.''25 It is no 



surprise, then, that the values which we typically associate with modem life, such as 

cosmopolitanism, liberalism, and the value of science are so readily dismissed by 

Heidegger even long after the war and the crucial "tum" in his l a t s  thought. Indeed, as 

Heidegger flatly states in a 1939 Nietzsche lechire, ''The essence of modernity is fiilfilleci 

in the age of consummate meaninglessness."~ 

The case made by Wolin and others that Heidegger's Nazi involvement was the 

result of his cnticisms of modernity rather than its endorsement cannot be easily 

dismissed, but just as these commentators accuse Heidegger of relying on a monolithic 

determination of modernity as a foil for his ostensibly "anti-modem" values, I believe 

that Heidegger's cntics reductively constnie what wunts as modem (not to mention 

Heidegger's thought) in their own atternpts to disentangle Heidegger's Nazism from the 

spirit of modernity to which they are philosophically and politically committed. 1 say this 

in light of the guiding theme of philosophical modemism that 1 have been developing 

here; namely, that what is one of the decisive features of philosophical modernism is its 

recurring sense of dissatisfaction with modeniity itself, particularly with the grounds to 

which it appeais in order to fùmish a justification of its values and beliefs (for Heidegger, 

evaluative thought itself), and its own uniqueness as an historical epoch. Consequently, 

when Heidegger specifically targets certain featura of modem life and indicates that 

these features are merely the institutional manifestations of a deeper, metaphysically 

governed epoch of nihilism, this should not be taken as 'proof' that his entire 

philosophical proj ect can be essentially c haracterized by its anti-rnodemist orientation. If 

Heidegger's critics refuse to thematize his deeper daim about the essence of modernity 



and instead focus exclusively on his passing assessnents of those values, beliefs and 

institutional practices that nt d o  our usual understanding of what it means to be modem, 

then these critics are, technically speaking merely begging the question. To prevent such 

a ''rush to judgment," it is instructive to think of Heidegger's philosophical project in 

very general terms, in order to ascertain its proximity to the central concerns of 

philosophical modernism that 1 have been expounding here. 1 thiok Heidegger's thought, 

nom start to finish, must be characterized by 1) a generai recognition (shareù by Hegel 

and Nietzsche especially) that the Western philosophicai tradition from the ancieut 

Greeks to the present is now at its "'end," 2), a profound aching for a fbndamentai renewal 

and transformation - often descxibed as an c'overwming" or 'himingY7 - of this Western 

traditioqfn and 3) the recognition that such a renewal cannot be initiated by appealing to 

a different set of transcendently vouchsafed values and beliefs, marked by the 

formulation of yet another word for king (as a k i n g  or as beingness [Seiencateit]) that 

would only reproduce the very epoch of metaphysics22g which Heidegger so radically 

caUs into question. 1 will take up these three points togetha, before tumhg to 

Heidegger's Being and T h e ,  and then to his lectures and essays from the 1930s' arguably 

the locus of Heidegger's "'high" modernism, which ought to be read, 1 think, against the 

background of these more general claims. 

Before assessing Heidegger's daim that we have reached the end of the Western 

philosophical tradition, 1 will briefly explain why the suppression of ontological 

daerence by metaphysics is so crucial to this determination Central to Heidegger's 

thuiking is the dflerence he identifies between being [Sein] and beings [Seiede]. This 



shwld not be constnied, a s  Heidegger makes clear right f?om the beginning of Being and 

~ i r n e , ~  as the difference between a particular entity and a universal category or general 

type of being under which the entity can be subsumed. Such a fomuiation of ontological 

difference would only erase the question of being, since the dflerence preserved would 

only recognize the difference between two more or l e s  general sorts of beings. What 

Heidegger is at pains to uncover, conversely, is the being of the entity which makes 

possible the articulation of an entity as an entity. Being itselÇ however, is not an entity. 

This revealing of the entity as an entity occurs prior to the usual sorts of tnith-claims we 

can think of making about the entity in question. This distinction thus allows Heidegger 

to fùrther distinguish between truth as unconcealment or aletheia, and tnah as 

correspondence, which rests on the ontological foundation of the Beaiuse this 

primordial detennination of tmth allows the being of beings to be revealed, the historical 

suppression or concealment of tndh as aletheiu by tmth as correspondence is coextensive 

with, and in fact constitutive of, the history of rnetaphysics itself?' Metaphysics, for 

Heidegger, is defined by the hegemony of this derkative detemination of tmth, and thus 

it has been unable to think ontologicd difkence us a genuine differen~e?~ in Plato, for 

example, the opposition between fonns and temporai, material entities is articulated 

merely ontically, since the detennination of king as eirios means that being is d l  

thought as a merely exemplary or general type of being, an idea. Thus, when Heidegger 

asks, "What is being?," we shodd not hear it as a straightforward reiteration of an ancient 

question already posed by Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas and others, for these thinkers are part 



of the metaphysical hadition that bas tiiiled to pose Heidegger's Se-age in an 

onginary way. 

Although strictly a development of his earlier fundamentai ontology, one of 

Heidegger's central insights of his "middle" period is that the revealing of entities as 

entities must be understood in terms of the historical play of the concealing and 

unconcealing of being. The historicai character of this play ensures that what it means for 

an entity to be will change 60m one "epoch'' to the next. Dwing the 1930s' Heidegger 

tums to a sustained examination of the t a s  in the history of metaphysics for evidence of 

these changes in the '?ruth of being." The history of metaphysics is a history of the 

hiddemess or concealedness of being, which Heidegger, at the end of this history, 

attempts to thùik as a unity. What this means is that the great metaphysical thinkers al1 

employed specific words to name being, but these unique being-words, as I indicated 

above, are but repeated instances of the disavowal of thinking being as being, of the 

ontico-ontological difference. Despite the ciifferences, then, between Plato's 

determination of being as idea and Nietzsche's as will to power, for e x a m ~ l e , ~ ~  the logic 

that is common to eacb of these metaphysical determinations of king as beingness is this 

disavowal, and is describecl at different times by Heidegger as the Yorgottenness of 

being" [Seinsvergessenheit] or the "abandonment of being" [Seiwerllarsenheit 1. The 

different "'epochs" of being, accordingly, should not be understwd as a certain time span 

or historical period during which a group of philosophicai texts were written; rather, by 

"epoch" Heidegger means the actual holding-back of being, its concealment, beneath the 

ontic language of metaphysics.M Heidegger's task is to think the 'iinsaid" of these 



philosophical texts, to recover the ''tnrthn of being that is both concealeci and revealed in 

this language. It is important to keep in mind the dual nature of Heidegger's task. Since 

Heidegger cannot re-pose the question of being somehow independently of the history of 

metaphysics which forgets to question and thus conceals being, pari of the very task of 

repeating this question means that a DestrrRfion of the history of ontology must be 

undertaken through which the positive possibilities of that traditionyyu5 are revealed for 

the first tirne. Heidegger's project is not aimed at the pst, but rather at today: it is not so 

much backward-looking, govemed by the principles of philological research as it is 

concemed with renegotiating our philosophical relationship with the history of 

metaphysics, which continues implicitly to guide ou .  contemporaiy treatment of 

philosophical issues, even if we are unaware of it. Heidegger's task is thus to read the 

texts of the history of metaphysics not ody in order to see how the question of being has 

b e n  systematically disavowed, but also to reveal the trace of this question which, in fa&, 

is necessarily presupposed even in the very moments of its suppression. 

Like Hegel, Heidegger attempt s to read the history of philosophy phiJosophicd&. 

This means that his shidy of the history of metaphysics is an attempt to account for this 

history and to move beyond it. Heidegger shares this end of philosophy thesis wkth Marx, 

Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Wittgenstein, Freud perhaps, and especiall y Hegel aIthough his 

reasons for this daim are unique. Unlike Hegel, Heidegger does not believe that the 

history of philosophy exemplifies a logical movement through which the intemally 

genmted skeptical doubts about the Ewopean community's highest beliefs and values 

are progressively resolved. For Heidegger, such an attempt to explain history is aiii 



wedded to a metaphysical standpoint which seeks to niniish a ground for beiqpn6 

Moreover, because Hegel's phenornenology of spirit attempts to reveal the continuity of 

the history of philosophy eom the ancient Greeks to Kant's critical undertaking, it is able 

to evaluate that historical progress nom the privileged perspective of absolute knowing, 

which furnishes an account of the successive account-giving activities of Western 

thought. Heidegger, convemly, believes that although he is able to determine the unity 

of metaphysics at the end of metaphysics, he does not daim that the disengaged puMew 

of modern metaphysics, the "gathering" and culmination of our Western tradition, 

provides us with an absolute knowing-like perspective f?om which the earlier epochs of 

metaphysics can be judgecLu7 AU Heidegger is able to show is that the different 

metaphysical grounds which arise and wither away fiom one epoch to the next al1 repeat 

the same philosophical gesture, the same forgening of being. Since the p~cip les  which 

govem each epoch lack any inter- or meta-epochal authority, for Heidegger to fumish yet 

another ground on the basis of which it would be possible to "privilege" rnodernity or 

ccevaiuatey' the previous metaphysical epochs would only repeat the gesture of 

metaphysics and thus would retum Heidegger to metaphysics in the very moment of his 

attempt to acwunt for and transgress its limit~.*~ This is why Heidegger will daim that 

Plato's metaphysics is no more, yet no less, nihilistic than Nietzsche's. 

The Iinit-y of metaphysics that Heidegger discems can be concretely exemplified 

by attending to the texts of the history of philosophy. By demonstrating this unity, 

Heidegger is able to juste his daim that the technoiogical nihilisrn constitutive of 

modernity was prefigured by the inaugural determination of the beingness of being by 



Plato's At first blush, this claim appears to be remarkably simila. to Nietzsche's 

claim in The Wd. to Power that nihilism is an histoncd process during which the highest 

vdues C'the categories 'ah,' 'unity,' 'being"'y have c'devdued" themselves, such that 

the world now looks valueless. The highest values of which Nietzsche speaks have 

hitherto been anchored in a '%rue7' world, and thus the value of this world, which receives 

its aim, unity and being &om this opposing transcendent domain, is similarly devaiued. 

For Nietzsche, it is the d l  historicaliy unfolding 'death of God," meaning the death of 

ai i  metaphysical horizons and '%rue worlds," which most succinctly names and accounts 

for this process. Nil isrn is thus completed when the entire suite of metaphysicaily (that 

is, othenvorldly) vouchsafed values and beliefs have loa their authority, and the 

oppominity to "revalue" or 'mvaluate" our vahes again becomes an hisrorid 

possibility. What is at stake, however, is not so much the metaphysical task of replacing 

one set of values with another (a tactic which Nietzsche refers to as ccincomplete 

nihilisrn"); instead, it is the nature of evaluation or vaiuative thought itself Metaphysics 

detemiines values as values-in-themselves; Nietzsche's revolutionary move is to 

detennine a rneasure for values without resorting to yet another two-world doctrine 

according to which values are secured through a Platonic recourse to transcendence. This 

masure, for Nietzsche, is the will to power. According to Heidegger's reading, this 

means that beings derive their value from their ability to preserve and enhance power. 

Nietzsche is thus able to grasp the essence of rnetaphysics as the positing of values, us an 

effect of the will to power, yet his own position ostensibly overcomes metaphysics 

because it transforms the essence of values in ternis of the will to p ~ w e r . ~ ~ '  



Nietzsche believes that bis reversai of Platonism is sufficient to fiee his own 

thinkllig nom the limits of metaphysics. He believes that once traoscendence has been 

abolished, then the ody iegitimate criterion lefi to evaiuate or validate our beliefs and 

values is their ability ceaselessly and limitlessly to expand power. Since there is no goal 

above or beyond the preservation and enhancernent of power, then power must 

wntinually seek to overcome or overpower itself u2 ûverpowering, in fact, is the essence 

of what Nietzsche means by power. W~th this new criterion in place, it appears that 

Nietzsche is able to both exceed or twist fkee âom metaphysics and account for the 

"progress of an idea" - Plato's exdos - through the successive epochs of metaphysical 

thinking. Heidegger's reading of Nietzsche, however, puts Nietzsche's supposed passage 

fiom metaphysics into serious question. First of d, despite his renunciation of 

transcendence, Nietzsche's "metaphysics" reproduces in its logic a transcendental geshire 

continuous with the sorts of identifications of "conditions of possibil ity" typicall y 

associatecl with modem philosophers from Kant onwards. In his explmation of 

Nietzsche's claim that c'cValue' is essentiaily the viewpoint for the increase or decrease 

of these centers of domination," Heidegger d e s :  

It is made explicit in this definition that values as conditom of presemation and 
enhancement are dways related to a '%ecoming~' in the sense of waxing and 
waning power. In no respect are values 'for themselves," having only a 
subsequent and occasiod relation to the d l  to power. They are what they are - 
that is, they are conditions - only as conditioning, and are therefore posited by the 
will to power itself as its own condition of possibility. Thus they provide a 
standard of measure for the appraisal of degrees of power of a constnict of 
domination and for judging its increase and decrease.. .Accordhg to theû essence, 
values are conditions, and therefore never somethhg absolute. (MY, p. 66) 



In addition to swing as conditions, values are paradoxically also colbdjtioned by the will 

to power: 'Wues are essentially conditioned conditions" (MY7 p. 67). This means that 

values are posted by the d l  to power, yet also make this positing possible. Values are 

essentially conditioned conditions - categories, in f a ~ t ~ ~ ~  - since they must be understood 

both as  quanta of power d as the conditions of possibility of their own overwming. 

Accordingly, despite this seemingly unique introduction of values into the history of 

philosophy, Heidegger believes that the logic of Nietzsche's position is still 

metaphysicai, still wedded to the project of transcendental philosophy even as it seeks to 

transform the nature and criterion of the idealist quest for "conditions of possibility." 

Second, despite Nietzsche's daim that he cm understand the history of 

metaphysics in terms of its essence as 'Value-positing," Heidegger quite remarkably turns 

the tables on Nietzsche's revolution and shows that, in fact, it is Nietzsche's recourse to 

valuative thought which itself must be understwd in terms of the subjectivism of modern 

phi10sophy.2" Heidegger traces the ongins of subjectivism back through Gennan 

Idealisrn to its inaugural determination of modem philosophy in Descartes' ego cogito. 

Although Nietzsche believes that his own question of values is prior to Descartes' 

question of certainty, Heidegger attempts to show that Nietzsche's appropriation of the 

human subject as the inwncussible measure of beings as a whole merely 'kompletes" the 

anthropologism of Cartesian philosophy in a radical way. For Descartes, the thuiking 

subject is the standard which determines what is to count as a being and is the arbiter of 

objective truth; for Nietzsche, the willing or valuepositing subject extends its dominion 

over beings by determining the ends, purposes, uses, roles, positions, deployments, and 



ranks of such beings in terms of its presewation and enhancement of power. What is 

crucial for Heidegger's reading, then, is not so much Ni-he's rejection of Descartes' 

criteria of clarity and distinctness for deteminhg the objectivity of our mental 

representations, but rather his (Heraclitus-inflected) retention and radicalization of 

Descartes' subjectivism according to which only the transient 'hahs" of each subjective 

perspective are valued in a h d y  sensible world wherein, to paraphrase Zarathustra, one 

experiences only oneself. Far nom overcuming Descartes' foundatiouaiist stance7 

Nietzsche merely deepens the mastery of the human over the non-human world, and 

subjects the totaiity of beings to the unconstrained will in a way that prefigures 

Heidegger's very understanding of the technologid nihilism characteristic of the modem 

age. 

Against Nietzsche's still c'metaphysicai" determination of metaphysics which f ~ l s  

to reveal the historical essence of nihilism, Heidegger attempts to trace this essence fiorn 

the inauguration of metaphysics in Plato to its culmination in the still metaphysical 

thought of Nietzsche and the metaphysics of modern techaology. What unifies the history 

of metaphysics, as 1 have afready explaineci, is the forgetting or abandonment of being, 

the repetitive transformation of being into Being - understood as the moa miversal or 

exemplary type of being. According to Heidegger, we can discern the exclusion of being 

as the presencing [Amuesen] through which entities are revealed as entities in Plato's 

determination of being as zdea, understood as visuality or presence [Amvesenheit]. It is, 

in faa, this decisive, yet ultimately arbitrary fixation on "presence" which fiom the d a m  

of rneaphysical thinking has detennined what it means for a being to be. Additionally, 



once we grasp the essence of i&a as agathon, which Heidegger interprets as the 

,9245 ccsutabIe, then we can see how, for Plato, being ''cornes to be what makes a king fit 

lo k a being" (NN, p. 169), that is, it becornes an a prion transcendental condition of 

possibility (even before Kant, it was never named as such). Mer Plato, the moa 

general and highest being receives an cbonîo-theoiogical" determination. In Christian 

thought, the highest Platonic idea, the agaihon, is constnied as the mmrmmt bomm, and 

is renamed as God: the ground that determines what it means to be, and the condition or 

cause of beings. The beingness of being, therefore, does not simply reflect the 

createdness of creation, but also the role causality now plays in the determination or 

explanation of al1 that is, including the self-causing God. Once the worid is understood as 

an intricate causal arrangement, it is possible for man to assume God's role within the 

world, to be the ground that brings beings before himself, and determines the objectivity 

of the objects that he now confronts in accord with the demmds of human logos. 

Heidegger thus daims that Descartes paradoxicaily both appropriates and transforms the 

scholastic tradition: 'Thus all being is seen fiom the point of view of creator and 

creahmt, and the new delineation of man through the cogito sum is, as it were, simply 

sketched into the old fiamework" (W, p. 1 15). Yet what is unique and revolutionary in 

Descartes' transformation of xdea into perceptio, however, is the clarification of the 

hitherto concealed determination of being as the condition of possibility of beings. 

Heidegger vvrites: 

Representedness as beingness makes what is represented possible as the being. 
Representedness (Being) becornes the condition of the possibility of what is 
represented and presented-to and thus cornes to stand; that is, the condition of the 
possibility of the object ... Only through the metaphysics of subjectivity is the at 



first largely veiled and reserved essential trait of idea - the trait of beiag 
something that &es possible and conditions - transposed into the free region 
and then put into uninhibiteci play. What is innermost in the history of modem 
metaphysics wnsists in the process through which Being preserves the 
uncontested essentiai trait of being the condition of the pussibility of beings; that 
is, in a modem sense, the possibility of what is represented; that i s  of what stands 
over against us; that is, objects. (AW, p. 174) 

Man, the subject qua thing that thinks, is thus installecl as the centering ground of al1 that 

is. This is not to say that, like God, man is the cause of the totality of beings, as if this 

task of creation or production had fdlen fiom God to man; instead, it means that for 

anything to be, meaning that which can be represented, human reason is required as the 

detennining basis of this representation. From this movement, we can see how the rise of 

subjectivism coincida with, and is paradoxically the ground of, the objectivism that 

makes modem science possible. Heidegger describes this relationship between 

subjectivism and objectivism a 'hecessary interplay," a "reciprocal c~nditionin~'"~~ that 

is both prepared in advance by the history of metaphysics and points toward the 

wmpletion of metaphysics in Nietzsche's implicit detemination of being as will to 

power. 

Nietzsche's basic metaphysical position, as 1 have outlined above, moves within 

the horizon of subjectivism announced and secured by Descartes: 

For Descartes, man is the measure of al1 beings in the sense of the presurnption of 
the de-limitation of representing to self-securing certitude. For Nietzsche, not ody 
is what is represented as such a product of man, but every shaping and minting of 
any kind is the product and property of man as absolute lord over every sort of 
perspective in which the world is fashioned and ernpowered as absolute will to 
power. (W, p. 137) 

The expansion of the subject 's "power" signifies the radicalization of early humanist 

positions, yet once aii that is falls entirely under the dominion of subjective projects and 



purposes, then king itself passes into oblivion in this age of modem "thoughtlessness." 

In this epoch, even philosophy itself can do no more than attack or defend dflerent sets 

of beliefs, ideologies and world-views, and accordingiy must continuaily demonstrate its 

''relevance" by accommodating itself to the dernands of business, science and 'Xgher 

education." From the perspective of these institutional practices, Heidegger's question of 

king and the thinking of ontological difference have no '%due" - a daim that wodd 

only, for Heidegger, c o h  his identification of king with "machination" 

[~achemchafr]~~' and its groundless projection of "values" in the modern age. 

Beginning in the late 1930s' panicularly in the Nielrsche lectures, Heidegger 

deepens his meditation on the modem age, and begins to suggest that the dominion of 

machination points to the overcorning of subjectivisrn in an era wherein ail that zs is 

determined by its disposai and exploitation by technology. This means that the 

hegemonic stance of the subject with respect to "abjects" is itself called into question by 

the inhuman processes of modem technology, which absorb and level both subjects and 

O bjects suc h that al1 beings are rendered commensurable, uniform and manipulable. 

The extreme radicalkation of the humania tradition, Heidegger shows, ultimately leads 

to its overcorning. Any act of will or an attempt to reverse this process by fiat, only 

confhms and deepens the subjectivisrn at the very heart of this historical event . 

In his later work, Heidegger attempts to determine the essence of modem 

technology by continuhg his questioning of modern metaphysics. The central locus of 

this inquiry is his essay, "The Question Concerning Technology," which importantly 

attempts to separate the "essence" s ese en]^^^ of technology &om the anthropological and 



ins t r iunds t  ways in which various c%echnologies" are deployed in the world. 

Typically, technology is understood both as a means to an end and as  a human activity. 

Against this current (and stnctly speaking, "correct") conception, howeverp Heidegger 

famously daims that 'the essence of technology is by no means anything 

r-250 teclmological. This announcement is foiiowed by an attempt to situate this non- 

technological essence within the horizon of aletheiia, meaning that this essence is most 

properly grasped as the mode of "reveaiing" or tmth-disclosure exclusive to the modern 

epoch. In this age, al1 beings are "challenged-forth" and revealed or disclosed as B e d  

("stock" or "'standing resewe"). The leveling of entities even includes modem man, 

whose Dasein has been appropnated by the Wesen of Tech& such that representing 

[ Vorsteilung], producing [HerseZlmg], presenting [DarsteIZung], exhib iting [A ustellmg] 

etc., have become the definit ive, historicall y destinecl ways in which human "su bjects" 

are able to relate to their "î~orid." Heidegger cdls the totalizing system within which 

beings and human beings are ordered, ensnared, and ultimately revealed the 'Znfiaming" 

[ c h  Gestela. Technology thus names the epoch during which beings as a whole are 

indifferently yet systematically mobilized and homogenized for the sake of nothiog more 

than the technological appropriation of beings itself The unquestioned imperative to 

produce and consume more, however, blinds us to the appropriative eveat, the presencing 

of beings in the modem epoch, and we fki1 to recognize any other "reality" than what 

falls withui the monoiithic grid of technological organizaîion. Without any goals or 

purposes beyond the willful domination of the world, the will is left with nothing 

ultimately to wiil but itself; the will to power consbiMive of Nietzsche's meîaphysics 



thus passes over into the 'bill to will" of modem t e ~ h n o l o ~ ~ . ' ~ '  Consequently, the 

"danger" of Enframing lies not only in its refùsal to allow for other possible modes of 

revealing (in the sense of piesis, for example), but dso and most importantly in its 

concealing of revealing itself 'Enfiamhg blocks the shining-forth and holding-sway of 

truth," which means that it is not so much technology as it is the essence of technology 

that poses the greatest danger to modern manu2 Not only have we 'Yorgotten" the 

question of being, but we have forgotten this very forgetting. This is precisely what 

Heidegger mûuis by nihilism in its most radical, modem determination. 

To bring this prelimiaary discussion to a close, 1 should mention that because 

Heidegger's own analysis of nihilisrn in tems of the will to will prevents him from 

straightfowardly offering y& another plan to ccovercome3' it, he is compeiled to offer a 

dinerent ma t ive  of transformation that reflects the definitively rnodeniist, revolutionary 

daire for the "ne< in response to specific dissatisfactions with the modem world 

without simultaneously employing the traditionai means of "achieving" (if this is even 

close to the ri@ word) the desued result. In a late essay, Heidegger famoudy offers bis 

alternative to willful overcorning: 

But will not saying both yes and no this way to technical devices make our 
relation to technology ambivalent and inseaire? On the contmy! Our relation to 
technology will becorne wonderfully simple and relaxed. We let technical devices 
enter our daily life, and at the sarne time lave them outside, that is, let them 
alone, as things which are nothing absolute but remain dependent upon somethuig 
higher. I would cal1 this cornportment toward technology which expresses 'j7es3' 
and at the same time "no," by an old word, releaement toword things [Die 
GeImsenheit zu ùèn ~ i n ~ e n  1. 253 

What Heidegger must avoid, therefore, is either proposing yet another master-word for 

the Being of beings, or atternpting, like Nietzsche, to shply oppose the dominant values 



of nihilistic European aùture with bis own set of values determineci by the will to power. 

Moreover, the ccreleasement" fkom valuative thought itself also implies that Heidegger 

has implicitly d e d  out the sort of political cc~ lu t i~n7T to modern nihilism that he 

discenieci in National Socialism during the 1930s. As a counter-movement to the 

prevailing ideologies of capitalism and communism, Heidegger believed that the Smer 

tnah and greatness" of National Socialism lay in the "encounter between global 

7- technology and modem man. He believed, at this time, that a political opposition to 

the metaphysics of dzs GesteII was still possible, yet he soon redized that because the 

politics he supported actually exemplified this essence, he rejected - for 'cmetaphysicd" 

reasons2" - National Socialism and dl other willful (that is, political) co&ontations with 

modem technology. What characterizes Heidegger's later attempts to 6ee his thinking 

âom al1 voluntaristic political solutions to the problem of nihilisrn is his recourse to 

poetic thix~king,'~~ which enables him to "step back" fiom cdculative, representational 

thought and expenence the essence of presencing in an onginary way. For Heidegger, 

thinking the coming to presence of beings in the age of technology is tantamount to 

thinking the withdrawal of being and the abandonment of man to his worldless oblivion. 

But it is precisely this thinking of the essence of nihilism, the extreme oblivion of being, 

that marks the "tuming" or c'releasement" fiom metaphysics that Heidegger has in mind. 

1s there any resaie? Rescue cornes when and oniy when danger 1s. Danger 
zs when being itself advances to its -est extrerne, and when the oblivion that 
issues from king itseif undergoes reversai. 

But what if being in its essence needr to use [brmcht] the essence of man? 
If the essence of man wosists in thinking the tndh of being? 

Then thlliking must poetize on the riddle of being. It b ~ g s  the dam of 
thought into the neighborhood of what is for thinki~~~.~~' 



Although this poetic thinking has no empirical or obvious effects on the modem world, it 

nevertheless detaches us fiom the chdlengiug-forth of technology and opens us once 

again to the possibilities of an entirely new constellation of presencing, a new epoch no 

longer governed exclusively by a forgetting of the claïm that being has upon our very 

essence. In other words, despite the absence of immediate effects, it is only this turning in 

being and our turning toward being that marks the possibility of a radical transformation 

of the modern world. Along with the thinker, it is the poet who makes this transformation 

possible. 

Heidegger's own thought contributes to the turning that he seeks, to our openness 

to the questioning of being, by interrogating the concealed essence of fechnè in the work 

of art. As Heidegger claims techné is the guiding knowledge governing the human 

activity through which beings corne into unconcealment. As such, it is the originary 

ground of both technology and art, even if it is never reducible to these more narrow 

forms of production. For the Greeks, technè was a mode of poiesis or b~ging-forth, 

reveaiing. In this epoch of technology, however, because piesis as a mode of revealing 

is obscured by virtue of the totalizing challenging-forth of & Gesteil, technè itself 

becomes deracinated nom its essence and thus cornes to presence not as the knowledge 

which supports bringing-forth or creation, but rather as a mere production.2s8 If there is a 

''privileged" perspective fiordeci by the epoch of technology, it lies precisely in how a 

contemplation of its essence helps us to re-think the poetic essence of techné in order to 

re-open the possibility of another mode of revealing that is at once both the same and 

Merent fiom the restricted, modem determination of technè. Despte the cornmon 



ancestry of art and modern technology, Heidegger wants to resist the one-diinensional 

revealing of technè in technology in orda to presene the opening of behg, of an 

originary tnith, in the work of artaZ9 It is thus only at the end of the history of being, at 

the closure of the circle, that is possible to re-think the beginning of that history, and to 

take up the origin again in a radical way. This claim is the bais for Heidegger's familiar 

employrnent of Holderlin's line nom 'T?atmos" in which the convergence of danger and 

dvation is so asronishingly revealed? 

This bnef gloss is by no means an adequate treataient of Heidegger's 

eschatolopical history of being and the relationship between early Greek thinking and our 

present historical possibilities, but in the context of the question of Heidegger's 

modernism, 1 think it more than adequately situates him in the post-Kantian tradition of 

German thought that both enacts an "aestheticy' critique of modem Enlightenment culture, 

yet appropriates that definitively modeniist cal1 for a renewai or overcoming of a 

tradition that has lost its authonty and legitimacy in the modem age. Against those 

wmmentators who place Heidegger's thought outside the field of modeniity, I would 

simply counter that Heidegger's ostensibly "quietistic" thuiking and his reactionary 

politics should be read in the context of this thoroughly revolutionary philosophicd 

agenda, which at its deepest level is a cal1 for the libaation of the human essence in the 

face of those pre-sent forces which have delivered us over to the cominuing reign of 

nihilism. Indeed, despite al1 of Heidegger's complexity and ambiguity, it would be 

dfiailt to h d  a philosophical thinking in which a certain spirit of modemity is more 

fully revealed. 



In wbat follows, then, 1 want to show how Heidegger's thought both relies upon 

and cdls into question the ossifieci categories of aesthetics in his very atternpt to enact 

this releasement tiom the metaphysical tradition. More specifically, 1 will be examining 

the determination of histoncity in Heidegger's thought through a reading of both his early 

and "middle period" works, including those which do not specificaily address the 

philosophical issues of modem aesthetics and art. In other words, 1 want to show how 

Heidegger's non-revolutionary revolution both seeks its philosophicd auttbority fiom an 

implicit mobilisation of mimesis and ultimately founders upon this aesthetic (which 

means metaphysicd) determination of a new beginning. 1 wiil begin this discussion by 

examinhg how this logic determines the existentid structure of Dasein in Being and 

Time. 

Mmesis as Repetition: Heidegger's "Aesthetk" Modd of Authenticity 

In Being d Tirne, Heidegger's hermeneuticai recovery of the being of Dasein is 

simultaneously a destruction [Destrukfiion] of the received metaphysical determinations 

of human being (as substance or subject). At first and for the most part, Dasein implicitly 

understands itself in terms of these sedimented and unproblematized detemiinations, 

which attempt to exhibit the being of Dasein in terms of the present or the "present-at- 

hand." In this everyday sense, Dasein is thus an entity that 4s present" in tirne like other 

entities - this table for example - which at one time did not exist and will again case to 

exist at some time in the future. What d e s  this sort of understanding possible, 

Heidegger claims is a commitment to a particular understanding of time that is 

constitutive of rnetaphysics itself Heidegger refers to this (dgar)  rnetaphysical 



temporalization of tirne as ïiow" tirne, because it is understood as a linear succession of 

"nows" in which the past and the future are stnictured by the "now" of the present. If 

Dasein understands itself as a being that is strictly present [VorhaBaled, it is because its 

''huity" and "havirig been" have been concealed by this vulgar conception of tirne. 

Even the metaphysical conception of transcendence, generally formulated in terms of an 

eternal presence' is irnplicitly structureci by "nod' tirne. This means that although 

metaphysics posits Being &de of time, so long as Being is understood as eiemal 

presence, it is likewise detemined by the generalization of the present. The Being that is 

opposed to time is thus covertly senictured by it: etemity as eternal presence is merely the 

stationary, infinite extension of the now. Heidegger's book is caiied Being and T h e  

because it seeks to recover this concealed meaning of being in tenns of time,26' but 

before this reIation can be articulateci, the meanhg of the being of Dasein must first be 

developed in temis of its own temporal structure. 

Although inadquate, this brkf outline of Heidegger's CO mp leteci and projected 

work serves to situate my own hermeneutical retrieval of Heidegger's covering-over and 

reinscription of mimesis in Being und Time in the existential movement of repetition. I 

should defend this projected reading from the outset by conceding that Heidegger's 

fundamentai ontology has no official comection to aesthetics, nor does it uncritically fold 

the categones of metaphysics back into its phenomenological descriptions of Dasein. 

Still, as was the case with %s Spke Zarathustra, Heidegger is attempting to lay out and 

formalize the two distinct ways in wbïch Dasein can take up the question of its own 

being: Dasein can either exist as the 'Viey" [h Ma] exists, meaning ultimately 



submitting to fdse or extenial authorities and pubtic ideals in an unreflective, 

"ïnauthenticy7 manner, or it can "resolve" to take up the possibilities latent in its historical 

situation "hthentically." The first, inauthentic mode of being is what grounds the self- 

understanding, the values and beliefs, of Nietzsche's "'herd," who, in Zarathusfra, refuseci 

to confiont the implications of the death of God, and sought instead to imitate 

Zarathustra's life d o m  to his very gestures and mannerisms. What Zarathustra tried to 

initiate, in book four, was the possibility of a dflerent sort of mimetic relationship based 

on the fiee imitation of Zarathustra's self-choosing, rather than on the concrete choices he 

actually made. Ln Bezng und Time, I believe that what Heidegger means by authentic 

repetition is precisely this imitation of a fiee self-choosing, which, as 1 will show, 

accounts for the fact Dasein is both factically thrown into a world of historically 

circumscnbed possibilities and yet can resohitely opt to press ahead into those 

possibilities which are uniquely its own. As such, this authentic repetition is explicitly 

disthguished f?om the (inauthentic) re-actualization of what others bad previously 

actuaIized, that is, from the slavish imitation of previous acts, which posed, as I have 

already mention@ the gravest dangers to Zarathustra's teachings. Although mimesis is 

never thematized nor even mentioned in Being and The,  1 hope to show that the very 

distinction between the authentic and the inauthentic cannot be articulateci without 

recourse to the two different modes of mimesis that have played such a decisive role in 

the texts of Kant and Nietzsche, especially in those moments when the ideal of autonomy 

is (at least implicitly) under consideration. 



Unlike Nietzsche, Heidegger attempts to account fbr the ciifference between 

authentic and inauthentic modes of being ontologicuIly. This means that for Heidegger 

there is never a question of a political, economical, or (worst of alI) bioIogical 

determination of authemic and inautheutic Dasein. If these determinations are employed 

to understand the k i n g  of Dasein, thea the task of fundamental ontology becornes ail the 

more urgent. The aim of Heidegger's hermeneutics is to remver the being of Dasein, 

even though, by vimie of the structure of Dasein's king. "care," we tend to conceai this 

being and wncem ourselves instead with what the sorts of entities that are closest to us in 

the world. 

Dasein's hnd of Being thus demamis that any ontological Interpretation which 
sets itself the goal of exhibiting the phenornena in their primordial@, should 
u p w e  the Being of thzs entiîy, in spite of this entity's uwn tedncy tu cover 
things up. Existentid analysis, therefore, constantly has the character of doing 
violence [GewaItsamkiif], whether to the claims of the everyday interpretation, or 
to its complacency and its tranquilized obviousness. (BT, p. 359). 

This means that ahhough being is dways an issue for Dasein, and that k ing  is afways 

mine, Dasein is prone to cWling7' (in an ontological sense) and losing itself in the public 

understanding of the 'they." Because Dasein understands itself in ternis of its world, of 

what is constnred as ''actual,," it flees in the face of its ownmost possibilities and merely 

steps into roles that have been antecedently and anonymously prescribed by others. 

Although Heidegger's interpretation seeks to recover the primordial structure of Dasein's 

being, it shodd not be seen as a moralizing enjoinder to abandon 'Fnauthenticity," for this 

is preciseiy the being that we ourselves ore in wr everyday existence (as is thematized in 

Division I of the text). As such, it is not a state that we cm decide once and for di to 



l ave  behind; after ali, as Heidegger writes, 'Pve shrink back from the 'great m a s '  as they 

shrink bacK7 (BK p. 164). 

In Division 11 of Being d T h e ,  Heidegger moves beyond his aoalysis of Dasein 

in its everydayness toward a more primordial articuIation of Dasein's being, which 

culminates in section 65 with the claim that the meanhg of care is temporahty. Pnor to 

this tentative conclusion, Heidegger had already attempted to r e v d  the possibility of 

Dasein's being-a-whole in his analysis of Dasein's being-towards-the-end in the 

phenomenon of death. By this point, Heidegger has already discussed how Dasein 

understandingly projects itseif in the fùture, nms ahead of itself hto fhre  possibilities, 

but he has not yet attempted to grasp the being of Dasein as a totality. Dasein, of course, 

cannot project its king innnitely into the fiiture; we al1 know that we are going to die, 

although this "fact" is typically passed over as an abstract event that will happen 

sometime in the filture, and for that reason is not a concern of Dasein's everyday being. 

The significance Heidegger sees in the phenomenon of death, however, lies in its "non- 

relational" character, which means Ut, for Dasein, "death lqys clàiim to it as an 

indivduar' ( B r  p. 308). No one can die for Dasein. This is the ownmost possibility of 

each and every one of us, and when Dasein cornports tself toward death as a possibility, 

and exists for this possibility, then the safety of the '%heyseif' is shattered in urttici@tiOn 

[Vurhujien] of this uttermost end. 

In addition to Dasein's authentic anticipation of its death, Heidegger provides 

fiuther of Dasein's authentic potentialitys f-being in his p henomenological 

description of the " a i l  of conscience," which is ultimately rwealed as the call of care 



itself This means that Dasein is both the "calIef7 and the king to whom the cal1 is made. 

What I want to focus on here, however, is the way in which this ""call" once again 

manages to disclose the k ing  of the "there" to Dasein, and to summon Dasein, in 

anxiety, toward t s  own, unique matrix of possibilities h o  which it was been throm. As 

a thrown basis, Dasein's possibilities are always particuIar and concrete, and Dasein's 

fieedom lies "in the choice of one possibility - that is7 in tolerating one's not having 

chosen the &ers and one's not behg able to choose them" (BT' p. 33 1). The radically 

individualking thrust of the cd1 of conscience again brings Dasein back fiom its lostness 

in the they, much like Dasein's authentic anticipation of death. Dasein's openness to the 

c d ,  its ''wanting to have a conscience," is calleci ccresoluteness" [Entschlossenheit]. 

Although resoluteness &self has no specific "'content," it transfonns Dasein's 

disclosedness [Erschlosenheit] such that Dasein's understanding of its self, world and 

others is modified in accordance with the unifying tbread of ecstatic temporality. On this 

basis, Dasein's concrete, facécal decision [Entschluss] becornes possible. 

Taken together as "'anticipatory resoluteness," these two phenornena capture the 

"authentic potentiality-for-being-a-whole which belongs to Dasein'' (Br p. 357): 

Anticipatory resoluteness is not a way of escape, fkbricated for the 'overcoming' 
of death, it is rather that understanding which follows the cal1 of conscience and 
which fiees for death the possibility of acquiring power over Dasein's existence 
and of basically dispersing al fugitive Sekoncealments. (BT, p. 3 57). 

Dasein's futurai projection of death thus enables Dasein to corne back to itself resolutely 

in a primordial way, and existentially voucbsafes, moreover, the mineness of Dasein's 

resolution. Its pressing fonvard is thus simultaneously the disclosure of its having-been. 

Put succinctly, in "stretchuig forth, it cornes b a ~ k . " ~ ~ ~  Far h m  overcoming its finitude, it 



is rather precisely the recognition of finmide that opens up the otherwise conceajed 

possibilities of Dasein's factical existence. 

What is particularly interesting about the description of conscience, however, is 

Heidegger's juxtaposition of the authentic call wah other mord interpretations of 

conscience. Specifically, Heidegger opposes the individualizing call of care with the 

universalizing force of reason articulated in Kant's moral philosophy: 

This interpretation of the conscience passes itself off as recognizing the call in the 
sense of a voice which is 'universaily' binding, and which speaks in a way that is 
'wt just subjective. ' Furthermore, the 'universal' conscience becornes exalted to a 
'world-conscience,' which still bas the phenomenal character of an 'it' and 
'nobody,' yet which speaks - there in the individual 'subject' - as this indefinite 
something. (BT, p. 323). 

Heidegger consequently refers to this 'public conscience'263 as the voice of the "they," 

sioce it does not corne nom the being which 1 myself am, and thus it is unable to disclose 

my potentiality-for-being. The voice of the public conscience is neither here nor there, yet 

it is inauthentically taken up as a present-at-hand maxim which will enable Dasein to do 

the right thing, or codonn to the anonymous demands and standards of public opinion. 

For Heidegger, then, the very criterion of universalizability which, for Kant, determines 

whether or not a particular maxim ought to be adopted, is precisely the feature of the 

moral law which, through its complete abstraction, removes Dasein fiorn the 

particularities of its situation. All extemal 'ccalls" or abstract prescriptions for how Dasein 

ought to act or understand its ownmost possibilities merely entrench the dominion of the 

"they." Hence even Zarathustra's preliminary call to make the iibememch the meaning 

of the Earth would fdl into this inauthentic mode of disclosure too, since it makes present 



ody the general situation, that of latemodem Europe, and requires only the taking over 

of anotizer's possibilities and subsequently calling them 'kny own." 

This sort of relatioaship aiso resonates with Heidegger's characterization of one 

of the exberne, positive modes of caring-fo?" describeci in an earlier section (826) of 

Being mrd The.  in this instance7 Dasein '7eaps in" and takes away the ûther's "care" 

such that the Other is displaceci £tom its own projects, and is left in a position of 

dependence, even if only tacitly s a z s  Although Heidegger does not name it as such, his 

concem in the second division of the text is with fomulating an adequate 

phenomenological description of autonomy that does not depend on a Cartesian or neo- 

Cartesian determination of consciousness as a £tee7 subjective, self-determining sphere 

closed in upon itself and substantiaily distinct f%om the " e x t d 7  world. As he shows 

over and over again, "ecstati~'~ Dasein is always already "outside" of itself What is 

particularly stnking about this preliminary description of being-with, therefore, is the 

way in which Heidegger attempts to show how the possibility of autonomy (as 1 am 

calling it), understwd as a PeeaOm for the se& an appropriation of one's ownmost 

possibilities can be affkcted by Dasein's relationships with others. In the first instance, 

when Dasein either implicitly or explicitly subrnits to the plans and projects of others, 

this fieedom for the self is lost. In the second instance, it is made possible, perhaps even 

for the first the. I shall now tum to Heidegger's repetition of the existemial analytic in 

the chapter on historicity in which the possibility of authentic being-with is articulated 

with respect to the temporal structure of Dasein. 



In the phenornenon of being-toward-de&, Dasein is brought fàce to face with its 

own end, which, Heidegger shows, simuheously brings Dasein back to its fTtctical 

existence. Still outstanding, however, is an appropriate phenomenological 

characterization of Dasein's beginning. This, accordingiy, is what Heidegger takes up in 

the 'Temporality and Historicity" [GeschichtIichReit] chapter, wherein the temporal 

structure of Dasein's "stretching along" between the ends of birth and death opens ont0 

an ontological understanding of historicity. 

The specific movement in which Dasein is stretched dong and stretches itserf 
along, we cal1 its 'chzstoricizing" [Geschehen]. The question of Dasein's 
'connectedness' is the ontological problem of Dasein's historicizing. To lay bare 
the structure of historiczting, and the existentid-temporal conditions of its 
possibility , signifies that one has achieved an ontolo@ical understanding of 
hzstoricity [Geschichttichkeit] . ( B r  p. 427 - translations slighti y modified) 

The thematkation of historicity at this point is significant because it opens up a 

consideration of "wheoce, in generai:66 Dasein cm draw those possibilities upon which 

it facticaily projects itself' (BT, p. 434). When Dasein cornes back to itself authentically 

in resoluteness, what is disclosed is not a set of fiee-floathg abstract possibilities upon 

which Dasein, as an isolated being, can resolve to appropriate for itself alone. As 

Heidegger shows in section 74, what is disclosed through anticipatory resoluteness is 

"not to be gathered from death," but raîher fiom Dasein's throwness or having-ben. It is 

certainly true that Dasein can ody authentically corne back to itself, as throwq through 

this anticipation of death, through its originary fiiture, but it is Dasein's factical '?here," 

not death itself, to which Dasein has been "delivered ovef' and fiom which Dasein's 

existentieli understanding of t s  possibilities has been drawn. What Heidegger is 

attempting here, as the above quotation indicates, is a laying bare of the existemial- 



temporal conditions of the possibility of Dasein's "btoricizing." This means, 

accordingiy7 that Heidegger must provide a Wly temporalized repetition of his previous 

adysis of throwness (eom section 29) in order to understand how Dasein can "be" 

histoncal in this way at ail. 

As '"thrown," Heidegger continues, Dasein has been "submitted to a 'world' 

[angewiesen aujf eine ' Wek 7 and exias factically with Others" (BT, p. 435). The 

possibiiitïes latent in Dasein's situation, therefore, have been inherited or handed down 

fiom a tradition. What is paradoxical about this stretching-forth and coming-back 

movement, however, is that Dasein must take up as its own the very possibilities to which 

it has been delivered over. Dasein's primordial "historicizing" thus 'lies in authentic 

resoluteness.. . in which Dasein hm& itself down to itself, fiee for death, in a possibility 

which it has inhented and yet has chosen" ( B r  p. 435). Heidegger uses the word 'Yate" 

[Skhichll to denote this congealed structure of inheritance and choice that is open to 

each Dasein as its unique, individual possibility, that is, when Dasein resists falling into 

the pre-given possibilities of its ''times" characterized by "comfortableness, shirking, and 

taking things lightly" ( B r  p. 435). Moreover, since Dasein is always already Mitsein, its 

own historical narrative or Yate7' "11 also be a 'cco-historicizing7' [Migeschehen] with 

others - Dasein's community, for instance - such that the 'destiny" [Geschick] of a 

people cm likewise be authentically discioseci. 

Our %tes have afready been guided in advance, in our being with one another in 
the same world and in our resoluteness for definite possibilities. Only in 
communicating and in struggling does the power of destiny become fiee [In der 
MztteiImg und im Kmpf wzrd die Mach culs Geschicks erst Pei ] .  Dasein's 
fatefiil destiny [schichihclfte Gexhick] in and with its 'generation' goes to make 
up the full authentic histoficizing of Dasein. (BT, p. 436) 



This is not the place to address explicitly the latent political sense of Heidegger's 

officially still ontological determination of Dasein's authentic h i s t o n ~ i z i n ~ . ~  Behind 

this haunting rhetoric is Heidegger's important claim that iî is Dasein's historicity &om 

which its ownmost &te and its communal destiny are, in a sense, deriveci. The temporai 

movements of Dasein's being - its fhural anticipation of death, its throwuess in its 

factical "there7" its present "moment of vision" [Augenblck] in which Dasein takes over 

its thrown possibilities - are now fÙUy revealed and, in a sense, '"concretized," in the 

phenornenon of authentic historicity. As Heidegger formally concludes, "'authentic 

temporaiity which is at the same rime Pnite, m&s possible something like fde - t h  is 

to sqy. authentic histori~ity'~ ( B r  p. 437), but the full meaning of Dasein's temporal 

structures is only made manifest in light of Dasein's inherent historical dimension. 

In the rernauiing paragraphs of this important section, Heidegger proceeds to 

characterke authentic historicity as "repetition" [ Wiederholmg] . It is this discussion, 

moreover, in which 1 want to locate what is Heidegger's implicit "response" to the 

problem of how mimesis and autonomy can be articulated. This was the problem, of 

course, which prevented Zarathustra from enjoying what Heidegger might cal1 an 

"'authentic destiny" with others. The question, really, is this: how is it possible to take up 

fieely one's ownmost possibilities when these possibilities are themselves handed d o m  

to Dasein by history? Or, put more simply: how is autonomy possible if Dasein is 

seemingly a plaything of historical circumstances? 

To be begin with, it is important to note that by "'repetition," Heidegger also 

means '"retrieval." Dasein can only press ahead into futural possibilities by resolutely 



rnuniùig to or "retrieving" the possibilities of existence that have been handed down to 

it . 

The resoluteness which cornes back to itself and hands itself down, then becornes 
the repettiun of a possibility of existence that has corne down to us. Repeating zs 
hnding down explicitiy - that is to Say, going back h o  the possibilities of the 
Dasein that has-been-there. ( B r  p. 437) 

Furthemore, because Heidegger emphasizes that repetition is always the repetition of 

possfbiIities that have been handed down to Dasein by itself, he is not claimhg that 

Dasein can passively appropriate what has been and simply him what was actuai in the 

past into what is actual in the presem. What Heidegger is ruling out here is in faa  the 

slavish imitation of what has been, the equation of repetition with reproduction. This is 

how inauthentic Dasein understands itself when it detennines its possibilities as merety 

available or present-at-hand paths which it may arbitrarily decide to follow. Heidegger 

goes out of his way to state that this is precisely not what he has in mind by the authentic 

repetition of possibilities: 

But when one has, by repetition, handed d o m  to oneself a possibility tbat has 
been, the Dasein that has-ken-there is not discloseci in order to be actudized over 
again. The repeathg of that which is possible does not bring again 
[Wiederbringen] something that is 'pasî,' nor does it bind the 'present' back to 
that which has already b e n  'outstripped.' (BT, p. 437) 

The problem Heidegger is attempting to surmount is how repetition can simultaneously 

be productive of what is "new" without also disavowing the pastness of the past, of 

Dasein's factical existence. 

The answer to this problem lies, I thllik, in Heidegger's implicit appeal under the 

aegis of repeîition to the creative mimesis, the mimesis of Eieedom, that both Kant and 

Nietzsche mobilize in their own efforts to negotiate the relationship between history and 



modernity, tradition and the possibility of autonomous selfkxeation. By showing that 

repetition can only be onginary and inaugurate what is genuinely new preciseiy through a 

productive repetition of its thrown, historical possibilities, Heidegger is able to 

"overcome" the sorts of theoretical difficuities that Nietzsche recognized not only in his 

second MediîWon, but also in n e  B a h  of Trage4 and Thus S p k  Zàrat..sû-a as I 

have shown. Nietzsche, apparently, has not grasped in a phenomenologically accurate 

way, Heidegger would want to argue, the essential historicity of Dasein's being. While 

Heidegger does not claim that history can be overcome through a radically self-grounding 

modernity, he can account for the existence of an originary future arising creativeiy f?om 

the past without having to appeal to a next generation or "children7' in order to realite this 

possibility. In a richly suggestive passage, Heidegger indicates that Dasein, as 

anticipatonly resolute, can even freely relate to its predecessors, its '%eroes," by 

'Yollowing in the footsteps" in an authentic way. Again, 'Dasein may chwse its hero" 

not in order to take over that hero's life and attempt somehow to "re-live" it in the 

present; rather, Dasein may "loyally follow" its predecessurs only by a "stniggie" 

[kompfendede] with them. As Heidegger States, %e repetition makes a reciprocative 

re jo idr  [Die Wiederhohng erwidert vieimehr] to the possibility of that existence which 

has-been-therey7 ( B r  p. 438). DaseinYs b'response" to its hero is thus the taking up of its 

own fieely chosen possibilities which the hero has previously delivered over to it. The 

existence which bas-been-there before thus opens up possibilities for Dasein, and it is 

precisely this opening-upf-possibilities that &es Dasein's history manifest, and opens 

up the possibility of a fùture that need not, Heidegger daims, simply resemble the past. 



Dasein's very fkeedorn, consequently, itsfieedom for itself: is dependent upon its unique 

appropriation of another's possibilities, which Dasein resolutely cornes back to through 

its anticipation of death. 

As 1 have already conceded, Heidegger's description of the possible relationships 

between Dasein and its preslecessors or heroes makes no oflciai mention or use of 

  mir ne si^^"^ Still, 1 think that Heidegger's analysis of Dasein's inauthentic and authentic 

historicizing would not be possible without at least covert recouse to the conceptual 

functions of mimesis, as was the case with both Kant and Nietzsche. Inauthentic 

historicizing can be described as  Dasein's attempt to make actual again that which was 

aaual before. It is simply reproduction, the sheer imitation of what has ken. Authentic 

historicizing or repetition, conversely, can be described as the retrievai of possibilities, 

the imitution of one Dasein's disclosure of; and projection upon, possibilities by another. 

What is imitated in this case is thus not something actuai; imitation is not about taking up 

the same possibilities as a previous Dasein, but rather involves the disclosure and 

projection itself which, as constitutive of Dasein's fiedom, serves as a mode1 for other, 

subsequent Dasein. In a nutshell, then, what authentic Dasein imitates is the freedom of 

another Dasein, not that upon which Dasein, as fke, has authentically reso lve~ i .~~~  Mead 

of opposing itself to, and attempting to break fiom, its fàcticd existence, its finite, thrown 

possibilities, Dasein actuaily stakes its present fieedom for itself in the authentic 

appropriation, the creative mimesis of another Dasein's possibilities.270 Heidegger's 

repeated claim that possibility stands higher than actuaiity can thus be seen, in this 

context, as a preference for an authentic mimesis over an inauthentic one. 



Heidegger's analysis of Dasein's historicity thus impiies that my attempt to founci 

modemity upon Dasein's originary self-grounding and the overcoming of tradition is 

bound to fiul. What Heidegger shows, in fàct, resembles what Paul de Man said of 

mode- in his essay, 'Ziterary History and Literary Modemity," as I disçussed in the 

second chapter. Commenthg on Nietzsche's awareness of the apparent opposition 

between the generative power of modemity and the recuperative power of history, de 

Man suggests that it is precisely this recognition that attests to the modernism of 

Nietzsche's thought. However, de Man dso claims that it is precisely this sense of 

belateâness that paradoxical1y attests to the "modemity" of al1 literature. Heidegger is 

similarly aware of the tensions inherent in the relationship between Dasein's throwness 

and fùhinty, but he goes beyond Nietzsche by showing how this ostensible "opposition" 

is in fact a relation made possible by Dasein's onginary temporal constitution. By 

showing how the "new" is in fàct contingent upon Dasein's '%aWig been" (even though, 

of course, existentidity itself draws its meaning from the furure), Heidegger in effect 

reveals, like de Man, that what is thought to be characteristic of modernity alone actually 

belongs to the very structure of ~asein."' 'Modem" Dasein's 'longing for total 

,'rn revolution, for a complete overcoming of the past, is thus merely the ontic "symptom" 

of Dasein's inauthentic temporalizing - a linear temporalizing that obscures the 

relationships between Dasein's temporal ecstases and fails to reveal the circular structure 

of Dasein's authentic temporal movements. Dasein can only suffer this "longing" if it 

fails to grasp how its past, present and future are properly articulateci, and how its fùture 

possibilities are inexorably linked to its authentic appropriation of its factical existence, 



which means, as I have attempted to show, its creative mimesis of the fieedorn dready 

disclosed by Dasein's heroic predecessors. 

The Politics of Mmesls= Heidegger's Radicai ModeniUm 

In this section, I will atternpt to indicate how Heidegger's determination of 

authentic historicity in Being und Time was mobilized and radicalized in his 

philosophical writings durhg his official politicai engagement of the early 1930s. I want 

to show that in his notorious and often-reviled 1933 address7 'The SelfAssertion of the 

German ~ n i v e r s i t ~ , " ~ ~  Heidegger attempts to articulate philosophically what [ am 

calling a "politics of mimesis" according to which a reactivation of the essence of 

philosophy was explicitly sou& in the willful effort to transform National Socialism 

fiom within. In retrospect, the political reasons for the fiiilure of Heidegger's brief 

campaign seem obvious, but 1 am more wncemed with interrogating the philosophical 

thinking that Heidegger believed would make this interna1 revolution even possible, and 

thus with the reasons for the Rektoratslede 'e's "f'ailure" as a philosophical text. 

My thesis is, essentially, that the "Self-Assertion" speech represents an attempt to 

superimpose the ontological determination of historicity fiom Being and T h e  upoo the 

ontic histoncal situation of 1930s Germany. Quite remarkably (atthough by no means 

unique in the histov of German thought since Winckelmann), the speech seeks to mode1 

the national renewal of Germany at this t h e  upon the eruption into histoiy of ancient 

Greece. Heidegger is not seekingto re-found the ancient world in a modem setting, but 

he is trying to open up an heroic new fiiture for Gennany based on a philosophical 

reflection upon the essence of science in its very beghing, although this beginning7 



Heidegger problematicaiiy claims, actually stands "before us." He is attempting, then, to 

convince his politicaVacademic audience that the greatness of Germany's future lies in 

the proper philosophical determination of its historicity. This attempt, however, is 

problematic for (at least) two reasons. First, by mingling the Nazi rhetoric of his day with 

the vocabuiary of his own fùndamentd ontology, Heidegger tends a fdse philosophical 

legitimacy to the revolutionary aspirations of National Socialism. Derrida has already 

observed this much in Heidegger's use of cCspirit" in this text, but our questioning shouid 

extend to the entirety of Heidegger's scholarly apparatus. Second, in order to 

accommodate his philosophy to the political context of his &y, Heidegger's fiindamentai 

ontology, his theory of historicity, is deformed, twisted b y it s very "application." 

Heidegger's theory of historicity simply cannot account for the willful self-grounding of 

a revolutionary poiitics without slipping back into the proximity of a basically 

Nietzschean position - a metaphysical detennination of '%istoricity" that has already 

been cailed into question, as 1 have indicated, in Being umi Time. Wrongheaded and 

naïve as this approach was, Heidegger should nevertheless at least be commended for 

attempting philosophically (more specfically, Platonicaily) to transfonn National 

Socialism, even if the result of this effort was politicaily negligible and philosophically 

disastrous. 

niat Heidegger seeks the transformation of National Socialism through a 

transformation of the German university in general and the University of Freiburg in 

particular should not go unnoticed. Heidegger begins his remarks by indicating that the 

rector's (= Heidegger' s) c'following'7 [Gefolgschoft], the students and teachers, must be 



properly rooted in the '"essence of the German university" in order to be fully equipped 

and awakened to their "spiritual mission" (SA, p. 29). The task at hand, then, is to 

detemiine this essence tnily before it can be fully willed. In lïght of Heidegger's 

determination of historicity in section 74 of Bertg und Time, one might expect at this 

point a lengthy historicaVphilosophical retrieval of the essence of German university 

through, perhaps, readings of Kant, Fichte, Humboldt and Schleiermacher at leaa, but 

nich a project is entertained only to be immediately dismissed. 

Neither howledge of the conditions that prevail today at the University nor 
familiarity with its earlier history guarantees sufficient knowledge of the essence 
of the university udess we first delimit, clearly and uncomprornisingly, this 
essence for the future; in inch self-limitation, will it; and, in this willing, ussert 
ourselves. (SA, p. 29-30) 

This historicity of the university seems to lay no clah upon its fiitural possibilities. It is 

only the fiitwe essence that is of interest to Heidegger, who, as the passage shows, now 

links the self-assertion of the university with the self-assertion of those who belong to it. 

Near the conclusion of the speech, Heidegger even asserts that the self-assertion in 

question here has already been decided by "the young and youngest elements of the VolR, 

which are aiready reaching beyond us" (SA, p. 38). Ignoring the political rneaning of this 

(at bat )  Nietzschean gesture of appealing to youth in order to effect a decisive mpture 

with traditi~n,~" even a Ge- tradition, Heidegger is more importantly, 

philosophically speaking, marginalizing (at best) the constitutive role of throwness in his 

detemination of authentic historicizing. The resolute willïng to which he appeals here 

finds no fàcticaI grounding in the historical unfotding of the essence of German higher 

('liigh school") education. Although the structure of authentic historiciring in Being and 



Time Likewise privileges the fbture, and suggests that even Dasein's disposition 

[Befidichkit] is drawn fiom its essentially fithiral orientation, in the passage above it is 

clear that neither the history of the German university nor even its present state plays a 

role in the proper determination of its essence. It is the future aione that is at stake, and it 

is thus the fuhire fkom which the essence of the university shall be derived. 

Where does Heidegger hirq then, to detemine what this essence is, once he bas 

denied any historical consideration of the German University itself? The answer given is 

quite remarkable. Heidegger asserts that it is science [WissznschgF] fiom and through 

which the 'leaders and guardians" of the German Volk will be able to guide the &te of 

the Gerrnaa nation. 

The will to the essence [Wexmviile] of the German univers@ is the will to 
science as the will to the historicd mission of the German Volk as a Volk that 
knows itself in its state. Science and German fate must corne to power at the smne 
time in the will to essence. (SA, p. 30) 

Heidegger will subsequently define science as 'Vie questioning standing firm in the rnidst 

of the totality of k i n g  as it wntinually conceals itself" (SA, p. 32). This is to say that 

science as it is achially practiced in university research Eicilities and laôoratories has 

nothing to do with what Heidegger means here. Heidegger is not speaking of the 

"sciences" as specific disciplines - biology, chemistry, and so on - or of the "science" 

which 'promotes the mere advancement of knowledge" (SA, p. 32), but rather of science 

in its essence, which, in turn, is identifieci as the essence of the Gennao university. We 

shortly leam, moreover, that the essence of science is not itself even anything German, 

although the &te of the Gennan people, the German nation, depends upon it. 



But where, then, does this essence of science, this 'tpestioning standing h.. ." 

corne fkom if it is nothing German, and under what conditions can the existence of 

science be seareci for the fimire? Heidegger amvers by explaining that the essence of 

science was originally determined by the ancient Greeks, for whom science emerged as a 

fùndamental mode of questioning beyond beings, which thereby enabled Western man to 

rise up 'Tor the fùst t h e  against the total@ of whcrt is" (SA, p. 3 1). This makes clear that, 

for Heidegger, the science of which he speaks here is actually pbilosophy, or more 

specfically, metaphysics. The questioning that is proper to science thus enables man to 

transcend the world of beings, of nature, and secure for himself a metaphysical vocation 

that has become determinative of al1 science, philosophy, and history since. It is thus 

what kst awakens man to the question of being, pnor to the historicaf forgetting of this 

question through the epochs of the ccChristian-theological interpretation of the world that 

followed" (M, p. 32). If science is to be pre~erved as this origioary questioniog, then 

' ken  must "subrnit to the power of the beginning of our spiritual-historical existence" 

(SA, p. 3 1 ). In other words, if Germany is to will properly its essence and take hold of its 

fate, it must l e m  to re-activate the power of this originary Greek beginning. A repetition 

of this Greek beginning, of this originary questioning, will have a decisive impact upon 

the very structure of the university. Once it is shown thai al1 science as it is understood 

today stands in a forgotten yet essentiai proximity to the inauguration of Greek 

metaphysics, the false separation of the disciplines will "shaîter." What is sougbt, then, is 

the unifying metaphysical ground, the essence of science, upon which al1 the distinct, 

ontic scientinc disciplines were historically founded. 



This re-grounding of science, however, d l  not merely have a localized eEect 

upon the academic divisions within the university. Heidegger must also show how the 

questioning of the essence and the re-grounding of the hitherto isolateci disciplines fiom 

withio will "mate for our Volk a world of the innermost and most extreme danger, i.e., a 

tmly qin'tuaï world" (52, p. 33). At stake in this philosophical task is the very fate of 

the German people, since the re-grounding will re-articulate man's relationship to those 

"world-shaping forces" (Si, p. 33) - fiom poetry to econorny, including technology - 

that will now be understood in light of, or in the l i g h ~ g  of, the tndh of being.275 The 

results of this task are mixeci. On the one hand, the linking of the fate of the Gennan 

people with the transformation of the facuities and departmests in terms of their unifying 

ground appears to coder a rexnarkably important role to the university at a time in 

German life during which the role of the university, and philosophy itself, is on the wane. 

The properly spirirual world that is brought into existence by the re-grounding of science 

is not to be constnred as a cultural superstructure or a set of values, but instead as "the 

power to arouse most inwardfy and to shake most extensively the Vok's existence" (SA, 

p. 34). Only a spintual world, Heidegger ciaims, can vouchsafe the greatness and fùture 

history of the German people. That Heidegger speaks of a meq@siCCI17 rather than, Say, 

a military or political-economic or ''biological" renewal of the German people cleariy 

distinguishes his own intellectual Führerschgf! h m  Hitler's. On the other hand, the 

linkage between metaphysicai questioning and nationaVhistorica1 fates is so out of place, 

so absurd in tenns of the extreme absence of a "spW of questioning ia such a 

totalitarian regime, that Heidegger actuaily leaves the university with no role to play, no 



reai opportunity to &ect the events either inside or ouiside its doors. We can applaud, as 

Graeme ~icholson~ '~  does, Heidegger's actxvism during this tirne, but on the very real, 

concrete questions of academic hedom, Heidegger is sarcastic and d i s rn i s s i~e .~  His 

revolution is a metaphysical revolution, yet what is cailed for is a strictly political 

decision, and there do not appear to be any resources in Heidegger's thought at this time 

for directiy negotiating the distance between the determinative metaphy sical issues, and 

the a m a i  politicai and institutional problems cor&onting Gennany at this time. 

Heidegger's philosophical problem here is similar to Zarathustra's upon his 

initial descent to rnankind. He is attempting to transfom the very spiritual existence of 

the Gemian people by means of a philosophical questioning that is, af€er ail, his 

questioniog. At no point does Heidegger claim that the university community 

[Koprsch.fl] 1s islaterally constituted by his own leadership [Führersch@]], but since 

the teachers and students ody Cca~aken and gain strength" (SA, p. 29) through their 

proper rootedness in the essence of the German university, Wisrenxhclfl in its originary 

sense - as only Heidegger's philosophical questioning has revealed, there is a circuitous 

claim underlying the entire speech that the German people's destiny can ody be secured 

through Heidegger's philosophical project. It is Heidegger, after dl, who is the single 

living philosopher at this time asking the very questions that he is here claiming will 

"guarantee our Volk greatness" (SA, p. 34). The analogous case is Zarathustra's public 

assertion that the coming Übemensch shall be the meanhg of the Earth, the ostensibly 

non-metaphysical "redeemer" of rnankind. This dedaration, like Heidegger's, Mis on 

deaf ears. Zarathustra realizes that his own private ideai carmot serve as the meanuig for 



all mankind, since this would only undermine the possibility of his disciples' private 

tasks of self-creation. He thus abandons this pedagogical ~lrategy of supenmposing his 

own dque teaching upon the European community, and sets out to find a way of 

teacbing, paradoxically, the activity of self-creation itself In the Rektoratsrede, 

Heidegger has not made such a move. His "teaching" similarly fails because it is an 

essentially ccnon-public" teaching that is spoken in public for the sake of that public. It is 

an attempt to get the community to r e m  the specific type of philosophical questionhg 

that he has akeady undertaken, the questioning of being, but it is nu2 a cal1 or an 

endorsement of questioning per se - the sort of generalized questioning within the 

university which could oniy be safeguarded by the very privileges of academic fieedom 

that Heidegger goes out of his way here to dismiss. 

Heidegger's "teaching" thus implicit 1 y re-invokes the problematic of mimesis, for 

it is once again that unnamed, higher mode of mimesis which wvertly organizes the 

entire "argument" of the speech. He has already al1 but "'ruled out" the passive, slavish 

mimesis governecl by inauthenticity, which translates politicaily into the mere obedience 

of followers to their leaders: 

Al1 leadership must allow fouowing to have its own strength. In each instance' 
however, to follow d e s  resistance within it. This essential opposition between 
leading and following must neittier be wvered over nor, indeed, obliterated 
altogether. (SA, p. 38) 

The 'kesistance" of which Heidegger speaks should be placed in the context of the 

"reciprocative rejoinder" that Dasein makes to its heroes when it authentically repeats the 

possibilities of those who have already been there. At no point in the Rektoramede does 

Heidegger endorse the simple "reactualization" of another's possibilities regardess of 



who the leader or the followers are. As a political utterance? these are bold words for the 

tirne. But what Heidegger calls for elsewhere in the address is the collective willing of the 

essence of science; that is, for his philosophical questioning to be taken up by others. 

Heidegger speaks of the 'ke" here, the "we" that is to join him in the willing of this 

essence, but as de Bastegui has persuasively s h o w  the "ken in question has been 

decoupled from the ontological understanding of the Volk as described in Being and 

The ,  and now "speaks in the name of a specific Volk and a dennite Gemeitlschofl: the 

~ol~s~eemeilt~~hofr~'~~~~ What this means, I believe, is that Heidegger is attempting to 

speak to and thereby bring into being a .  essentially political "we" philosophcdly, and in 

the name of philosophy. He is ûying to put his philosophy to use politically, but this 

necessary translation of one vocabulary into another, this movement between two distinct 

rhetorical and conceptual registers, doorns the operations of mimesis from the start. There 

is simply no indication or sense of how Heidegger's very specific philosophical 

questioning could be authentically repeated at the political level, the level of the 'kre," 

which speaks to Heidegger's manifest inability to have any influence upon the political 

developments of National ~ocialism.*~~ His citation of Plato at the conclusion of the 

address perhaps testines, in advance7 to a philosophicd recognition that his intervention 

(like Plato's) must fail. 

There i s  however, another way in which the argument of the address is affecteci 

by the logic of mimesis. In this case, the mimetic relationship is not disrupted by the 

aforementioned dinicuity of translation between philosophical and politicai vocabularies, 

for it involves instead Heidegger's questioning of the essence of science as a response to 



the projected essence of science in its very beginning. As 1 have mentioned, Heidegger 

claims that science can only exist as a possibilÏty of the German university, of German 

fate, if contemporary questioning willingly 'csubmits~' to the power of the beguining. In 

this ''Greek" beginning, science was understood as 'the i~ermost  detamining center of 

their entire existence as a Vok and a state" (SA, p. 32). Leaving aside the implicit claim 

here that science (and again Heidegger means "metaphysics) is "political" Eom the start, 

1 should stress that Heidegger's philosophical goal is somehow to return science to its 

essence, to the power of its beginnhg, by repeating that beginning in a more originary 

way thau was hitherto possible during the intewening "Christian-theologicai" epoch. The 

Greek word, according to Heidegger, which ongioally designated the essence of science, 

was technè. It is thus techné that rnust now be saved fiom its historicd descent into mere 

c'technicity" by again taking up the radical possibilities of the Greek origin, which, as 

Heidegger claims, is "'ts greutest moment .'- In fact, it is because technè in its originary 

sense has yet to be exhausted, emptied and 'hsed up" that science in its modern, 

segragated forms is wen possible. The c o n d e d  resene of the Greek beginning thus 

simuitaneously vouchsafes the possibility of repeating the originary Greek beginning and 

prevents the possibility of simply re-actualinng the philosophical questioning of Greek 

philosophy. What Heidegger seeks to repeat, as Lacoue-Labarthe has suggested, is that 

which has not yet ocmed, a Greece that has never existecl."' By the tirne philosophy 

became a fiilly self-conscious, reflective practice with Plato and Aristotle, technè had 

already lost its originary meaning as the knowledge which guides al1 bringing-forth, and 

became exclusively related to art and handicraft. By appeahg to its moa primordial, and 



for the Greeks still bthought," determination, Heidegger believes that he is 

philosophically authorizeâ to retrieve these unthought possibilities of technè, and press 

them into the &ce of the still yet to be constituted Gerrnan Volk. It is thus the 

"~urplus'~ meaning of techné, the power of its begllining, that dows for the sort of 

mimetic relationship between modern Germany and ancient Greece that Heidegger seeks. 

But here Heidegger makes a move that does not seem to be authorized by his 

descriptions of Dasein's authentic temporalking in Being mtd Tirne. He argues that 

because modem science exists, the greatness of the be'nnzng of science must still exist, 

but it does not, therefore, arist ody in the past such that we can only get in touch with the 

origin historiologically. Heidegger claims, rather, that the beginning "stands before us;" it 

has "invaded our hture; it stands there as the distant decree that ordas us to recapture its 

greatness" (SA, p. 32). The transcendence (and thus the concealed "reser~e'~) of 

metaphysics in its origins certainly means that it is irreducible to its fùture, ontic 

deteminations as (modem) science, but to daim further that the possibilities still latent in 

the origin have "invaded" the fiihire and stand %efore3' us is tantamount to stripping 

Dasein of its factical existence, its possibility of coming back to itself fiom its hentage 

that is resolutely taken over. Having-been is now reducibk to Dasein's whereas in 

Being mid The  the existentid priority of the funire only meant that Daseh's past and 

present flowed f h m  its fùtwal projections. The circular movement of stretching forth and 

coming back that is constitutive of Dasein's (authentic) structure of anticipatory 

resoluteness is thus distorted by an historical temporality, now seemingly disconnected 

fiom Dasein's unique resolutions, that goes beyond the mere articulation of the temporal 



ecstases to the sheer reduction of the pst to the fthue. German Dasein is thus presented 

with an eitherfor choice of distinct futural possibilities, but the movement of authentic 

historickhg "in which Dasein h d s  &self down to itseü; f i e  for death, in a possibility 

which it has inherited and yet has chosen" (BT, p. 435) seerns to be absent from the 

formal structure of the decision that Heidegger is asking the univasity community to 

make.282 Heidegger presents his audience with a decision upon which he himself has 

resolved, and is now asking for a repetition, as 1 have already claimed, of that very 

resolution. The resolute obedience to this decree is not even marked by the presence of 

Kianpf. which Heidegger detects elsewhere in his descriptions of leadership and 

following. It seems as if now the revolutionary demands of Heidegger's modemkt 

rhetoric of radical beginnings and renewal cannot be accommodated by his fiindamental 

ontology without important philosophical compromises which, for at least his tirne as 

rector, he was willingly prepared to make. 

The problem of mirnesis is thus simultanewsly a problem of polilics. First, there 

is the claim that the university can only assert itself, determine itself, become 

autonomous, if it ngorously conforxns to the essence of science. This essence, however, 

which was never even fùlly present to the ancient Greeks, must be repeated, imitated, if 

the ' W l  to essence" of which Heidegger speaks is to be fiilfilleci. Autonomy, therefore, 

depends on mimesis; the autonomy of the Gerrnan university depends on the creative 

reawakening of an essence that is not itself German. Second, the 'fwe7' to whom 

Heidegger speaks philosophically is in fact a political "we." Aside fiom the aiready noted 

problems with this fiiled pedagogical scheme, however, is the temporal dislocation that 



seems to structure Heidegger's speech acts. By this 1 mean that Heidegger &eady 

presupposes the existence of the Vok which ody the Volk's willing of essence can 

possibly bring into being. Heidegger thus tries to convince a Volk that is yet to come to 

will that which it must have aiready willed if it is to exist in the present. Heidegger thus 

speaks to an audience in the present which could only exist in the fûture. He justifies, 

moreover, the actions required in the present by that which is yet to corne." This opens 

Heidegger's philosophical-political project up the sort of dilemma Plato faced in the 

''Meno paradox.." How c m  Heidegger's speech bring about the existence of the Volk? If 

the Vok already exists, then the resolution to will the essence of science is superfluous. 

If the VoLk does not exist, then the resolution is impossible. At the end of the speech, 

Heidegger suggests that the willing in question has aIready been decided by the youngest 

elements of the Vok, but this hardly resolves Heidegger's dilemma. In fact, given the 

political climate of the tirne, it only makes rnatters worse. 

In the final section, I want to show how this problem haunts Heidegger's 

subsequent essay, 'The Origin of the Work of Art" wherein we see Heidegger attempting 

to advance a still fervently modemist theory of historicity under the guise of an 

overcoming of aesthetics. 

Founding Bictory: Reading "The Origin of the Work of Art" 

In the "Epilogue" to his 1936 essay, 'The %gin of the Work of Art," Heidegger 

provides us with the philosophical conta in terms of which the preceding essay should 

be read. This takes the form of a series of important daims. First, Heidegger States that 

aesthetics 'takes the work of art as an object.. .of sensuous appreheasion in the widest 



sense." Second, he States that this sensuous apprehension is today called "experience." 

Third, he claims that 'perhaps experience is the element in which art dies." The 

conclusion to which we are implicitly drawn, consequently, is that "'aesthetics" and "'art" 

are not compatible. The philosophical dominion of aesthetics has perhaps led to the 

historical ""death" of art - a daim which obviously recalls Hegel's "death of art" thesis 

that 1 considered briefiy in chapter three.'&< In response to Hegel, Heidegger will only 

claim that his "~udgment has not yet been decided." The reason for this is that the very 

nature of Western art is determined by its relationship with the historical transformations 

of the essence of tnrth. If the essence of tnith changes, a change that metaphysics denies, 

then so too will the nature of art. Even though aesthetics continualiy speaks of the 

immortality and etemal value of great works of art, it can only do so in Whie of the 

metaphysical categones it employs to determine what art is. Since the concepts of 

aesthetics - fom, beauty, feeling, etc. - are tied to a metaphysical notion of presence 

which cannot accommodate an historical understanding of tnith, aesthetics itself must 

falsely assert the value of art at the expense of covering over the essentially historical 

nature of the work. Furthemore, since so much of Heidegger's philosophical work is 

devoted to a retrieval of the originary essence of tnith as aletheia, unconcealment, which 

rnetaphysics is unable to tbink, we are thus left with the suggestion that art need not 

suffer a long death at the hands of aesthetics, because it is aesthetics in its very proximity 

to metaphysics itseff, that is here being calleci into question. Hegel is thus correct to claim 

that art no longer fulfills our highest spiritual needs, but this thesis mus only pertain to 



the epoch of metaphysics. It cannot d e  out the possibility of a re-birth of art as an 

essentially spirihial practice in the hture. 

In the 1936 Nietzsche lecture course, Heidegger ofFers a more extendeci 

discussion of the developments of aesthetics, in which he explicitly revds the inherent 

antagonism between the existence of great art and the hiaory of aesthetics. For 

Heidegger, this is no insignificant concem. At the outset of this historical sketch of 

aesthetics, he claimq for example, that "the fact whether and how an era is cornmitted to 

an aesthetics, whether and how it adopts a stance toward art of an aesthetic character, is 

decisive for the way art shapes the history of that era - or rernains irrelevant for it" (111, p. 

79). The first of the six stages that Heidegger identifies existed pnor to philosophical 

reflection on the nature of works of art.28s It is this period alone, however, in which the 

"hiagnificent art of Greecey' was produced, yet ancient Greek Dasein did not relate to 

works "aesthetically" as merely lived cbexperiences," for this ody begins once the 

relationship to works of art is mediated by philosophical concepts. The end of this penod 

significantly coincides with the inauguration of profound philosophical reflection on the 

work of art in the work of Plato and Aristotle. The epoch of great art ends precisely at the 

dawn of Western metaphysics. The third stage begins during the modem age when the 

focus of aesthetics becomes exclusively concernai with the relationship between works 

of art and the feelings that they produce. Great art, in this period, is on the decline. The 

fourth stage coincides with the publication of Hegel's Lectures on Aesthetics, and is 

disthguished by Hegel's philosophicai acknuwledgment that the epoch of great art is at 

its end - just when, Heidegger notes, ccaesthetics achieves its greatest height." Beyond 



Hegel's authoritative claims, however, are two fùrther deveiopments. The nfth stage is 

represented by Wagner's formulation of the cccollective artwork" which, despite its 

religious and mythological pretensions7 actuaily subordhates the work itself to the sheer 

t w l t  of the feelings produced. In this moment, ae5thetics dissolves into psychology. In 

the sixth and final stage, Nietzsche radicalues the Wagnerian psychology of art into a 

physiology of art wherein "art is delivered over to explanation in t e m  of oatural 

science." Art, for Nietzsche, is the "most perspicuous and familiar configuration of will 

to power," but the preservation and enhancement of power in question here can be 

ascribed not to the audience of the work, but rather to the artist. It is the artist, therefore, 

through which the work of art must be grasped. 

It is quite easy, then, for Heidegger to show how the earliest metaphysical 

reflections on the work of art are historically and philosophically wnsummated in the 

extreme subjectivism of the Nietzschean position. Despite Nietzsche's privileging of art 

over tmth, what is ultimately at stake is the degree to which the will to power is enhanced 

by the artist's creativity. The history of aesthetics thus culminates in a complete lack of 

conceni for the artwork itself, and in fact, as Heidegger indicates, the apotheosis of 

aesthetics strictly coincides with severance of art fiom the spirihial aspirations of modem 

man. Art in this epoch is merely one commodity amongst many; the work itself has been 

thoroughly deracinated fiom its historical world. The clear implication of Heidegger's 

position, then, is that if art is once again to have a spintual or world-historicai role to 

play, then the conceptual fiarnework of aesthetics, which has systernatically obstmcted 

our ties to artworks themlves, must be somehow c'~vercome." Hegel's death of art 



thesis can only be countered by an overcoming of aesthetics, and a re-negotiation of the 

relationships between art, history, and t h .  This, accordingly, is Heidegger's project in 

"The Ongin of the Work of Art" and in many of his later meditations on the relationship 

between thinking and poetizing. 

'The Ongin of the Work of Art" is a long, complex essay. I cannot hope to attend 

to all of its philosophicai details and concems here, but 1 do want to take up the crucial 

daim that because art is tnith-disclosive, it is one of the originary ways in which history 

occurs. 1 also want to focus on the extent to which Heidegger's overcoming of aesthetics 

is itself dependent upon the covert employment of the very categories of aesthetics that 

Heidegger charges have achially blocked our access to the work of art. Taken together, 1 

want then to determine the degree to which Heidegger's epoctial understanding of 

historicity that is articulated here depends upon, in particular, the very conception of 

mimesis that guideci his political uivolvements just a few years earlier. 

Let me begin, then., by summarizing and then passing over the philosophical 

movements in the £%st parts of the text. Heidegger begins the essay by attending to the 

nature of art, which is the "origin" of both the artist and the artwork. But he cannot 

simply commence his meditation on art without first looking at actual w ~ r k s . ~  What is 

evident in ail works, however, is their 'Viingly" feahie, the substruchire without which 

the work itself wuld not exist. Heidegger thus ~ n i s  to an analysis of traditionai thing- 

concepts in order to gain M e r  dues about the nature of the work. His quick review of 

the three traditionai thing-concepts - ''thing as a bearer of traits, as the unity of a 

manifold of sensations, as fonned matter" (OWA, p. 30) - rweals that each conception 



fails to recognize the being of the thing in a philosophically original way. The third 

definition, however, is examined in more detail because the fonn-matter schema has 

provided the conceptuai h e w o r k  within which Western aesthetics has traditiodly 

attempted to determine the nature of artworks. Heidegger's questioning leads him to 

conclude that, in hct, this dominant thing-concept obstnicts our access to the thingly 

character of the thing and the workly character of the work, because it is derived fkom the 

nature of equipment. Equipment is diffèrent in nature fiom both the thing and the work 

''the piece of equipment is half thing, because characterized by ttiingïiness, and yet it is 

something more; at the same time it is half art work and yet sometbing les, because 

lacking the ~e~sufficiency of the art work" (OWA, p. 29). At this point, the essay takes 

an unprecedented tum. In the midst of his interrogation of the nature of equipment, 

Heidegger aimost casuaily, and without any resl justification at this point, attempts to 

reved the being of equipmentality in Van Gogh's painting of a peasant7s shoes. 

According to Heidegger's controversial "adysis" of the painting, we are able to 

understand the being of equipment as "reliability." The usefufness we typically attribute 

to equipment is but a mere derivation of its more essential nature, that is only revealed 

here through the work What has occurred, therefore, in the movement of Heidegger's 

questioning, is an uwxpected reversai. Mead of detennining the nature of the work 

fiom either the nature of the thing or of equipment, Heidegger argues on the contrary that 

the nature of equipment can only be disclosed through the work. The inadequacy of the 

dominant metaphysical fiamework for determinhg the nature of the work is the result, 

Heidegger concludes, of the d l  metaphysical interpretation of beings which fails to take 



into consideration the question of king itseK The priviiege of art, its pxiority over tbi~gs 

aad equipment, lies in its capacity to open up "in its own way the being of beings" (O WA7 

p. 39). 

But what exactly is this ontological disdosure that Heidegger locates in the work 

of art? Art, according to Heidegger, is the setting to work of hah. This does not mean, 

howwer, that the proper task of art is to reproduce or imitate that which aiready exists. 

By 4hth,' '  Heidegger does not mean Aristotelian homoiosis or xholastic a ; d e w o ,  but 

rather the play of the unconcealhg and c o n d i n g  of beiig. In the Van Gogh painting, 

'the being of the being comes into the steadiness of its shining'' (OWA' p. 36). The daim 

that tmth as aietheza is disclosed in the work is M e r  refined in Heidegger's description 

of the Greek temple2" in which we are Ied to see how the work-being of the temple must 

be understood as the reciprocal setting up of a world and the setting forth of the earth. As 

part of Heidegger's larger project of finding a new, non-metaphysical vocabulary for 

describing works of art, L%vorM" and L4earth" are thus employed here as the apparent 

replacements of 'Yom" and "matter," which, as Heidegger writes elsewhere, are 

metaphysically grotmded in Plato's eidac, the ccconception of beings with regard to their 

,3288 outer appearance. and are thus inappropriate concepts for determining the nature of 

the work. By world, Heidegger does not mean the empiricaily accessible totality of what 

is; rather, he means 'Yhe ever-nonobjective to which we are subject as long as the paths of 

birth and death, blessing and airse keep us transportai into belmg" (OWA, p. 44). The 

world is thus not anything present, but the horizon within which anything that is cornes to 

presence. The 'korld WO~&'  (OWA, p. 44)' according to Heidegger, which means that 



the world is not7 yet still opens up the structural fitting-together, the relational context of 

beings 'bvithin" which the historicai destiny of a people unfolds. In contrast to world, the 

earth is that which harbors and conceais being. Earth "shatters every attempt to penetrate 

into it;" it is "essentially self-secluding" (OWA, p. 47). Just as the world is a "self- 

discloshg opexmess," the earth is a "sheltering and wncealing" (OWA, p. 48). The 

opposition between unconcealhg and concealing is described by Heidegger as a 

'tstriving" that is not meant to be overcome within the work, but d e r  to be p r e ~ e ~ e d  in 

its essential tension. 

In essential striving.. .the opponents raise each other into the seKassertion of their 
natures. Self-assertion of nature' howwer, is never a rigid insistence upon some 
contingent state, but mender to the concealeci originaiîty of the source of one's 
own being. In the struggie, each opponent carries the other beyond itself. Thus the 
striving becomes ever more intense as sniving, and more authentically what it is. 
(OWA, p. 49) 

The fact that the concealing tendency of earth is preserved as an inalienable feature of the 

work itself attests to the degree to which Heidegger has moved away from metaphysical 

thinking, which c o r n e s  concealing, c'untnith,'a8g the absence of illumination, as a 

def- in thinking. In fact, what the work reveals is precisel y the concealing movement of 

king7 which is precisely what metaphysics, through its denial of the histoncal nature of 

tnrth, accordllig to Heidegger, has not been able to th in l~ .~~'  

Yet, as the above passage shows, despite the anti-metaphysical force of 

Heidegger's inquiry, the very language of subjectivism that marked his political 

entanglements are again present here, but now these subjective features (selfesassertion, 

stmggle, striving, originality, authenticity) are ascribed to the work itself. In contrast to 

this, Heidegger has also &en, as 1 indicated above, that the work discloses the tnith, an 



"open center" which "encircfes d l  that is" (OWA, p. 53). This is aaything but the 

language of subjectivism, and thus there is a potential problern reconciling these two sorts 

of claims, a problem that cornes to the fore in Heidegger's consideration of the creation 

of the work One mi@ assume that if the artwork is capable of disclosing the mrth of 

being, then the artist, the creator of the work, wodd likewise enjoy this "privilege." The 

result of this, of course, would be yet another version of the nibjectivisrn that Nietzsche 

both invoked (in The BRlh of Trugeedy) and aiticized (tu some degree, at least, in H m m ,  

Aff  Too Human). How, then., does Heidegger attempt to artidate the relationship 

between the artist and the work? Importstntly, Heidegger seeks to remove the work fiom a 

network of causes, as if it were simply govemed like the production of other entities by 

the p ~ c i p l e  of d c i e n t  reason. He does not want the work to be merely one more link 

in a causal temporally succeeding the subjective ccintentions" of the artist, and 

preceding, pbaps,  its insertion into the exchange relations of the art industry. By 

situahg the work within such a network of causality, the work would lack the self- 

sufficiency which demarcates the artwork fiom equipment. Moreoveri this wodd mean 

that the work would be the product of history, that history itsetf is continuous, processual 

- a daim that Heidegger will decisively challenge at the end of the essay especially in his 

articulation of the foundational role of art. Heidegger's response to this larger dilemma is 

tellkg, for it highlights the difficuky of mmounting a tradition which has aIre& 

attempted, in different ways and for different reasons, to combat the subjectivism that 

Heidegger discerns in a Nietzschean, artist-centered aesthetics - a .  aesthetics of genius. 

TO gain access to the work, it would be necessary to remove iî fiom ail relations 
to somnhing other than itselc in order to let it stand on its own for itself alone. 



But the artist's most peculiar intention already ainu in this direction. The work is 
to be released by him to its pure self-subsistence. It is precisely in great art - and 
only such art is under consideration here - that the artia rernains inconsequential 
as compareci with the work, almost WEe a p q e w a y  that destroys &self in the 
creative process for the work to emerge. (OWA, p. 40) 

Ln order to avoid slipping back into another version of subjectivism, wnsequently, 

Heidegger is cornpelleci to dismiss vimially the role of the artist in the creative process. 

However, in a move that is reminiscent of Kant, he tums the artkt into a "passageway" 

that seems less and les  relevant in proportion to the greaaiess of the work."' Although 

the work rnakes mlinifest the ontological conditions of t s  being, the strife between world 

and earih, it simultaneously disavows any constitutive role that the artist has played in the 

createdness of the ~ o r k . ' ~ ~  The createdness is folded h o ,  or withdraws in, the work- 

king of the work The tnith-disclosing capacity of the work is thus not reducible to the 

subjective intentions of the artist. As Heidegger States, although creation is a bringing- 

forth, it i s  as such, "a receiving and an incorponthg of a relation to unconcealedness7' 

(OWA, p. 62). It is not the artist who makes the work possible, but d e r  "the work that 

makes the creators possible7' (OWA, p. 71). The work thus takes absolute priority over its 

creator in Heidegger's post-aesthetic philosophy of art. 

Part of Heidegger's attempt to account for the createdness of the work without 

shultaneously slipping back into a subjectivistic aesthetics of genius is to attribute the 

very characteristics of genius to the work itself. Although the creator uneasily drops out 

of Heidegger's discussion, it appears as if the work now must accomplish the creator's 

task of being an ongin, of "originating," on its own. Yet this again l a d s  to puzzling 

daims about the temporal and historical constitution of the work The problem appears to 



be one of synchronicity. On the one hand, Heidegger describes what he calls the "seK 

establishing of truth" (OWA, p. 71) in the work. At another point, he even States that tnrth 

"WNs [my italics] to be established in the work" (O WA, p. 62), and in an almost Kantian 

moment, he even d e s  (of the rift-design) that "this art hidûen in nature becomes 

manifest ody through the work, because it lies originally in the work" (OWA, p. 70). 

These quaiincations place the entirety of Heidegger's emphasis on the ontological 

structure of the work itself; howevery the implicitly subjectivistic language that is 

smuggled into the ontologicai description perhaps betrays the inherent difficulties of 

leaving the intentionality of the artist (broadly constnied) entireIy out of the equaîion 

here. Without these qualifications, the intentions of the artist would be foundational, and 

thus the role of  o ri gin^^ that art provides would fd back onto the shoulders of the 

On the other hand now, the bringing-forth of the artwork (which is rather a 

receiving) prmpposes the very Open which it itself fkst brings forth. In d e r  words, the 

artwork cm only corne into being when it is placed in the Open that is ody  established 

by the work. The Open, it seems, mua already be there if the work is to wme imo beuig. 

In his veiled account of originality, Heidegger writes: 

The establishg of tnrth in the work is the bringing forih of a king such as never 
was before and will never corne to be again. The bringing forth places this being 
in the Open in such a way that what is to be brought forthfirst cfears the o p e r e s  
of the Open into which it cornes forth. (O WA, p. 62 - my itaiics) 

Without the artist, it seems that Heidegger is left with another version of the temporal 

paradox that went unresolved in the Rectoral address. This, perhaps, wuld be consmieci 

as the r&t of Heidegger's continued attempt to give a philosophical accotant of 



o~gination, whicb he now seeks in the disclosive structure of the work of art raîher than 

through political c'seIfwassertion." As John Sallis has written, however, is important not 

to think of this as a movement of tnith, which, exiçting amongst the stars prior to the 

existence of the work, is then subsequently set up in the work. He correctly notes that 

tndh and its establishment belong tog&er," although it is stiil not ciear in Heidegger's 

text exactly how this 'liddle" can be explained. For Sdis, there is no temporal paradox, 

yet it is precisely this reciprocal motion of rndh sening itself into a being and a being 

settkg itself into the t h  which reinsaibes the oficiaily disavowed mrines~ back into 

the text. According to Sailis, therefore, art is a "nrimesis of t r ~ t h . ' ' ~ ~  In this case, the 

imitation is not of anything that exists prior to, or over and beyond, the work; rather, it is 

an imitation of the "setting upy7 of the tnith in the work by the work in its v q  setting up 

of the truth. As such, despite the synchronicity of this double-movement, what is 

inscribed here is the trace of that second, "higher" sense of mimesis, a mimesis of 

creation, founding, coming-ho-being, that we have already encotmtered in the texts of 

Heidegger, Nietzsche and Kant. Here, the imitation is more like a reciprocal movement, 

and as such, there is not even a whiff of any reliance or dependence upon even the 

antecedent revealing of a previous poetic origination. The covert inscription of mimesis, 

in this case, thus accounts for the radicality of the work7s origin, since what is imitateci is 

no different fiom, and belongs together with, the work itself 

In what sense, then, is art an ''origin?,, The work of art is aiways a projection of 

the tndh of being. It is a way in which tmth "happens." Such a happening, because it 

opens up a new relationship between man and being, between a people and the striving 



opposition of worid and earth, is both 'historical and history-founding. Heidegger 

concedes that truth can also establish itseif in 'Me act th& founds the political state," or 

in the "neamess of that which is not simply a being, but the being that is most of dl," or 

in 'Vie essential sacrificeyy (OWA, p. 62), yet it is art's capacity for serving as an origin in 

ou. historical existence (me religion and politics, Heidegger implies) that, since Hegel 

especially, has been in question. In order to give a more concrete account of how art is a 

founding of truîh, and thus an origin of history, Heidegger sketches a "triple sense" in 

which this founding occurs. Founding can be either a bestowing [schenken], a grounding 

m n ]  or a beginning [anfmgen], but in each of these senses there is also a 

wrresponding "mode of preseNingy' (OWA, p. 75). It is hard to miss the appearance of 

the hermeneutical circfe here, yet it is not clear how the three temporal ecstases can be 

unproblematically "mapped" onto this threefold division. 

First, as a bestowing, founding is also an endowing or ovdow, the mark of the 

transcendeme of being. The reason for this is the inability ever to account for the setting- 

into-work of tndh by what bas corne before. In 0 t h  words, in order to explain this 

particutar mode of founding, there can be no appeals to history, to tradition, for it is 

precisely history and tradition, the very grounds of familiarity in the present, that are 

being "refùted" in founding as bestowing. As Heidegger has already stated, the work is 

able to "ansport us out of the realm of the ordinary," which means that our ''accustomed 

ties to world and earui" (OWA, p. 66) are transformed. Once we stand in the newly 

bestowed truth of the work of art, once we submit ourselves to the power of this uncanny 



address and let the work be a work, then our reliance upon the pst and the reah of the 

everyday accordingiy withers away. 

Second, as a grounding, art is a "poetic projection of tnith" (OWA, p. 75). 

Founding as bestowing means that art can find no adequate measure for itself in the past; 

founnding as grounding means that art itself becornes the messure of beuigs in the 

f u h ~ e . ~ ~ ~  As such, through gmunding, ''tnrth is thrown toward the corning preservers, that 

is, toward an historical group of men" (O WA, p. 75). The tnith tbat is founded in the work 

is thus yet to corne, for the audience to whom it is directed, the preservers, are not of the 

present.t96 The work, in fact, "produces" its own preservers, that is, those who willingly 

respond to the tmtb that is disclosed in the w ~ r k . ' ~  However, what is founded as 

grounding is not something that is radically new, not an utterly arbitrary possibility, but 

rather 'the withheld vocation of the historical behg of man itself"(OWA, p. 76). In other 

words, the poetic projection of founding as grounding draws nom the excess of being, 

like water flom a spring, that has yet to be exhausteci because it is inexhaustible, and thus 

human history is opened up anew by the work 

Thkd, as a begiming, art is "a leap.. .a head start, in which everything to corne is 

already leaped over, even if as something disguised" (OWA, p. 76). Art is thus a 

beginnuig not because it is fùtureiess, but because it already, nom the outset, f?om its 

setting up of the truth, cornains the fbture within itself. In this discussion, Heidegger for 

the fmt time explicitiy connects the founding of art as beginning with his own epocbai 

history of being: 

This foundation happened in the West for the first time in Greece. What was in 
the fùture to be calleci being was set into work, setting the amdard. The realm of 



beings thus opened up was then transformeci into a being in the sense of God's 
creation. This happened in the Middle Aga. This kind of being was again 
transformeci at the beginning and in the course of the modem age. Beings became 
objects that couid be wntroiled and seen through by calculation. At each tirne a 
new and essential world arose. At each time the openness of wbat is had to be 
estabLished in beings themselves, by the £king in place of tndh in figure. At each 
time there happeneci unwnceaîedness of what is. Uncondedness sets itself &O 

work, a setting which is accomplished by art. (OWA, p. 76-77) 

By ascribing such a power to the Greek beginning which both accounts for, yet is 

disguised in, what is to come, Heidegger is not wmmitted to the conclusion that each of 

these epochs of Western history were founded by contemporaneous works of art. In the 

modern epoch, under the sway of aesthetics, art has 'lost" its capacity to disclose the 

absolute in Hegel's sense, and thus there is no comection between, say, the tnah that is 

disclosed in Van Gogh's painting and the subjectivistic metaphysics of our t h e  in which 

king is understood as "objects that could be wntrolied and seen through by calculation." 

This calls into question the "status" of Van Gogh's painting as a ccgreat'7 work of art, but 

it saves Heidegger fiom having to account for the epochs of metaphysics by providing 

examples of the 'founding" works of art. The ûreek beginning, of course, was different. 

Because art attained "its historical nature as [this] foundation7' and because this 

foundation, as a beginning, containeci the "end latent in itself" (OWA, p. 76), then 

Heidegger is perfectly justified to daim that (Greek) art founds (or at 1- in dialogue 

with philosophicd thinking, 'cco-founds") the history of being without having to deny 

Hegel's "death of art" thesis. This way, Heidegger is able to hold o p  Hegel's daim as a 

question, while simultaneously uncovering the intimate relationship between art, tmth 

and history in the Western tradition: 



Whenever art happens - that is, whenever there is a beginning - a thst enters 
history, history either begins or starts over again. History means here wt a 
sequeme in time of eveuts of whatever sort, however important. History is the 
transporthg of a people into its appointeci task as errtraace hto that people's 
e n d ~ w m e n t . ~ ~  (OWA, p. 77) 

The unconding and conceaihg of truth that happens in the work is here elevated to a 

principle of historicity. The history that art founds is not 'honnal" history in the Kuhnian 

sense!, but rather the discontinuous, epochal history within which normal history 

procesSuaUy unfolds. 

This retunis Heidegger to the proximity of ~ a n t . ~  Like Kant, Heidegger beiieves 

that art does not 'brogress" by building on the accomplishments of antecedent works. 

Oniy science, they both claim, unfolds in this successive, methodical way. Kant, of 

course, amibutes the possibility of "art historf' to the x t i s t ' s  imitation of a previous 

genius' fieedom, not the ''content" or the "deterrninate des"  of the work. In this way, a 

genius-genius reiationship is established that does not constrain the successor's fieedom 

by the predecessor's work; in fkt, it is precisely this antecedent exempli fication of free 

creation which serves as a "model" for the successor to imitate in this "productive" sense. 

For Heidegger, this account of artistic production is too '~roductionistic," still too 

wedded to the subjective features of the artia. Whst is 'fmitated," therefore, is not the 

fkeedom of a pnor h s t ,  since oniy 'borks" are under consideration here. As 1 have 

already suggested above, foliowing John Sailis, the mimesis operative here is a mimesis 

of tndh that has been folded into the very structure of the work It is neither Platonic 

reproduction, nor the Kantian imitation of fieedom, nor the Nietzschean imitation of self- 

creation. It is this mimetic structure, howwer, that accounts for the reciprocal movement 



of the tndh settïng itseif into the work and the work setting itseif h o  the tnith, which is 

what occurred at (and as) the beginning of Western history, Heidegger daims. The play 

of mimesis thus bath opens up history in this oripinarv, foundational sense, and accounts 

for the seKsubsistence, the autonorny, of the work of art. 

The question that remains, Heidegger's question to Hegel, is whether great art, a s  

exemplifieci by the Greeks, understd in this tndh-disclosive, history-founding sense, is 

still possible. In d e r  words, as Heidegger conchides the essay, is our relation to art 

determinecl by a merely "CuItivated acqiiiillitance with the past," or can we (that i s  the 

German people) resohxtely let art once again becorne "an origin in our historicd 

existence'' (OWA, p. 78)? For Heidegger, this is an "either-or" choice, but it is one which 

he suggests has already been "poetically projected" to us in the poetic saying of 

Holderlin's verse. It is the (not-yet existing) German people, accordingly, who are the 

preservers to whom the poet's words are addressed. In the quoted words, "Reluctantly / 

that which dweils near its origin departs," what is hdicated is the need to return to the 

origin, to retrieve the umhought possibilities of the beginning, in order to transcend the 

very history which that beginning ordained. This is precisely what both Heidegger and 

Holderlin attempt to do, but once again, the specter of the Greek be@lhg7 as the mode1 

for a German beginning, both conditions and contests the decisiveness of this break. The 

paradoxical logic of mimesis is thus once again asserted at the very limits of Heidegger's 

philosophical modemism. 



CONCLUSION 

In his ment, brief study of modernity, Charles Taylor has argued that there is an 

analogy, perhaps men a connection, between authenticity, understood as an idea of 

fieedom, and arthic creation. In fact, he argues that self4iscovery a m d y  requzres 

creation, piesis, since it is this creative process alone through which '1 become what 1 

have it in me to be.""' It is the iutist, wnsequently, who paradigmatically repfesents the 

ideai of the selfdetennining, fiee, authentic self  in modem culture. Part of the problem 

with this determination of authenticity as (an artistic) self-creation, however, is that the 

demands of uniqueness, originality, and unconstrained fieedom ofien corne into conflict 

with the demands of morality and socid convention. We have seen this opposition appear 

in various foms throughout the previous chapters. In Kant, it rndested itseif in the 

opposition between genius and taste; in Nietzsche between sovereignty and herd-like 

conformity; in Heidegger between authenticity and the theysetf Since the radical 

bracketing or rejection of moral concenis is precisely what authorizes the dangerous 

"slide to subjectivismy'30' that Taylor discerns in modernity, he argues that we must 

distinguish between those more radical Nietzxhean anci neo-Nietzschean versions of 



authenticity which ostensibly blur the differences between gemiine self-discovay and 

invention on the one band, and those which retaiD an openness to horizons of significance 

and an ideal of seEdefinition tbrough dialogue with the other. What Taylor is atternpting 

to delimit and defend, however, is a philosophical understanding of authenticity that is 

not reducible to either one of these dtexnaîives, since the exclusion of either altanative is 

ultimately self-defeating. For example, radical, self-detennining fkedom in this kst 

sense is unintelligible outside of human commuaities and the horizon of significance 

within which alone those private projects find meaning and siificance. ParadoxicaLly, 

th- the more we are d e d  upon to create ourselves at the expense of shared, public 

meanhg, the more meaningless ow seifkissertions bewme in a worId that has been 

leveled d o m  and emptied of signifiaince. 

So far in this study, I have a e 1 d  critical comments about the '%osts and 

benefits" of the versions of aesthetic autonomy that I have been describing, concentrating 

instead on the enormously cornplex array of philosophical issues that are at stake in these 

important texts. In Li@ of Taylor's distinctions, however, 1 would like now to venture a 

few tentative claims of my own that are still, even at this stage, more suggestive than 

definit ive or conclusive. 

1 should state right away that Taylor is right about the obvious tensions that exist 

between authenticity and moratity. To his credit, however, Taylor has refused the easy 

"solution" for which both Rorty and Habermas, in their own ways, have opted. Rorty, of 

course7 argues that the vocabulary of authenticity should be stnctly private, and 

ngorously kept apart fkom that of justice and public policy. A reading of Heidegger's 



Rectoral address rnight make this position seem appealing, if not utterly necessary, if we 

are to avoid similar attempts to impose "privatey7 ideals upon a "public" world. 

Habermas, for his part, believes that the delineation of Mixent spheres of vdidity 

accomplished by modernity is similady required to prevent the over-reaching of 

aestiietics into the autonomous temitories of morality and cognition. Hegel's "death of 

art" thesis is to be celebrated, not rnourned. Taylor, on the other hanci, is still tryllig to 

defend a role for art to play that does not consign it to either a private or an aesthetic 

sphere. By arguïng that a strictly private project of seIfkreation or authenticity is self- 

defeating and respomible for the disenchantment of modern cultural life, Taylor believes 

he is justifid in aying to articdate a defensible relationship between private, artistic life 

and the shared meanings of our socid world. He is arguing, in eEect, contra Rorty and 

Habermas, that the very existence and vitality of their pnvate or aesthetic spheres 

depends upon the articulation of those spheres with the larger mord and politicai 

dimensions of our Me. 

It is here that I believe my extendeci argument can be of h c e  to a project Wte 

Taylor's. I have been arguing that even the exberne, at times radically subjectivistic, 

versions of aesthetic autonomy, by virtue of their mimetic coostmttion, are never Mly 

priwte, never utterly self-contained, since they implicitly or explicitly invoke and rely 

upon the presence of antecedent exemplifications of autonomy in order for the self- 

legislation in the present to be accomplished. This is tme of both individual and cultural 

or political assertions of autonomy, and thus such a claim, if I am right, has implications 

for ou. understanding of mode-. Indeed, what 1 have suggested is that the definitively 



modem impulse to assert itself against the claims of tradition and history is ultimately 

selfdefeating; the modern can oniy be by concealing its reiiance on that which it declares 

to have overcome. For Taylor, part of the problem with extreme assertions of aesthetic 

autonomy or unconstrained self-creation is the groundIess, arbitrary nature of such 

projects. In these instances, significance is conferrd by the mere choice, the mere 

"newness" of what is brought into king. By showing how a ~ e ~ a s e r t i o n  in the present 

is conditioned by a retum, of sorts, to the pas& howwer, it is perhaps possible to convince 

the modern, rwolutionary rnsciousness to pause and reflect upon its own conditions of 

possibility . 

This may well be important, but it certainly does not settle the basic opposition 

b e e n  aesthetic autonomy and moraiity. For instance, it is one thing to reveal the 

theoreticai difficulties attendhg ex nihilo selfaeation or the hyper-modemism which 

believes it can happily dispense with the claims of the past, but the mimesis of fkeedom 

can also, paradoxically, be pressed into the s e ~ c e  of the politics of mimesis, that is, the 

(nostalgie yet revolutionary) politicai desire to somehow mode1 the present upon the 

coming-into-being of the past. Again, Heidegger's "political" texts serve notice that the 

mere turning to the pst does not solve the basic dilemma that Taylor dedbes .  What 

perhaps is clear, however, is that when authenticity is elevated to a political ideal that is 

decoupled fiom morality, then there is no end to the sorts of abuses that c m  be authorized 

in its name. The genius-genius relationship is no ground for communal life. This may 

well have been what Zarathustra was after all dong, ahhough he realized long before 



Heidegger that the attempt to identq one's own private project with that of a community 

could not possibly succeed. 

Still, it is not clear just how the ideal of authenticity, speakuig of individuais, can 

be reconciled with the demands of morality. In Kant, we see this separation begiming to 

occur; in Nietzsche its absolute opposition; in Heidegger a potemial reconciliation of 

authenticity with the claims of history, tradition and community (in Being and The),  

followed by a twisted political application of this doctrine in the Rectoral address. One 

might weli argue that the ided of authenticity actually needs to posit a worid of moral 

convention against which to assert &self. This may be true. Still, as Taylor indicates, if 

there is nothing that 1 must respect when 1 afnrm my own authenticity, then there is no 

limit in principle to what my authenticity mi& involve. This mode of authenticity will 

thus always run the risk of doing great moral and politicai harrn, since it lacks, in 

principle, any intrinsic moral co~t~tfaints. As Taylor suggests, however, its categorical 

denial in the name of morality is harmfbl too, especially if we consider the degree to 

which our moral imagination has been shaped - historically and philosophicdy - by the 

aesthetic projects of individuals whose creative acts often transgressecl the moral 

conventions of communai Iife. 

1 am in no position to settie this dispute, and 1 do not know of anyone who is. 1 am 

quite conviaced, however, that this opposition, this often tense, ambiguous relation, has 

been one of the central foci of our philosophical modernity. Once autonomy takes an 

Gcaesthetic" turn, it is difficult to re-articulate its clairns with the competing demands of 

morality and politics. For Heidegger, the orïgin of art remained a "riddle," yet he was 



cornrinceci that art was aiso the "saving power" in the fhce of globalized techology and 

the metaphysics of Cestell that is its condition. Art remaineci an historical ongin in his 

thinking, and, as such, politicaily potent. Moreover, in his famous interview, almost with 

resignation, Heidegger notoriously suggests that "only a god can save us." We rnight 

wonder, after all that has been said, ifthis is not yet another disguised cal1 for the deified 

artist, the artist-god, to wofer meanhg to our desolate time. If so, it is the repetition of a 

daim that has been made many times before, yet we still do not know, we cannot know, 

if within the saving power there also lies the greatest of dangers. 



Endnotes 

- -- - - -- 

Friedrich Nietzsche, fie Birth of Tragedj, ed. and trans. Walter Kaufbann (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1967), p. 1 10 (hereafter cited as Bon). 

in Richard Wagner in Buyreuth, Nietzsche d e s  describes Faust "as a representation of 
the nddle propounded by modern times of the theoretical man who thirsts for real life." 
See Friedrich Nietzsche, Richard Wagner in Bayreuth in CIntîmeij Medidom, tram. R 
J. Houingdale (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1 W), p. 249. 

Just as the death of tragedy at the hands of Socratic diaiectic and Euripidean drama was 
itself an historically necessary movement within Greek culture, so too is the rebirth of 
tragedy again a possibitity as the result of certain n e c e s q  historicd conditions that 
have emerged in the modern em Each cycle of birth and death testifies to the existence of 
"an e t d  confiict between the theoretic and the tragic world view; and only after the 
spirit of science has been pursued to its limits, and its daim to universal validity 
destroyed by the evidence of these limits may we hope for a rebirth of tragedy ..." (BOT, 
p. 106). For Nietzsche, then, the different epochs of Western history can be understood as 
the reflections of one or the other of these eternafly conflicting world views. Tragic 
culture is replaceci by Aiexandrian-Socratic culture, which, now exhausted, is once again 
giving way to a dehitively modeni and reflective version of the initial tragic epoch. 
Wagner is clearly understood as the modern Aeschylus. Nietzsche even goes so fiu as to 
ciairn in Richard Wagner Ni B q e u t h  that Wagner's music did not simply appear by 
chance, but rather, in an age that "deserwd it le& but needed it most," this personal and 
h a i c  'cevolution77 was governed by "'a transfiguring and justifying necessity." See 
Friedrich Nietzsche, Richmd Wagner in Bayreuth, pp. 22 1 and 222. 

This will become clear in the discussion of Thirs Spoke Zarathuma in chapter three. 

5 Despite Nietzsche's consistent opposition to Kant's (Christian, universdizable) ethics, 
he does daim that Kant's infamous limitation of knowledge in order to d e  room for 
faith was the result of a cultural need. "A adturai need impels Kant; he wishes to 
preserw a domain from knowIedge: that is where the roots of aIi that is highest and 
deepest lie, of art aud of ethics - Schopenhauer." See Friedrich Niee~sche, ïïie 
Philosopher: Rejlections on the Smggle between Art mtd KkowIedge, in Philosophy d 
Tmth, ed. and trans. Daniel Breazeale (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press 
International, 1979), p. 1 1. In On the Genealogy of Morais, Wermore, Nietzsche argues 
that sovereignty should not be construed as moral sovereignty since "'autonomous' and 
'moral' are mutually exclusive." Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Geneaiogy ofMoah in The 
Basic Wntings of Nietzsche, ed. and tram. Walter Kaufinann (New York The Modern 
Library, 1968) p. 495. 



See Friedrich Nietzsche, The Philosopher: Refletions on the Sa~ggie between Art  and 
Knowledgee, p. 28. Nietzsche's point is that Kant's restriction of knowledge to phenornena 
means that our deepest desire for truth - correspondence between knowledge and the 
thing-in-itself - is impossible, and thus knowledge is only relative, at least for finite 
subjects Iike us. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. p.33 

9 Robert Pippin, Modemism as O Philosophicai Pro &lem: On the Diswtisfactions of 
European High Culture (Cambridge, Mass. : Blackweli Publishers, 1 99 1 ). 

'O Ibid., p. 12. According to Pippin, Kant's critical cbdution7' to the empkicisrn/ 
rationalism impasse effectively transforms the temis of modem philosophical debate, yet 
our own reason cannot be satisfied with the nexus of restraints that it itself introduces. 

" Ibid. 

l2 Ibid., chapter 3, and the coliected articles in Robert Pippin, Ideaiism us Modernism: 
Hegelim VQTiatiom (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 

l3 Interestingiy, Pippin has recentiy completely reversed his views of Nietzsche's 
understanding of m o d e  as a distinct epoch within Western culture. In his 1983 
article, Wietzsche and the Idea of Modemism," Pippin argues that "one of the most 
important of Nietzsche's claims is one almost always inherent in modeniist points of 
view (aithough o h  as a silent, decisive presupposition) - that the present age marks an 
inernediable, wmplete break with the past, not the next stage in t s  wntinuous, 
essentially interannecteci development." See Robert Pippin, cWietzsche and the ûrigin 
of the Idea of Modeniism," Inquzry, 26 (1983): p. 152. But in Modemim ar a 
PhzlosophzcaI Problem, Pippin claims that with respect to the question of "modernity7s7~ 
relation to a bGpre-modem" past, Nietzsche is "a thoroughgoing wntinuity theonst." See 
Robert Pippin, Modemzsm as a Philosophicai ProbIem, p. 81. uideed, Pippin is now 
ciaiming that denies the existence of any decisive or radical break that could 
mark the origin of our modern epoch. 1 tbink there is more textual evidence to support 
Pippin's earlier position, which seems to make better overall sense of Nietzsche's 
epochd understanding of history that 1 discuss above (in note three). 

I4 There is mention of G'thernatic iinks" but a denial of direct b'historical influence." 
Pippin does rightly daim that "[ilt was Kant's revolution ba t  created the ever more 
complex and finally, 1 think, unmanageable problems of 'seif-gromding' or reflexivity 
we shall see re-appearing in artists and modem novelists as well as other thinkers 
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concemed with the foundations of philosophical modernity." See Robert Pippin, 
Mdmism as a Philosophid ProbIem, p. 60. 

15 See J. M. Bernstein, nie Fate ofArt: Aesthetic Aliermtonfnm Kànf fo Demfll& a d  
Adorno (University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992). 
Bernstein argues that the third Critique both helps inaugwate "aesthetic dienation" - the 
separation of truth and art, in modernity, at the hands of ' W - o d y  cognition" - and 
points toward its overcoming. The subsequent chapters on Heidegger, Derrida and 
Adorno are thus read in ternis of one of the key features of Kant's aesthetics which are 
put to use to critique the singular authority of philosophicaVtheoretical truth at the 
expense of the possible tndb of art. Aithough 1 am sympathetic to Bernstein's project, 
and share to a large extent his understanding of (aesthetic) modernity, 1 will not be 
focusing so much on the "autonomy" of aesthetic judgment but rather on the productivity 
of artistic genius, which, 1 believe, plays a mucb more decisive role in post-Kantian 
aesthet ics. 

16 Frederick Beiser summarizes the general intellectual aad cuihiral claims of the Sîurm 
und Drang in the following passage. 'The metaphysical significance of art, the 
importance of the artist's personal vision, the irreducibility of cultural differences, the 
value of folk poetry, the social and historical dimensions of rationalay, and the 
significance of language for thought - al1 these themes were prevalent in, or characteristic 
of, the Stram und &mg and Rornanticism." See Frederick Beiser, Fde of R e m :  
Geman Philosop& from K a  to Fichte (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1987), p. 16. 

*' Pippin, in fact, makes no mention of the third Critique in MModem as a 
PhiIosophicaZ Problem. 

18 Aristotle, Poetics in CImsicaZ Litermy Criticisny ed. D. A. Russell and M. 
Winterbottorn and tram. M. E. Kubbard (New York: Mord University Press, 1989), p. 
80 (1459a). 

l9 It is important to note, however, Uiat despite the superficial resemblances, this dues not 
by default retum Descartes to the sophistical world of Protagoras in which 'han is the 
masure of di beings,'' since the pre-Socratic ccmea~ey'  extends only to a k e d  radius of 
things present and not to beings as they are universally discloseci which modern 
mathematical science demands. In this sense' then, Plato is much closer to Descartes than 
Protagoras. For a fbther discussion of this Descarteflrotagoras relationship, see Martin 
Heidegger, Nietzsche vol. IV, ed. David Farrell Krell and tram. Frank A. Capuzzi (San 
Francisco: Harper Collins, 1982), pp. 9 1-5 and pp. 1 19-122 especially (henceforth cited 
am- 



20 Much of my reading of Plato's Repubiic has been guided by Heidegger's own reading 
of the text in M n  Heidegger, Nietzsche vol. 1: Be Will to Power as Art, tram. David 
Farrell Krell (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 199 1), especially pp. 16% 1 87 (henceforth 
cited as M). 1 wiil discuss Heidegger's understanding of ontological Merence in the 
fourth chapter. For now, I should mention that the difference ôetween k ing  and beings 
in Plato is still a nze&zp&sicacrl determination of this difference, and thus it enacts the 
origùiary conadment of ontological difference' whkh Heidegger's thought cuntinuously 
attempts to uncovex and think anew. Throughout this dissertation, 1 will use "Being" to 
refa to the metaphysical difference between Being and beings, and "being" when 1 am 
referring to Heidegger's understanding of being as presencing. 1 am thus following the 
lead of Hubert Dreyfus and others in this respect. See Hubert Dreyfus, Being-in-the- 
WorM: A Cornmenîkny on HeiCUrgger's Being d Ente, Division 1. (Cambridge, Mass.: 
MIT Press, 1 991), Preface and chapter 1 especidy. 

21 Plato, Repubiic, tram. Allan Bloom (New York: Basic Books, 1968), 597d-e. 

" Ibid. 597e. 

34 Again, we can see fkom this infamous doctrine just how cornpletely antitheticd the 
Platonic position is to the moral and aesthetic concems of most eighteenth century 
thinkers. Burke, for example, argues that the pet's slavish devotion to verisimilitude 
actually impedes the sympathetic identification underlying the very moral responses the 
poet is ultimately attempting to inculcate in his audience. See Edrnund Burke, A 
Philosophai Enquzv into the Ongin of mir I&as of the Sublime mid Beauafui, ed. 
James T. Boulton (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1958) pp. 170 and 172. 

*' Even in Plato's Phaehs (248d-e), a dialogue that explores, among other topics, the 
nature of beauty, the pet  is now situateci in a more rninutely differentiated hierarchy 
between the prophet and the artisan, a level that is six times removed fiom m e  being. 
The elevation of the poet over the artisan is not consistent with what we find in the 
Repbiic. See Plato, PhaecaUs in The Collected Dialogues of Piao, ed. Edith Hamilton 
and Huntington Cairns, tram R HacHorth (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973). 

26 Jonathan Lear, "Testing the Limits: the Place of Tragedy in Aristotle's Ethics" in 
Aristotie d M d  ReaIism, ed. Robert Heinarnan (London: UCL Press, 1 995). pp. 6 1 - 
84. 

*' Ibid. p. 71. 

28 Yet even as Aristotle rehabilitates the moral and epistemic value of poetry, it is 
philosophy, as poetics, which attempts to determine its nature. Hence, insofiir as Aristotle 
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provides us with a theoretical determination of poetry, then his own discourse similarly 
reproduces the subordination of art to theory even as it retrieves a theoretid value for 
Poetry- 

29 As Walter Kaufmann notes, 'The conception of art as mimesis is cleariy derived f?om 
Plato; but in Aristotle it lacks the Platonic overtones of sham." See Walter Kaufmann, 
Tragedy and PhiImophy, (Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, l969), p.43. 

30 Aristotle, Poetics, 1448b. 

'' In Truh dMethtxi, Gadarner h e s :  'But we do not understand what recognition is 
in its profoundest nature if we only regard it as knowing something again that we know 
already - Le., what is f d l i a r  is recognUed again. The joy of recognition is rather the joy 
of knowing more than is aiready familiar. In recognition what we know emerges, as if 
illuminateci, fiom alS the contingent and variable circumstances that condition it; it is 
grasped in its essence. It is hown as something" See Hans-Georg Gadamer, Tmth md 
Method, tram. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald Marshall (New York: Crossroad 
Publishing, 1975), p. 1 14. 

33 See Jonathan Lem, 'Testing the Lirnits: The Place of Tragedy in Anstotle's Ethics," p. 
76. 

34 Ibid. p. 81. 

35 Ibid. 

36 Ibid. 

37 Rene Descartes, Meditatiom on Firir Phiiosophy in Discourse on Method and 
Meditatiom on First PhiIosophy, trtrans. Donald A. Cress (Indianapolis: Hackett 
Publishing Co., 1980). 

38 Charles Taylor, Sources of the Se@ Ine MoAng of the Modern Iikntify (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1 WB), p. 149. 

39 fiid., p. 146. This is Taylor's Cartesian paraphrase of Weber's ''innerworldly 
asceticism" used to describe Protestant spirituality. 

40 In the Theaetetus (197c-198), Plato compares the mind to an aviary. Possessing 
knowledge is thus analogous to the bird keeper who is able to catch any of the birds he 
has already managed to capture. If we foliow this metaphor, what Descartes contributes 
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to our understanding of knowing and thinking is a set of procedures that can 1) secure the 
reliable capture of these wild buds, and 2) provide an efficient and orderly way of 
catchiag, grouping, and domesticating the birds, such that the u d i n e s s  of the aviary is 
replaced by methodological control, the rational mastery of nature. See Plato, Theaetetus 
in 7he Cdected Dialogues of Pldo, 1 973. 

" According to Jacques Taminiaux, not only did Descartes' method and his subjective 
foundation of knowledge contribute to the rise of the mathematicai sciences, but also 
cLaesthetics," as understood in its properly modem sense. Taminiaux argues in a 
Heideggerian vein that the reference of works of art '90 a subject who judges them" 
marks the inau@ moment of modem aesthetics, and thus by implication 'Xantian 
aesthetics reveals Kant as the heir of a movement of thought intricately connecteci to the 
very foundations of the modem era." The difference between modern aesthetics and 
previous Greek and medieval studies of art and beauty is that these latter mediations were 
c~ooiec," meaniag that they were reflections on 'Yhe rules presiding over the production 
of the works rather than on their contemplatioa" See Jacques Taminiaux, Poerics, 
SpenZlahn d Judgment: The S M a w  of the Work of Art from K't to Phenomendogy, 
ed. and trans. Micbael Gendre (Albany: SUNY Press, 1993), p.567. 

42 Here 1 am borrowing heavily from M.H.Abrams7 elaboration of the "CO-ordinates of art 
criticism" from his extremely helpful tex., Be Mirror camd the Lamp. In the following 
discussion of Plato, Aristotie and eighteenth century c'criticism," 1 have relied on this 
fiamework while simultaneously attempting to bring out the deeper rnetaphysical issues 
involved in a much more Heideggerian fashion. See M. H. Abrams, me Miwor and the 
Lamp: Romantic 7heory d the Critical Trdtion (New York, M o r d  University Press, 
1953), p. 6. 

44 Earl Wasserman, The Subtler Language @altimore: J o b  Hopkins University Press, 
1968), p. 1 1. 1 have made use of Wasserman in much the sarne way that Charles Taylor 
does. 

45 There is obviously more to this history than I can possibly examine here. A more 
comprehensive discussion would have to take into acwunt the theoretical work of the 
Swiss theorists, Iohann Bodmer and Johann Breitinger, who focus on the specifically 
creative powers of the pet. In addition to Abrams, see also Ernst Cassirer, Il>e 
Philosop& of the Enlighfenment, &ans. Fritz Koelln and James Pettegrove (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1951) for a discussion of these two figures, and the developments of 
modem aesthetics more generdy. See also James Engell, llre Creative 1-nation: 
Enlzghtemnent to Rornanticism (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1 98 1 ). 

" See the discussion in Abrams, The Mzrror and the Lmnp, pp. 272-85. 



47 Aristotle, Physics, in Re Basic Works of Aristotle, ed. Richard McKeon and trans. R. 
P. Hardie and R K. Gaye (New York: Random House, 194 1 ), 193a-b. 

48 G. W. Leibniz, PnncipZes of N d w e  and Groce. B e d  on Remon in PhzlosophicaI 
f i q s ,  tram. Roger Ariew and Daniel Garber (Indianapolis: IIsckett hiblishing, 1989), 
p. 211. 

" See Charles Taylor, Sources of the SeY, p. 3 19 for Taylor's brief description of this 
modem, cultural tension. 

5' Tbid., p. 363. 

52 For an excellent, comprehensive examination of Rousseau and Nietzsche, see Keith 
Ansell-Pearson, Nieizsche Contra R o u ~ 4 u :  A S+ of Nietzsche 's Moral arsd Pol i t id  
ï%ought (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991). See also Bernard Yack, 7he 
bngng  for Total Revoluîion: PhilosophzcaI Sarrces of Social Discontent from Rousseau 
to M m  d Nietzsche (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986). 

" See Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Discourse on the Ongins of lnequclity in me Social 
Contracf d D i s c w s e s ,  trans. G. D. H. Cole (London: FitzEienry & Whiteside, 1973). 

" Jean-Jacques Rousseau, nie SociuI Contract in Ibid. 

'' This rationalist trajectory inaugurated by Descartes is rendered even more explicit in 
Spinoza's philosophy of mind according to which reason is the source of our adequate 
ideas and imagination the source of our inadquate ideas. The doniinance of regson is, of 
course, absalutely essential to Kant's ethics which abandons Spinoza's naturalisrn in 
order to &lly exploit the sepanition of practical reason from the mind's lower faculties. 

s6 As the result of the British empincist tradition, beginning with Locke's identification 
of a special power to amalgamate simple ideas into cornplex ones, to Hume's moral 
psychology and his denial of any radical discomection between reason and feeling, to 
Coleridge's discussions of individuation and personal identity, the imagination eclipses 
reason as the central organizational and intuitive facuîy of the human mhd. 

57 See Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self, p. 374. 

s8 Ibid. 



" Taylor sumarizes this emerging romantic, and by extension modernist Mew of the 
artist and its legacy in the following way: "Artistic creation becomes the paradigm mode 
in which people can corne to seIfdefinition. The artist becomes in some way the 
paradigm case of the human being, an agent of original self-demion. Since about 1800, 
there has been a tendency to heroize the &a, to see in his or her Me the essence of the 
human condition, and to venerate him or her as a seer, the creator of cuItural values." See 
Charles Taylor, B e  M&se 0fM.iOrrnit-y (Concord, ON: Aaansi Press, 1991), p. 62. 

* Schiller contends that it is the Kantian dichotomy b-een fieedorn and nature that 
remains the crucial impediment to true political fieedom Like, Rousseau, Schiller 
condemned those institutions which contributeci to and consolidateci this division, but 
Schiller is the most forcefiil exponent or a specincally "aesthetic" solution to the problem 
of externalizing human fieedom in political Me. Schiller writes in his second letta: 'W 
man is ever to solve that problem of politics in practice he wiil have to approach it 
through the problem of the aesthetic, because it is only through beauty that man makes 
his way to fieedorn." See Friedrich Schiller, m e r s  on the Aesthetic  anon on of M m  
in Fnednh SchiiIer: Esuiys, trans. Elizabeth Wilkinson and L. A Willoughby and ed. 
Daniel Dahlstrom and Walter Hinderer (New York: Continuum, 1993). p. 90. 

6 1 Pippin summarizes the spontaneity of thinking in the following way: 'Thinking may 
indeed be empty without intuitions, but, Kant appears to be assuming, nothing about my 
having inhiitions, or the characteristics of the intuitions, can be said to provide a matter- 
of-fact explanation for my taking myseif to be experiencing (intuited) objects of this or 
that kind. That . . . is something 1 must do." See Robert Pippin, 'Kant on the S pontaneity of 
Mind" in I&aIism as Mdmzsm,  p. 43. 

62 h a n u e l  Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tram. Norrnan Kemp Smith (London: 
Macmillan Education Ltd., 1965), A 369 (henceforth cited as CPR). 

63 Ibid., B xvii. 

64 Ibid., A 158B 197. Kant's path-breaking thesis has motivated Heidegger to argue that 
Kant's 'iinthought" project should be regarded as an inquiry h t o  the ontological 
conditions of the objectivity of objects which means that Kant, even if unbeknownst to 
him, is the fia thinker to ground the Being of beings in the rwts  of transcendental 
subjectivity itself Although Kant sou& the unity of intuition and thinking in the 
transcendental imagination, he "shrank back" from identifiing the eanscendental 
imagination itself with primordial tirne, and thus remains essentially Cartesian - unable 
to think the 'T7 in terms of its temporal transcendence, as Heidegger does, in Bezng mrd 
Time. 1 cannot here hl ly  attend to the ments and limitations of Heidegger's reading 
(beyond noting that his claim that Kant's critical philosophy has nothing to do with 
epistemology seems to me to be just as dogmatic as al1 strictiy c'epistemic7' readings of 
the Critique of Pure Remon), but 1 do believe that his imposed distinction between 
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ontologicai and ontic inquj, helps tu cl* the relationship between philosophy and the 
naturai sciences, and establish the pnority and autonomy of the former discipline. If the 
prior disdosure of ontological tmth (the structure of objectivity as such) determines the 
very possibility of correspondence on which al1 ontic knowledge, paradigmatically 
Newtoniau science, is grounded, then the critical tasks of philosophy must be seen as 
distinct &om, and prior to the sciences, since no empincal science, qua science, can 
account for this origuiary grounding. This means that the question of epistemology @ce 
Heidegger), of what is in principle knowable, m o t  be separated fiom ontologicai 
inquiry @ace Mison, Strawson et al.), but can only be r a i d  &er the task of ontological 
clarification has first projected and circumscni a region of objectivity within which 
alone paxticular objects c m  be subsequently experienced. See Martin Heidegger, Kmtt 
d the Problem of Me~u~physics, tram. Richard Taft (Bloornington: Indiana University 
Press, 1990). 

65 Kant's authoritative formulation of the transcendental unity of apperception can be 
found in the following passage: '7t must be possible for the '1 think' to accompany dl rny 
representatious; for othenvise something wouid be represented in me which could not be 
thought at ail, and that is equivalent to saying that the representation would be 
impossible, or at least would be nothing to me. That representation which can be given 
prior to al1 thought is entitled intuition. Al1 the manifold of intuition has, therefore, a 
necasary relation to the '1 think' in the same subject in which this manifold is found. But 
this representation is an act of pntmeiity, that is, it cannot be regarded as belonging to 
sensibility. See CPR, B 13 1-32. 

Given the heterogeneity of concepts and intuitions, Kant needs to find some "third 
thing7'that is rather homogeneously connected to both the intellect and sensibility, the 
universal and the particular, and can thus assume this aucial mediating relation. Kant 
calls this ' W d  thing" the brmscendentd scherna, the task of which is the transcendental 
detamination of time such that the appearances containeci in the temporal order and the 
pure concepts which intellectually structure that order can be brought together without 
inwngniity. Just how this schematism ocairs is, for Kant "an art concealeci in the depths 
of the human soul" (CPR B 180/1). Yet it is arguably this process of how the concepts of 
the understandhg book up with the sensible manifold via the schematism of the 
imagination which has supplantai the problem of the extenial world as the crucial issue 
of the first Critique. The mind-world difficulty of traoscendental realism has given way 
to the mind-mind problem of Kant's transcendental idealism. 

" Recdl that in the Critique of Practicaf R e m ,  Kant seeks to address the two central 
crïticisms of the nnt Critique, the second of which, as already noted, involves "the 
paradoXical dernand to regard one's self, as subject to fiedom, as nournenon, and yet 
fiom the point of view of nature to think of one's self as a phenornenon in one's own 



empir id  consciousness." See Immamiel Kant7 Critique of P r a c t i d  Reason? trans. Lewis 
White Beck (New York: Macmillan Publishing, 1956), p. 6 (henceforth cited as C ' .  

69 My own understanding of the second Andogy was been greatly influead by Henry 
Allison's authoritative discussion and defense of Kant's position. S ee Henry Allison, 
Kmt's Trmendenfal  PI&alzsm: An Inierpetatr'on and Deferne (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1983), pp. 2 16-34. 

n Kant writes: 'This same law, howevei, is objectively, i.e., in the conception of pure 
reason, a direct determuiing ground of the will. Hence this humiliation occurs 
proportionately to  the pwity of the law; for that reason the lowering (humiliation) of the 
pretensions to the mord self-esteem on the sensuous side is an elevation of the moral, 
Le., practicai, esteem for the law on the h t e l l e d  side" (CPrR, p. 82). 

74 See, for example, Hegel's discussion of 'Pissemblance or Duplicity" in his 
Phenomenology of Spirit. In paragraph 622, Hegel writes that "[m]orality is the 'in- 
itself,' the merely hiphciil element; if it is to be actual, the final purpose of the world 
cannot be fùifilled; rather the mord consciousness must exist on its own account and find 
itself co&onted by a Nature opposed to it. " See Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, tram. 
A Miller (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977). p. 377. For a fine account of the paradoxes 
and displacements that Hegel identifies in the c'moral worldview," see Terry Pinksud, 
Hegel's Phenomenoiogy: m e  SociaIity of Reason (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1994), pp. 20247 especially. 

75 Yack sumarizes this point nicely, arguing that "if Kant is correct in his 
characterization of man's hurnanity, then dienation fkom the extemai world foUows from 
becoming reasooable." See Bernard Yack, The Longing for T d  Revolutim, p. 99. 

76 Immanuel Kant7 Critique of Judgment, tram. W. S. Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hackett 
Publishing Co., 1987), henceforth cited as CI. 
n See F. X. J. Coleman, 7he Hannony of Reason: A S e  in Kmtl's Aesthetics 
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1 974)' p. 3. 

'* Rudolph Makreel's recent book has challengeci this orthodox reading of the third 
C'tique: '%mead of regarding the third Critique as an attempt to synthesize the first two 
Critiques, 1 propose that it cm provide an interpretive framework for them. In doing so, 1 



take seriously Kant's assertion that the Critique of Judgment is not intended to make a 
contribution to do<*rinal philosophy. Unlike the first two Critiques, which grouad the 
doctrinal metaphysical systerns of natural science and mords, the Critique of Judgment 
has no specific metaphysical application." See Rudoph Makreel, Imagznation and 
Inteqrelafilafion in Kànt TAe Hennendc  Impwt of the Cdtique of J u m e n t  (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1990), p. 3. My own reading of the third Critique lies in 
between these two opposing interpretations. Although 1 take seriously Makreel's daim 
that the text offers a fiamework for understanding the entire critical system, 1 think he 
overstates his case when he attributes a merely "orientational role" to Kant's 
tninscendental standpoint (which, I believe, the rnodality of necessity vitiates), and denies 
any metaphysical role to the thkd Critique. 

79 The historical ongins of the "diplomacy" thesis cm be traced to the reception of the 
thkd Ckitique in the subsequeat generations of German philosophy - the texts of Schiller, 
Schelling, Hegel and Heidegger in pdcular. Speaking to precisely this question, Jacques 
Taminiaux Wrifes of the third Critique that 'bve can say that its mode of reception is d e d  
not by any cleavage, but, on the oontrary, by the theme of the fundamental belonging of 
man and world, of spontaneity and receptivity." See Jacques Taminiaux, Pwtics, 
SpemIurion, id Judgntent: n e  SMow of the Work of A r t  fiom K a t  to 
Phenonienology, p. 3 8. 

80 AS Fred Beiser has noteû, it is precisely his distinction between detenninant and 
reflective judgments that is the source of Kant's philosophical quarrel with Herder, who 
inconsiaently attempts to ascribe scientific status to teleological judgments which Herder 
otherwise rightly claims are merel y analogid explanations. See Frederick Beiser, The 
Fizte of R e m :  G e m m  Philosophyfrom Kimt to Fichte (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1 987), p. 1 58. 

8' See Kant's discussion in section V, 'an Reflective Judgment," of the First 
Introduction, (CI, p. 402) especially. 

" As this long quotation suggests, for Kant there are both lower and higher desires. We 
caq of course, desire sensuous objects by effectively giving in to our natural inclinations, 
or we can desire a higher pupose for ourseives based on the requirements of practical 
reason. Analogously, there are both lower and higher pleasures. Lower pleasure results 
fiom what we judge to be merely agreeable, whereas higher pleasure - the pleasure under 
consideration here - resuhs £?om the fiee play of our cognitive faculties as the result of 
our reflection on the mere fom of an object. 

" At this point, it should be mentioned that the means by which this pleaswe is realized 
daers according to the type of aesthetic judgment involveci. The two types of aesthetic 
judgments are registered in the division of the "Critique of Aesthetic Judgment" in an 
"Aoalytic of the Beautifid" and an "Analytic of the Sublime." In the opening sections of 
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the "Analytic of the Sublime," Kant compares the sublime and the beautifid with 
reference to the analytic principles impocted fkom the first Critique. Tor, since 
judgments about the sublime are made by the aesthetic reflective power of judgment, [the 
analytic] must allow us to present the likuig for the sublime, just as that for the beautifùl 
as foliows: in tenns of ~uantity, as universally vaiid; in tenns of qunlily, as devoid of 
interest; in terms of ref&on, [as a] subjective purposiveness; and in tenns of m&Iity, as 
a necessary subjective purposiveness" (CI $24, p. 100). Despite the similarity with 
respect to these four moments, the analpics of beauty and sublimity differ in several 
important ways. Whereas judgments of beauty require the hannonious '%e play" of 
imagination and understanding, certain forms of experience disclose the limits of our 
finite cognition, and thus judgments of sublimity must bypass the exclusively 
epistemological faculty of understanding and instead make recourse to the ideas of reason 
according to our subjective need to represent a cognitively unrepresentable experience. 
Accordhg to Kam, then, 'tve regard the beautifid as the exhibition of aa indeterminate 
concept of the understanding, and the sublime as the exhibition of an indeterminate 
concept of reason (CI $23, p. 98). The inability of our cognitive powers to fumish a 
concept adequate to the object of m e n c e  renders the feeling of the sublime 
""contrapurposive for our power of judgment, incommensurable with our power of 
exhibition, and as it were violent to our imagination, and yet we judge it al1 the more 
sublime for that" (CI $23, p. 99). The hstration we experience when our imagination is 
unable to progress beyond a world of sense, or the fear and powerlessness we experience 
in the face of nature's might are the moments of displeasure we feel prior to their 
conversion into a higher pleasure when the power of reason within us is aroused and our 
proper vocation as supersensible beings is disclosed. Although the sublime, like the 
beautifbl, is an aesthetic category always related (even if only minimally) to 
phenomenality, its operations (more so than those of the beautifil) aiways forge a 
passage "beyonâ" sensible limits such that a purposive bridging or straddling of domains 
is achieved. For an important reading of the Kantian sublime, see Paul de Man, 
'Thenomenaiity and MateriaMy in Kant" in Henneneutics: Questions and Prospects, eds. 
G. Shapùo and A. Sica. (Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 1984). 

" See Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Geneuiogy of M d s  in Basic Wntngs of Nietzsche, 
ed. and trans. Walter Kaufmann (New York: The Modern Library, 1 %9), p. 555. 

85 Kant refers to the attribution of a properly mental characteristic to an object as the 
Yallacy of subreption" (U $27, p. 1 14, n. 22). The implication is that any pre-critical 
philosophy of art that attempted to &bute aesthetic predicates to the work of art or 
nature itself is guilty of this "Wlacious" mode of reasoning. 

" Perhaps the most thorough discussion of the relationship between "%esthetic dienation" 
on the one hanci, and "'aesthetic autonomy" on the other, is J. M. Bernstein, me Faie of 
Art: Aesihetic Aliendïon from Kànt to Dem'da d Adorno, 1992. According to 



Bernstein, Kant's text can be read either as voucbsafing the autonomy of aesthetic 
judgrnent, preserving a separate sphere of aesthetic activity that exists independently of 
aii cognitive and moral practices, or as underwriting and thus ultimately undoing these 
very divisions. 1 agree with Bernstein when he claims that t is "[tlhe Critique of 
Judgment, and not the philosophy of Hegel.. . where the question of modernity is most 
perspicuousiy raised" (Ibid., p. 7). It is Kant's Critique ofJudgement, d e r  dl, in which 
the categorial separation of art and aesthetics h m  '%the language games of knowing, right 
action and moral worth" is first achieved, yet simultaneously d l e d  into question (lbid., 
p. 5). As such, the third Crin'que is perhaps both a symptom and a solution to the 
deforming influences of rational, enlightened modefnity. 

" For instance, Habermas writes: 'Tn Kant's concept of a fornial and internally 
differentiated reason there is sketched a theory of modemity. This is characterized, on the 
one hand, by its renunciation of the substantial rationaiity of inherited religious and 
metaphysical worldviews and, on the other hand, by its reliance upon a procedurd 
rationality, from which our justifiable interpretations, be they pertinent to the field of 
objective knowledge, moral-practical insight, or aesthetic judgment, borrow their daim t O 

validity." See Jürgen Habermas, 'Thilosophy as stand-in and interpreter," in Afrer 
Philosophy: EEnd or Tr~onnatron?,  ed. K. Baynes, J. Bohman and T. McCarthy 
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1989, p. 298-99, and also the more fàr-ranging 
discussions in me Theory of Comnnmiccdie Action. Vol. i Reaon ami Ran'onaiization 
of Society, trans. T. McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1984) and The Phiiosophical 
Discourse of Mdrnz ty ,  tram. F Lawrence (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987). 

88 See Hans-Georg Gadamer, Thth mdMethod, p. 87. 

89 Ibid., p. 85. 

Ibid., p. 97. 

9 1 Charles Taylor, Sources of the Se& 7ne Matng of the M d r n  Identty, p. 5 10. 

" In $49 of the Critique of Judgment, Kant claims that spirit is one of the powers of the 
mind which animates genius. Furthemore, he daims that spirit is none other than the 
ability to exhibit "aesthetic ideas." An aesthetic idea is "a presentation of the imagination 
which prompts much thought, but to which no determinate thought whatsoever, Le., no 
[deteminate] concept, can be adequate, so that no language can express it completely and 
allow us to grasp it" (CI, w9, p. 182). Because the aesthetic ideas are not reducible to 
determinate conceptions or the mere combination of determinate conceptions brought 
together by the merely empiricai use of the imagination, they alone can be said to 
"surpass" nature7 wen though, as the discussion of genius makes clear, it is nature which 
paradoxically ' lend~'~ us this materid. Since I will be focusing on the productivity of 



genius rather than on the pr&ctioons of genius, 1 wiil not be taking up Kant's 
detennination of aesthetic ideas in my discussion beyond what I have briefly mentioned 
here, althou* 1 think Taylor ought to make use of this section of the third Critique in his 
attempt to account for the sources of meaning that he locates in modem poetry. 

" See John Zammito, Tk Genesis of K m ' s  Critique of Judgment (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1992. 

94 Another recent study of Kant is Susan Shell ï3e Embodiment of Rearon: K a t  on 
Spirit, Generation and C0m-w (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996). Sheli 
draws a similar conclusion regarding the LCstaîurey7 of genius in the third Critique, 
although the terms of the cCdevaluationy' are not the same as Zammito's. According to 
Shell, it is within the context of the "aesthetic commuaity," which should be regarded as 
the "extemalization of the egalitarian reciprocity of the kingdom of ends" wherein al1 
rational beings can padcipate, that 'Xant's deliberate devaluation of the stature of 
'genius"' (Ibid., p. 207) is to be understood. 

95 This is not to suggest that Derrida's own reading of Kant, foilowing Heidegger's, 
concludes that Kant is not in the tradition of subjectivistic metaphysics. Quite the 
contrary. According to Heidegger, Kant's analysis of the subject is Unplicated in the 
reduction of the self to a substance - a claim made in spite of the paralogisms of pure 
reason in which he attempts to demonstrate the impossibility of all  ontological knowledge 
of the ego as demanded by rational psychology. In chapter three of the 1927 lechire 
course, The Basic Probiems of Phenomenology, Heidegger shows how Kant's 
appropriation of a metaphysically construed notion of time requires him to reformulate aa 
essentially Cartesian egology whereby the self-unifjing '7 actsy' of the ego carmot be 
known as such insofar as they condition space and time - the sensory fonns of intuition 
which makes experience itself possible. As Heidegger notes, "[Tlhis does not happen by 
chance. " See Martin Heidegger, Basic Problems in Phenomenology, tram. A Hofstadter 
(Bloornington: Indiana University Press, 1982), p. 147. Since Kant still understands 
human being in tenns of the productionist mode1 of naturd beings, the ego as subject is 
still understood as 'cextantness," as substantidity, and thus Kant's notion of 
transcendental subjectivity is unable to cccritically" overcome modem (Cartesian) 
metaphysics which construes subjectivity as res cogilarts - for Heidgger s t i l l  the present- 
at-hand. (See Martin Heidegger, Being and The, p.367). For Derrida, the hegemonic 
position of the subject stands as the very condition of possibility for Kant's 
trmendentai critique of judgment in a most general sense. Questions of art and non-art, 
the inside and outside of the aesthetic h e ,  must be refmed to the universally 
discernible inter-faaity relations (sacrifices, recuperations, plays expansions, etc.) 
'bvithin" the judging subject. As Derrida suggests in n e  T i t h  in Painting, this typically 
undeclareci recouse to the fiee and rational subject infectiously conditions the most 
central trajectories of the Kantian text: The third Critique depends in an essential 
mann =...on a pragmatic anthropology and on what would be cded, in more than one 



sense, a reflexive humanism. This anthropologistic recourse, recognued in its juridical 
and formal agency, weighs massively, by its content, on this supposedly pure deduction 
of aestfietic judgment." See Jacques Demida, Trulh in Painfing, trans. G. Bennington and 
1. McLeod (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), p. 108. 

% Sec John Zammito, The Genesis of K m f  's Critique OfJudgmeril, p. 3. 

" Zammito is caught in an interpretive bind here. In order to reconcile his reading of 
Kantian genius as a polemic duected against Herder and the S t ~ m  und Drang while 
preseMng the aspects of Kant's theory which decisiveiy prefigure more Romantic 
articulations of genius, Zammito is wmpelled to conclude that Kant offers two distinct 
themies of genius in the third Critique. He d s  this second theory the "metaphysical 
theory of genius" (Ibid., p.283) which he Iocates exclusively in section 49, Wn the 
Powers of the Mind which Consthte Genius." The claim that Kant is inconsistent, or that 
he needs the figure of genius to h c t i o n  in mutuatly distinct ways is, howwery a far too 
radical conclusion to draw fiom Kant's admittediy ambiguous and puzzling discussion, as 
1 will subsequently make clear. Zammito is not alone among Kant scholars in suggestiag 
that Kant's theory of genius is not unined. Saüm Kemal goes even Mher and suggeas 
that there are tbee distinct seases of genius operative in the third Critique. See Salim 
Kemal, Kmt and Fine A r t  (Mord:  Clarendon Press, 1986). My own reading is more 
consistent with Mary McCloskeyYs observation that there are certainly two uses of geaius 
in play here, but this difference is reducible to a wide and a narrow use. Basicaily, in its 
wide use genius contains taste, whereas in its narrow use, genius and taste are opposeci. 
See Mary McCloskey, Kant 's Aesthetic (London: Macmillan, 1 987), p. 1 3 3. 

98 See Gilles Deleuze, Kant's Critical PhiIosophy, tram. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara 
Habberjam (Mi~tXtpolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), p. 57. 

99 See H. W .  Cassirer, A Commentary on Kant's Cn'tique o j  Judgmeni (New York: 
Barnes & Noble, i938), p. 323. 

l" See John Zammito, m e  Genesis of Kant's Critique of Judgment, pp. 32-44, for his 
important discussion of Kant's initial reflections on genius. 

'Oi 1 am borrowing this helpful characterization of the opposing developments in the 
philosophy of language in the eighteenth ce* fiom C h l e s  Taylor's work. See 
especially Charles Taylor, 'The Importance of Herder" in Philosophical Arguments 
(Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1995). 

'O2 This is taken from Kant Refletion 771 (1774-75), A. A 15: 337, quoted in John 
Zammito, The Genesis of Kànt 's Critique of Judgment, p. 38. 

1 O3 Ibid., pp. 41-42. 



'O5 Ibid., p. 10. 

'06 In Religion Within the Limits of Reason Alone, Kant recapmilates the fiee/mercenary 
distinction in his discussion of f a .  The logic of subordination is even more pronound 
in this later text, and the implications are clearly much more severe: The Wh of a 
religion of divine worship, in contrast, is a hdging and mmerceinary faith and c a ~ o t  be 
regarded as saving because it is not mord. For a moral faith must be fiee and based upon 
an ingenuous disposition of the heart." See Immanuel Kant, Religion Withn the Li& of 
Remn Alune, tram. T. M. Greene and H. H. Hudson (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 
1960), p. 106. 

107 See Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment, Trmlator's Introduction, Hi. 

'O8 This passage is fkom Johann Gottiiied Herder, SamfIzche Werk. 1, p. 155, quoted in 
Robert Norton, Herder's Aesîhetics mtd the Ewopean Enlghteenmet (Ithaca: Corneil 
University Press, 1991), pp. 102-03. I am using Robert Norton's translation of this 
passage. 

'O9 %id. Frederick Beiser suggests, rnoreover, that the changes nom the fkst version to 
the second were primarily due to the influence of Kant's Allgemeine Naturgeshichte d 
Theorie des Himmels on Herder's still developing "genetic" method. See Frederick 
Beiser, The Fate of Reason: Gennmt Philosophyfrom Kmt to Fichte, pp. 14 1 - 142. 

1 1 0  Kant suggest here that pleasure was once present at the origin of knowledge, which 
problematically historicizes the emphatic separation that Kant's present taxonomy 
requires: 'Tt is tme that we no longer feel any noticeable pleasure resulting fiom our 
being able to grasp nature and the unity in its division into genera and species that alone 
makes possible the empirical concepts by means of which we cognize nature in terms of 
its pdcular laws. But even the cornmonest expience would be impossible without it 
that we have gradually corne to mk it in with mere cognition and no longer take any 
special notice of it (CI VI, p. 27). 

"' Kant distinguishes our direct interest in naturaI beauty fiom our indirect Liking for 
artistic beauty in two respects: first, art can imitate nature in a deceptive way such that we 
confise art and nature, thus indirectly producing feelings of pleasure; or, "it is an art in 
which we can see that it intentionally aimed at our iikiag; but in that case, though our 
liking for the product would mise directly through taste, it wodd arouse only an indirect 
interest in the underlying cause, oamely, an interest in an art that an interest us only by its 
purpose and never in itself" (CJ 542, p. 168). 



112 See Timothy Sean Quinn, 'Xant's Apotheosis of Genius," Intemonai Phiiosuphical 
@arter& Vol. XXXI, No. 2, (1991): p. 163, where Quinn argues that ccD]ecause an 
immediate love for natural beauty reveals a mord interest, it must therefore violate the 
'purity' of disinteresteci taste." 

113 See John Zammito, The Genesis of Kant's Critique of Judgment, p. 142, for bis 
discussion of the "irony" of Kant's position. 

114 It should be pointed out, however, that in his AnthropoIogyjrom a Pragmutic Point of 
View, Kant seems to have partially abandoned his earlier cornmitment to the exclusion of 
genius nom scient& fields. In this later text, the juxtaposition of 'Fnvention" and 
'cdiscovery" does not simply extend Kant's eariier divisions, since now the works of 
Newton and Leibniz are included as productions of genius. But despite this modification 
of Kant's position here, t h e  is also a rehirn to a very much prenitical type of analysis 
of the supposedly natiod characteristics of invention - a shift which defies the spirit, at 
least, of the transcendental argument found in the third Critique. See Immanuel Kant, 
AnthropoIogyfrom a Pragmatic Point of View, trans. V. L. Dowdell (London: Southem 
Illinois University Press, 1978), pp. 123-29 especially. 

Ils Instead of translating Nachahmurung into English as imitation, 1 I l  ofien use instead 
the Greek mimesis in order to retain the resonances between Kant on the one hand, and 
Plato and Aristotle on the 0 t h .  Kant, as we shall see, repeats the Platonic devalution of 
mimesis but reserves the spint of imitation to the scientist alone, thus placing it under the 
pwiew of logos as does Anaotle. It is important to keep in mind that Kant's 
sciencelgeniius opposition tum on Kant's reductive understanding of pedagogy as mere 
rule foilowing and imitation. 

116 According to Hamanq for example, one of the purposes of art was to reveal the word 
of God by retranslating His original language into decipherable human words. Although 
we are denied access to this original, Adamic language, the pet  is able to express His 
word through his own creative work. The art& is thus invested with a privileged 
rnetaphysical significance, and is accordingly granteci a privileged pedagogical role as 
well. Beiser's discussion of Hamann, in particular, highlights the paradoxical nature of 
his aesthetics and the significance of this formulation for the coming Romantic 
generation. Hamann's theory, writes Beiser, "gave the artist his cake and allowed him to 
eat it too7' since the "artist could express his personal passion and at the same t h e  have a 
metaphysical insight h o  reality in itself" See Frederick Beiser, The Fme of Reason: 
Geman Phiiosophyfrom K a t  to Fichte, p.37. It is thus via Wamann's Aesthetica in mce 
that a Romantic faith develops whereby the work of art becomes 'Wie new organon ami 
criterion of metaphysical knowledge, avoiding aU the pitfalls of pure reason so nithlessfy 
exposed in the Kantian critique" (Ibid.). (My understanding of Hamann is indebted to 
Charles Taylor, who lectured on Hamann and other Romantic and proto-Romantic 
philosophers of language in a seminar on "Romantic Poetics," given at the University of 



Toronto, winter 19%.) The larger argument I am developing will show that this last daim 
is somewhat misleading, since in the third Critique Kant not oniy fails to constrain the 
privileges of artistic genius and the metaphysical significance of the fine arts, but also 
conmbutes to this Romantic trajectory by describing the mechanisms of art's 
metaphysical redemption. This is not to say that this was Kant's intention. In his 
polemical essay "On a Newly Arisen Superior Tone in Philosophy," for example, Kant 
bitterly criticizes the uncritical ascription of metaphysical insight to the poet that his 
rivals are clairning. '%ut the one who philosophizes beyond a mathematical problem 
believes that he bas hit upon a secret and even believes he sees something extravagantly 
great where he sees nothing; and he posits true philosophy (philosophiu arcmi) in 
precisely the fact thM he broods over the Idea in himself, which he can neither m& 
~ o m p r e k ~ b l e  nor even comnnmicate to others, [my italics] and so here poetic talent 
h d s  nourisbment for itself in the féelings and enjoyment of exaiting: which i s  to be 
sure, fiu more invithg and splendid than the law of reason whereby one must work to 
acquire a possession. But here also poverty and haughtiness yield the most rididous 
phenornenon: hearing philosophy spoken in a mperior tone." h a n u e 1  Kant, "On a 
Newly Arisen Superior Tone in Philosophy" in Raising the Tone of Phifosop&- Laie 
Esays by ImmamreJ Kmt, Tranifonnative Critique by Jacques DemITIlia, ed. P .  Fenves 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, p. 56). Interestingly, Kant traces this 
superior tone of philosophy back to Plato, and juxtaposa it with Anstotle's thought, 
which is, by contrast 'tvork." Much of the argument in this essay is sublimated in this 
way to a battle b ~ e e n  these two ancient mogates of contemporary philosophical 
quarrels, yet Kant clearly feels that philosophy itself is at stake here. He argues that all 
such movements of feeling beyond the realm of possible experience cannot produce 
cognition, but merely ''supernaturai communication (mystical illumination) which is then 
the death of al1 philosophy" (Ibid., p. 62). 

"' Zammito completely misses this consecpence of Kant's position, arguing instead that 
the imitability assigneci exclusively to science should be straightforwardly read as Kant's 
ironic deflation of the rational powers of genius. See John Zarnrnito, fie Genesis of 
Kimt 's Critique ofludgmen?, pp. 139-4 1 especially . 

Il8 A number of commentators, however, have called into question Kant's denial of 
genius to the scientist, arguing specifïcally that Newton's ability to explain his 
discoveries to otiiers does not extend to how these discoveries occurred to Newton in the 
fira place. Donald Crawford, for example, argues that Kant himself confuses %e order 
of discovery and the order of teaching or systematic exposition of truths already 
discovered." See Donald Crawford, Kmt's Aesthetic meos, (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1974)- p. 165. Kemal echoes this view in his daim that 'Kant wrongly 
confiates creativity with the production of a particular sort of object." See Salim Kemal, 
Kmtl and Fine Art, p. 52. For Kemal, the distinction between science and the fine arts 
does not tum on the creativity of the latter as Kant implies in paragmph 47; rather, their 
dissimilarity is explicable by making reference to the mi ren t  relationships which obtain 



between the fine arts and science on the one band, and ''the rational and feeling subject7' 
on the 0 t h  (Ibid.). Accordingiy, we need not go beyond Kant in order to account for this 
distinction, although Kant confiises the issue by illegitimately banishing creativity from 
science at the stage of discovery. Coleman is therefore ri@ to critique Kant for the way 
he renders the distinction between the aesthetic and the scientific, but he is wrong to 
conclude that Kant's c'restriction of 'genius' to art and to the indeterminate workings of 
'aesthetic ideas"' is "'arbitrary." See F. X. J. Coleman, Die Honnony of R e m ,  pp. 169- 
70. 

119 As Derrida suggests in "ûn a Newly Ansen Apocalyptic Tone in Philosophy," Kant 
does not object to "true aristocrats" who bave a ccnatural" c l a h  to their superior status, 
but only to those usurpers who iikgitimately mimic an ccoverlordly tone" without the real 
authority of authentic social division. This indicates that Kam's problem here is not 
strictly political but is rnotivated at the deepest levei by a fear of mimesis contaminating 
the distinction between reality and imitation and thus upsetting the naturalized social 
hierarchies that remain unquestioned in Kant's text. See Jacques Derrida, 'Dn a Newly 
Ansen Apocalyptic Tone in Philosophy" in MSmg the Tone of Phiiosophy: Late Ewys 
by Imrnamel Kim, Tirniformative Cn'tique by Jacques DemTn&, pp. 128 and 129. See 
also my discussion of the relationship between art and politics in Kant and Nietzsche in 
Jonathan Salem-Wiseman, 'Wature, Deception and the Politics of Art: Divisions of Labor 
in Kant and Nietzsche" forthcoming in Inte-onai Sfuaties in Phiiosophy, Vol. 30, 
No. 1 (Spring 1998): pp. 107-120. 

'20 Jacques Derrida, c~conomimesis," Diacritics 11 (June 1981): pp. 3-25. 

lZ1 See Jacques Derrida, cZconomimesis," p. 9. 

' " In On Naiire and Sentmental Pmiry, Schiller claims that when the illusion offered by 
imitation is complete, the revelation of such deception destroys the feelings of pleasure 
that would otherwise attend the aesthetic expenence. For Schiller, mimesis assumes an 
ethicai content which is paradoxically negated when the mimicry of nature is most 
perfectly exercised. He concedes in a footnote, however, that it was Kant who fist raised 
this as a philosophical problem. See Friedrich Schiller, On Naiire and Sentimental Poetry 
in F*ch Schilee: Esrqys, eds. Daniel Dahlstrom and Walter Hinderer and tram. 
Daniel Dahlstrom (New York: Continuum, 1993), p. 180. 

'" Jacques Derrida, Tcowmirnesis," p. 6. 

124 Ibid. p. 10. 

lu For Kant's grace/nature distinction, see Immanuel Kant, Religion Within the Limits o f  
R e m  Atone, p. 179, in which nature is not simply reduced to physical properties 
understood in stria opposition to fiedom. 



IM Jacques Derrida, "Ewnomimesis," p. 9. 

I3 Parts of the foilowing discussion can be found in Jonathan Salem-Wiseman, 
"Modemity and Historicity in Kant's Theory of Fine Ad7 forthcoming in Philosophy 
T k h y ,  Vol. 42, No. 1 (Spring 1998): pp. 16-24. 

128 Paul Guyer, Kmt d the -rience of Freedom (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993), p. 30 1. 

IZ9 Ibid., p. 298. 

"' Ibid., pp. 298 and 299. 

13* Ibid., p. 299 

133 Ibid., p. 301. 

'" Ibid., p. 301-2. 

13' Ibid., p. 302. 

"' Ibid. 

"' In al1 faimess to Guyer, he is not attempting to work out in any detail what a more 
consistent Kantian theory of art-historical development wodd look tike; however, he 
wodd have better served his case had he at least provided basic arguments to justify his 
claims. 

'% See Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scienîiic Revolutom 2"d ed. (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1 970). 

13' Gianni Vattirno, The E d  of Modemity: Nihilism and Hennenetitics in Postmodem 
Culiwe. Tr. Jon R Snyder (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988), p. 94. 

'" Ibid., pp. 93 and 94. 

14' Ibid., p. 94. 

See Paul de Man, 'Ziterary History and Literary Modernity" in BImdhess d lnrrght :  
fisays ln the Rhetoric of Contempormy Criticzsm (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 



ppp - 

Press, 1983). Ahhough de Man focuses on literary examples in his essay, there is no 
reason to iirnit the scope of his argument to field of literature ahne. In what follows, 
accordingly, 1 will simpty presuppose this extension, and let literature be the 
representative of the d e r  arts. 

'" Ibid., p. 145. 
14-4 Ibid., p. 146. 

143 Ibid., p. 147. 

Ibid., p. 148. 

14' Ibid. 

14* Ibid., p. 149. 

1 49 Ibid., p. 150. 

lso Ibid., p. 151. De Man cites, for example, Nietzsche's cal1 to a fimire self-knowiag 
 o ou th" to actively break from the paralyzing forces of history and inaugurate a new, 
unencumbered spirit of modenity. This motif will recur in Thus SpoRe Zarathustra. 

Is2 Ibid., p. 156. De Man is citing Charles Beaudelaire, 'Ze peintre de la vie moderney' in 
P. F. Gautier, ed., I 'Art romantique, Oeuvres complètes. W (Paris, 1 923), p. 208. De 
Man's italics. 

lS4 Ibid., p. 161. 

137 Friedrich Nietzsche, Humon, AA Tb0 H m m ,  trans. R J. Hollingdale (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986), henceforth cited as HAH, and ïïzus S '  
Zaruthustru in 7?ze PortaMe Nietzsche, ed. and trans. Waher Kadiinan (New York: 
Penguin Books, 1982), henceforth cited as Zmahustra or 2. 



My reading of Hegel is deeply idluenceci by the recent work of Terry Pinkard. See 
Terry Pinkard, Hegel's PhenomenoZogyy: The Sociuky of Rearon, especially chapter six. 
See also Frederick Beiser, '?ntroduction: Hegel and the Problem of Metaphysics" and 
Robert Pippin, T o u  Can't Get There fiom Here: Transition problems in Hegel's 
PhenomenoZog~ of Spirit' in The Cmbridge Conpanion to Hegel, ed. Frederick Beiser 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), pp. 1-24 and 52-85 respectively. 

lS9 There is much thai 1 am skipping over here in this brief sketch. For a dissenthg voice 
to the opposition 1 am drawing between Hegel and Nietzsche, see William Desmond, Art 
ami the Absohfe: A Shrdy of Hegel's Aesthetics (Albany: SUNY Press, 1986)' pp. 140 
and 1 57-59 especially, wherein Desmond argues that Nietzsche's inversion of Platonism 
and his rwaluation of sensibility is aiready underway in Hegel. Since, for Hegel, 
Ekschezmmg heips Wesen to appear, Desmond argues that they should not be seen as 
opposites - an anti-Platonic claim usually credited to Nietzsche. While 1 am sympathetic 
to Desmond's correction of Heidegger on this point, the fact remains that once art is 
understood as a sensuous presentation of the absolute, t cannot not be a thing of the Fast 
in a logical sense. 

lm See Pinkard, Hegel's Phenomenology, pp. 262-63 for an excellent description of what 
Hegel means by absolute knowing, especially in contradistinction to religion. 

'" The reversal that Nietzsche attempts to enact in The Bi& of Tragedy is devoid of the 
logid force that propels the transitions in Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit. As Paul de 
Man right observes, the "mere reversal of the regressive movement that destroyed the 
Hellenic worid into a symmetrical movement of regeneration by which the modern, 
Gennan world is to be rebom7' is "vaiueless7' as an argument, since it assumes that the 
"events of history are founded in formal symmetries easy enough to achieve in pictorial, 
musical, or poetic fictions." See Paul de Man, Allegories of R e d n g  (New Haven: Yale 
Universiîy Press, 1979), p. 84. 

16' This leads, of course, to an entirely new, and possibly disastrous problem for 
Nietzsche. If Nietzsche wants to establish the superionty of Dionysian tmth over illusory 
Socratic knowledge, then how can he even undertake this philosophical argument without 
presupposing the legitimacy of the (Socratic) position he is allegedly seeking to 
undennine? One need not be an Hegelian to discem the apparent contradiction of 
Nietzsche's argumerdatve stréttegy here. The fâct thet Nietzsche resorts to producing a 
scholarly/theoreticai treatise to undermine the desirability of scholarship and theory 
suggests that Dionysiaa insight in particular, and aesthetic values more generally, are not 
self-sufficiently capable of establishing theu own authority. 

163 Julian Young argues that there are two basic theses in n>e Brth of Tragedy. First of 
ail, there is the ''bbir-of-tragedy" thesis, which asserts that tragedy originated through the 
union of Apollonian and Dionysian artistic energies, and "died" when its Dionysian 



element was removed f?om Euripidean tragedy under the influence of Socrates. Second, 
Nietzsche articulates what Young calls the "Hellenism-and-pessimism" thesis, which 
explains how the Greeks were able to psychologicaily deai with the "Mar and homir of 
existence7' through the salutary effkcts of the d s t i c  union of Apollo and Dionysus in 
early tragedy. See Julian Young, Nietzsche's Philosophy of Art (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992), p. 30. 

'" One partidarly good discussion of the relatioaship between Nietzsche and 
Schopenhauer is Jacques Taminiau, "Art and Truth in Schopenhauer and Nietzsche" in 
Poetics. SpecuIlatio, and Sudgment: The Shadow of the Work of Art  from Kmt to 
Phenomenoiogy, pp. 1 1 1 -26. 

'" Nietzsche's argument should not be reductively construed as a c l a h  about a local 
antagonism between two basic phases in the development of ancient Greek dture. More 
generdly, Nietzsche wants to claim that the highest f m  of art (of which Greek tragedy 
is but an instructive example) have value because they can help human beings atfirm Me, 
and thus escape ffom the pessimism which wouid otherwise accompany our inescapable 
experiences of suffkring and cruelty. Consequently, since Socratic (that is, modern) 
culture is opposed to the Dionysian energies constitutive of great, Life-afnrming h s t i c  
expressions, it is unable to help us say "yes" to life. But not only that. Since Socratic 
culture also seeks to "correct" existence, it is essentidly motivated by a reactive negation 
of life, an inability to afnrm existence because it is understood as imperfection, error, and 
su f f e~g .  Nietzsche writes, for example of the c'profound ilhrson that first saw the light 
of the world in the person of Socrates: the unshakable faith that thought, using the thread 
of causality, can penetrate the deepest abysses of being, and that thought is capable not 
only of knowing being but even of correcting it" (BOT, p. 95). 

16' In 'Wstory and Mimesis," Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe brilliaxxîiy unpacks the 
relationship between historical culture and the problem of imitation. Although his focus 
is on the second Untirne& Mewon, much of what he wntes here is directly applicable 
to Nietzsche's argument in The Birth of Tragdy. He d e s ,  for example, that 
"[h]istoricd mirnesis, such as Nietzsche conceives it, does oot consist of repeathg the 
Greeks but of recovering the analogue of that which was their possibility: a disposition, a 
force, a power - the capability of extncating oneself from the present, of breaking with 
the past, of Living and committing oneself under the eonstra.int of what has not yet 
happened. This mimesis does not admit any wnstituted model; it constructs its models. It 
is a creative mimesis. It is a "poietic7': it is great art itself." This passage thus situates 
Nietzsche's project explicitly within the horizon of the problematic of imitation and 
implicitly within the horizon of what 1 have been calling philosophical modem. 
Lame-Labarthe also suggests that the task of dtural invention or self-founding - 
explicitly rnodeniist, not to mention Gerrnanic themes - depends upon either the struggle 
against, or the conversion o c  mimesis. What must be transformeci if a radical break with 
the past is to be accomplished is the sort of relationship to history based on a merely 



passive imitation of what has been In the case of The BiHh cf Tragedy, this means that 
the proper task of German or modem culture is not to re-invent slavishly a modern 
Greece? but to activeIy and creatively transform the present by irnitating the active and 
creative transformations of the past - in this case the paradoxically, and paradigmatically 
ahistorical Greeks. See Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, 'Wistory and Mimesis" trans. Eduardo 
Cadava in LooKing Aler Nietzsche, ed. Laurence Rickels (Albany: S U N Y  Press, 1990), 
pp. 209-3 1. 

167 The rnost thorough, '%istorically" orienteci study of lrhe Birfh of TrugeQ is M. S .  Silk 
and J. P. Stem, Nietzsche on Trugedy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 198 1). It 
provides a much more detailed account of the historical periodization that 1 am oniy 
glossing over here. 

168 See John Sallis, Crossings: Nietzsche and the Spce of Trugee (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1991), pp. 20 and 21. Sdlis goes on to complicate this sense of 
Dionysian mimesis, arguhg that it '5s not a matter of an individual art& adding art to a 
naîurd, proto-artistic Dionysian from which the h s t  would be distinct; rather, it is fiom 
the abysmal Dionysian circuit of transgression, disruption, reinstatement, into which the 
artist is cast, that the artwork is produced, nahue adding art to itself in a kind of mimetic 
excess" (Ibid., p. 72). 

169 The Kamian echoes of this daim should not be ignored. According to Kant, the 
productive imagination receives its material fiom nature, yet because it is free fkom the 
law of association, 'fwe can process that material into something quite different, namely, 
imo something that surpasses nature" (a 549, p. 182). Compare this with Nietzsche's 
claim: "art is not merely imitation of the reality of nature but rather a metaphysicai 
supplement of the realÏty of nature, placed beside it for its overcoming" (BOT, p. L 40). 

"O It is ironic, therefore, to read in Nietzsche's subsequent "Attempt at a Self-Criticism" 
that ''nothhg could be more opposed to the purely aesthetic interpretation and 
justification of the world wtiich are tau& in this book than the Christian teaching, which 
is, and wms to be, on& moral and which relegates art, every art, to the realrn of lies; with 
its absolute standards, beginning with the truthfulness of God, it negates, judges, and 
damm ad '  (BOT, p. 23). 

"' As far as 1 c m  determine, Nietzsche employs different descriptions of the same 
rnetaphysical ground. On some occasions, as 1 have already indicated, Nietzsche refers to 
"artistic energies which burst forth f?om nature:' on others, he refers to the %ue author" 
or the "primordial artist of the world" to describe this ground. In his "Attempt at a Self- 
Criticism," Nietzsche justifies his argument in the Birth of Tragedj, by stating that "art 
and not morality, is presented as the truiy meqhysicai activity of man" (BOT, p. 22). 
Against a Christian interpretation of his recourse to metaphysics, Nietzsche fiirther 
contends that 'the whole book hows only an artistic meaning and crypto-meaning 



behind al l  events - a ccgod," if you please, but certainly ody an entirely reckless and 
amoral anis-god [my Mics] who wants to experience, whether he is building or 
destroying, in the good and in the bad, his own joy and glury - one who, aeating worlds, 
nees himself nom the dimess of m e s s  and overfiines and nom the Miction of the 
contradictions compresseci into his soul" (BOT, p. 22). 

ln For a good account of the relationship between Fichte and Jacobi - one that has helped 
me appreciate their respective differences fiom Nietzsche - see Andrew Bowie, Frum 
h~a?Iticl.ism tu C'tid Theoryr n e  Phzlosophy of German Litercay Theory (New York: 
Routiedge, 1 997), pp. 28-52 (chapter one) especially . 

'" Of the more iafluentid midies of Nietzsche that have decisively determinecl how 
Humon, Al1 Too Human (and Nietzsche's other "middle period" books) are to be rad,  see 
Uartin Heidegger, Nietzsche Vol. 1. The Will lo Power as Art, p. 207 wherein the works 
in question are referred to as 'Yhe years of his pietzsche's] metamorphosis," and 
ultimately srniateci in the fifth and penultimate stage of Nietzsche's "ovemirning of 
Platonisrn" as sketched out in Twzlght of the idols. In Waher KaUrmann, Nietzsche: 
Philosopher. Psychologist, Antichnst (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974), pp. 
181-86 especially, Humrm, AA Tm Human and the other middle period books are 
characterized by their "lack of any commitment to a central thesis" and seem to be only 
of interest for their aphonstic style and the degree to which they adumbrate Nietzsche's 
later doctrine of the will to power. A more recent, yet still highly influentid study is 
Alexander Nehemas, Niedche: Life as Literrilure (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1985), which generaliy passes over di of Nietzsche's texts pnor to 13ru.s SpaCe 
Zarathusfra. Oae major book that does focus to some degree on Hmun, AU T m  Humon 
is Maudemarie Clark, Nietzsche on Truth and Phifosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990), pp. 95-103 especially. Clark, however, also reproduces the 
metamorphosid transition thesis of Heidegger and K a u f i n a ~  by focusing on Nietzsche's 
retention of the thing-in-itself from his earlier writings, aithough now it is epistemically 
inaccessible even to science, and therefore of'little interest" to our humaq ali too hurnan 
beliefs and practices. 

174 Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce Homo in Basic Wntings of Nieesche, tram. and ed. Walter 
Kaufmann (New York: The Modem Library, 1968), p. 744. 

''' If is perhaps due to the discontinuity between Humun, Ait  Too Human and Nietzsche's 
other works that accounts for its lack of critical attention. For example, see Terry 
Eagleton, The Irieology of the Aesthetic (Cambridge, Mass. : Blackwell Publishers, 1990)' 
pp. 2346 1, wherein he discusses Nietzsche's 'caesthetics" yet fails to even mention the 
analysis of artists and art in Human, Ali Too Hiam>. Ironically, it is Eagieton who 
reproduces the very aestheticism with which he charges by treating Nietzsche's 
philosophy as a unified whole, a seamless totality like a work of art which admits to no 



development, change, multiplicity of voice, or intemal opposition, thus ignoring the 
entire force of Nietzsche's argument under consideration here. 

17' See H M  ï, 9, p. 15: "-Even if the existence of such a world were never so well 
demonstrated, it is certain that knowledge of it would be the moa useless of al1 
knowledge: more useless even than knowledge of the chernical composition of water 
mua be to the sailor in danger of shipwreck." 

in Immamei Kant, Critique of hdgment, $5 43 and 44 especially. 

'" See HAH I, 167, p. 89: 'Tf the same motif has not been treated in a hundred different 
ways by various rnasters, the public never learns to get beyond interests in the material 
doue, but once it has wme to be familiar with the motif fiom numerous versions of it, 
and thus no longer feels the charm of novelty and anticipation, it will then be able to 
gtasp and enjoy the nuances and subtle new inventions in the way t is treated." The often 
caustic remarks Nietzsche directs at both artists and art in this section of the book should 
always be read in the contact of these more scarce, understateci claims for the continuing 
role of art in the scientific age that Nietzsche celebrates here. 

''' See Julian Young, Nietzsche 's Phifosophy of Art, p. 72. Young writes that art "is lefi 
without a hction'" in Human, Al1 T m  Humon - a clairn which distinguishes ths text 
from al1 of Nietzsche's other books even those of his "positivistic'" middle period 
between 1876 and 1882. Nietzsche does write: "Even if we possessed art - what influence 
of cmy kiind does art exercise among us?" (M 1,212, p. 98), but that is a claim directed 
against the modern age only, which Nietzsche explicitly contrasts with the tragic age of 
the Greeks. As such, Nietzsche's claim should not be interpreted to mean that dl art has 
been and will be without a purpose, nor should it be coasmied as a claim celebratng the 
demise of art in modem culture or for that matter its lack of influence. 1 have been 
arguing that only metaphysicaily pretentious Romantic art wamuits that sort of 
categorical dismissal. 

'" Julian Young, Nietzsche 's PhiIosophy of Art, p. 79. 

IS1 The endorsements of "rank ordering" can be f ond  in both Beyond G d m d  Evil and 
The Wiil fo PM in particular. 

lS2 By Book V of n e  Gay Science, science is denounced for claixning to be the one 
authoritative interpretation of the world, which makes it a fonn of dogmatism no different 
fkom Christianity: 'That the only justifiable interpretation of the world should be one in 
whichyou are justified because one can continue to work and do research scientifically in 
your sense (you really mean, mechanistically?) - an interpretation that permits counting, 
calculating, weighing, seing, and touching, and nothing more - that is a crudity and 
aaiveté, assuming that it is not a mental illness, an idiocy." S a  Friedrich Nietzsche, The 



Gay Science, tram. Walter Kaufinann (New York: V i a g e  Books, 1974). Elsewhere, the 
scientist is described as old maid" and is criticized for lacking "nobility." See 
Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Gowl and Evil in ïk M c  Writings of Nieltzsche, p. 3 1 5 
(aphonsm 206). 

1 83 As Kant claimed, and as 1 discussed in Chapter 2, the possibility of scientific progress 
is grounded in the teachability of determinate concepts, whereas this process of learning 
through imitation is unavailable to practitioners of the fine arts. Since progress is thus 
explicitly d e d  out in art-bistoncal traditions3 aii that remaios open to the artistic genius 
is the possibility, to use Rorty's tenns of furnishing a new metaphor, a new description 
that is imderstood not as a claim to represent reahy correctly, but Gcsï.mply as one more 
vocabulary, one more humao project" among many others. This proliferation of new 
vocabdaries, and a graduai abandonmeut of the early-rnodernist attempts to ka l ly  "get 
things right" or wllStNct a 'Vinal vocabulary," marks the victory of poetry, of "self- 
creation" over philosophy and science in late-modern Europe. See Richard Rorty, 'The 
Contingency of Sel£hood," in Friedrrch Nietzsche, ed. Harold Bloom (New York: 
Chelsea House Publishers, 1987), p. 108. In Zbathustra, 1 am arguing here, the doctrine 
of the Cirgennellsch corresponds to this early-modern attempt to get things right, while the 
later example of Zarathustra's inherently private attempt selfaeation corresponds to the 
fonnulation of just one more vocabulary amongst others. My own disagreements with 
Rorty will be outlined below. 

lu Stanley Rosen, ï?ze Mmk of Enlighement: Nienîche's Zairathustra (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995). See also my review in C d a n  Philosophical 
ReMews7 Vol. XVI, No. 4, (August 1996): pp. 284-86. 

lg5 Stanley Rosen, The M a k  OfEnlghtenment, p. 56. 

'" Ibid. p. xiv. 

187 See Daniel Conway's excellent essays, "Solving the Problern of Socrates: Nietzsche's 
Zarafhstra as Political Irony" in Politicui 7he0r-y~ Vol. 16 No. 2, (May 1988): 257-280, 
and "Nietzsche Contra Nietzsche: The Deconstruction of Zarathsfrd' in Nietzsche as 
Po~nnodernisf: fisays Pro ami Contra, ed. Clayton Koeib (Albany: S U N Y  Press, 1990), 
pp. 9 1 - 1 10. See also his more recent book, Nietzsche md the Political (New York: 
Routledge, 1997). 

'" Daniel Conway, "Solving the Problem of Socrates," p. 266. 

'" Rosen is much more pessimistic about a way around Zarathustra's pedagogical 
dilemmas, as the following summary of Zaraîhustni's double-bind suggeas: "If we 
become disciples of Zarathustra, then we are not supermen. If we become supermen, then 
we repudiate Zarathustra or becorne his enemies." See Rosen, The Mmk of 



Enlghtement' p. 145. As I have already indicated, my own reading of Zarahustra is 
much closer to Conway's. Conway argues that Zarathustra accommodates "the 
deconstruction of his own authority" in order to ''promote the sufficiency of others 
without simultaneously exerting on them an tmduly formative influence." See Daniel 
Conway, 'Wietzsche Contra Nietzsche7" p. 1 08.1 believe that Zarathustra subverts ( rde r  
than "decoostnicts") his own authority precisely through the linking of his pedagogy to 
the &le mode of mimesis that PIaro and Kant have condemned. 1 have suggested above 
that the finai mimetic relationship between Zarathwtra and the higher men is not 
imitative in this seuse at al4 but p e r d s  only an imitation ofZarathustrays fieedom and 
self-c~eation. That this hini in Zarathu~ba's teaching can only be exemplified on the 
mountain and not in Motley Cow or the Blessed Isles suggests that this Yeaching of 
fieedom" through exemplarity (in opposition to Rousseau's 'forcing to be fiee") is 
neither democratically enjoyed nor a merely utopian ideal, but a possibility for the 
capable few. In this sense, Kant's doctrine of genius finds a resounding echo in 
Zarathustra's final pedagogical position. 

190 See Alexander Nehemas, Nietzche: Life as Liferlriure, pp. 170-1 99 especially. 

19 1 See Friedrich Nietzsche, 7he Gay Science, pp. 1 8 1 -82 (section 1 25). 

192 Conway argues that the "teaching of the Übennemch more properly belongs to 
Zarathustra" - not to Nietzsche. This is because in Zarathustra the Ü&ennensch is 
presented as the Ltranscendence," rather than the "perfection of humanity. See Daniel 
Conway, Nietzsche md the Poiiticu17 pp. 20 and 21. 1 agree with Conway that 
Zarathustra's teaching thus "lapses regularly hto  idealism," but 1 think this is why such 
an ideal is implicitly repudiated in the text (Ibid.). In fact, the plot of Zarathustra would 
not make sense if the &ermemch was understood (as in The Antz-ChtistY for example) 
merely as an exemplar of the 'nigher man." In general, however, 1 agree with those 
commentators like Conway, Lampert and Rosen who argue that the doctrine of the 
libennemch is merely Zarathustra's "provisional" teaching, which evenWy gives way 
to the "definitive" doctrine of the e t d  retum. Lampert in particular is extremely 
persuasive on this point: 'Tt seems to me that one of the greatest single causes of 
misinterpretation of Nietzsche's teaching is the failure to see that the clearly provisional 
teaching on the superman is rendered obsolete by the clearly definitive teaching on the 
eternai rehim. That there is no c d  for a superman in the books aAer Zhathus&a is no 
accident, but rather an implicit acknowledgment that the philosopher of the tirnue has 
already corne in the one who teaches that the weight of thuigs resides in h g s  and not in 
some fimire to which they rnay or may not contribute." See Laurence Lampert, 
Nietzsche 's Teachjng (New Haven: Yale, 1986), p. 258. According to Robert Pippin, 
Zarathustra ultimately rejects the teaching of the nemensch-ideal because he cornes to 
see his %&ormative 'solution"' as merely the ideal of nihilistic, modern Europe. See 
Robert Pippin, '3rony and Affirmation in Nietzsche's Thus Speke Zarathusfru in 



Nietzsche's New, bas7" ed. M. Gillespie and Tracy Strong (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1988)' p. 56. 

'" Zarathusba alludes to tks  scene again in "On the Flies of the Market Place:" 'Tdl of 
solemn jesters is the market place - and the people pnde themselves on their great men, 
their masters of the hou? (2, p. 164). Moreover, the "deviish" impersonMion of 
Zarathustra is encountered agah at the begiming of the second part, motivating his 
second Untergmrg. 

1 94 This should be coatrasted with Socrates' argument in the RepubIic that the 
philosopher-king shodd retum to the cave der his lengthy education, thus suggesting 
t h  the few have to be lured back to the many. 

19' In Wu War and Wadors," Zarathustra refm to his disciples as his "brothers in war" 
and tells them that 'War and courage have accomplished more great things than love of 
the neighbor" [Nachteniiebe] (2, p. 159). Zarathustra thus sees his cornpanions as 
timocratic men who must anain their nobility through obedience: 'Your very 
commanding should be an obeying" (2, p. 160). Further on, it becurnes clear that 
Zarathustra is the philosophicai legislator who does the comrnanding in the service of the 
"highest hope." 'Your highest thougk, however," Zarathustra tells his disciples 'leu 
should teceive as a command fkom me - and it is: man is something that shall be 
overcome" (2, p. 160). 

1% Later on in part three, Zarathustra iaments the fkct that he ''must still be a poet," which 
indicates that he accepts the failure of his revolutionary transformation of rnankind 
through his teaching of the Clbermensch. He must continue to speak in parables instead of 
directly to man, since the people to whom he speaks d l  never be capable of 
understanding any teachings conveyed philosophically. 

197 Conway astutely notes that ccZarath~stra's 'discovery' of a receptive audience 
represents a self-deceived retreat from the faihires of his pedagogy; the allusion to the 
'Isles of the Blest' of Greek mythology M e r  suggests that Zaratfiustra has engineered 
an afterworldly redemption of his pedagogical stniggles." See Daniel Conway, 
"Nietzsche Contra Nietzsche," p. 97. 

lg8 It is in this sense, then, that 1 agree with Pippin's claim that the Iibennemch is merely 
the contingent ideal of late modemity, which means that its "self-created status" is 
vitiated by its dependence upon the partidar needs of Yate bourgeois nihure." See 
Robert Pippin, ''kony and Atnrmation in Nietzsche's Il>us S p k e  Zwathu~a,'," p. 52. 

lg9 Conway points out the echoes of the myth of Er in Zarathustra's choices in part three 
wherein he %produces his original Socratic errorsy' of the fist two parts of the text 



before making the correct, ami-Socratic choices in part four. See Daniel Conway, 
"Solving the Problem of Socrates," p. 270. 

'Oo See Alexander Nehamas, Nie&he: Life ar Literutzïre, p. 150. 

Since other commentators have given detailed accounts of Zarathustra's encounter 
with the shepherd (who tums out to be Zarathustra, as we lem in "The Convalescent"), 1 
will not reproduce what is already familiar here. It should be noted, however, that even 
the teaching of the eternal recurrence is reduced to a mere 'liurdy-gurdy song" [Leier- 
Liedl by those who, in part three, are closest to Zarathustra: his animais. The episode is 
wmedic precisely because the animals still seem to have no due about the meaning of 
Zarathustra's new teaching. They are still under the impression that "genuig t right" is a 
more important question that '%ho 1 am," the strictly existentid issue which the etemd 
recurrence forces each of us to co&ont. Nietzsche is also attempting to convey the idea 
that the imitation or verbal reproduction of the teaching falls well short of what the 
teaching intends. It is ndiculous that Zarathustni's animals have attempted to appropriate 
Zarathustra's doctrine in this way. Moreover, at the end of this chapter the animals 
& d a t e  a stmng cosmological version of the doctrine. That the animals at fia do not 
understand Zarathustra's teaching should be taken as a warning that the subsequently 
proclaimeci cosmological version ofthe teaching is not to be equated with Zarathustra7s. 

203 Gilles Deleuze's highly improbable reading of the eternal recurrence founders on 
precisely this point. He argues that the " e t e d  return would become contradictory if it 
were the retum of reactive forces," which entails that only the cOecoming-active" can be 
affirmeci in this unconditional way. But given the link between the active and the reactive 
that Nietzsche coritinually points out, the selective r e m  that Deleuze discerns is itself 
contradictory and deeply inconsistent with much textual widence in 'The Convalescent" 
(whereia Nietzsche ackwwledges that the small man murs  - the source of his great 
nausea) and elsewhere. See Gilles Deleuze "Active and Reactive" in n e  New Nietzsche, 
ed. David Ailison and tram. Richard Cohen (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1977)' p. 
102. 

204 More gmerally, 1 take seriously Nietzsche's claim in Ecce Homo that in Zkztstra a 
"counter-ideal" is proposed in opposition to the ascetic ideal. Given that the ascetic 
ideal's most basic purpose is to confer meanhg and significance exclusively to our self- 
inflicteci modes of suffering and selfdenial, it seems highly probable that Nietzsche bas 
the eteraal recurrence in mind here as the one doctrine wbich short-circuits all efforts to 
affirm life by denying its very conditions. Maudemarie Clark argues convincingly that 
the memensch ideal finctions within Zarathusfra much iike the mord doctrines of the 
ascetic pnest, and thus caanot be the couter-ideal Nietzsche has in mind in Ecce Homo. 
According to Clarlc, the teaching of the fibermensch implicitly deprives the small man of 



his value, since his life is only worth anything in so f'ar as it can be negated by this new, 
s u p p o d y  redemptive ideal. Zarathustra, f'urthermore, cm ody Y his own existence 
as the teacher of the aennemch by condemning the aspect of existence he m o a  despises 
- the continued Iife of the small man. Zarathustra's great nausea results from his 
realization that if he were to return, he would return to the very historical conditions 
under which the small man presently flourishes and thus he m u t  conclude that what he 
despises most camot be negated. Because the doctrine of e t e d  recurrence does not 
require the ascetic's Iogic of redemption through revenge (which is precisely the 
ecowmic arrangement organ-g ail of Western metaphysics, N i m h e  believes) it 
should be co11~ffiled as the only way of affirming Me without simultaneously 
pdcipating in its negation. See Maudernarie Clark, Nietzsche On TNth and PhiIosophy, 
pp. 276-77. 1 find Conway's response to this sort of argument unconvincing. He clairns 
that since such a counter-ideal would "outstrip the diminished faculties of their 
mietzsche's and Zarathustra's] late modem readers," there can be no receptive audience 
for this teacbg, and thus it cannot serve as the sort of counter-ideal tbat Nietzsche has in 
mind. S e  Daniel Conway, Nietzsche and the PoIiticc~I, pp. 103-4. It seems to me, 
however, that appeais to historical circumstances are bardly relevant to a discussion of 
the appropnateness of an z&uI. The fact that no one believed the madman's proclamation 
of God's death does not mean, for example, that Nietzsche's taching is not also directed 
at a conternporary audience, even if the small or last man ignores or misunderstands his 
words. 

'O5  Zarathustra's Züchrer Mid Zuchimeister resonates with the title of part four of The Will 
to Power, "Zucht und Züchtung7' [Discipline and Breeding], although the political 
teaching of the later text - the classical Locus of the '8loody Nietzsche" - is precisely what 
Zarathustra has abandoned in his own pedagogical practices. For an interesting 
assessrnent of Nietzsche's return to the beliefs that 1 am arguing Zarathustra rejects; 
narnely, the determination that only an explicitly piiticaI transformation of modem 
European life is possible, see Tracy Strong, 'Wztzsche's Politicai Aesthetics" in 
Nietzsche 's Niw &as.- Explorutions in PhiZosophy. Aesihetics anci Politics, pp. 1 5 3- 1 74. 

'O6 In T h e  Dninken Song," Zarathustra asks: Wave you ever said Yes to a single joy?" 
Answering his own question, Zarathustra emphasizes the existentid import of the etmal 
recurrence doctrine: "O my aiends, then you said Yes to ail woe. AU things are 
entangled, ensnared, enamored.. ." (Z p. 43 5).  

*O7 The means, 1 think, that the aesthetic terminology Nietzsche employs to describe the 
self is not reducible to metaphors. In both The Gay Science and Zbathustra, at least, I 
think Nietzsche's understanding of self-overcoming and becoming what one is is 
intelligible only as a quite literai act of artistic creation. Although this voluntaristic mode1 
of seIfaeation is prevalent in these two texts, Nietzsche does gradually abandon his 
aesthetic doctrine of the self in his later texts wherein his wncern becomes more 
explicitly politicai. 



208 See CI $47, p. 177. 

209 Heidegger understands three distinct ways in which Dasein can '%e" with others, 
which sheds light on Zarathustra's transformation here. Fïrst, Heidegger describes a 
negative mode of wring-for characterized by a lack of care between people. Mers 
simply show up for Dasein as not mattering. Second, he juxtaposes two positive modes of 
caring-for, the fist of which is characterized by a 'leaping in" which takes over the 
otha's possibilities. Although Heidegger emphatically does not offer a psychological 
explication of what motivates this wvert appropriation of another Me, for Nietzsche it 
would clearly be the result of perceiving a "lack" in the d e r  an pitying the d e r  in 
virtue of that lack. Such a relationship is still cultivated in the first half of 2bufInrstra, in 
which the very rationaie of Zarathustra's descent to man is the perception of a lack of 
self-sufficiency. What he realizes, hally, is tbat his descent does not simply respond to, 
but aiso engenders, the very dependency it is intended to abolish. Heidegger's second 
mode of positive solicitude is thus what I believe characterizes Zarathusai's relationship 
with mankind in book four. lustead of leaping in and taking away the other's possibilities, 
Zarathustra now Yeaps ahead" and opehî up possibilities for the other, precisely by 
exemplieing new possibilities in his own mode of existence. 1 will be taking up this 
point with respect to Heidegger's tm in Chapter 4. See Martin Heidegger, Being and 
Time, trans. J. Macquarrie and E. Robinson (New York: Harper and Row, 1962), pp. 158- 
9 (henceforth cited as B q .  

"O Rom argues for a distinction between our private, ironist stance and public concenis. 
It is the rnistake of rnetaphysicians to believe that our private vocabulary can fbnction as 
a final vocabdary that offers tme claims about reality, history, the essence of man, etc. 
See Richard Rorty, Contingency, Irony, md SoiiciLajty (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, l989), chapter four especially. 

"' Daniel Conway, "Solving the Roblem of Socrates," p. 274. 

Robert Pippin, Modernism as a PhilosophicuI Probiem, p. 12 1. 

214 I should state at the outset of this chapter that it is difficult to simply talk about 
Heidegger's "relationship" with ccmodemity," since much of his philosophical project 
involved making manifest the hitherto forgotten grounds that made modeniity, as an 
essentially metaphysical category, possible. Modernity, therefore, is never the exclusive 
focus of Heideggerian inquj;  it is instead a mere symptom of the final "stage" or epoch 
of the history of being. When Heidegger does speak about the basic features of modem 
age, his remarks are insightfùl, if not detailed. For example, in "The Age of the World 
Picture," Heidegger outlines £ive essential phenornena of modemity: 1) the development 



of modern science, 2) the growth of machine techno10gy7 3) the consideration of art from 
the purview of aesthetics, 4) the consummation of human activity in culture, and 5) the 
Hoiddinian "loss of the gods." See The Quedon Concemzng Technofogy and Other 
Essqys, trans. William Lovin (New York Harper Torchbooks, 1977), p. 1 16 (henceforth 
cited as QCT). 

''' The destruction of the history of ontology was understood by Heidegger to be the 
necessary preparation for any subsequent (post-metaphysicaf) thuikuig as early as 1927. 
In Being d The Heidegger &es: 'Tfthe question of Being is to have its own history 
made transparent, then this hardeneci tradition must be loosened up, and the concealments 
which it has brought about must be dissolved. We understand this task as one in which by 
taking the question of Being rrs our due, we are to deJPoy the traditionai content of 
ancient ontology until we arrive at those primordial experiences in which we achieved 
our first ways of determinhg the nature of Being - the ways which have guided us ever 
since." PT. p. 44) 

2 I6 Robert Bemasconi, Hetdgger in Question: ïhe Art of Existing (Atlantic Highlands, 
NJ: Hurnanities Press, 1993), especially chapter six. 

The importance of Heidegger's reading of Nietzsche for his imerpretation of the 
essence of modernit y cannot be underestimated. As Randal1 Havas rernarks: 
'Weidegger's overall account of life in the present age depends essentially upon his 
reading of Nietzsche. Approaching Nietzsche in the ri@ way provides insight, Heidgger 
insists, into what it means to be modem." See Randal Havas, 'Who is Heidegger's 
Nietzsche? (On the Very Idea of the Present Age)" in Heidegger: A Critic41 Rearier, 
edited by Hubert Dreyfus and Hamson Hall (Mord: Blackwell, 1992), p. 23 1. For 
another good discussion of Heidegger and Nietzsche in this respect, see L. P. Thiele, 
'rWilight of Modemity: Nietzsche, Heidegger and Politics" in PoIiticaI Theory, Vol. 22, 
No. 3 (August 1994): pp. 468-90. 

2'8 John Sdlis, Echues: Afer Heidegger (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), 
chapter 7 especially. 

2 19 1 am here alluding to Derrida's reading of Heidegger's Nazi affiliations in which he 
suggests that Heidegger's spiritualization of National Socialism both confers a false 
philosophical legitimacy upon Nazism, but simultaneously demarcates Heidegger's 
"politics" fkom the cc'ideological' camp in which one appeals to obscure forces - forces 
which would not be spirihial, but naturat, biological, racial, according to an anything but 
spiritual interpretation of 'earth and blood.'" See Jacques Derrida, Of Spin: Heidegger 
and the Questiony tram. by G. Bennington and R BowIby (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1989), p. 39. 



Heidegger's political debacle has motivated his critics to find evidence of Nazism in 
his philosophical work pnor to 1933, which has led to some of the most remarkably naive 
readings of, especialfy, Being mui lime. Tom Rockmore, for instance, so completefy 
misunderstands what Heidegger means by fùndamentai ontology that he claims to detect 
the "incipient antirationalist side of his philosophy ... in his insistence on the anaîysis of 
Dasein as prior to and apart fiom the various sciences ( 5  IO)." See Tom Rockmore, On 
Heiakgger 's N k i m  4 Philosophy (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1 W2), 
p. 127. This insistence is tantamount to claiming that fiindamental ontology is inherently 
ccantirationd," which 1 think is p a t d y  absurd. Heidegger's ontology mua be 
hdamentaf if he is not simply to take over the received conceptions of being from 
regional ontologies, like psycbology or the biological sciences. Fundamental ontology 
must both exceed, and account for, the determinations of being latent in the regional 
ontologies of the various scientific disciplines. Heidegger was consistent on this point 
until the end of his philosophical life. See, for example, 'The End of Philosophy and the 
Task of Thinking" in Baric Writiings, ed. David Farreli Krell, tram. Joan Stambaugh 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1977), p. 377. A more promising approach is suggested, but 
not developed by Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, who indicates that Heidegger's politicai and 
philosophical commitments of 1933-34 are not accidental, because they are already 
prefigured by his analysis of Dasein's historïcal character in division 2, chapter 5 of 
Being rold Tirne. See Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger, Art and Politics tram. Chris 
Turner (Cambridge: Basil Blackweli, 1990), p. 18. For a provocative aoalysis of how 
Heidegger's politid involvements motivated his subsequent engagement with Greek 
tragedy, see Norman Swazo, "Gnothi Sauton: Heidegger's Problem Ours" in the J m m l  
of the British Societyfor Phenomenoiogy, Vol. 25, No. 3, October 1994, pp. 263-87. 
Swazo argues that Heidegger's meditations on Sophocles and the paradigmatic fate of 
Oedipus immediately following his Rectorship suggest that Heidegger understood his 
politicai involvement with National Socidism as a form of physical blhdness, even if he 
was able to "see metaphysically." 

See Richard Wolin's 'Introduction" to Richard Wolin (ed.), The Heidegger 
Conbowrsy: A Criticai Re& (Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Ress, 1993), p. 8. Additionally, 
see Luc Ferry and Alain Renaut, Heidegger and Modem@, tramtrans. Franklin Philip 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), who argue that recent attempts (Derrida in 
particuiar, but also Elisabeth de Fontenay and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe) to explain 
Heidegger's political involvements in terms of his 1 ingering metaphy sical commitments 
merely reproduce the initiai, exculpatory claims of the orthodox, pst-War 
Heideggerians. Like Wolin, the authors wonder if Heidegger's criticisms of modemity 
are in fact inextricably tied to his support for National Socialism. 1 quote at length: 
'Beyond these hterpretive stakes, the deepest significance of the debate, for which the 
Farias book and even the discussion of the Heidegger case are merely the occasion 
becomes clear: it hinges on - we c m  see this cleariy in Demda - the cnticism of 
modemity, and what defines it philosophically, culturally, and no doubt also politically, 
to wit, the outbreak of subjectivity and the values of humanism. The Heidegger 



controversy merely stands in the foreground of a c~ntroversy that has a quite different 
impact, invalving nothuig les  than the significance attribut4 to the logic of modernity: 
if we argue about it so much today, isn't t because Heidegger's deconstrucrion of 
modernity provided a considerable part of the French intelligentsia with the bases and 
style ofits criticism of the modem world? More precisely yet, aren't the reactions dl the 
more spiriteci because to account for the specific terms and full extent of Heidegger's 
involvement with the Nazis, we have no choice but to wonder whether this aspect of his 
critical thinking about modernity wasn't relateci to the way this thinking attïibuted to 
National Socialism 'an inner tnith and greaaiess'?' Ibid., pp. 534. 

Wolin has Car1 Schmitt, Oswald Spengler, and Ernst Jünger in mind when he speaks 
of those cornervative revolutionaries who have continueci this 'Wietzschean-inspire&' 
tradition into the twdeth centwy. See Richard Wolin (ed.), Ine Heidegger 
Contmversy: A Criticai Rearier, p. 273. 

Ibid., p. 7. 

Ibid., p. 8. At no point, however, does Wolin attempt to dwelop in any detail 
Heidegger's achial comments on the ancient Greek polis. We are merely presented with 
the suggestion that Heidegger "shares" Nietzsche's evaluation (a daim which is an 
oversimplification, if aot utterly misleading), but Wolin does not wen bother to trace the 
crucial changes that Heidegger's reading of the ancient polis a d y  undergoes in the 
period tiom InfrOarcfion io Metuphysics (1935) to the lecture course on Holderlin's 'Der 
Ister" (1942). As 1 have been arguing throughout this dissertation, this sort of "evidence7' 
cannot be r a d  as a simple confirmation of Heidegger's mti-modemist stance, since the 
dissatisf~ions with Enlightenment-style reassurances about the author@ of reason and 
the turn to what I have been calling "aesthetic autonomy" (including, of course, the 
descriptions of the realization of self-legislation through acts of (seIf)-creation) certainly 
precede Heidegger and Nietzsche, and extend to thinkers - fiom Schelhg to Adorno - 
who Wolin, presumably, would not want to exclude fiom the modernist camp. 

225 Martin Heidegger, Holderilins Hjmnen 'Gemanten" und "Der Rhein " 
Gesamtausgube 39 (FrFraakf: Nosterman, 1980) cited in Ibid.. p. 9. 

"6 Martin Heidegger, Nietrsche III. WiII to Power as Knowledge and as 
Metaphysics, tram Joan Stambaugh, David Farrell Krell, and Frank Capuzzi (San 
Francisco: Harper Collins, 1987), p. 178. Heidegger argues that the essence of modernity 
should not be determiad by our reflection on phenornena in the fields of poiitics, poetry 
and the naturd sciences, but shodd rather be construed as the epoch at the beginning of 
which, firstly, "man instds and secures himself as subiectum, as the nodal point for 
beings as  a whole; and secondly, that the beingness of beings as a whole is grasped as the 
representedness of whatever c a .  be produced and explained." Ibid. 



- -  

Michel Haar, for one, actuaily attributes Heidegger's political debacle in tenns of a 
c'disastrous impatience" to tmnsform the essence of man. Although Heidegger officially 
clairneci that only p e t s  and thinkers could accomplish this by disclosing a new truth of 
king for an epoch, Haar suggests that Heidegger was seduced by the illusory temptation 
of Nazism to produœ a new type of human king (although never, for Heidegger, ia a 
raciallbiological sense) through total state wntrol and dominance. Haar notes, however, 
that Heidegger's massive blunder actually betrays the very sorts of subjectivism and 
voluntansm that his later work atternpted to comprehend as the basic metaphysical 
position of the modem age. See Michel Waar, Hei&gger md Ihe mence of Mm? tram. 
William McNeill (Albany: S U N Y  Press, 1993), p. d. 

228 For Heidegger, the "epoch" of metaphysics does not simply denote the histoncal 
period between Plato and Nietzsche during which Western philosophy f lourished, but 
aiso the 'kithdrawal" or 'kithholding" of being that is constmmve of mtaphysicai 
t hought it self 

229 In section one of that text, Heidegger reviews three of the usual presuppositions or 
prejudices we have that obscure not only the possibility of an answer, but even the 
possibility of formulating the question of the meaning of being in an adequate way. (See 
Sr pp. 22-3) 

230 See B T, p. 25 7 as well as Heidegger's extendeci discussion of tmth in section 44 and in 
the 1930 essay, Martin Heidegger, 'The Essence of Truth," in Basic Wfitiing, pp. 117- 
41. 

In his later essay, "My Way Back into the Ground of Metaphysics,"Heidegger writes: 
'To metaphysics the nature of truth always appears only in the derivative form of the 
tnrîh of knowledge and the tnith of propositions which formulate our knowledge. 
Unconcealedness, however, might be prior to a i l  tmth in the sense of veri-. Aietheh 
might be the word that offers a hitherto unnoticeci hint wnceming the nature of esse 
which has not yet beea recalled. If this should be so, then the representational thinking of 
metaphysics could certainly never reach this nature of truth, however zealously it rnight 
devote itself to historical studies of pre-Socratic philosophy; for what is at stake here is 
not some renaissance of pre-Socratic thinking: any such attempt would be vain and 
absurd." See Martin Heidegger, W y  Way Back into the Ground of Metaphysics," tram. 
Walter Kauhann in ExistentiaIismfrom Dostmvsky to Sktre, ed. by Walter Kaufmann 
(New York: Meridian Books, 1979, p. 268. 

In one of his most succinct statements on this topic, Heidegger writes: Of course, 
metaphysics acknowledges that beings are not without Being. But scarcely has it said so 
when t again transforms Being into a being, whether it be the supreme being in the sense 
of the first cause, whether it be the distinctive king in the sense of the subject of 
subjectivity, as the condition of the possibility of al1 objectivity, or whether, as a 



coasequence of the coherence of both these fimdamental conditions of Being in beings, it 
be the detemation of the supreme being as the Absolute in the sense of unconditioned 
subjectivity." See Martin Heidegger' 'WNilism as Detefmined by the History of Being" 
in NN, p. 208. 

" Heidegger provides one of his many iists of words for king in a section of lkntity 
dD@rence entitled 'The OnteTh-Logical Constitution of Metaphysics": "There is 
Being only in this or that partiailar historic character: Physs, Logos, Hen, Idea, 
Energeia, S~bstantiaïity~ Obje~tiviîy~ the WilI, the Will to Power, the Will to WiiL7' See 
Martin Heidegger, I&ntity md Dflerence, trans. Joan Stambaugh (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1969)' p. 66. 

~ 3 '  In a late text Heidegger writes: 'To hold back is, in Greek, epoche. Hence we speak of 
the epochs of the destiny of Being. Epoch does not mean here a span of time in 
occurrence, but rather the hdamental characteristic of sending, the a d  holding-back 
of itself in favor of the discernibility of the @, that is, of Being with regard to the 
grounding of beings." See Mamn Heidegger, On The md Being trans. Joan Stambaugh 
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1 WZ), p. 9. 

See BT, p. 44, and the rest of 56, T h e  Task of Destroying the History of Ontology" 
for a clear statement of Heidegger's account of this "destruction of ontology." 

236 In "The End of Philosophy and the Task of Thdchg," Heidegger writes: For since the 
begiming of philosophy and with that beginning, the Being of beings has showed itself 
as the ground (arche, aiton' principle). The ground is that fiom which beings as such are 
what they are in their becoming, perishing, and persisting as something that can be 
known, handled, and worked upon." See Martin Heidegger, WC Writings, p. 374. 

*' AS Heidegger writes: Tot only do we lack any criterion which would permit us to 
evaluate the perfection of an epoch of metaphysics as compared with any other epoch, the 
nght to this kuid of evaluation does not exist. Plato's thinking is no more perfect that 
Parmenides'. Hegel's philosophy is no more perfect than Kant's. Each epoch of 
philosophy has t s  own necessity. We simply have to acknowledge the fact that a 
philosophy is the way it is. It is not for us to prefer one to the other, as cm be the case 
with regard to various Weit4atsctaauungen." Ibid., p. 375. 

This is precisely what Nietzsche attempts with his own iiberwindung of metaphysics, 
but since he ultimately provides a rnetaphysical explmation of metaphysics - a 
metaphysics of metaphysics in Heidegger's words - he is unable to either determine the 
essence of metaphysics or successfùiiy move beyond it. Heidegger h e s :  T o r  it is 
precisely in the positing of new values fiom the will to power, by which and through 
which Nietzsche believes he d l  overcome nihilism, that nihilism proper first proclaims 
that there is nothing to Being itself, which has now becorne a value ... Value thlliking is 



now elevated into a principle. Being itseif, as a matter of principIe, is not admitteci as 
Being. According to its own principle, in this metaphysics there is nothing to Being. How 
cm what is worthy of thwght be given here with Being itself, nameiy, Behg as - Being? 
How couid an overcoming of nihilism occur here, or even make itself feit?" See NN, p. 
203. 

"9  According to Heidegger' 'Wie name metaphysics means nothing other than knowledge 
of the king of beings, which is disthguished by apriority and which is conceived by 
Plato as idka. Therefore, meta-physics begins with Plato's interpretation of being as idea. 
For ail subsequent times, it shapes the essence of Western pbiloçophy, whose histoty. 
from Plao to Nietrsche. is the history ojrnetqlysics." See W, p. 164). 

Friedrich Nietzsche, The WiiI to Power, tram. Walter Kauhann and R. J. Hollingdaie 
(New York: Vintage Books, 1967), p. 13. 

"' Nietzsche writes, for example: 'The question of values is morefultciianennlal than the 
question of m a . :  the latter becornes serious only by presupposing that the value 
question has already been answered" (&id., section 588). The pnority of the question of 
value thus enables Nietzsche to read the history of metaphysics as a senes of value- 
projections through which particular values (tmti~, beauty' goodness' or certainty in the 
case of Descartes) are ascribed with a foundational, transcendent(a1) stature. 

242 For Heidegger's articulation of this logic, see his essay 'The Word of Nietzsche: 'God 
is Dead"' in QCT, p. 78: 'Tor the essence of power lies in beiag master over the level of 
power attained at any time. Power is power only when and only so long as it remains 
power-enhancement, even a mere remaining at a standstill at a level of power, is already 
the beginning of the decline of power. Ta the essence of power belongs the overpowering 
of itseif." As Reiner Schürmann notes, since the oniy goal of the will to power is power, 
then "every felos of the d l  to powa tums into its obstacle." See Reiner Schürrna~, 
Heictegger on Being and Acting: From PrincQIes IO A~tarchy, tram. Christine-Marie 
Gros (Blaomington: Indianapolis University Press, 1987)' p. 189. This is important to 
understand, since so much Nietzsche scholarship has attempted to specie the ptimflrv 
values to which the will to power is committed. Much of the strength of Heidegger's 
c'metaphysical" reading of the will to power lies in its refusai to reductively constme the 
will to power as a biologicai, psychological or political category. 

Nie!tzsche's determination as the uppermoa values as "categones" serves as evidence 
for Heidegger's reading of Nietzsche as a transcendental philosopher. It should be noted, 
of course, that much of the evidence Heidegger marshals in his interpretation of 
Nietzsche cornes fiom one or two notes of the Nachlas materid. See W, p. 3 6-42. 

Heidegger writes, somewhat programmatically, that "We m ~ r l  g r q  Niel~sche's 
phzlosophy os the mefqhysics of subjectivity" (W, p. 147). Heidegger's claim 



notorioudy fails to consider M y  the alti-subject~stic hpdses in Nktzsche's thought, 
such as his denial of a self-present subject, a "doer" behind each deed, and his remarkable 
anticipations of Freud in his claim that the body "is a great reason, a plurality with one 
sense, a war and a peace, a herd and a shepherd." See Z, p. 146. In a more cuntempurary 
theoreticai vocabulary, we might say that Nietzsche denies the possibility of fke and 
autonomous subjectivity existing prior to, and independently of, any network of power- 
relations, which, in fact, are actually constitutive of subjectivity &self. This is the 
appropriate conclusion to h w  fiom Nietzsche's ground-breaking analysa of our 
psychological, moral, and juridical categories in the second essay of Un the GetzeaIogy of 
M d s .  

245 See p. 169 especially. 

246 See 'The Age of the World Picture" in QCT, p. 128. 

247 For Heidegger's discussion of machination, see MII, pp. 174-83. 

248 In a particularl y striking passage, Heidegger reveals his "opposition" to the 
technological age, despite his subsequent and official claims that technology, as a mode 
of revealing, as an ontologicaily neutral phenomenoo: 'la the planetary imperialism of 
technologically organized man, the subjectivism of man attains its acme, fiom which 
point it will descend to the level of organized uniformity and there M y  establish itself 
This uniformity becomes the surest instrument of total, Le., technologicai, nile over the 
earth. The modem £keeclom of subjectivity vanishes totally in the objectivity 
cornmensurate with it." See QCT, p. 152. 

249 By 'Wesen" Heidegger does not simply mean essence, as if he wanted to understand 
what was common to al1 technological forms, but also "presencing." In d e r  words, 
Heidegger is attempting to show how beings are disclosed, or "corne to presaice" in the 
age of technology. 

250 See QCT, p. 4. 

25' In conbgst to Nietzsche's wiii to power, the d l  to will is already in possession of 
what it wills: the will itself. in 'The Word of Nietzsche: 'God is Dead,'" Heidegger 
d e s :  'What the will wills it does not merely stnve after as something it does not yet 
have. What the will wills it has aIready. For the will wills its will. Its will is what it bas 
willed. The will wiils itself." See QCT, p. 77. 

253 Mamo Heidegger, Discourse on Thinking, tram. John Anderson and ed. Hans Freund 
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1966)' p. 54. 



254 See Martin Heidegger, Innoduction to Metqhysics7 tram. by Ralph Manheim (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1959), p. 199. 

Very generaily, 1 think this captures the inherent problem with Heidegger's 
understanding of the political that persisted in different ways, throughout his 
philosophical life. In his later thought, Heidegger believed that because politics is dways 
but a mere reflection or symptom of a deeper metaphysical essence, tha  dl politics, in 
essence, wili be metaphysically 'ihe same." By ruiing out the possibility of an 
"authentic" politics, the later Heidegger is at le& immune fkom repeating his disastrous 
political engagement of the 1930s' but it aiso means that he is increasingly unable to 
make political distinctions and judgments about politics and political regimes. His 
attempt to think the essence of politics thus massively constrains what he is able to say 
philosophically about his own political involvements. I believe that Heidegger's pst-war 
"silence" about Nazisrn is largely the result of his inability to address political and ethical 
questions in a specific way. He simply lacked the philosophical vocabulary for 
comprehending the meaning of fascism, or his own commitments to the National 
Sociaiist movement. 

2s6 It is worth mentioning that Heidegger's fmt lectures on Holderlin in which the 
c'dialogue" between thinking and poetry is inaugurated came immediately after his 
political failure as Rektor. According to Miguel de Beistegui this concem with 
Holderlin's national hymns marks the beginning of Heidegger's attempt to diink the 
essence of the nationai, of the Gennan nation in particdar, prior to any specific political 
determinations and the more fruniliar manifestations of natiodism. It is cIear that tiom 
this time on, it is mderh?~ rather than Hitler who is able to disclose the historical 
situation of the &man people and thus offer Germany the possibility of a new begiming 
unfettered by the metaphysics of the wilt. In de Beistegui's words, ccstarting in 1934-5, 
the tme Führung is to be found in poetry understood as Dzchtu~~g." See Miguel de 
Beistegui, Heihgger and the Political (New York: Routledge, 1998), p. 88. For a fine 
treatment of Heidegger's relationship to poetry, see Veronique Foti, Heidegger and the 
Pa&: Poirsis. Sphiu, Technè (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press, 1992. For a 
response to some of the debates about Heidegger's politics, and a discussion of his 
politics in relation to the university, see David Wl, Daimon L i f :  Heidegger mrdL&- 
PhiIosophy (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1992), part two especidy. For a 
sympathetic discussion of Heidegger's 'political philosophy," one which refuses to 
reduce his political rhinking to his ccofEcial" political texts, see Fred Dallmayr, The 0 t h  
Heictegger (Ithaca: ComeIi University Press, 1993), chapters one and two especiaily. 

257 Martin Heidegger, Ear& Greek minking, tram. David Krell and Frank Cap& (San 
Franciso: Harper and Row: 1975), p. 58. 



s8 1 owe this gloss to J. M. Bernstein, m e  Fde of Ar#.- Aesfhetic AAenationfrom Krmt to 
Dem-ckr and Ahmo, pp. 1 12- 13. 

259 See Robert Bernasconi, Heidegger in Question, chapter 6 (especially pp. 112-16), for 
an excellent discussion of these themes in Heidegger's work Bernasconi notes that in 
'The Ongin of the Work of Art," the generality of the Greek techné made it difficult for 
Heidegger to make his own distinction between self-subsistent art and the k ing  of 
equipment, whereas in bis later essay, 'The Question Conceming Technology," it is 
precisely this proximity between art and technology which grants Heidegger the 
perspective to suggest that our consideration of art might enable us to rene*. more deeply 
upon a possibility of revealing that escapes and resists the ''challenging forth" of (ICLF 
GesteII. See also the accomt of techné in Edith Wyschogrod, Spirit in Ashes: Hegel. 
Heidegger, and Man*& M m  Deah (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), pp. 
177-193 especially. See also Michael Zimmennan, Heidégger's Confiontanon wirh 
Modemity: TechnoIogy. Politics. Art (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1990). 

ZW The hes 'But where danger is, grows 1 The saving power also" is hvoked by 
Heidegger in the midst of his discussion of Edkarning in QCT. p. 28. 

261 This articulation of being in t e m  of time is the subject matter of the projected, but 
never officially -en third division of Being and k e .  As such, Darein and 
Temporaiity wouid be a more appropriate title for the completed portion of the text. 

262 See John Caputo, Radcd Henneneutics: Reptition, Decomtmction, and the 
Henneneutic Project (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), p. 86. My 
understanding of the temporal structure of Dasein owes much to Caputo's discussion 
here. 

263 Obviously, the characterization of the moral law as a c'public conscience" is a 
somewhat reductive reading of Kant. For a more sustained reading of Kant's moral 
philosophy, see The Baric Problems in Phenornenoio~, pp. 13 1-47 especially. 

2a 1 have chosen to translate 'cFürsorge"as asCcaring-for77 instead of as Macquarrie and 
Robinson's "solicitude," which fails to retain any resonance with "Sorge" (are). 

265 See BT, pp. 158-59. In opposition to leaping in and dominating, Heidegger also 
describes a second extreme mode of caring-for characterized by a leaping forth and 
liberating. This authentic binding together of Dasein with the ûther ‘%ces the Other in 
his fiedom for hunselS' which means, essentially, that the Other's self has become 
transparent [durchsichtzg], and an authentic seifkmderstanding has been made possible. 

266 A discussion of whence in parfimilm Dasein draws its possibilities would, of course, 
compromise the ontological nature of Heidegger's analysis. 



267 1 agree with Lacoue-Marthe that Heidegger's political comrnitments in 1933 are no 
accident, and that what Heidegger did and said at that t h e  is generdy consistent with 
the contents of the chapter on historicity under consideration here. See Lacoue-Labarthe, 
Heidegger, Art, d Poliiics, p. 18 specificdly, and chapter 3 in general. More recently, 
Miguel de Beistegui has argued that Heidegger moves too quickly in these cruciai 
paragraphs on the relatiooshi p between fate and destiny, and suggests that Heidegger's 
analysis is "ontically overdetennined" such that it is "politically oriented" £iom the start. 
De Beistegui is likewise too quick, however, when he suggests that there is an inherent 
problem in Heidegger's characterization of Dasein's "CO-histoncizing" with others. He 
argues that since the being-with-one-another of communal life is a faffen mode of 
Dasein's being fiom which authentic Dasein extriates itself in the movement of 
anticipatory resoluteness, it is thus wrong for Heidegger to indicate that an authentically 
destinal history as describeci is even possible. This charge, however' that Heidegger 
c a ~ o t  legitimately move fiom Dasein's fate to the comrnunity's destiny, is undercut by 
Heidegger's previous daims, as I mention above, that Mitsein is not inherently autheuticy 
even if that is usudly the case. It is certainly tme that Heidegger does not give a 
phenomenologically adequate characterization of Dasein's CO-historicizing, but this does 
not necessariiy point to an inherent problem with Heidegger's dl-tm-general remarks. 
De Beistegui, however, is absolutely right to ask exactly what anticipatory resoluteness 
would mean for the "we" of a community. See de Beistegui, Heidegger 4 the Politicai, 
pp. 17-20. 

268 Lacoue-Labarthe has likewise commentecl on Heidegger's silence on this issue: "ûf 
course, Heidegger does not breathe a word about the problem of imitation. Though some 
paragraphs before, the relation to the past is denned acwrding to the possibility, for 
Dasein, of "choosing its heroes" ($74) - and what is a hero, if not a mode1 or an 
example?" Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, 'Wistory and Mirnesis," trans. Eduardo Cadava in 
Lookrng After Nietzsche, ed. Laurence Eückels (Albany: S U N Y  Press, 1 WO), p. 230. 

~ 6 '  Although 1 hesitate, like Heidegger, to give examples, 1 think the mz&c relationship 
that is operative here recalls Harold Bloom's description of the relationship between 
strong poets and their predecessors. What Bloom's strong poet resists and most fears is 
precisely the absolute dominance of the past over the present, the inability to offer a 
"reciprocai rejoinder" to their poetic inheritance' so to speak. The strong poet's 'Aorror of 
fmding oneself to be only a wpy or replica" thus initiates the poet's agon with his or ber 
predecessors, in which the later p e t  rebels against death by attempting to Unpose his or 
her own poetic voice upon the present, thus repeating the very creative act of previous 
strong poets. See Harold Bloom, The Anriety ojlnjluence: A 7heory of Poeî'ry (New 
York: Mord University Press, 1973), p. 80. In orda to understand a poem, 
consequently, Bloom argues that we shodd leam to read it as a "deliberate 
misinterpretation. . . of a parent poem" (Ibid., p. 94). Obviously, this relationship betwem 
strong pets is more explicit and self-conscious than Heidegger requires; one need not, 



d e r  all, "explczt& know the origin of the possibilities upon which that resoluteness 
projects itself" (Br, p., 437). 

Echoes of this daim rem in Heidegger's later thought. For example, in bis first 
lecture course on Nietzsche, Heidegger argues that any philosophy which atternpts to 
shply dispense with its history will inevitably mistake its original and new 
interpretations for traditional ones that have long since been known. The opposition, 
therefore, beîween a revolutionary fiiture and what-has-been camot be upheld: "The 
greater a revolution is to be, the more profoundly must it plunge into its history" (M, p. 
203). 

271 1 disagree, consequentiy, with Lacoue-Labarthe, who suggests somewhat hastily that 
Dasein's authentic historicizing, its "repetitionY7 of hitherto c o n d e d  possibilities, 
sirnply 'is, strictly speaking, the Nietzschean scheme of historicity." See Lacoue- 
Labarthe, cWistory and Mimesis?" in Lookzng Afrer Nietzsche, p. 230. As 1 bave tried to 
show, although Nietzsche and Heidegger are addressing the same problematic of history, 
their "~utions" to how our fùture existence can be negotiated are quite different. 

"' This is just to invoke, once more, the title of Bernard Yack's study of philosophical 
modemism. 

273 Martin Heidegger, 'The Self-Assertion of the German University" tram. William 
Lewis in Richard Wolin (ed.), nie Heidegger Controversy: A Criticai Reader, pp- 29-39 
(henceforth cited as SA). 

274 Heidegger rnakes this claim even though the youth in his audience could not possibly 
have shared his understanding of the essence of the German university. If the self- 
assertion of the teachers and students is contingent upon the self-assertion of the 
university, and if this self-assertion is contingent upon the prior disclosure of the German 
university's essence, then it seems difficult to understand how the self-assertion could 
already have been decided by the youth. 

''' For the Greeks, this relationship between man and the truth of beings was understood 
as techné. Residing in this claim, then, is the nasceat opposition between techné and 
technology that will become so crucial to Heidegger's later thinking. The list of "world- 
shaping forces7' certainiy does not privilege technology, but it does show that techné is 
excessive, that it preceda and exceeds the epochd configuration of modem techwlogy, 
and thus contains within itself the possibility of re-inventing our relationship to du 
Gesteil. This suggestion, of course, is still ody latent in the address itself What is 
perhaps ironic, and what 1 believe constitutes the fiiodamental weakness of the address 
fiom a Heideggerian perspective, is the way in which the questionhg of the essence of 
science, of technè, is couched in the very rhetoric of the subjectivistic, metaphysics of the 
will. Heidegger is thus approaching the archaic determination of techné from the wilh l  



stance of modem technology, whereas the proper mode of questionin& as Heidegger 
himself later realizes and develops, is to approach the essence of modern technology nom 
the perspective of the originary sending of techné. 

36 See Graeme Nicholson, 'The Politics of Heidegger's Rectoral Address," Mm und 
WorId 20, 1987: p. 185. 

" At one Qow) point Heidegger d e s :  'To give law to oneself is the highest &eedorn. 
The much praised 'acadernic fieedom' is being banished fiom the Gennan university; for 
this fkeedom was fiilse, because it was only n e g a ~ g .  It meant predominantly lack of 
concem, arbitraruess in one's intentions and inclinations, lack of restra.int in everything 
one does." See U, p. 43. 

278 See Miguel de Beistegui, Heidegger and the PoZitimI, p. 45. 

2'9 My reading thus intersects with Christopher Fynsk's philosophicai concerns 
m u n d i n g  his political involvements of 1933. Fynsk attempts '?O occount 
philosophically for the necessary insertion of philosophical discourse within a play of 
interests that inevitably exceeds its power to make those interests its own, but also to 
describe why philosophy cannot be wholly of its the,  even as it assumes the 
responsibility of its history." See Christopher Fynsk, Heidegger: Inmghl and Historicity 
(Ithaca: Comell University Press, 1993)' p. 1 12, but also 104-30 wherein the 
Rektordrrede is discussed particularly with respect to how Selbstbehauptung is 
developed within an essentially tragic schema. 

Heidegger defines techè as Wissen, knowledge, which is very different nom its 
typicai translation as "art" or '%andicraft." In his 1936 Nietzsche lecture, Heidegger 
makes the following daim: Yf man tries to win a foothod and establish himself among 
the beings @hysis) to which he is exposed, if he proceeds to master beings in this or that 
way, then his advance against beings is borne and guided by a knowledge of them. Such 
knawledge is calleci techné. From the very outset the word is not, and nwer is, the 
designation of a "'making" and a producing; rather, it designates that knowledge which 
supports and conducts every human irruption into the midst of beings." See M, p. 82. For 
another clear account of the shifk in the philosophical sense of techné, see Heidegger's 
"The Ongin of the Work of Art" (henceforth cited as OWA) in Poehy, Lanpage, 
Inaghf, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), pp. 58-9 
especially. 

28 1 See Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger. Art  and Poiitics, p. 58. 

?a= See Graeme Nicholson, 'The Two Faces of Heidegger" in Dialectic und Nmative, 
eds. Thomas Flynn and Dalia Judovitz (Albany: SUNY Press, 1993), pp. 47-55. My 
argument is similar to Nicholson's, but not identical. He argues that the problem of 
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temporality in SA is due to Heidegger's illegitimate projection of Dasein's temporality 
ont0 the community itself: 'The centrai issue here is the stnictwe of t h e .  So convinced 
is Heidegger here of the supremacy of the fùtural mode of human tempodity that he is 
prepared to speak of a people (Vok) as hding its being only in the fimire that awaits it, 
just as Bemg mid Time argues this for the individual. It is ths t .  m o t  work! While 
there is some possibility of construing the temporality of each individual as being shaped 
by the fthtre more tban by the past or by the present, this cannot work once we have 
tumeci our attention to the communïty. The fimral mode of politics is a utopia without 
content and, hence, without the slightest chance of succeeding" (Ibid., p. 54). My claim, 
of course, is that Heidegger's ''fbturisrn" is not just iil@imately transfmed nom Dasein 
to mmrrmnity, but that now the priority of the future is so extreme, so radical, that the 
past and the present are massively subordinated to thet which is yet to corne, out of which 
alone our possibilities (as Dasein and Volk) are to be determined. 

Derrida has arguexi on s e v d  occasions that this revolutionary appeal to the fuhue is 
typicaily justifiecl in a fbre anterior teuse, that i q  an appeai to what will have been. In 
this case, the existence of the Volk predates the act which is supposai to bring it into 
being - a paradox which is at the heart of social contract theory. See Jacques Derrida, 
Torce of Law: The 'Mystical Foundation of Authority,,"' trans. Mary Quaintance in 
Decollstruction ami the Possibilis, of Jirstice, 4 s .  Drucilla Corneil, Michel Rosedel and 
David Carlson (New York: Routledge, 1992)' pp. 3-67. 

For an excellent treatment of the Hegelian background to Heidegger's essay, see 
Jacques Taminiaux, "The Hegeiian Legacy in Heidegger's Overcoming of Aesthetics," in 
Poetics, S p m l l a t i ,  C m d J î n t :  The Work of Art from Krmt to Phenomenology, pp. 
127-52. 

285 For a more detailed description of this history, see Robert Bernasconi, Hez-er in 
@estion, pp. 103-05. 

'" Heidegger's attempt to enter into the hermeneutic circle here is not without its 
difficuities. By appealing to our fkmiliarity with particuiar works without already 
knowing in advance the nature of art itself, Heidegger's entire investigation is perhaps 
guided in advance by a familiarity that has been detennined by aesthetics - precisely 
what is under question in this essay. If the very concept of art is inextricably bound up 
with the categories of aesthetics Bernasconi asks, then Heidegger's overcoming of 
aesthetics is confiornecl with a, perhaps, insufmomtable difficulty. For a more detailed 
account of this problem, see Robert Bernasconi, Heiciegger in Question, pp. 99-1 16. 

For a thoughtfùi account of how Heidegger puts to use these two suunpies of 
artworks, the Van Gogh painting and the Greek temple, see Ibid., p. 1 07-08. 

" See M, p. 80. 



a9 Heidegger goes so far as to daim that because unconceaiedness is "dominated 
throughout by a denial," that is, by a double concealment, it foilows that truth "in its 
nature, is un-tndb" (OWA, p. 54). This is not to say, of course, that tmth is actually error, 
but rather that the primordial occurrence of tndh - for the ancient Greeks, the Romans, or 
modern Europeans - always inescapable covers over or conceals d e r  ways in which 
truth could be, or has been, revealed. Later in the essay, Heidegger will daim that al1 art 
is essentially p o w ,  because "language alone brings what is, as something that is, into 
the Opai for the first tirne" (OWA, p. 73). The "saying" of language, fiirthemore, 
announces '%vhat it i s  that beings corne into the Open as" (OWA, p. 73). When beings are 
unconcealed as something, this always implies that they are not unconcealed as 
something else. Hence, concealment belongs to unconcealment. The trutb that Heidegger 
ideaines with un-tmth, that contains un-truîh, is not mrrectness, and thus any charge of a 
Heideggerian "irrationalism" here would be off the mark. When Heidegger notoriously 
claims that science does not think, he is not thereby dismissing all scientific inquiry; 
rather, he is shply Merentiating the historical movement of the uiconcealing and 
concealing of being that is prior to the ontic investigations of the scientific disciplines. 

JO 1 should at iead mention that Heidegger describes the striving opposition and 
belonging-together of world and earth as a rift [Riss]. The rift is not "a mere clefi," but 
rather the bringing of "the opposition of measure and bomdary into their cornmon 
outline" (OWA, p. 63). The rift is that which gathers this indeterminate opposition 
together in their essential striving, and thus makes manifest the very conditions of the 
work-being of the work. 

Bernstein argues that Heidegger's accomt of the artist as a "passageway" is different 
fiom Kant's because Heidegger decouples his demand for art to be exemplary with the 
fieedom of the artist. Bernstein concludes &om this, somewhat hastiiy, I thinlg that 
Heidegger thus 'hinis history into fàte and presages a distinaly anti-modem 
transformation of culture." See J. M. Bernstein, n e  Foie of AH, p. 108. 

"P- This is not to say that Heidegger disavows the createdness of the work, so much as the 
standard vocabulary of aesthetics employed to describe and account for this creation. For 
example, he writes: ''The event of its being created does not simply reverberate through 
the work; rather, the work cases before itself the eventfid fact that the work is as this 
work, and it has constantly this fact about itself The more essentiaily the work opens 
itself, the more luminous becomes the uniqueness of the fact that it is rather than is not. 
The more essentially this thnist cornes into the Open, the stranger and more solitary the 
work becomes" (OWA, 65-66). See Christopher Fynsk, Heideggec 7hmght and 
His~oricity, pp. 134-39 especially, for an excellent discussion of this and other related 
passages. Fynsk also concedes that there is littie in Heidegger's essay that would help us 
to understand how a particular work might bear a relationship to the artist's signature or 
M e .  The '%ut it is" feature of dl works is shared with equipment, yet the createdness of 
an item of equipment is utterly submerged in its usefunes. Heidegger's official 



cornplaint with modern subjectivism is that it "misinterprets creation, taking it as the self- 
sovereign subject 's performance of genius" (O WA, p. 76). 

See John Sallis, Echws: Afer HeCciegger, p. 180. 

Ibid., p. 185. 

" 1 owe this rough formulation to J. M. Bernstein, ï?ze Fate of Art, p. 107. 

96 This opens up, once again, the problem of temporality in Heidegger's discussion. As 
Robert BernasConi notes: Toetry iastitutes, founds, and wouid bring us to the site of the 
historical existence of a people, a site on which, Heidegger observeci, we are net yet 
standing, aithough it awaits 'us,' wouid 'we' but attend to what it says." See Robert 
Bernasconi, Hezakgger in Que~n'on, p. 141. The work of art is thus an address to a people 
that are not, and paradoxidly cannot k uatil they have stood in the trtxth that has been 
opened by the work. This is the relation in which Holderlin stands to the Gennan people 
(who are wt yet a people). 

* The preservers are 'killing" in the sense that they resolutely stand in the opemess of 
the mah that is disclosed in the work. Heidegger is not speaking of subjective acts of 
will here, but of the resoluteness that is always aiready an openness to being, as 
describeci in Being and Time. 

It is not difficult to see the parallels here between Heidegger's founding as beginning 
and Holderlin's understanding of the caesufa. As Lacoue-Labarthe notes, cornmenthg on 
Holderlin: "A caesura would be that which., within history. interrupts history and opens 
up another possibility of history, or else closes off al1 possibiiity of history." See Philippe 
Lacoue-Labarthe, Heidegger. Art mid Politics, p. 45. 

'99 Bernstein makes a similar point in his study. See J. M. Benistein, n e  Fate @Art, p. 
106-07. 

" See Charles Taylor, Malaie o f M d m i î y ,  p. 62. 

"' Ibid., chapter VI. 
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